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David E. Bernstein & Eric G. Lasker, Defending Daubert: It’s Time to Amend Federal Rule of 
Evidence 702, 57 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 4 (2015). 

The 2000 Advisory Committee on the Federal Rules of Evidence has not accomplished 
its goal of requiring courts to adopt a more rigorous and structured approach to scrutiny of expert 
testimony.  The 2000 Advisory Committee amended FRE 702.  It now states that trial courts 
must examine the factual foundation of expert testimony, the reliability of the expert’s 
methodology, and the expert’s application of her methodology to the facts at issue.  Although 
courts always apply FRE 702, there are divisions in how it is applied, and the divisions are the 
same divisions that existed before the 2000 amendments.  Bernstein and Lasker propose a new 
amendment to Rule 702. 

Part I of Bernstein and Lasker’s article surveys the history of the 2000 amendments to 
Rule 702.  Part II describes the resistance of some courts to adopting the requirements of 
Amended Rule 702.  Part III suveys case law subsequent to Rule 702’s amendments.  Part IV 
proposes specific revisions to Rule 702 to remedy lingering problems. 

Bernstein and Lasker recommend the following amendments to Rule 702: 

“A witness who is qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or 
education may testify in the form of an opinion or otherwise if the testimony satisfies 
each of the following requirements: 

(a) the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will help the 
trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue; 

(b) the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data that reliably support the 
expert’s opinion; 

(c) the testimony is the product of reliable and objectively reasonable principles 
and methods; and 

(d) the expert has reliably applied the principles and methods to the facts of the 
case and reached his conclusions without resort to unsupported speculation. 

Appeals of district court decisions under this Rule are considered under the abuse-of-
discretion standard.  Such decisions are evaluated with the same level of rigor 
regardless of whether the district court admitted or excluded the testimony in question. 

This Rule supersedes any preexisting precedent that conflicts with any or all sections of 
this Rule.” 

*added text is bolded and italicized.  Removed text has been struck through. 
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On Amending Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence 

No serious observer or scholar of the law of evidence can deny that the lower federal courts have 
applied Daubert and its progeny, and the revised Federal Rule of Evidence 702, inconstantly and 
inconsistently, in their decisions to admit or exclude proffered expert witness opinion testimony. 
Opponents of trial court “gatekeeping” of expert witnesses applaud the lapses in hopes that the gates 
have been unhinged and that there will be “open admissions” for expert witness testimony. These 
opponents latch on to the suggestion that the Rules favor “liberal” admissibility with a libertine; they 
lose sight of the meaning of “liberal” that conveys enlightened, with an openness to progress and 
salutary change, and the claims of knowledge over blind faith.  Supporters of gatekeeping lament the 
courts’ inability or unwillingness to apply a clear statutory mandate that is designed to improve and 
ensure the correctness of fact finding in the federal courts. A few have decried the lawlessness of the 
courts’ evasions and refusals to apply Rule 702’s requirements. 

Given the clear body of Supreme Court precedent, and the statutory revision to Rule 702, which was 
clearly designed to embrace, embody, enhance, and clarify the high Court precedent, I did not think 
that an amendment to Rule 702 was needed to improve the sorry state of lower court decisions. 
Professor David Bernstein and lawyer Eric Lasker, however, have made a powerful case for 
amendment as a way of awakening and galvanizing federal judges to their responsibilities under the 
law. David E. Bernstein & Eric G. Lasker,“Defending Daubert: It’s Time to Amend Federal Rule of 
Evidence 702,” 57 William & Mary L. Rev. 1 (2015) [cited below as Bernstein & Lasker]. 

Bernstein and Lasker remind us that Rule 702 is a statute[1] that superseded inconsistent prior judicial 
pronouncements. The authors review many of the more egregious cases that ignore the actual text of 
Rule 702, while adverting to judicial gloss on the superseded rule, and even to judicial precedent and 
dicta pre-dating the Daubert case itself. Like the Papa Bear in the Berenstain Bear family, the authors 
show us how not to interpret a statute properly, through examples from federal court decisions. 

The Dodgers’ Dodges 

Questions about whether expert witnesses properly applied a methodology to the facts of a case are 
for the jury, and not the proper subject of gatekeeping. 
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As Bernstein and Lasker document, this thought- and Rule-avoidance dodge is particularly shocking 
given that the Supreme Court clearly directed close and careful analysis of the specific application of 
general principles to the facts of a case.[2] Shortly after the Supreme Court decided Daubert, the 
Third Circuit decided a highly influential decision in which it articulated the need for courts to review 
every step in expert witnesses’ reasoning for reliability. In re Paoli RR Yard PCB Litig., 35 F.3d 717, 
745 (3d Cir. 1994). The Paoli case thus represents the antithesis of a judicial approach that asks only 
the 10,000 foot level question whether the right methodology was used; Paoli calls for a close, careful 
analysis of the application of a proper methodology to every step in the case. Id. (“any step that 
renders the analysis unreliable … renders the expert’s testimony inadmissible … whether the step 
completely changes a reliable methodology or merely misapplies that methodology”). 

While the Paoli approach is unpopular with some judges who might prefer not to work so hard, the 
Advisory Committee heartily endorsed Paoli’s “any step” approach in its Note to the 2000 
amendment. Bernstein & Lasker at 32. Bernstein and Lasker further point out that the Committee’s 
Report, Professor Dan Capra, acknowledged, shortly after the amendment went into effect, that the 
Paoli “any step” approach had a “profound impact” on the drafting of amended Rule 702. Bernstein 
& Lasker at 28.[3] 

Having demonstrated the reasons, the process, and the substance of the judicial and legislative history 
of the revised Rule 702, Bernstein and Lasker are understandably incensed at the lawlessness of 
circuit and trial courts that have eschewed the statute, have ignored Supreme Court precedent, and 
have retreated to vague judicial pronouncements that trace back to before some or any of the 
important changes occurred in Rule 702.[4] 

Let’s Cherry Pick and Weigh of the Evidence; Forget the Scale 

Along with some courts’ insistence that trial judges may not examine the application of methods to 
the facts of a case, other courts, perhaps mindful of their citation practices, have endorsed “cherry 
picking” as a satisfactory methodology for partial expert witnesses to support their opinions. Id. at 35-
36. Our law review authors also trace the influence of plaintiffs’ counsel, through their “walking 
around money” from the breast implant litigation, in sponsoring anti-Daubert, anti-gatekeeping 
conferences, at which prominent plaintiffs’ advocates and expert witnesses, such as Carl Cranor 
presented in favor of a vague “weight of the evidence” (WOE) approach to decision making. Id. at 39. 
Following these conferences, some courts have managed to embrace WOE, which is usually packaged 
as an abandonment of scientific standards of validity and sufficiency, in favor of selective review and 
subjective decisions. To do this, however, courts have had to ignore both Supreme Court precedent 
and the clear language of Rule 702. In Joiner, the high Court rejected WOE, over the dissent of a 
single justice,[5] but some of the inferior federal courts have embraced the dissent to the exclusion of 
the majority’s clear holding, as well as the incorporation of that holding into the revised Rule 702.[6] 
An interesting case of judicial disregard. 

Other Dodges 

The law review authors did not purport to provide an exhaustive catalogue of avoidance and evasion 
techniques. Here is one that is not discussed: shifting the burden of proof on admissibility to the 
opponent of the expert witness’s opinion: 

“Testimony from an expert is presumed to be helpful unless it concerns matters within 
the everyday knowledge and experience of a lay juror.” 
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Earp v. Novartis Pharms., No. 5:11–CV–680–D, 2013 WL 4854488, at *3 (Sept. 11, 2013). See also 
Kopf v. Skyrm, 993 F.2d 374, 377 (4th Cir.1993); accord Koger v. Norfolk S. Ry. Co., No. 1:08–0909, 
2010 WL 692842, at *1 (S.D.W.Va. Feb. 23, 2010) (unpublished). 

Whence comes this presumption? Perhaps it is no more than a requirement for the opponent to object 
and articulate the flaws before the trial court will act. But the “presumption” sure looks like a covert 
shifting of the burden of proof for the requisite reliability of an expert witness’s opinion, which 
burden clearly falls on the proponent of the testimony. 

The Proposed Amended Rule 702 

There are several possible responses to the problem of the judiciary’s infidelity to basic principles, 
precedent, and legislative directive. Bernstein and Lasker advance amendments to the current Rule 
702, as a blunt reminder that the times and the law have changed, really. Here is their proposed 
revision, with new language italicized, and deleted language shown to be struck: 

“Rule 702. Testimony by Expert Witnesses 

A witness who is qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or 
education may testify in the form of an opinion or otherwise if the testimony satisfies 
each of the following requirements: 

(a) the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will help the trier of 
fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue; 

(b) the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data that reliably support the expert’s 
opinion; 

(c) the testimony is the product of reliable and objectively reasonable principles and 
methods; and 

(d) the expert has reliably applied the principles and methods to the facts of the case and 
reached his conclusions without resort to unsupported speculation. 

Appeals of district court decisions under this Rule are considered under the abuse-of-
discretion standard. Such decisions are evaluated with the same level of rigor regardless 
of whether the district court admitted or excluded the testimony in question. This Rule 
supersedes any preexisting precedent that conflicts with any or all sections of this Rule.” 

Bernstein & Lasker at 44-45. 

Before discussing and debating the changes, we should ask, “why change a fairly good statute just 
because lower courts evade its terms?” The corrupt efforts of SKAPP[7] to influence public and 
judicial policy, as well as the wildly one-sided Milward symposium,[8] which the authors discuss, 
should serve as a potent reminder that there would be many voices in the review and revision process, 
both from within plaintiffs’ bar, and from those sympathetic to the litigation industry’s goals and 
desires. Opening up the language of Rule 702 to revision could result in reactionary change, driven by 
the tort bar’s and allies’ lobbying. The result could be the evisceration of Rule 702, as it now stands. 
This danger requires a further exploration of alternatives to the proposed amendment. 
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Rule 702 has had the benefit of evolutionary change and development, which have made it better and 
also possibly burdened with vestigial language. To be sure, the rule is a difficult statute to draft, and 
while the authors give us a helpful start, there is many problems to be subdued before a truly 
workable working draft can be put be forward. 

The first sentence’s new language, “the testimony satisfies each of the following requirements,” is 
probably already satisfied the use of “and” between the following numbered paragraphs. Given the 
judicial resistance to Rule 702, the additional verbiage could be helpful; it should be unnecessary. The 
conditionality of “if,” however, leaves the meaning of the Rule unclear when that condition is not 
satisfied. The Rule clearly signifies that “if” in the introductory sentence means “only if,” and the law 
and litigants would be better off if the Rule said what it means. 

Proposed Subsection (b) 

(b) the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data that reliably support the expert’s opinion; 

The authors do not make much of a case for striking “sufficient.” There will be times when there are 
perfectly good facts and data supporting an expert witness’s opinion, in a completely reliable opinion, 
but the supporting facts and data do not support an epistemic claim of “knowledge,” because the 
support is indeterminate between the claim and many other competing hypotheses that might explain 
the outcome at issue. The reliably supporting facts and data may amount to little more than a scientific 
peppercorn, and really be too much of too little to support the claim. Deleting “sufficient” from 
subsection b could be a serious retrograde move, which will confuse the judiciary more than instruct 
it. 

The revised subsection also fails to address the integrity of the facts and data, and the validity of how 
the data were generated. To be sure, Rule 703 could pick up some of the slack, but Rule 703 is often 
ignored, and even when invoked, that rule has its own drafting and interpretation problems. See 
“Giving Rule 703 the Cold Shoulder” (May 12, 2012); “RULE OF EVIDENCE 703 — Problem 
Child of Article VII” (Sept. 19, 2011). Also missing is an acknowledgment that the facts or data must 
often be analyzed in some way, whether by statistical tests or some other means. And finally, there is 
the problem in that reliable does not necessarily connote valid or accurate. Subsection (b) thus seems 
to cry out for additional qualification, such as: 

“the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data, reliably, accurately, and validly 
ascertained, and analyzed, which facts or data reliably and validly support the expert’s 
opinion” 

Proposed Subsection (c) 

Bernstein and Lasker propose modifying this subsection to inject “and objectively reasonable” before 
“principles and methods.” The authors do not explain what objectively reasonable principles and 
methods encompass, and they qualification does seem self-explanatory. Perhaps they are calling for 
principles and methods that are “generally accepted,” and otherwise justified as warranted to produce 
accurate, true results? Is so, that might be a helpful addition. 

Proposed Subsection (d) 

Here the authors bolster the language of the subsection with a prohibition against using unsupported 
speculation. OK; but would supported or inspired or ingenious speculation be any better? Subsection 
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(a) speaks of knowledge, and it should be obvious that the expert witness’s opinion has an epistemic 
warrant to be something more than a mere subjective opinion. 

Whether Bernstein and Lasker have opened a can or a Concordat of Worms remains to be seen. 

[1] The authors provide a great resource on the legislative history of attempts to revise 702, up to and 
including the 2000 revision. The 2000 revision began with a proposed amendment from the Advisory 
Committee in April 1999. The Standing Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure approved the 
proposal, and forwarded the proposed amendment to the Judicial Conference, which approved the 
amendment without change in September 1999. The Supreme Court ordered the amendment in April 
2000, and submitted the revised rule to Congress. Order Amending the Federal Rules of Evidence, 
529 U.S. 1189, 1195 (2000). The revised Rule 702 became effective on December 1, 2000. See also 
Bernstein & Lasker at 19 n. 99 (citing Edward J. Imwinkelried, “Response, Whether the Federal 
Rules of Evidence Should Be Conceived as a Perpetual Index Code: Blindness Is Worse than 
Myopia,” 40 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 1595, 1595-98 (1999) (noting and supporting the Supreme Court’s 
interpretation and application of the Federal Rules of Evidence as a statute, and subject to the judicial 
constraints on statutory construction). For a strident student’s pro-plaintiff view of the same 
legislative history, see Nancy S. Farrell, “Congressional Action to Amend Federal Rule of Evidence 
702: A Mischievous Attempt to Codify Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc.”, 13 J. 
Contemp. Health L. & Pol’y 523 (1997). 

[2] General Electric Co. v. Joiner, 522 U.S. 136 (1997) (reviewing and analyzing individual studies’ 
internal and external validity, and rejecting plaintiffs’ argument that only the appropriateness of the 
methodology in the abstract was subject of gatekeeping); Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael, 526 U.S. 
137, 156-57 (1999) (“stressing that district courts must scrutinize whether the principles and methods 
employed by an expert have been properly applied to the facts of the case”) (quoting what was then 
the proposed advisory committee’s note to Rule 702, Preliminary Draft of Proposed Amendments to 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and Evidence: Request for Comment, 181 F.R.D. 18, 148 
(1998)). 

[3] citing Stephen A. Saltzburg, Edwin J. Imwinkelried, & Daniel J. Capra, “Keeping the Reformist 
Spirit Alive in Evidence Law,” 149 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1277, 1289-90 (2001). The authors note that other 
circuits have embraced the Paoli “any steps” approach. Bernstein & Lasker at 28 at n. 152 (citing Paz 
v. Brush Engineered Materials, Inc., 555 F.3d 383, 387-91 (5th Cir. 2009); McClain v. Metabolife 
Int’l, Inc., 401 F.3d 1233, 1245 (11th Cir. 2005); Dodge v. Cotter Corp., 328 F.3d 1212, 1222 (10th 
Cir. 2003); Amorgianos v. Nat’l R.R. Passenger Corp., 303 F.3d 256, 267 (2d Cir. 2002) (quoting In 
re Paoli, 35 F.3d at 746). 

[4] See, e.g., City of Pomona v. SQM N. Am. Corp., 750 F.3d 1036, 1047 (9th Cir. 2014) (rejecting the 
Paoli any step approach without careful analysis of the statute, the advisory committee note, or 
Supreme Court decisions); Manpower, Inc. v. Ins. Co. of Pa., 732 F.3d 796, 808 (7th Cir. 2013) (“[t] 
he reliability of data and assumptions used in applying a methodology is tested by the adversarial 
process and determined by the jury; the court’s role is generally limited to assessing the reliability of 
the methodology – the framework – of the expert’s analysis”); Bonner v. ISP Techs., Inc., 259 F.3d 
924, 929 (8th Cir. 2001) (“the factual basis of an expert opinion goes to the credibility of the 
testimony, not the admissibility, and it is up to the opposing party to examine the factual basis for the 
opinion in cross-examination”). 
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[5] General Electric Co. v. Joiner, 522 U.S. 136, 146-47 (1997) (holding that district court had the 
“discretion to conclude that the studies upon which the experts relied were not sufficient, whether 
individually or in combination, to support their conclusions that Joiner’s exposure to PCB’s 
contributed to his cancer”). Other federal and state courts have followed Joiner. See Allen v. Pa. 
Eng’g Corp., 102 F.3d 194, 198 (5th Cir. 1996) (“We are also unpersuaded that the ‘weight of the 
evidence’ methodology these experts use is scientifically acceptable for demonstrating a medical link 
between Allen’s EtO exposure and brain cancer.”). For similar rejections of vague claims that weak 
evidence add up to more than the sum of its parts, see Hollander v. Sandoz Pharm. Corp., 289 F.3d 
1193, 1216 n.21 (10th Cir. 2002); Magistrini v. One Hour Martinizing Dry Cleaning, 180 F. Supp. 2d 
584, 608 (D.N.J. 2002); Caraker v. Sandoz Pharm. Corp., 188 F. Supp. 2d 1026, 1040 (S.D. Ill. 
2001); Siharath v. Sandoz Pharm. Corp., 131 F. Supp. 2d 1347, 1371 (N.D. Ga. 2001), aff’d sub nom. 
Rider v. Sandoz Pharm. Corp., 295 F.3d 1194 (11th Cir. 2002); Merck & Co. v. Garza, 347 S.W.3d 
256, 268 (Tex. 2011); Estate of George v. Vt. League of Cities & Towns, 993 A.2d 367, 379-80 (Vt. 
2010). 

[6] Milward v. Acuity Specialty Products Group, Inc., 639 F.3d 11, 17-18 (1st Cir. 2011) (reversing 
the exclusion of expert witnesses who embraced WOE). Milward has garnered some limited support 
in a few courts, as noted by Bernstein and Lasker; see In re Fosamax (Alendronate Sodium) Prods. 
Liab. Litig., Nos. 11-5304, 08-08, 2013 WL 1558690, at *4 (D.N.J. Apr. 10, 2013); Harris v. CSX 
Transp., Inc., 753 S.E.2d 275, 287-89, 301-02 (W. Va. 2013). 

[7] “SKAPP A LOT” (April 30, 2010). 

[8] “Milward Symposium Organized by Plaintiffs’ Counsel and Witnesses” (Feb. 13, 2013); 
[http://perma.cc/PW2V-X7TK]. 

This entry was posted on Saturday, October 17th, 2015 at 4:29 am and is filed under Expert Witnesses, Rule 702, Scientific 
Evidence. You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2.0 feed. Both comments and pings are currently 
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Geoffrey Stewart Morrison & William C. Thompson, Assessing the Admissibility of a New 
Generation of Forensic Science Voice Comparison Testimony, 18 Colum. Sci. & Tech. L. Rev. 
326 (2017). 

Sometimes, disputes arise in criminal cases over the identity of a speaker on an audio 
recording.  To resolve the dispute, a forensic voice comparison may be performed.  Forensic 
voice comparison evidence was last used in court in 2003, and thrown out by the judge.  Since 
then there have been no reported instances where this type of evidence has overcome a Daubert 
challenge.  However, there have been significant advances in forensic voice comparison 
technology in the last 15-20 years.  This article offers a framework for assessing the strength of 
forensic voice comparison testimony. 

First, Morrison and Thompson provide a “primer” on voice comparison technology.  
Second, they describe the frameworks that practitioners use when and reporting the strength of 
the evidence.  They describe seven different frameworks.  The leading framework is the 
“Likelihood-Ratio Framework,” which requires the practitioner to consider: 1) the probability of 
obtaining the observed properties of the voice on the questioned-speaker recording if it were 
produced by the known speaker; and 2) the probability of obtaining the observed properties of 
the voice on the questioned-speaker recording if it were produced not by the known speaker, but 
by some other speaker from the relevant population. 

Next, Morrison and Thompson discuss how to test for and control validity and reliability.  
They also discuss contextual bias, and recommend minimizing contextual bias by avoiding 
exposure of practitioners to “task-irrelevant” information (information that is not necessary for 
assessing the strength of forensic evidence).  They also mention several ways to shield 
practitioners from task-irrelevant information: context management procedures, having a case 
manager as a middleman between analysts and clients, and sequential unmasking. 

Morrison and Thompson also discuss admissibility and apply Daubert to forensic voice 
comparison testimony.  They also review and critique the use of forensic voice technology in the 
recent case U.S. v. Ahmed.  In conclusion, Morrison and Thompson outline how they believe a 
forensic voice comparison would have to be conducted to produce testimony that is admissible 
under Daubert (I have attached a copy of their proposal). 
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• The practitioner conducted one automatic analysis (Comparison 1), got a result, then modified the system 
(by adding an imposter set), reran the analysis, and got a result more favorable to the prosecution than the 
first result. A forensic practitioner should avoid acting in a way that could give the impression that they 
are cherry picking results, i.e., that they tested multiple systems and then selected the one which was most 

favorable to the party instructing them. 2 4 

C. Conclusion with Respect to the Ahmed Testimony 

The forensic practitioner in Ahmed used a mixture of approaches: auditory, acoustic-phonetic, and automatic. The results 
of all of the analyses were subjective judgments. Even for the automatic subsystem, which calculated likelihood ratios 
using quantitative measurements and statistical models, the practitioner did not directly report the calculated values, 
but instead used them as inputs to making a subjective decision. The way the results from *413 each analysis were 
combined was also a subjective judgment. In general the procedures were not transparent, and were not described in 
sufficient detail that they could be replicated by another suitably qualified practitioner. 

With respect to the Daubert factors, the practitioner did not empirically test the validity and reliability of his system under 
conditions reflecting those of the case under investigation. There is no evidence that he followed any standards which 
we would consider indicators of trustworthiness. Although there were some peer-reviewed publications supporting some 
aspects of his approach, their relevance for assessing the trustworthiness of his overall conclusions was limited. Whether 
his approach could be considered generally accepted in the relevant scientific community is unclear. Indeed, whether any 
particular approach is generally accepted at this time is unclear. While his approach may be in line with common practice 
among practitioners, it is not in line with current practice in the scientific research community. Clearly, we believe that 
the testimony did not satisfy the Daubert criteria and should not have been admitted. 

Shortly after the hearing, the prosecution offered what the defense viewed as a favorable plea bargain and the case was 
resolved with a negotiated plea, rendering the admissibility issue moot. Although some might interpret this development 
as evidence that the prosecution feared losing the Daubert hearing and the case, there is no way to know how the court 
would have ruled. It remains to be seen how courts will view forensic voice comparison evidence when it is offered in 
future cases. 

VIII. MEETING THE DAUBERT STANDARD: WHAT WOULD A POTENTIALLY ADMISSIBLE FORENSIC 
VOICE COMPARISON ANALYSIS LOOK LIKE? 

Our critique of the testimony presented in Ahmed has been overwhelmingly negative. This does not, however, mean that 
we believe that forensic voice comparison testimony could never be found admissible under Daubert. We think that, 
in practice, only approaches based on relevant data, quantitative measurement, and statistical models would be able 
to satisfy the Daubert criteria. Below we outline how we believe a forensic voice comparison *414 would have to be 

conducted in order to produce testimony which could potentially be found admissible under Daubert. 2 5 

1. To facilitate transparency and replicability, the forensic practitioner should document in their report or 
in bench notes all decisions they make and all actions they take. All parties should be made aware of the 
existence of these notes, and they should be provided to all parties upon request. All substantial decisions 
and actions should also be documented in the forensic report. On the basis of the report, bench notes, and 
a copy of the practitioner's standard operating procedures and other appendices, another suitably qualified 
forensic practitioner (or researcher) should be able to critique the first practitioner's decisions and actions 
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and potentially replicate what the first forensic practitioner did. If anything is unclear in the report and 
appendices, the second practitioner should be able to find the answer in the first practitioner's notes. The 
second forensic practitioner should not have to guess what the first forensic practitioner actually did. 

2. To reduce the potential for contextual bias, the practitioner should take steps to avoid being exposed 
to task-irrelevant information, i.e., information about the case which is not necessary for them to perform 
their forensic voice comparison analysis. In large laboratories, a case manager may be *415 assigned to 
handle communication with the client and other parties, and only pass on to the practitioner task relevant 
information. In smaller laboratories the practitioner should ask the client up front to not provide task-
irrelevant information. 

3. Based on an examination of the questioned-speaker recording, and relevant information provided by the 
client and other parties as may be appropriate given the circumstances of the case, the practitioner should 
formulate the details of the same-speaker hypothesis and the different-speaker hypotheses that they plan 
to assess. The different-speaker hypothesis must include the definition of the relevant population. Before 
proceeding, the suitability of these hypotheses should be confirmed with the client and other parties as 
may be appropriate given the circumstances of the case. The hypotheses, including the relevant population, 
should be clearly described in the report. 

4. Based on an examination of the known- and questioned-speaker recordings, and relevant information 
provided by the client and other parties as may be appropriate given the circumstances of the case, the 
practitioner should describe what they understand to be the speaking styles and recording conditions of the 
known-speaker recording and the questioned-speaker recording. All reasonable enquiries should be made 
to obtain technical details about recording systems, etc. These conditions should be clearly described in 
the report. 

5. If the practitioner believes that a priori the conditions of the recordings are so poor that the performance 
of their forensic voice comparison system will be so poor that it is unlikely to be of value to the court, 
they should inform the client of this before proceeding. The client may still request that the practitioner 
proceed, but this will be an informed decision. If the client decides not to have the practitioner proceed with 
a *416 particular comparison, this should be documented in the report, and no further analyses should 
be conducted on the relevant recordings. 

6. The known- and questioned-speaker recordings should be prepared by selecting only portions of the 
recordings which actually contain speech of the speaker of interest. Interlocutor speech, transient noises, and 
stretches of silence or background noise should be excluded from the analysis. (This will reveal one aspect 
of the recording conditions, the net durations of the known-speaker and the questioned-speaker speech.) 

7. The practitioner should obtain a sample of voice recordings representative of the relevant population and 
reflecting the speaking styles and recording conditions of the known-speaker recording and the questioned-
speaker recording. The sample may come from an existing database, or new data may need to be collected. 
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The practitioner must be satisfied that the sample recordings are sufficiently representative and reflective of 
the relevant population, speaking styles, and recording conditions. The report must explain how the forensic 
practitioner sampled the speakers, and how they replicated or simulated the conditions. Sufficient detail 
must be provided so that the judge at an admissibility hearing has a basis on which to consider whether 
the recordings are sufficiently representative and reflective. We would expect the opposing parties to seek 
expert advice in this topic, and debate the merits before the judge during an admissibility hearing (if the 
testimony is admitted, this topic may also be argued before the trier-of-fact in relation to weight). 

8. The relevant population sample recordings should be prepared in the same manner as the known- and 
questioned-speaker recordings. 

9. The practitioner should split their data into at least two *417 separate parts: a training set and a test 

set. Statistical models should not be trained and tested on the same data. 2 6 

10. To reduce the potential for contextual bias, the practitioner should use a system based on relevant 
data, quantitative measurements (e.g., measurements of acoustic properties of the voice recordings), and 
statistical models. The output of the statistical model should be directly reported, it should not be used as 
input to a subsequent subjective judgment process. 

11. The system should be trained and optimized using the training data, which reflect the relevant 
population, speaking styles, and recording conditions of the case. Ideally, a second forensic practitioner 
should check the first forensic practitioner's work at this stage in search of any potential mistakes. Once 
the forensic practitioner is satisfied with the training and optimization of the system, the system should be 

frozen, i.e., no subsequent changes to the system will be allowed. 2 7 

12. The practitioner should then use the test data to empirically assess the performance of their system. 
The system as a whole should be tested, including any components depending on the particular human 
operator. The system which is tested should be the same system which will actually be used to compare the 
known- and questioned-speaker recordings. The results of the tests should be documented in the report, 
and an explanation of how to interpret any numeric or graphical results should be provided in the report 
or in an appendix. Sufficient detail *418 should be provided to assist the judge at an admissibility hearing 
to decide if system performance is sufficient to warrant admission of the testimony (if the testimony is 
admitted, this question may also be argued before the trier-of-fact in relation to weight). Ideally, a second 
forensic practitioner should check the first forensic practitioner's work at this stage in search of any potential 
mistakes. Once the tests have been conducted, they should not be repeated in search of better results. The 

system should not be altered and then retested on the same data set. 2 8 

13. The last step in the analysis should be to actually compare the known- and questioned-speaker 
recordings. The numeric likelihood ratio generated by the system should be reported as the strength of 
evidence statement. The report, or an appendix, should include an explanation of the likelihood ratio 
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framework so that the judge at an admissibility hearing and the trier-of-fact at trial can understand how 
to appropriately interpret the result. Once the likelihood ratio for the comparison of the known- and 
questioned-speaker recordings has been obtained, the system should not be altered or retested, and the 

likelihood ratio should not be recalculated in search of a better answer. 2 9 

Such procedures would, we believe, be potentially admissible under Daubert because they are logically correct, robust 
to cognitive bias, transparent and replicable, and include demonstration of degree of validity and reliability under 
conditions reflecting those of the case under investigation. If the judge at an admissibility hearing is satisfied (1) that 
the test data are sufficiently representative of the relevant population and sufficiently reflective *419 of the speaking 
styles and recording conditions of the known-speaker recording and the questioned-speaker recording, and (2) that the 
empirically demonstrated degree of validity and reliability of the system under these conditions is adequate, then the 
system will have passed what we consider to be the most important Daubert criterion, i.e., “whether the reasoning or 
methodology underlying the testimony is scientifically valid and ... whether that reasoning or methodology properly can 
be applied to the facts in issue,” including “whether it can be (and has been) [empirically] tested,” and “in the case of a 

particular scientific technique ... consider[ation of] the known ... rate of error.” 220 

IX. CONCLUSION 

We have argued that the most important Daubert criterion for deciding the admissibility of an implementation of any 
approach to forensic voice comparison (be it auditory, acoustic-phonetic non-statistical, acoustic-phonetic statistical, 
or automatic) is whether it has been empirically tested under conditions reflecting those of the particular case under 
investigation, and found to be sufficiently valid and reliable. We see this as the direct primary indicator of scientific 
validity, and the other Daubert criteria as secondary proxy indicators. If the judge accepts that the test data are sufficiently 
representative of the relevant population and sufficiently reflective of the conditions of the case under investigation, they 
can then consider whether the empirically demonstrated performance of the system under those conditions is sufficient to 
warrant admission. We have also argued that, because of the substantial case-to-case variability in relevant population, 
speaking styles, and recording conditions, system performance will need to be empirically assessed on a case by case 
basis, and admissibility will need to be considered on a case by case basis. 

Although we have concentrated on admissibility under FRE 702 and Daubert, and to a lesser extent Frye, our arguments 
are founded on what we consider to be good scientific practice, and, from a scientific perspective, these should be relevant 
irrespective of the legal standard for admissibility. 

Although our focus has been on the admissibility of forensic voice comparison testimony, we believe that it would be 
logically consistent to apply the same criteria in considering the admissibility *420 of testimony based on comparison 
of other items of forensic interest. 
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SUMMARY OF PRESIDENT’S COUNCIL OF ADVISORS ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
REPORT ON FORENSIC SCIENCE 

The President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) is a federal advisory 
committee created to make recommendations to the President and the Executive Office of the President in 
areas of science policy. PCAST was established by President George W. Bush in 2001 and reestablished 
in 2009 by President Barack Obama but similar scientific advisory bodies existed under previous 
presidents.  PCAST is supported by the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), co-chaired by 
the Director of OSTP, and its members are scientists appointed by the President. Unless renewed, 
PCAST’s current charter is set to expire on February 12, 2018.  It is unclear whether PCAST is currently 
active. PCAST has issued reports on a variety of topics such as the safety of drinking water, hearing aids, 
and climate change. 

On September 30, 2016, PCAST released a report titled Forensic Science in Criminal Courts: 
Ensuring Scientific Validity of Feature-Comparison Methods. The PCAST report creates new criteria by 
which the scientific validity of pattern matching/feature-comparison forensic disciplines should be judged 
and argues that only those disciplines meeting these new standards of foundational validity and validity as 
applied should be admissible in court. The PCAST report takes the position that unless a forensic 
discipline has been “scientifically validated” – in other words, unless a discipline has a known error rate – 
then testimony associating evidence to a source in that discipline should not be admitted in court.  The 
PCAST report concludes that firearms (ballistics), shoeprints and tire treads, complex-source DNA, and 
bite-marks are not sufficiently validated (and the report implies that hair and other disciplines are also not 
validated). 

While there is much in the PCAST report with which the Department agrees, in particular the 
desire for increased attention and funding for forensic science, the Department believes that the report 
includes a seriously flawed legal analysis on admissibility of expert forensic science testimony.  This is 
not a new position.  Attorney General Lynch issued a statement rejecting the report’s recommendations 
on admissibility at the time the report was issue (see below).  The Department also takes issue with much 
of the application of the science as reported in the PCAST report. The report purports to reflect scientific 
consensus rather than advocacy or opinion but makes broad assertions about science, forensic practice, 
and the law.  The report has naturally led to motions to exclude any forensic testimony related to ballistics 
and other disciplines by defense counsel across the country.  These challenges have largely been rejected 
by the courts that have ruled on them but resources from prosecutors and forensic laboratories have been 
expended to respond to them.  

ATTORNEY GENERAL LYNCH STATEMENT ON PCAST PROVIDED TO WALL STREET 
JOURNAL (09/20/2016) 

Over the past several years, the Department of Justice has taken unprecedented steps to strengthen 
forensic science, including new investments in forensic science research, draft guidance to lab experts 
when they testify in court, and reviews of forensic testimony in closed cases. We remain confident that, 
when used properly, forensic science evidence helps juries identify the guilty and clear the innocent, and 
the Department believes that the current legal standards regarding the admissibility of forensic evidence 
are based on sound science and sound legal reasoning.  We understand that PCAST also considered the 
issue of certain legal standards, alongside its scientific review. While we appreciate their contributions to 
the field of scientific inquiry, the Department will not be adopting the recommendations related to the 
admissibility of forensic science evidence. 
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Jw CC A E 0 1 TEO 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
UNT Center for Human Identification 

June 17, 2017 

To whom it may concern: 

When the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) Report first was 

published in 2016, it was obvious that the report was not particularly helpful from a scientific 

perspective as it was myopic, full of error, and did not provide data to support its contentions. A 

more significant concern regarding the failings of the PCAST Report was that it claimed its 

focus was on science, but obviously was dedicated substantially to policy. Initially I considered 

writing a critique about the failings of the PCAST Report to assist the community. But the 

problems with this report were so obvious that I did not think it would be necessary to devote 

time to such an effort. Indeed my prediction was correct in that the report would be (and has 

been) rejected by the scientific community as well as overwhelmingly by the courts. However, 

the PCAST Report is being relied on by the Public Defender Service in U.S. v. Benito Valdez 

(Motion to Exclude the Testimony of the Government’s proposed expert witness in Firearms 

Examination and Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support, dated June 2, 2017) as a 

scientifically sound review of the state of the forensic sciences. Therefore, it has become 

necessary to address the serious limitations of the PCAST Report and convey that it is an 

unsound, unsubstantiated, non-peer-reviewed document that should not be relied upon for 

supporting or refuting the state of the forensic sciences. 

My credentials to be able to opine on the failings of the PCAST Report are based on my work of 

more than 30 years in research, development, validation, and implementation of DNA typing 

methodologies for forensic applications (my CV is attached). I received a Ph.D. in Genetics in 

1979 from Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. From 1979-1982, I was a 

postdoctoral fellow at the University of Alabama at Birmingham and carried out research 

predominately on genetic risk factors for such diseases as insulin dependent diabetes mellitus, 

melanoma, and acute lymphocytic leukemia. In 1983, I joined the research unit at the FBI 

Laboratory Division to carry out research, development, and validation of methods for forensic 

biological analyses. The positions I held at the FBI include: research chemist, program manager 

for DNA research, Chief of the Forensic Science Research Unit, and the Senior Scientist for the 

Laboratory Division of the FBI. I have contributed to the fundamental sciences as they apply to 

forensics in analytical development, population genetics, statistical interpretation of evidence, 

and in quality assurance. Some of my technical efforts have been: 1) development of analytical 

assays for typing myriad protein genetic marker systems, 2) designing electrophoretic 

instrumentation, 3) developing molecular biology analytical systems to include RFLP typing of 

VNTR loci and PCR-based SNP, VNTR and STR assays, and direct sequencing methods for 

mitochondrial DNA, 4) new technologies such as use of massively parallel sequencing; and 5) 

designing image analysis systems. I worked on laying some of the foundations for the current 
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statistical analyses in forensic biology and defining the parameters of relevant population groups. 

I have published approximately 600 articles (more than any other scientist in the area of forensic 

genetics), made more than 730 presentations (many of which were as an invited speaker at 

national and international meetings), and testified in well over 250 criminal cases in the areas of 

molecular biology, population genetics, statistics, quality assurance, validation, and forensic 

biology. In addition, I have authored or co-authored books on molecular biology techniques, 

electrophoresis, protein detection, forensic genetics, and microbial forensics. I was directly 

involved in developing the quality assurance standards for the forensic DNA field in the United 

States. I have been a chair and member of the Scientific Working Group on DNA Methods, 

Chair of the DNA Commission of the International Society of Forensic Genetics, and a member 

of the DNA Advisory Board. I was one of the original architects of the CODIS National DNA 

database, which maintains DNA profiles from convicted felons, from evidence in unsolved 

cases, and from missing persons. 

Some of my efforts over the last 16 years also are in counter terrorism, including identification of 

victims from mass disasters, microbial forensics and bioterrorism. I was an advisor to New York 

State in the effort to identify the victims from the WTC attack. In the area of microbial forensics, 

I was the chair of the Scientific Working Group on Microbial Genetics and Forensics, whose 

mission was to set QA guidelines, develop criteria for biologic and user databases, set criteria for 

a National Repository, and develop forensic genomic applications. I also have served on the 

Steering Committee for the Colloquium on Microbial Forensics sponsored by American Society 

of Microbiology, was an organizer of four Microbial Forensics Meetings held at The Banbury 

Center in the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, and participated on several steering committees for 

NAS sponsored meetings. 

In 2009 I became Executive Director of the Institute of Applied Genetics and Professor at the 

University of North Texas Health Science Center at Fort Worth, Texas. I currently direct the 

Center for Human Identification. I also direct an active research program in the areas of human 

forensic identification, microbial forensics, emerging infectious disease, human microbiome, 

molecular biology technologies, and pharmacogenetics (or molecular autopsy). I also currently 

am an appointed member of the Texas Forensic Science Commission. 

Of note, the PCAST Committee relied on my work and as a noted expert which is supported by 

the report’s citation of my work several times all in a favorable manner. Indeed, I am the 

scientist at the FBI that is mentioned as Dr. Lander’s co-author to bolster his credentials in the 

forensic sciences (see footnotes 17 and 20). My work is cited in footnotes 33, 149, 183, 185, 187, 

and 209. 

The report lacks scientific substance. It is cloaked with a veneer of science but in actuality is an 

attempt to set policy. The report discusses and advocates validation (a topic all should agree is 

important). Yet the topic is only addressed superficially providing definitions that already are 

well known with generalizations and terms it calls criteria. Nothing novel was provided by the 

report (see examples in references 1-7 that already have discussed the same criteria but to a 

greater degree than in the report). Moreover, the report does not provide any substantial guidance 

on how to perform validation studies for any of the disciplines it addresses. There are basic 

validation criteria such as sample size, power analyses, types of samples, sensitivity, specificity, 

dynamic range, purity of analyte, etc. that the report does not address per se or only touches upon 

(and instead uses black box studies for its only endeavor into sampling uncertainty and for a 
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misguided attempt at addressing the potential for error). The PCAST Committee could have done 

a service to the community if it had selected some validation studies that it claims to have 

reviewed (although such claims are suspect as there is no documentation supporting the claims) 

and described specifically those studies that the PCAST Committee deemed inappropriate and/or 

inadequate. Then, the PCAST Committee could have laid out how those studies should have 

been performed with the real substantive criteria and examples that are necessary to perform a 

validation study. Leading by example would have been helpful; instead the report just dismisses 

most of the work performed in 2000 plus articles that it claims (sic) to have reviewed. The report 

criticizes the forensic community for a lack of validation studies but does not describe what is 

lacking in any substantive way. 

The Report does not describe data from each of the disciplines that could be relied upon. It is 

difficult to believe that in 2000 papers, the PCAST Committee claims to have relied upon, that 

there are no data of value. There are no indications that the PCAST Committee actually assessed 

the data in the literature. There is little if any documentation in this regard which should be 

extremely troubling to all given the PCAST Committee’s strong positions of the importance of 
validation, documentation, and peer-reviewed publication for the forensic science community. 

The PCAST Committee clearly takes a ―do as I say, not as I do‖ position. The report contains no 

discussion on the criteria that were used to assess the literature, the criteria that were used to 

dismiss the literature as inadequate, and no documentation that any data (if existing) are readily 

available to support that the PCAST committee performed a sound, full and complete review. 

Again, these issues are most disconcerting because it is apparent that the PCAST Committee in 

its undertaking did not hold itself up to the same standards of validation, documentation, and 

peer-review that it espouses the forensic community should embrace (compounded as a number 

of the criticisms in the report are unfounded). The report provides some guidance on basic 

statistics, such as estimating false positive rates (which are not novel). However, this lecturing on 

proper statistics is troubling to say the least as the report misuses statistics in its own cursory 

efforts. 

The following are examples from the report to support my above claims. They are not 

comprehensive as it is unnecessary to go page-by-page to indicate the serious problems with the 

PCAST Report. A few examples should suffice to demonstrate why this report has been so 

underwhelming and been ignored by most scientists and the courts. In pointing out the failings of 

the report I will focus on topics that transcend the disciplines and specifically on my area of 

expertise, i.e., DNA; I could not adequately address the other disciplines and what data do or do 

not exist in those forensic science areas. I leave specifics of other disciplines to those with 

requisite expertise. However, I stress that since the report misinforms on forensic DNA 

applications, which is considered the ―gold standard‖ and well-documented in the scientific 

literature (even the report acknowledges that), then there is a strong indication that perhaps the 

report missed the mark on the other disciplines as well.  

I take the position that improvements in forensic sciences are needed. Indeed, all science 

continues to improve. It is never static. In my field of DNA typing, I and others have been and 

currently are working on developing better/improved methods, such as the use of next generation 

sequencing and new software tools. It would be improper to say that any method is perfect and 

cannot be made better. That position, though, is not a wholesale condemnation of the forensic 

sciences. Each discipline, or better yet each application, should be assessed in context as a 

holistic system (not solely based on validation as the report seemingly myopically espouses) and 
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the types/quality of samples encountered in specific cases. The report’s generalization of issues 
avoids addressing an extremely important question – was the analysis/interpretation in this case 

performed correctly? 

The first two examples presented below are particularly egregious and point to the dearth of 

substance in the report. The report states on page 2 

―In the course of its study, PCAST compiled and reviewed a set of more than 2,000 

papers from various sources—including bibliographies prepared by the Subcommittee on 

Forensic Science of the National Science and Technology Council and the relevant 

Working Groups organized by the National Institute of Standards and Technology 

(NIST); submissions in response to PCAST’s request for information from the forensic-

science stakeholder community; and PCAST’s own literature searches.‖ 

On page 67 of the report it is stated 

―PCAST compiled a list of 2019 papers from various sources—including bibliographies 

prepared by the National Science and Technology Council’s Subcommittee on Forensic 
Science, the relevant Scientific Working Groups (predecessors to the current OSAC), and 

the relevant OSAC committees; submissions in response to PCAST’s request for 
information from the forensic-science stakeholder community; and our own literature 

searches.‖ 

There were two citations to support the review of the 2000 or so papers that the PCAST relied 

upon: 

www.nist.gov/forensics/workgroups.cfm. 

www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/PCAST/pcast_forensics_referenc 

es.pdf.  

Neither of these sites appear to show (or allow for ready identification) what those articles were 

that the PCAST Committee reviewed and then relied upon. More so, there are no criteria and no 

data in the report or at these sites on what the PCAST Committee actually read, noted, reviewed, 

quantified, calculated, accepted, rejected, and/or debated. The report advocates emphatically and 

repeatedly the virtues of validation, documentation, and peer-review. Yet the report does not 

contain such information and thus does not meet as a minimum the requirements that it 

lambasted the forensic science community for lacking. This inconsistency between 

recommended requirements and lack of performance by the PCAST Committee is most noted as 

there is substantial documentation in the forensic science community (in many disciplines) but 

not in this report. 

This lack of documentation should be considered in light of the report’s statements on pages 1 

and 22  

―PCAST concluded that there are two important gaps: (1) the need for clarity about the 
scientific standards for the validity and reliability of forensic methods and (2) the need to 
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evaluate specific forensic methods to determine whether they have been scientifically 

established to be valid and reliable.‖ 

The report also states on pages 4 and 21 

―It is the proper province of the scientific community to provide guidance concerning 
scientific standards for scientific validity, and it is on those scientific standards that 

PCAST focuses here.‖ 
Yet the PCAST Committee did not provide its data to support the validity of its own 

work. There simply is no accounting of the PCAST Committee’s work to demonstrate it 
assessed the 2000 papers and how it came to the conclusions it rendered. 

This evident failing is exacerbated by the reports statement on page 6 

―The forensic examiner must have been shown to be capable of reliably applying the 

method and must actually have done so. Demonstrating that an expert is capable of 

reliably applying the method is crucial—especially for subjective methods, in which 

human judgment plays a central role. From a scientific standpoint, the ability to apply a 

method reliably can be demonstrated only through empirical testing that measures how 

often the expert reaches the correct answer. Determining whether an examiner has 

actually reliably applied the method requires that the procedures actually used in the case, 

the results obtained, and the laboratory notes be made available for scientific review by 

others.‖ 

No one knows what method(s) the PCAST Committee used; but it is clear that it did not hold 

itself to the same standard either by capability or actually performing. This report cannot be held 

up for scientific review (as indicated on page 6 of the report – see immediately above). There are 

no notes or results available. 

As the report says repeatedly (see pages 6 and 32) 

―We note, finally, that neither experience, nor judgment, nor good professional practices 

(such as certification programs and accreditation programs, standardized protocols, 

proficiency testing, and codes of ethics) can substitute for actual evidence of foundational 

validity and reliability.‖ 

The academic and professional standings of the PCAST Committee members are not a substitute 

for good practices (none of which are documented). No one should take seriously this report 

because it has little substance to support its contentions. 

The second most egregious example is the misuse and disregard for statistics. It may appear to 

the casual observer that the PCAST Committee is steeped in statistics and thus all statistics 

presented must be meaningful. For example, the report dedicates Appendix A for some 

discussion on statistics. But this guidance is rather basic and not particularly helpful to guide the 

community for any specific discipline or application. Yet when it comes to substance the PCAST 

Committee fails again which is evident in its own use of statistics. Consider the statements in the 

report on page 3 
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―Reviews by the National Institute of Justice and others have found that DNA testing 
during the course of investigations has cleared tens of thousands of suspects and that 

DNA-based re-examination of past cases has led so far to the exonerations of 342 

defendants. Independent reviews of these cases have revealed that many relied in part on 

faulty expert testimony from forensic scientists who had told juries incorrectly that 

similar features in a pair of samples taken from a suspect and from a crime scene (hair, 

bullets, bitemarks, tire or shoe treads, or other items) implicated defendants in a crime 

with a high degree of certainty.‖ 

Then on page 26 

―DNA-based re-examination of past cases, moreover, has led so far to the exonerations of 

342 defendants, including 20 who had been sentenced to death, and to the identification 

of 147 real perpetrators.‖ 

A similar statement is found on page 44 (footnote 94). These findings appear to support the 

assertion on page 44 of the report 

―It is important because it has become apparent, over the past decade, that faulty forensic 

feature comparison has led to numerous miscarriages of justice.‖ 

I do not dispute that there have been 342 post-conviction exonerations. I am not sure what the 

number of exonerations is when the report says ―many relied in part on faulty expert testimony‖ 
– because the report does not quantify what is meant by many. However, one wrongful analysis 

or testimony is one too many, and every effort should be made to minimize forensic science 

errors. The exoneration of 342 convicted felons is serious and topic in its own right (and again 

way too many). But this number is statistically meaningless and out of context. The PCAST 

Committee should have recognized this obvious aspect of the use of numbers. The PCAST 

Committee did not perform any statistical analyses or even appear to collect the data necessary to 

put these numbers in proper perspective. The PCAST Committee should have identified how 

many cases in total that have been reviewed to date (especially given that the report discusses the 

proper way to calculate a false positive rate, the Committee does not follow through with the 

same verve). This number of 342 may be and is likely a very small percentage of the total 

number of cases reviewed, especially since the innocence project has been around for 25 years 

(see https://25years.innocenceproject.org/). Moreover, the PCAST Committee did not convey 

how many post-conviction analyses that have been performed over the past 25 years in which 

there was no evidence of improper scientific performance, findings or faulty testimony. It would 

seem that such obvious basic information eluded the PCAST Committee. Those cases that were 

reviewed over the past 25 years in which no misuse of forensic science analyses were detected 

would indicate that perhaps the forensic science field is not so scientifically corrupt as the report 

implies.  More so it would indicate that proper results can be obtained (at least most of the time). 

The report discusses error rates substantially using statements such as on page 6 

―Similarly, an expert’s expression of confidence based on personal professional 

experience or expressions of consensus among practitioners about the accuracy of their 

field is no substitute for error rates estimated from relevant studies.‖ 
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The PCAST Report also recommends 

―For subjective feature-comparison methods, because the individual steps are not 

objectively specified, the method must be evaluated as if it were a ―black box.‖ 

Smrz et al (8) (a paper of which I am a co-author) recommended the black box approach after the 

review of the FBI Laboratory’s latent print misidentification related to the Madrid bombing 

incident, and the PCAST Report advocates the use of such black box studies. I concur that a 

black box approach has some value but strongly caution that one must consider the proper utility 

of such studies. The authors of the PCAST Report calculated upper bound error rates based on 

the results of the very few black box studies they discuss; the PCAST Committee seemingly 

implies that these upper bound error rates are somehow meaningful to report in every case 

analysis. A black box study can demonstrate generally whether or not a method can yield reliable 

results where a human is substantially involved in the interpretation of results. But it does not 

necessarily help address error that may or may not have occurred during a specific case analysis. 

There are several problems with such a simplistic generalization that the authors of the PCAST 

Report have taken regarding use of black box studies. A black box study only tests those 

individuals involved in the study. Therefore, the performance of the rest of the analysts of the 

forensic science community is not covered by the study, and the results of the study may not 

apply to those analysts. Some individuals perform better than others in black box studies. The 

average rate inflates the performance of the poorer analysts and deflates the performance of the 

better analysts tested in the study. Therefore, the error rate values calculated by the PCAST 

authors likely do not apply to most analysts. Moreover, the information content and quality of 

results from a forensic science analysis vary from sample to sample. Treating all sample results 

equally and applying a single error rate does not convey the chance for error in a particular 

analysis. As the PCAST Report states (see below) DNA mixture interpretation is more 

challenging than interpretation of single source DNA profiles. If the PCAST Committee 

recognizes that differences in the quality of DNA evidence affect difficulty of interpretation, then 

the PCAST Committee should have been able to realize that the same holds for black box study 

results and different quality evidence (another obvious inconsistency in the report). 

A known error rate or proficiency test mistake is at best some indirect measure of the verity of 

the proposed results in any given sample analysis, but can never be a direct measure of the 

reliability of the specific result(s) in question (9). Consider a hypothetical crossing of a street 

where there is a 1% error (arbitrary for sake of discussion) of being hit by a car. At the beginning 

of the journey crossing the road there is a 1% error of being hit. While crossing the road the 

chance can increase or decrease depending on circumstances (possibly being greater at the center 

of the road and less within lanes). If the individual successfully crosses the road, then the error 

drops to zero. Of course, different roads (such as a busy interstate vs a rural back road) have 

different a priori chances of error (i.e., similar to the quality of evidence affects the degree of 

difficulty). Ultimately the issue of crossing the road is did the individual successfully cross the 

road or get hit. The same holds for casework, i.e., is there an error or is there not an error in the 

performance or analysis. Given that the black box studies mentioned in the report did have a 

good degree of success, there is support that a process can generate a reliable result. Thus it still 

comes back to determining if an error of consequence was committed in a specific case. Oddly 

not mentioned in the PCAST Report is that most of the forensic disciplines addressed carry out 

non-consumptive forms of examination. Therefore, the most direct way to measure the truth of 
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the purported results is to have another expert conduct his/her own review, as is advocated by the 

National Research Council Report II for DNA analyses (10). Re-analysis would be more 

meaningful instead of espousing hypothetical error rates, which may not apply to the actual 

results and/or analysts involved. Indeed, the above mentioned black box studies and the missing 

data on total number of cases from innocence project case reviews do support that tests can yield 

reliable results but that most of the problems (as discussed below for DNA mixtures) have been 

due to misapplication. Therefore, case peer-review can be an effective approach to identify 

misapplications. However, the PCAST Report seems to ignore the value of this practice which 

demonstrates the reports myopic assessment of the forensic sciences and lack of consideration of 

a holistic systems approach. 

The PCAST Report singles out validation as essentially the sole basis for reliability. Instead 

under a systems approach there are several components that impact an outcome, and the reliance 

on these several features increases validity and reliability in any one case. Quality performance is 

an essential component for obtaining reliable results and for reducing the chance of error. 

Quality assurance provides an infrastructure to promote high performance, address errors that 

arise, and improve processes. In addition to validation studies, there are other mechanisms such 

as technical review of a case that reduce error. This technical review is performed within the 

laboratory before issuing a report and also outside the laboratory when an expert witness is 

acquired by the opposing side to assess results and interpretations. The PCAST Report seems to 

ignore the value of these additional quality measures and the strength of the adversary system. 

Error rates are difficult to calculate; they are fluid. When an error of consequence (i.e., a false 

―match‖) occurs, under a sound quality assurance program corrective action is taken (to include 
review of cases analyzed by the examiner prior to and post the discovery of the error). When the 

corrective action is such that the individual will no longer commit that error, it no longer impacts 

negatively on the individual’s future performance. In fact, he/she is better educated and less 

likely to err. The calculation of a current error rate then should not include past error(s). Having 

said that, past error should not be ignored; if desired, it could be raised in court or other 

deliberations. The defense (or prosecution), if it believes it useful, should make use of such 

information during a cross-examination of an expert. But the PCAST Report does not address the 

shortcomings of the calculated error rate as it uses it; it treats the upper bound error rate 

calculation from black box studies as if they are robust and specific (which they are not). 

Notably the PCAST Report tends to dismiss experience and judgment, implying it has little 

value. I agree that experience and judgment standing alone should be considered with caution. 

However, the vast majority of forensic science disciplines work in a systems approach, i.e., many 

facets to the process; experience is but one factor among several to effect a quality result. Even 

though the PCAST Report dismisses experience it again shows its inconsistencies about the 

province of experience. Consider the following statements on page 55 of the report 

―In some settings, an expert may be scientifically capable of rendering judgments based 

primarily on his or her ―experience‖ and ―judgment.‖ Based on experience, a surgeon 
might be scientifically qualified to offer a judgment about whether another doctor acted 

appropriately in the operating theater or a psychiatrist might be scientifically qualified to 

offer a judgment about whether a defendant is mentally competent to assist in his or her 

defense.‖ 
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―By contrast, ―experience‖ or ―judgment‖ cannot be used to establish the scientific 

validity and reliability of a metrological method, such as a forensic feature-comparison 

method. The frequency with which a particular pattern or set of features will be observed 

in different samples, which is an essential element in drawing conclusions, is not a matter 

of ―judgment.‖ It is an empirical matter for which only empirical evidence is relevant. 
Moreover, a forensic examiner’s ―experience‖ from extensive casework is not 

informative—because the ―right answers‖ are not typically known in casework and thus 

examiners cannot accurately know how often they erroneously declare matches and 

cannot readily hone their accuracy by learning from their mistakes in the course of 

casework.‖ 

Even to a lay person these statements should be obviously inconsistent, troubling and point to the 

inadequacy of the PCAST Committee addressing the topic of forensic science reliability. I fail to 

see why the medical and psychology fields can have another expert review another’s work (on 

what may be life and death decisions) and opine on the analyses/interpretations; yet a qualified 

forensic science analyst cannot perform a technical review of forensic work to assess 

analyses/interpretations (especially since the report has ignored data that support that at some 

level forensic testing is reliable). The logic of the PCAST Committee escapes me. 

The PCAST Report discusses DNA typing and the limitations that have been encountered with 

mixture interpretation. For example on page 75 the report states 

―DNA analysis of complex mixtures—defined as mixtures with more than two 

contributors—is inherently difficult and even more for small amounts of DNA.‖ 

I concur that it is more challenging to interpret DNA mixtures compared with single-source 

DNA profiles. But the report fails to add that difficult does not necessarily translate into 

impossible or that proper interpretations can be made. The difficulties with mixture interpretation 

were not due to a lack of good, valid approaches to employ as there were valid approaches and 

also not due to the fact that there is some subjective judgment with interpretations. The issue, and 

it is a serious one, was that many of the practitioners in the forensic DNA community were 

inadequately trained, did not seek out solutions, or instead chose to wait for guidance (see pages 

77-78 of the PCAST report and discussion on Texas and mixture interpretation). These issues 

were similar to the mixture interpretation problems at the Department of Forensic Sciences in 

Washington, DC (in which I was the scientist who identified the problems). 

The PCAST Report assails the use of the Combined Probability of Inclusion (CPI) which is one 

of the methods used by the community and endorsed by the DNA Advisory Board (11) 17 years 

ago. However, the discussion of the Texas Forensic Science Commission (TFSC) (of which I 

was deeply involved in the review of mixture interpretation for the State) and how it pursued and 

addressed inappropriate interpretation of mixtures actually implies that valid methods do exist; 

otherwise how could a group of international experts (of which I was one of the experts) assess 

the situation, determine that there are problems in the application of interpretation guidelines, 

and provide guidance to the community to implement sound procedures? 

The PCAST Committee on page 78 of the report states 

―The TFSC also convened an international panel of scientific experts—from the Harvard 

Medical School, the University of North Texas Health Science Center, New Zealand’s 
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forensic research unit, and NIST—to clarify the proper use of CPI. These scientists 

presented observations at a public meeting, where many attorneys learned for the first 

time the extent to which DNA-mixture analysis involved subjective interpretation. Many 

of the problems with the CPI statistic arose because existing guidelines did not clearly, 

adequately, or correctly specify the proper use or limitations of the approach.‖ 

The report properly focuses on lack of detailed guidelines on interpretation and does not suggest 

that the principles of how to calculate the CPI are erroneous. Indeed, nowhere in the report are 

there any data to indicate that the CPI is foundationally erroneous. 

Yet, the report then states on page 78 

―In summary, the interpretation of complex DNA mixtures with the CPI statistic has been 
an inadequately specified—and thus inappropriately subjective—method. As such, the 

method is clearly not foundationally valid.‖ 

The allegation that the CPI is not foundationally valid demonstrates the lack of understanding 

(and again the lack of documentation of review) by the PCAST Committee. In fact, these 

statements also demonstrate another report inconsistency – this time about the principles of 

statistical calculations related to DNA profiles.  On page 72 the report states 

―The process for calculating the random match probability (that is, the probability of a 

match occurring by chance) is based on well-established principles of population genetics 

and statistics.‖ 

The random match probability is one approach to calculating a statistic for single-source samples 

and appears to be endorsed by the PCAST Committee as well-established and thus valid. Yet, the 

PCAST Committee takes the opposite position for the CPI stating it is not foundationally valid. 

If one reads my colleagues and my most recent paper on the CPI (12), cited in the PCAST 

Report, it is clear that the principles of the foundational validity of the CPI are the same as those 

for the random match probability. Consider a similar situation which is the chance of drawing 

four aces in a row from a standard deck of cards is estimated to be 1 in 270,275. This value is 

based on probability theory and does not require an empirical testing to be published in the peer 

reviewed literature to support it validity. The CPI and random match probability use the same 

population frequency data and the same well-established principles of population genetics and 

statistics. While this is another example of myopia by the PCAST Committee, it borders on the 

bizarre that the PCAST Committee failed to understand the foundations of DNA statistics. 

All know the PCAST Committee had access to the most recent paper on the use of the CPI (and 

the references within that paper) as it is stated on page 78 of the report 

―Because the paper appeared just as this report was being finalized, PCAST has not had 

adequate time to assess whether the rules are also sufficient to define an objective and 

scientifically valid method for the application of CPI.‖ 

I note that the CPI is a rather simple concept and its foundations are basic. It is surprising that the 

PCAST Committee, which touts its vast expertise, could not readily assess the paper. Given the 

importance of their report and this topic it also is surprising that they would not have done so 

before finalizing their report. 

The PCAST Report recognizes that probabilistic genotyping is an advancement to improve or 

reduce subjectivity in DNA mixtures (see page 79). I concur. But the report states on page 79 
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―Appropriate evaluation of the proposed methods should consist of studies by multiple 

groups, not associated with the software developers, that investigate the performance and 

define the limitations of programs by testing them on a wide range of mixtures with 

different properties.‖ 

Also the report states on page 81 

―Because empirical evidence is essential for establishing the foundational validity of a 

method, PCAST urges forensic scientists to submit and leading scientific journals to 

publish high-quality validation studies that properly establish the range of reliability of 

methods for the analysis of complex DNA mixtures.‖ 

Publication is part of the peer-review process and I support publication by the developers and 

others who adopt the method. But the PCAST Committee has placed a requirement that is 

unrealistic to meet which is publication by the user laboratories. It is likely that a few at most 

laboratories will be able to publish their validation testing of the software. Anyone who serves on 

editorial boards of scientific journals should know that journals are unlikely to publish additional 

studies because they are not considered novel. Yet, the PCAST Committee failed to recognize 

this fact. 

It is important to stress that the report contains no criticisms of probabilistic genotyping and still 

there are no data contained in the report that demonstrate that the PCAST Committee actually 

reviewed (or better yet tested) the current probabilistic genotyping software programs (even 

though it claims to have done extensive review, such as the undocumented 2000 papers). 

Forensic laboratories are required to perform validation studies, and there are substantial data on 

mixtures that support the validity of mixture interpretation and use of probabilistic genotyping. 

Mixture studies are required to be performed by every laboratory engaged in analyzing such 

evidence as part of their validation studies. Many of these studies lack novelty and thus will 

never be published in peer-review journals. However, the PCAST Committee could have 

contacted a number of forensic DNA laboratories who have implemented one of the probabilistic 

genotyping software programs (as there were laboratories operating or near implementation of 

the tools at the time of the report’s publication) to gain access to the validation data to determine 
whether there are sufficient data to support the already peer-reviewed published work. There is 

no indication that the PCAST Committee made any effort to become informed to opine on the 

reliability and validity of probabilistic genotyping. 

The PCAST Committee simply ignored a wealth of validation data residing in crime laboratories. 

If the PCAST Committee had taken a holistic approach, they would have considered the totality 

of data in determining whether there is support for the validity and reliability of probabilistic 

genotyping. Peer-review publications by the developers and validation data by the users 

combined clearly support the software and its applications. Indeed, this failure of the PCAST 

Committee of not considering all available data is reminiscent of a similar situation that occurred 

25 years ago with another report – the National Research Council I Report (NRC I) (13). The 

NRCI Report proposed a non-scientific, ad hoc way to calculate statistics called the ceiling 

principle. The ceiling principle had no genetics foundation or validity and was roundly rejected. 

One of the bases for the proposed ceiling principle approach (espoused by the NRC I 

Committee) was a lack of population data. There were substantial population data in crime 
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laboratories world-wide at the time the NRC I Report was published; but the NRC I Committee 

did not seek out the data. As soon as the NRC I Report was published, I reached out to my 

colleagues around the world and gathered the existing data which were then compiled into a five 

volume compendium (14). If the NRC I Committee had chosen to consider extant population 

data, they might have prepared a more informed Report. The outcome was that the National 

Academy of Sciences convened a second committee and produced the sound NRC II Report 

(10), which was steeped in fundamental population genetics and statistical applications. The 

findings of the NRC II Report in part were based on the data I complied in the five volume 

compendium which were available prior to the publication of the rejected NRC I Report. The 

PCAST Report has taken the same blinded approach and ignored extant data with a similar 

outcome as 25 years ago – a report that provides little value for assessing the state-of-the-art and 

even less value for providing guidance to improve the forensic sciences. 

In conclusion, the few examples above demonstrate that the PCAST Report 1) is not 

scientifically sound, 2) is not based on data, 3) is not well-documented, 4) misapplies statistics, 

5) is full of inconsistencies, and 6) does not provide helpful guidance to obtain valid results in 

forensic analyses. 
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A recent report by the US President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST), (2016) has 
made a number of recommendations for the future development of forensic science. Whereas we all 
agree that there is much need for change, we find that the PCASTreport recommendations are founded on 
serious misunderstandings. We explain the iraditional forensic paradigms ofmatch and identification and 
the more recent foundation of the logical approach to evidence evaluation. This forms the groundwork 
for exposing many sources of confusion in the PCAST report. We explain how the notion of treating the 
scientist as a black box and the assignment of evidential weight through error rates is overly restrictive 
and misconceived. Our own view sees inferential logic, the development of calibrated knowledge and 
understanding of scientists as the core of the advance of the profession. 
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In Memoriam

This paper is dedicated to the memory of Bryan Found who did
so much to advance the profession of forensic scientist through his
work on calibrating and enhancing the performance of experts
under controlled conditions. He will be sorely missed.

1. Introduction

This paper is written in response to a recent report on forensic
science of the US President’s Council of Advisors on Science and
Technology (PCAST) [1]. There have already been several responses
to the report from the forensic community [2 7] which have
resulted in an addendum to the report [8]. Ourmain concern is that
the report (and its addendum) fails to recognise the advances in the
logic of forensic inference that have taken place over the last
50 years or so. This is a serious omission which has led PCAST to a
narrowly focussed and unhelpful view of the future of forensic
science.

The structure of our paper is as follows. In Section 2 we briefly
outline our view of the requirements imposed by logic on the
assessment of the probative value of evidence. This allows us to set
up a framework against which we can contrast some of the
suggestions of the report. In Sections 3 and 4 we briefly explain the
notions of “match” and “identification” paradigms that have
underpinnedmuch of forensic inference over the last century or so.
Section 5 will point out misconceptions, fallacies, sources of
confusion and improper terminology in the PCAST report. Our
contrasting view of the future path for forensic science follows in
Section 6.

2. The logical approach

Much has been written over the past 40 years on inference in
forensic science. The frequency of appearance of articles, papers
and books on the topic has increased markedly in recent years.
Practically all of this material is founded on a logical, probabilistic
approach to the assessment of the probative value of scientific
observations [9,10]. The PCAST report mentions this body of work
only briefly and pays scant attention to its principles [11], which
we list and explain briefly as follows.

2.1. Framework of circumstances

It is necessary to consider the evidence within a framework of
circumstances.

A simple examplewill illustrate this. Imagine that a sample1 has
been obtained from a crime scene which yielded a DNA profile
fromwhich the genotype of the originator of the sample has been
inferred. A suspect for the crime is known to have the same
genotype. Because the alleles revealed by a DNA profile will be
found in different proportions in different ethnic groups, it is
relevant to the assessment of the probative value of this

correspondence of genotypes that a credible eyewitness of the
crime said that the offender was of a particular ethnic appearance.

It follows that, when presenting an evaluation, the scientist
should clearly state the framework of circumstances that are
relevant to their assessment of the probative value of the
observations, with a caveat that, if details of the circumstances
change, the evaluation must be revisited.

2.2. Propositions

The probative value of the observations cannot be assessed unless
two propositions are addressed.

In a criminal trial, these will represent what the scientist
believes the prosecution may allege and a sensible alternative that
represents the defence position.2 In taking account of both sides of
the argument, the scientist is able to assess the evidence in a
balanced, justifiable way and display to the court an unbiased
approach, irrespective of which side calls the witness.

Propositions may be formed at any of at least four levels in a
hierarchy of propositions [12 14]. These levels are termed offence,
activity, source and sub source. We do not discuss these in any
depth here. Most of the PCAST report appears to address questions
at the source or sub source level. Examples of these would be:

1. Sub source: The DNA came from the person of interest (POI),3 or
2. Source: This fingermark was made by the POI.

2.3. Probability of the observations

It is necessary for the scientist to consider the probability4 of the
observations given the truth of each of the two propositions in turn.

The ratio of these two probabilities is widely known as the
likelihood ratio (LR) and this is a measure of the weight of evidence
that the observations provide in addressing the issue of which of
the propositions is true. A likelihood ratio greater than one
provides support for the truth of the prosecution proposition. A
likelihood ratio less than one provides support for the truth of the
defence proposition.

It cannot be sufficiently emphasized that it is the scientist’s role
to provide expert opinion on the probability of the observations
given the proposition. The role of assigning a value to the
probability of the proposition given the observations is that of the
jury in a criminal trial. This probability will take account, not just of
the scientific observations, but also of all of the other evidence
presented at court.

1 The term “sample” is used generically to describe what is available for forensic
examination. The term is not used here to suggest any statistical sampling process.

2 We recognise that the scientist, particularly at an early stage of proceedings,
may not know the position that defence will take. It is common practice for the
scientist to adoptwhat appears to be a reasonable proposition, givenwhat is known
of the circumstances—making it clear that this is provisional and subject to change
at any time.

3 A source level DNA proposition would specify the nature of the recovered
material, e.g. “the semen came from the POI”.

4 This could be a probability density, depending on the nature of the observations.
But the principle remains unchanged.

I.W. Evett et al. / Forensic Science International 278 (2017) 16–23 17
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3. The match paradigm 

In most forensic comparisons, one of the items will be from a 
known origin (such as: a reference sample for DNA profiling from a 
particular individual; a pair of shoes from a suspect; a set of control 
fragments of glass from a broken window). The other will be from 
an unknown, or disputed origin (such as: DNA recovered from a 
crime scene; a footwear mark from the point of entry at a burglary; 
or a few small fragments of glass recovered from the clothing of a 
suspect). It is convenient to refer to these as the reference and 
questioned samples, respectively. The matter of interest to the court 
relates to the origin of the questioned sample. This question will be 
addressed scientifically by carrying out observations on both 
samples. These observations may be purely qualitative: such as, for 
example, the shapes of the loops of letters such as “y” and “g” in a 
passage of handwriting. They may be quantitative and discrete, 
such as the alleles in a DNA STR profile. Or they may be quantitative 
and continuous, such as the refractive index of glass fragments. The 
match paradigm calls for a judgement, by the scientist, as to 
whether or not the two sets of observations agree within the range 
of what would be expected if the questioned sample had come 
from the same origin as the reference sample. The basis for that 
judgement may, in the case of quantitative observations, be based 
on a set of pre determined criteria; but where the observations are 
qualitative such criteria may be vague or purely judgemental. 

If the two sets of observations are considered to be outside the 
range of what may have been expected if the two samples had 
come from the same source then the result may be reported as a 
“non match”. Depending on the nature of the observations, this 
provides the basis for a strong implication that the questioned and 
reference samples came from different sources. In many instances 
this conclusion will be non controversial in the sense that 
prosecution and defence will be content to accept it. 

However, when the result of the comparison is a “match” it does 
not logically follow that the two samples do share the same source 
or even that they are likely to be from the same source. It is possible 
that the two samples came from two different sources that, by 
coincidence, have similar properties. Throughout the history of 
forensic science there has been the notion often imperfectly 
expressed that the smaller the probability of such a coincidence, 
the greater the evidential value to be associated with the observed 
match. In DNA profiling, for example, we encounter the notion of a 
“match probability”. The implication of this approach is that the 
jury should assign an evidential weight that is related to the 
inverse of the match probability. 

The logical approach has done much to clarify the rather woolly 
inference that historically has been associated with the match 
paradigm but it has also demonstrated the considerable advan 
tages of the single stage approach implied by the assignment of 
weight through the calculation of the likelihood ratio, over the 
rather clumsy and inefficient two stage approach implied by the 
match paradigm. This has already been pointed out by Morrison 
et al. [4]. 

4. The identification paradigm 

Historically, fingerprint comparison was seen to be the gold 
standard by which the power of any other forensic technique could 
be judged. The paradigm here was the notion of “identification”5 or 

Kirk [15] defined the term identification as only placing an object in a restricted 
class. The criminalist would, for example, identify a particular mark as a fingerprint. 
Individualization was defined by Kirk as establishing which finger left the mark. An 
opinion of the kind “this latent mark was made by the finger which made this 
reference print” is an individualization. 

“individualization” (the terms are used synonymously here). 
Provided that sufficient corresponding detail was observed, the 
outcome of a comparison between a fingermark of questioned origin 
and a print taken from a known person would be reported as a 
categorical opinion: the two were definitely made by the same 
person. 

So, the match and identification paradigms are related with 
the difference that in the latter the scientist is allowed to state 
that the match probability is so infinitesimally small that it is 
reasonable to conclude that the two items came from the same 
source. Historically, many examiners would have claimed that the 
source was established with certainty to the exclusion of all 
others. 

The identification paradigm went largely unchallenged for 
many years until later in the 20th century when its logical basis 
was questioned (see, for example, [16] or more recently [17,18]) 
and also when, in a number of high profile cases, misidentifications 
with serious consequences were exposed. 

An example of the paradigm is given in box 6, p. 137 of the 
PCAST report (DOJ proposed uniform language) (emphasis added). 

The examinermaystate that it ishis/heropinionthatthe shoe/tire 
is the source of the impression because there is sufficient quality 
and quantity of corresponding features such that the examiner 
would not expect to find that same combination of features 
repeated in another source. This is the highest degree of 
association between a questioned impression and a known 
source. 

The PCAST report rightly indicates that the conclusions conveying 
“100 percent certainty” or “zero or negligible error rates” are not 
scientifically defensible. Such conclusions tend to overestimate the 
weight to be assigned to the forensic observations. 

5. Misconceptions, fallacies and confusions in the PCAST report 

The most serious weakness in the PCAST report is their flawed 
paradigm for forensic evaluation. Unfortunately, the report contains 
more misconceptions, fallacies, confusions and improper wording. 
In this section we will discuss the main problems with the report. 

5.1. Confusion between the match and identification paradigms 

This is the first source of confusion in the report. For example, 
from p. 90 of the report (emphasis added): 

An FBI examiner concluded with “100 percent certainty” that 
the fingerprint matched Brandon Mayfield . . . even though 
Spanish authorities were unable to confirm the identification. 

On p. 48 we find (emphasis added): 

To meet the scientific criteria of foundational validity, two key 
elements are required: 
(1) a reproducible and consistent procedure for (a) identifying 
features within evidence samples; (b) comparing the features in 
two samples; and (c) determining based on the similarity 
between the features in two samples, whether the samples 
should be declared to be a proposed identification (“matching 
rule”). 

We have seen that declaring a match and declaring an 
identification are not the same thing. Declaring a match implies 
nothing about evidential weight whereas declaring an identifica 
tion implies evidential weight amounting to complete certainty. 

The PCAST report proposes an approach that is fusion of the 
match and identification paradigms. See, from p. 45/46: 
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Because the term “match” is likely to imply an inappropriately 
high probative value, a more neutral term should be used for an 
examiner’s belief that two samples came from the same source. 
We suggest the term “proposed identification” to appropriately 
convey the examiner’s conclusion, along with the possibility 
that it might be wrong. We will use this term throughout the 
report. 

If a scientist says that the questioned and reference samples 
match, the immediate inference to be drawn from this (as we have 
explained) is that they might have come from the same source but 
it is also true that they might not have come from the same source. 
These two statements make no implication with regard to 
evidential weight. Weight only comes from the second stage of 
the paradigm which entails coming up with some impression of 
rarity. The identification paradigm, on the other hand, is different 
in that implies a statement of certainty: the two samples certainly 
came from the same source. 

The PCAST paradigm requires that the scientist should make a 
categorical statement (an identification) that cannot be justified on 
logical grounds as we have already explained. Most scientists 
would be comfortable with the notion of observing that two 
samples matched but would, rightly, refuse to take the logically 
unsupportable step of inferring that this observation amounts to 
an identification. 

5.2. Judgement 

The report emphasises the value of empirical data (emphasis 
added): 

The frequency with which a particular pattern or set of features 
will be observed in different samples, which is an essential 
element in drawing conclusions, is not a matter of ‘judgment’. It 
is an empirical matter for which only empirical evidence is 
relevant. ([1], p. 6) 

This denial of the importance of judgement betrays a poor 
understanding of the nature of forensic science. We offer a simple 
example. 

Mr POI is the suspect for a crime who was arrested at time T in 
location Z. Some questioned material has been found on the 
clothing of Mr POI which is to be compared with reference material 
taken from the crime scene. Denote the observations on the two 
samples by y and x respectively. Whichever paradigm we follow, 
we are interested in the probability of finding material with 
observations y on the clothing of Mr POI if he had nothing to do 
with the crime. Ideally, of course, we would like a survey carried 
out near to time T and in the general region of Z and of people of a 
socio economic group Q that would include Mr POI. But this is, of 
course unrealistic. What we do have is a survey of materials on 
clothing carried out at some earlier time T’ and at another location 
Z’ and of a slightly different socio economic group Q’. Who is to 
make a judgement on the relevance of this survey data to the case 
at hand? We would argue that this is where the knowledge and 
understanding of the forensic scientist is of crucial importance. 

The reality is, of course, that the perfect database never exists. 
The council is wrong: it is most certainly not the case that “only 
empirical evidence” is relevant. Without downplaying the impor 
tance of data collections, they can only inform judgement it is 
judgement that is paramount and informed judgement is founded 
in reliable knowledge. 

5.3. Subjective versus Objective 

PCAST give their definition of the distinction between 
“objectivity” and “subjectivity” p. 5 footnote 3. 

Feature comparison methods may be classified as either 
objective or subjective. By objective feature comparison 
methods, we mean methods consisting of procedures that 
are each defined with enough standardized and quantifiable 
detail that they can be performed by either an automated 
system or human examiners exercising little or no judgment. By 
subjective methods, we mean methods including key proce 
dures that involve significant human judgment . . . 

What is suggested is that many of the decisions be moved from 
the examiner to the procedure and/or software. The procedure or 
software will have been written by one or more people and the 
decisions about what models are used or how decisions are made 
are now enshrined in paper or code. Hence all the subjective 
judgements are now made by this person or group of people via the 
paper or code. Whereas this approach could be viewed as 
repeatable and reproducible, the objectivity is illusory. 

In the US environment, subjectivity has been associated with 
bias and sloppy thinking, and objectivity with an absence of bias 
and rigorous thinking. It is worthwhile examining whence the fear 
of subjectivity arises. There is considerable proof that humans are 
susceptible to quite a number of cognitive effects many of which 
can affect judgement. We suspect that the fear is that these effects 
bias the decisions in ways that are detrimental to justice. Hence, it 
is bias arising from cognitive effects that is the enemy, not 
subjectivity. 

If we return to the concept of enforced precision, we could 
assume that trials could be conducted on such a system and that 
the outputs could be calibrated. Such a system could be of low 
susceptibility to bias arising from cognitive effects. We suspect that 
these are the goals sought by PCAST. We certainly could support 
calibrating subjective judgements but we see little value in 
pretending that writing them down or coding them makes them 
objective. 

5.4. Transposed conditional 

We are concerned by the report’s poor use of the notion of 
probability. In particular we note in the report many instances 
where the fallacy of the transposed conditional either occurs 
explicitly or is implied. We have seen that the logic of forensic 
inference directs us to assign a value to the probability of the 
observations given the truth of a proposition. The probability of the 
truth of a proposition is for the jury not the scientist. Confusion 
between these two different probabilities has been called the 
“prosecutor’s fallacy” [19]. We prefer the term transposed 
conditional because, in our experience, the fallacy is regularly 
committed by prosecutors, defence attorneys, the judiciary and the 
media alike. 

The fallacy is widespread, even though it can be grounds for a 
retrial if given in testimony by an expert witness. The document 
[20] that attempts to explain DNA statistics to defence attorneys in 
the US describes incorrectly a likelihood ratio for a mixture 
profile as: 

4.73 quadrillion times more likely6 to have originated from 
[suspect] and [victim/complainant] than from an unknown 
individual in the U.S. Caucasian population and [victim/ 
complainant].” ([20], p. 52) 

6 We are fully aware of the distinction made in statistical theory between 
“likelihood” and “probability”. We believe that attempting to explain that 
distinction in this paper would cause more confusion than the worth of it. It is 
our experience that in courts of law the two terms are taken to be synonymous. 
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This is a classic example of the transposed conditional. It is a 
transposition of the likelihood ratio, which would be more 
correctly presented as follows: 

The DNA profile is 4.73 quadrillion times more likely to be 
obtained if the DNA had originated from the suspect and the 
victim/complainant rather than if it had originated from an 
unknown individual in the U.S. Caucasian population and the 
victim/complainant. 

The contrast between these two statements, though apparently 
subtle, is profound. The first is an expression of the probability (or 
odds) that a particular proposition is true this, we have seen, is 
the probability that the jury must address, not the scientist.7 The 
second considers the probability of the observations, given the 
truth of one proposition then the other, which is the appropriate 
domain for the expertise of the scientist. It is important to realise 
that the first statement is not a simple rephrasing of the second 
statement. Whereas the second may be a valid representation of 
the scientist’s evaluation in a given case, the first most definitely 
cannot be. 

Consider the following quote from the first paragraph on 
footwear methodology in the PCAST report ([1], p. 114): 

Footwear analysis is a process that typically involves comparing 
a known object, such as a shoe, to a complete or partial 
impression found at a crime scene, to assess whether the object 
is likely to be the source of the impression. 

This is wrong. We state again that it is not for the scientist to 
present a probability for the truth of the proposition that the object 
was the source of the impression. The scientist addresses the 
probability of the outcome of the comparison if the object were the 
source of the impression: this probability forms the numerator of 
the likelihood ratio. Just as important, of course, is the probability 
of the outcome of the comparison if some other object were the 
source of the impression. The latter forms the denominator of the 
likelihood ratio. It is the two probabilities, taken together, that 
determine the evidential weight in relation to the two propositions 
of interest to the court. 

The PCAST report sentence clearly states that the objective of 
the footwear analysis is to present a probability for the proposition 
given the observations, and not for the observations given the 
proposition. This is clearly a transposition of the conditional. 

Similarly, the scientist is not in a position to consider the 
probability addressed in the following ([1], p. 65 and repeated on p. 
146): 

. . . determining, based on the similarity between the features 
in two sets of features, whether the samples should be declared 
to be likely to come from the same source . . . 

We have seen that is not for the scientist to consider the 
probability that the samples came from the same source given the 
observation of a “match”. It is another example of the fallacy of the 
transposed conditional. 

This confusion is systematic in the original report and we note 
that it continues into the addendum ([8], p. 1) (emphasis added): 

These methods seek to determine whether a questioned sample 
is likely to come from a known source based on shared features 
in certain types of evidence. 

We have seen that this is most certainly not what a feature 
comparison should aspire to. It is not the role of the forensic 

In Bayesian terms, the first statement is one of posterior odds. This can be derived 
from the second statement either by assigning prior odds of one (which would be 
highly prejudicial in most criminal trials) or by making the mistake of transposing 
the conditional. Neither is acceptable behaviour for a scientist. 

scientist to offer a probability for the proposition that a questioned 
sample came from a given source since this would require the 
scientist to take account of all of the non scientific information 
which properly lies within the domain of the jury. 

The need for precision of language when presenting probabili 
ties is exemplified by two quotations from the report. First, from p. 
8 when talking about the interpretation of a DNA profile: 

Could a suspect’s DNA profile be present within the mixture 
profile? And, what is the probability that such an observation 
might occur by chance? 

As we read it, this second sentence can be taken to mean: 

What is the probability that such an observation would be made 
if the suspect’s DNA were not present in the mixture? 

Within the logical paradigm, this is a legitimate question to 
ask it is the probability of the observations given that one of the 
propositions were true. 

However, later in the report we find (p. 52): 

the random match probability that is, the probability that the 
match occurred by chance”. 

There is an economy of phrasing here that obscures meaning 
and the reader could be forgiven for believing that the question 
implied by the second phrase is: 

What is the probability that the two samples had come from 
different sources and matched by chance? 

This is a probability of a proposition (the two samples came 
from different sources) given the observation (a match) and would 
imply a transposed conditional. We are aware that the council may 
respond that this is not at all what they meant to which we would 
respond that the council should have been far more careful in its 
phraseology. 

5.5. “Probable match” 

In giving their definition of the distinction between “objectivi 
ty” and “subjectivity” p. 5 see footnote 3 the report states: 

how to determine whether the features are sufficiently similar to 
be called a probable match. 

The council do not say what they mean by a “probable match” 
but it seems to us that it is another example of confusion between 
the match and identification paradigms. Following the match 
paradigm there is no such thing as a probable match the two 
samples either match or they do not. 

5.6. Foundational validity and accuracy 

The report distinguishes two types of scientific validity: 
“foundational validity” and “validity as applied”. We confine 
ourselves to the first of these (p. 4): 

Foundational validity for a forensic science method requires 
that it be shown based on empirical studies to be repeatable, 
reproducible, and accurate, at levels that have been measured 
and are appropriate to the intended application. Foundational 
validity, then, means that a method can, in principle, be reliable. 

Repeatability refers to the ability of the same operator with the 
same equipment to obtain the same (or closely similar) results 
when repeating analysis of the same material. Reproducibility 
refers to the ability of the equipment to obtain the same (or closely 
similar) results with different operators. As such, both are 
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expressions of precision, which is how close each measurement or 
result is to the others. 

Accuracy is a measure of how close one or a set of measure 
ments is to the true answer. This has an obvious meaning when we 
know or could know the true answer. We could imagine some 
measurement such as the weight of an object where that object has 
been weighed by some very advanced technique and we can accept 
that as the “true” weight. We wish then to consider the accuracy of 
some other, perhaps cheaper, technique. We could assess the 
accuracy of this second technique by using it to weigh the object 
multiple times and observing the deviation of the results from the 
“true” weight of the object. 

For some questions in forensic science, such as “How much 
heroin is in this seized sample?” or “How much ethanol is in this 
blood sample?”, the notion of the accuracy of an applied 
analytical technique is relevant because it is possible to assess 
a technique’s accuracy using trials with known quantities of 
heroin or ethanol. However, when it comes to answering a 
question such as “What is the probability that there would have 
been a match with a suspect’s shoe if it did not make the mark at 
the scene of crime?”, then there is no sense in which there is a 
“true answer”. The values that experts assign for such probabili 
ties will vary depending on the specific knowledge of the experts 
and the nature of any databases that experts may use to inform 
their probabilities. 

We could use a weather forecaster as an illustration. If she says 
that there is a 0.8 probability of a sunny day tomorrow, there can be 
no sense in which this is a “true” statement. Equally, if tomorrow 
brings rain, she is not “wrong” in any sense. Nor is she “inaccurate”. 
A probabilistic statement of this nature may be unhelpful or 
misleading, in the sense that it may lead us to make a poor 
decision, but it cannot be either true or false. 

Once we abandon the idea of a true answer for probabilities, we 
are left with the difficult question of what we mean by accuracy. 
We suggest that the report does a disservice to the important task 
of calibrating probabilities by a simplistic allusion to accuracy. 

The PCAST report says (p. 46): 

Without appropriate estimates of accuracy, an examiner’s 
statement that two samples are similar or even indistin 
guishable is scientifically meaningless; it has no probative 
value, and considerable potential for prejudicial impact. 
Nothing not training, personal experience nor professional 
practices can substitute for adequate empirical demonstra 
tion of accuracy. 

We have seen that the report is wrong here it is not a matter of 
“accuracy” but of evidential weight. 

5.7. The PCAST paradigm 

The PCAST report proposes an approach that is fusion of the 
match and identification paradigms. See, from p. 45/46: 

Because the term “match” is likely to imply an inappropriately 
high probative value, a more neutral term should be used for an 
examiner’s belief that two samples came from the same source. 
We suggest the term “proposed identification” to appropriately 
convey the examiner’s conclusion, along with the possibility 
that it might be wrong. We will use this term throughout the 
report. 

First, we have seen that the term “match”, if used properly, 
makes no implication of probative value: it implies that the two 
samples might have come from the same source but also might 
have come from different sources. This is evidentially neutral. 
Second, we have seen that there is no place for the “examiner’s 

belief that two samples came from the same source”: it is not for 
the scientist to assign a probability to the proposition that the two 
samples came from the same source. 

Next we must consider what the council understand the phrase 
“proposed identification” to mean. Do they mean that, because it is 
an identification, it is a categorical opinion? Note that the qualifier 
“proposed” does not make the identification less than categorical � 
if it were probabilistic it could not be “wrong”.8 If it is not 
probabilistic then the scientist is to provide a categorical opinion 
while telling the court that he/she might be wrong! It is difficult to 
believe that any professional forensic scientist would be happy to 
be put in this position. 

5.8. The scientist as a “black box” 

On page 49 we find: 

For subjective methods, procedures must still be carefully 
defined but they involve substantial human judgment. For 
example, different examiners may recognize or focus on different 
features, may attach different importance to the same features, 
and may have different criteria for declaring proposed identi 
fications. Because the procedures for feature identification, the 
matching rule, and frequency determinations about features are 
not objectively specified, the overall procedure must be treated as 
a kind of “black box” inside the examiner’s head. 

The report justifiably emphasises weaknesses of qualitative 
opinions. The intuitive “black box” view of the scientist will 
certainly have been true in many instances in the past and, indeed, 
in certain quarters in the present day. But for us the solution is 
emphatically not to continue to treat this as an acceptable state of 
affairs for the future. The PCAST view appears to be “it’s a black box, 
so let’s treat it like a black box”. Our approach has been, and will 
continue, to break down intuitive mental barriers by expanding 
transparency, knowledge and understanding. We do not see the 
future forensic scientist as an ipse dixit machine whatever the 
opinion, we expect the scientist to be able to explain it in whatever 
detail is necessary for the jury to comprehend the mental 
processes that led to it. 

5.9. Black box studies 

That the council intend the proposed identification to be 
categorical is clarified in the following from page 49 (emphasis 
added): 

In black box studies, many examiners are presented with many 
independent comparison problems typically, involving 
“questioned” samples and one or more “known” samples 
and asked to declare whether the questioned samples came from 
the same source as one of the known samples.9 The researchers 
then determine how often examiners reach erroneous con 
clusions. 

PCAST proposes that the error rates from such experiments 
would be used to assign evidential value at court. 

We are strongly against the notion that the scientist should be 
forced into the position of giving categorical opinions in this way. 
Whereas, we are strongly in favour of the notion of calibrating the 

8 Though, of course, it would be logically incorrect because it would imply a 
transposed conditional. 

9 In footnote 111 the report says: “Answers may be expressed in such terms as 
“match/no match/inconclusive” or “identification/exclusion/inconclusive”. This 
strengthens our belief that the council see match and identification as 
interchangeable”. 
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opinions of forensic scientists under controlled conditions we see 
those opinions expressed in terms of statements of evidential 
weight. We return to the subject of calibration later. 

5.10. Governance 

PCAST suggests that forensic science should be governed by 
those, such as metrologists, from outside the profession. This 
speaks to the view, reinforced by a very selective reference list, that 
the forensic science discipline is not to be trusted with developing 
procedures, testing them, and self governance. We do not reject 
input from outside the profession: we welcome it. But our own 
observations are that those outside may be engaged to different 
extents, varying from a passing interest to years of study. They may 
be unduly influenced by headlines in newspapers highlighting or 
exaggerating deficiencies. On occasion, these same commentators 
from outside the profession may not recognise the limitations in 
their own knowledge base where it concerns specifically forensic 
aspects, may be reticent to consult subject matter experts from 
amongst practising scientists and may give well intentioned, but 
erroneous, advice [1,21]. 

6. Our view of the future 

6.1. Logical inference 

The recommendations of the PCAST report are founded on a 
conflation of two classical forensic paradigms: match and identifi 
cation. These paradigms are as old as forensic science but their 
inadequacies and illogicalities have been comprehensively exposed 
over the last 50 years or so. All of us maintain, and have done so in our 
writings, thatthefuture of forensic science should befounded firston 
the notion of logical inference and second on the notion of calibrated 
knowledge. The former leads to a framework of principles (which 
have been adopted by ENFSI) and we are disappointedthat PCASThas 
apparently chosen to ignore, or at most pay lip service to, this 
fundamental change. The second is a deeper and far richer concept 
than the profoundly limited notion of false positive and false 
negative error rates: this is the notion of calibration. 

6.2. Calibration 

We are most definitely in favour of the studying of expert 
opinion under controlled circumstances, see for example Evett [22] 
but proficiency testing is far more than the counting of errors. The 
PCAST black box approach calls for a categorical opinion that is 
recorded as right or wrong but we have seen that forensic 
interpretation is far richer and more informative than simple yes/ 
no answers. In a source level proficiency test we expect the 
participants to respond with a statement of evidential weight in 
relation to one of two clearly stated propositions. Support thus 
expressed for a proposition that is, in fact, false is undesirable 
because it is misleading not “wrong”. Obviously, the desirable 
outcome of the proficiency test is a small value for the expected 
weight of evidence in relation to a false proposition. But whatever 
the outcome, the study must be seen as a learning exercise for all 
participants: the pool of knowledge has grown. The notion of an 
error rate to be presented to courts is misconceived because it fails 
to recognise that the science moves on as a result of proficiency 
tests. The work led by Found and Rogers [23] has shown how the 
profession of handwriting comparison in Australia and New 
Zealand has grown in stature because of the culture of advancing 
knowledge through repeated study under controlled conditions. To 
repeat then, our vision is not of the black box/error rate but of 
continuous development through calibration and feedback of 
opinions. 

A striking example of forensic calibration is the evolution of 
fingerprints evidence from the identification paradigm to the 
logical paradigm via mathematical modelling [24,25]. Instead of 
the categorical identification, we have a mathematical approach 
that leads to a likelihood ratio. The validation of such approaches is 
founded on two desiderata: we require large likelihood ratios in 
cases in which the prosecution proposition is true; and small 
likelihood ratios in cases in which the defence proposition is true. 
Investigation of performance in relation to these two desiderata is 
undertaken by considering two sets of comparisons: one set in 
which it is known that the two samples came from the same 
source; and one set in which it is known that the two samples came 
from different sources. There have been major advances over 
recent years in how the likelihood ratio distributions from such 
experiments may be compared and evaluated (Ramos [26], 
Brümmer [27] see also Robertson et al. [28] for a layman’s 
introduction to calibration). The elegance and performance of such 
methods far transcends the crude PCAST notion of “false positive” 
and “false negative” error rates. 

6.3. Knowledge and data 

The PCAST report focuses on “feature comparison” methods 
and, as we have explained, this has meant that it is concerned with 
inference relating to source level propositions. At this level, the 
report sees data as the sole means for assigning probabilities. An 
important part of the role of the forensic scientist is concerned 
with inference with regard to activity level propositions. Consider, 
for example, a question of the form “what is the probability of 
finding this number of fragments of glass on Mr POI’s jacket if he is 
the person who smashed the window at the crime scene?” The 
answer is heavily dependent on circumstantial information (how 
large is the window? where was the person who smashed the 
window standing? was any implement used? how much time 
elapsed between the breaking of the window and the seizure of the 
jacket from Mr POI? etc.) and the variation in this between cases is 
vast. There is no single database to inform such probabilities. The 
scientist will, it is hoped, be thoroughly familiar with all of the 
published literature on glass transfer in crime cases [29] and may, 
if resources permit, carry out experiments that reproduce the 
current case circumstances. The knowledge and judgement of 
other scientists who have encountered similar questions is also 
relevant. We agree with PCAST that length of experience is not a 
measure of reliability of scientific opinion: the foundation is 
reliable knowledge. Too little effort has been devoted within the 
forensic sphere thus far to the harnessing of knowledge through 
knowledge based systems but see [29] for examples of how such a 
system was created for glass evidence interpretation. 

We do not deny the importance of data collections but the view 
that data may replace judgement is misconceived. A data collection 
should be used to inform reliable knowledge not replace it. 

We have explained that our view of the scientist is the 
antithesis of the PCAST “black box” automaton. Although there is a 
need for data, PCASTaremistaken in seeing it as the be all and end 
all: qualitative judgement will always be at the centre of forensic 
science evidence evaluation. We reject the PCAST vision of the 
scientist who gives a categorical opinion and a statement about the 
probability that the opinion is wrong. We see the model scientist as 
deeply knowledgeable about her domain of expertise and able to 
rationalise the opinion in terms that the jury will understand. The 
principles have been expressed elsewhere [11] as balance, logic, 
robustness and transparency. There is no place for the black box. 
We agree that the scientist should be able to provide the court with 
evidence of performance under controlled conditions. Found and 
Rogers [23] have provided a model for handwriting comparison 
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and we see such approaches as extending into other areas: the 
emphasis is on calibration of probabilistic assessments. 

7. Conclusion 

The 44th US president’s request was “to consider whether there 
are additional steps that could usefully be taken on the scientific 
side to strengthen the forensic science disciplines and ensure the 
validity of forensic evidence used in the Nation’s legal system” ([1], 
p.1). We suggest that the report has very little emphasis onpositive 
steps and does much to reinforce poor thinking and terminology. 

Our own view of the future of forensic science is based on the 
principle that forensic inference should be founded on a logical 
framework for reasoning in the face of uncertainty. That 
framework is provided by probability theory coupled with the 
recognition that probability is necessarily subjective and condi 
tioned by knowledge and judgement. It follows that our view of the 
forensic scientist is a knowledgeable, logical and reasonable 
person. Whereas data collections are valuable they should be 
viewed within the context of reliable knowledge. The overarching 
paradigm of reliable knowledge should be founded on the notion of 
knowledge management, including comprehensive systems for 
the calibration of expert opinion. 
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Fwd: Rule 702 Subcommittee 

From: "Antell, Kira M. (OLP)" 
To: "Hunt, Ted (ODAG)" 
Date: 
Attachment national academy of cience report pdf (3 63 MB); ATT00001 htrn (216 byte ); 

pcast_forensic_science_report_final.pdf (1.86 MB); ATT00002.htm (216 bytes); Giannelli article on 
forensics.pdf (3.9 MB); ATT00003.htm (216 bytes); NEUROSCIENCE AND THE CIVILCRIMINAL 
DAUBERT DIVIDE.doc (303.09 kB ); ATT00004.htm (216 bytes); TRIAL JUDGES AND THE FORENSIC 
SCIENCE PROBLEM doc (586 44 kB); ATT00005 htm (216 byte ); WILL HISTORY BE SERVIT DE 
THE NAS REPORT ON FORENSIC SCIENCE AND THE ROLE OF THE.doc (389.53 kB); 
ATT00006.htm (216 bytes); drafting alternatives for rule 702 subcommittee.docx (18.76 kB); 
ATT00007.htm (168 bytes) 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

"Collin Daniel"1 

(CIV)" ' 

This is a "getting started" email for the Rule 702 Subcommittee appointed by Judge Livingston and chaired by Judge 
Schroeder. I am here to help the subcommittee's work in any way I can. 

It is my understanding that the Subcommittee is to consider two basic issues: 

What the Advisory Committee can/should do regarding forensics, which is subdivided into three questions: 

a. A possible rule amendment to regulate overstatement by experts (maybe all experts, maybe only 
forensic experts) --- together with a committee note that might speak more broadly about forensics. 

b. A more minor rule amendment, as a kind of coat hanger for an advisory committee note. That note might 
speak broadly about forensics and/or refer the reader to other sources, such as the FJC manual, NAS report, 
etc. 

c. Non-rule related ventures, such as working with the FJC on training programs and on the new Manual. 

A possible amendment to Rule 702 directed mainly to civil cases, restoring the gatekeeping function on the guestions of 
sufficiency of basis and reliability of application. This is in reaction to the many courts that have found these factors in 
Rule 702 to be que tion of weight and not admi ibility 

Judge Schroeder and I have conferred and we would like to have a conference call on the afternoon of July 11, to talk 
about how the Subcommittee can meet the e goal 
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Please let us know by email of available times you have that afternoon --- or if you are not available at all. 

I will also arrange to have Joe Cecil on the call, so he can give some more background about the FJC manual  and 
training programs. 

In the meantime, I am attaching a number of things for your reading pleasure: 

The NAS Report, which mo t if not all of you have of cour e read, but I direct your attention to page  85 111  In that 
section, NAS arguably seems to criticize part of the 2000 Committee Note to Rule 702, which cites a case on handwriting
and states that experience-based testimony can be reliable. Judge Livingston suggests that the Committee think about
whether something can be done to address that passage in the Committee Note. 

The PCAST report, which I attach only for the reference  to Rule 702 and the Advi ory Committee  In the ection from 
pages 40-43, PCAST suggests that the Rule 702 Note actually is sufficient for courts to use to regulate forensic expert 
testimony. What PCAST suggests, in the recommendations section, is not a retroactive change in that Note, but rather a
detailed best practices manual by way of an Advisory Committee Note. 

A recent article by Professor Paul Giannelli on forensic evidence --- Professor Giannelli was a co-author of the current
FJC manual chapter on forensics. 

An article by Erin Murphy describing findings on the difference in the courts in applying Daubert in civil and criminal 
ca e 

A recent note from the NYU Law review on how to resolve the problem of judicial deference to forensic evidence. 

An article by Jane Moriarty on the asymmetry in application of Daubert in civil and criminal cases and how the NAS report
might be used to address that. 

A short memo by me, laying out drafting alternatives to address the two issues that the Subcommittee has on its agenda. 

Finally, there is no specific deadline for the Subcommittee’s work, but we would like to at least be able to report on
progress at the October meeting. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or comments. I look forward to working with you, and to talking with you on
July 11.  

Daniel J  Capra 

Reed Professor of Law 

Fordham Law School 

New York, New York 
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The author(s) shown below used Federal funds provided by the U.S. 
Department of Justice and prepared the following final report: 

Document Title:  Strengthening Forensic Science in the United 
States: A Path Forward 

Author: Committee on Identifying the Needs of the 
Forensic Sciences Community, National 
Research Council 

Document No.: 228091 

Date Received: August 2009 

Award Number: 2006-DN-BX-0001 

This report has not been published by the U.S. Department of Justice.  
To provide better customer service, NCJRS has made this Federally-
funded grant final report available electronically in addition to 
traditional paper copies. 

Opinions or points of view expressed are those 
of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect 

the official position or policies of the U.S. 
Department of Justice. 
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''The man who discovers a new scientific truth has previously had 
to smash to atoms almost everything he had learn/, and arrives at 
the new truth with hands bloodstained from lhe slaughter ~fa 
thousand platitudes." - Jose Oreta y Gasset, The Revolt of the 
Masses ch. XIV (1930). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In 2015, Judge Alex Kozinski of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals noted 
that "[m]any defendants have been convicted and spent countless years in prison 
based on evidence by arson experts who were later shown to be little better than 
witch doctors."' In the same year, Dr. Jo Handelsman, a White House science 
advisor, observed: "Suggesting that bite marks [should] still be a seriously used 
technology is not based on science, on measurement, on something that has 
standards, but more ofa gut-level reaction. "2 According to Judge Catharin~ 
Easterly of the D.C. Court ofAppeals, "(a]s matters currently stand, a certainty 
statement regarding toolmark pattern matching has the same probative value as 
the vision ofa psychic."3 A New York Times editorial echoed these sentiments: 
"And the courts have only made the problem worse by purporting to be 
scientifically literate, and allowing in all kinds of evidence that would not make it 
within shouting distance ofa peer-reviewed journal. Of the 329 exonerations 
based on DNA testing since 1989, more than one-quarter involved convictions 
based on 'pattern' evidence - like hair samples, ballistics, tire tracks, and bite 
marks - testified to by so-called experts.'>4 

Alex Kozinski, Criminal law 2.0, 44 GEO. L.J. At,.N. Rr::v. CRIM. PR()('. iii, v 
(2015). See lJ!so Almeciga v. Ctr. for Investigative Reporting, Inc.• 185 F. Supp. 3d 401. 415 
(S.D.N.Y. 2016) ("There have been too many pseudo-scientific disciplines that have since been 
exposed as profoundly flawed, unreliable, or baseless for any Courl to lake this (gale-keeping] role 
lightly."). 

2 See Radley Balko, A High-Runking Obumu OjjidCtlJust Called.for the 
"Eradi,·utiun ,. ofBiti! Murk Evidm,·e. WASH. POST, July 22, 2015 (quoting remarks presented .ii 
1hc International Symposium on Forensic Science Error Management - Detection, Measurement 
and Mitigation, Arlington, Virginia (July 20-24, 2015), organized by the National lnslitute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST)). 

Williams v. United State;,, 130 A.3d 343,355 (D.C. 2016) (Easterly, J., 
concurring). 

4 Editorial, Ju11k Sdenw ut the F.8.1., N.Y. TIM[S, Apr. 27, 2015. S1t1t also Eric 
S. L.indcr, Fix the Flaws in Forensic Sdem:e, N. Y. TIMES, Apr. 21, 2015 ("No expert should he 
permitted to testify without showing three things: a public database of patterns from many 
representative smnples; precise and objective criteria for declaring ma1ches; an<.I peer reviewed 
pl1blishc.:d studies that v,1lit.lute the methods.''). 

2 
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These criticisms are valid - which raises a puzzling and consequential 
question: Why didn't the Supreme Court's "junk science" decision, Daubert v. 
Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Jnc.,S prevent or restrict the admissibility of 
testimony based on flawed forensic techniques? Daubert was decided in 1993, 
nearly twenty-live years ago. 

A. Daubert/Rule 701 

Daubert was considered a revolutionary decision. 6 It "radically changed 
the standard for admissibility ofscientific testimony"7 by sweeping away the Frye 
"general acceptance'' test,8 which had been the majority rule in both federal and 
state cases.9 The Frye standard gave great deference to the views of forensic 
practitioners and not to empirical testing. 10 Daubert promised to be different. 
The Supreme Court held that "[p]roposed testimony must be supported by 
appropriate validation i.e., 'good grounds,' based on what is known. In short, 
the requirement that an expert's testimony pertain to 'scientific knowledge' 
establishes a standard of evidentiary reliability."11 In making this reliability 
determination, the Daubert Court highlighted five factors: (1) testing, (2) peer 
review and publication, (3) error rate, (4) maintenance ofstandards, and (5) 
gen~ral acceptance. The first and most important/actor is empirical testing. The 
other factors are supplementary. Peer review and publication are designed to 
expose detects in testing. Acceptance ofa technique within the scientific 
community is achieved through the publication of valid test results. Similarly, 
both error rates and standards are derived from testing. 

Daubert was followed in 1999 by Kumho Tire v. Carmichael, 12 which held 
that Daubert 's reliability standard applied to all expert testimony, not only 

509 U.S. 579 (1993). 

,, See Dnvid L. Faig1nan, ls S,ie11ce Differenl/Or Luwyers?, 291 SCIENCE 339, 340 
{2002) ("Daubert initialed a scientific revolution in the law."). 

7 
United St:ites v. Barnette, 211 F.3d 803, 815 (4th Cir. 2000). See alw United 

States v. Alatorre, 222 F.3d 1098, 1100 (9th Cir. 2000) ("Daubert has become ubiquitous in 
fodcrnl trial courcs."). 

' F1yc v. United States, 29) F. JOI), l 014 (D.C. Cir. 1923) (stating that a 
technique "must b1: sufficiently est.ablished to have gained general acceptance in the particular field 
in which it belongs"). 

') S<>(! Paul C. Giannc1li, The Ad,nissibilityoj·Novel St·ie11t(fi,· Evide11,·c: Frye v. 
United States, .4 Hal/Ce11tu1:v L"ter, &O COLUM. L. REV. 1197 (1980). 

111 See Mich:id J. Saks, Me,-/in and Sulomvn: Lessons from the Law's Formutive 
£11co1111ters wi1/1 Forensic ldcmtijh-utit,11 Sdr:n,e, 49 HASTINGS L.J. 1069, 1138 (1998) ("Frye docs 
not work hccausc its measure of validity is the judgment of 'the field,' and the field may consist of 
nonsense. For example, the J-"1:l'e docrrinc cannot exclude astrology.''). 

11 Dmrhert, 509 U.S. ot 590 (emphasis added). 

I' 526 U.S. 137 (1999). 
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scientific evidence. By 2000, the Supreme Court was describing Daubert as 
establishing an "exncting" standard. 13 In the same yeor, Federal Ruic of Evidence 
702 was amended to incorporate the Daubert/Kumho standard. 14 Although a 
handful ofjurisdictions continue to apply the Frye test, about forty jurisdictions 
have adopted the Daubert standard in one fonn or another. 15 

During this time, there was no shortage of commentary on the lack of 
empirical research in forensic science.16 For example, shonly after Daubert was 
decided, Professor Margaret Berger wrote: "Considerable forensic evidence made 
its way into the courtroom without empirical validation of the underlying theory 
and/or its particular application."17 After Kumho, two commentators citing bite 
mark, hair, and firearm analysis observed that "little rigorous, systematic 
research has been done to validate the discipline's basic premises and techniques, 
and in each area there was no evident reason why such research would be 
infeasible."18 

Notwithstanding Daubert ·s promise, scholars soon discerned its uneven 

13 Weisgram v. Marley Co., 528 U.S. 440, 455 (2000). 
14 After Daubert, the Court decided General Elec. Co. v. Joiner, 522 U.S. I 36 

( 1997), which established the standard for appellate review (abuse ofdii;crelion) for applying the 
Daubert factors. Daubert, Joiner, and Kumho make up what is known as the Daubert Trilogy. 

15 Site I PAULC. GIANNELLI ET AL., SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE§ 1.06 (5th e<l. 2012}. 
16 A few perceptive scholars had noted the lack ofempirical testing prior 10 

Daubert. See Randolph N. Jonakait, Forensic Science: The Needfor Rexulation, 4 HARV. J. L. & 
TECH. 109, 137 (1991) ("Forensic science is supported by almost no research. The labora101y 
practices are based on intuitions and deductions, not on empirical proof:'}; D. Michael Risinger ct 
al., Exorcism ofIgnorance as a Proxy For Rational Knowledge: Tlte Lessons qfHandwriting 
Identification "Expertise," 137 U. PA. L. REV. 731, 738 ( 1989) ("Our literature sean:h for 
empirical evaluation of handwriting identification turned up one primitive and flawed validity 
study from nearly 50 years ago, one 1973 paper that raises the issue ofconsistency among 
examiners but presents only uncontrolled impressionis1ic and anecdolal information not qualifying 
as data in any rigorous sense, and a summary ofone study in a I978 government reporl. Beyond 
this, nothing."); Michael J. Saks & Jonathan J. Koehler, Wh<Jt DNA "Fingerprinting" Cu11 I'euclt 
lhe law About the Rest ofForensic Science, 13 CARDOZO L. R[V. 361, 372 ( 1991) ("[F]orensic 
scientists, like scientists in all other fields, should subject their claims to methodologically rigorous 
empirical tests. The results ofthese tests should be puhlished and debi,tcd. Until such steps are 
taken, 1he strong claims of forensic scientists must be regarded with far more caution than they 
lraditionally have been."). 

17 Margaret A. Berger, Procr:durul Parudigmsfor App(ving !he Daubert Tesr. 78 
MINN. L. REV. 1345, 1354 (1994) ( ..Courts never required some of1he most venerable bronclles of 
forensic science - such as fingerprinting, ballis1ics. and handwriting - to dcmonstrnle their 
ability to make unique identifications."). 

1
" Paul C. Giannelli & ~dward J. lmwinkelried, S1.:i1:nrijh· Eviden,·e: Thi: Fullout 

/1·0111 the U.S. Sup1·r:m<: Court's Dedsio11 in Kumho Tires, 14 CRIMINAL JUSTICE, Winter 2000, m 
12, 40. For an insightful analysis of how identifica1ion science was iiccepted by the courts, see 
Saks. supm nolc I0. 
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application in civil and criminal cases: "'[T]he heightened standards of 
dependability imposed on ~xpertise proffered in civil cases has continued to 
expand, but ... expertise proffered by the prosecution in criminal cases has been 
largely insulated from any change in pre-Dauber/ standards or approoch.''19 The 
title ofa 2005 article pretty much summed up the state of the law • "The (Near) 

"20Irrelevance o/Daubert to Criminal Justice. In short, Daubert-lite. 

B. National Academy ofSciences Forensic Report (2009) 

In 2006 Congress entered the picture by authorizing the National Academy 
ofSciences (NAS) to conduct a study of forensic science. After a three-year 
investigation, NAS issued a landmark report. One of its most riveting passages 
concluded: ..Among existing forensic methods, only nuclear DNA analysis has 
been rigorously shown to have the capacity to consistently, and with a high degree 
ofcertainty, <lemonstrate a connection between an evidentiary sample and a 
specific individual or source."21 The report went on to state that "some forensic 
science disciplines are supported by little rigorous systematic research to validate 
the discipline's basic premises and techniques."22 Such common forensic 
techniques as fingerprint examinations,23 firearms (ballistics) and toolmark 
identifications,24 handwriting examinations,25 microscopic hair analysis,26 and bite 

' 
9 D. Michuel Risinger, Naviguting bpert Re/i(]bi/ity: Arr;: Crimiiwl Swndards uf" 

Certc1i11ry Being Leji 011 ihe fJuc:P, 64 AI.Fl. I.. Rl'V. 99, 149 (2000). In addition, an cx1cnsivc 
study of reported criminal cases found that "the naubert decision did not impact on the ,idmission 
rn1::s of expert testimony at either the tri.il or appellate court levels." Jennifer Groscup et .ii., '/1w 
l:jfeus <if Daubert on the Admissibility n/F..xper/ Testimony in State am/ Pc1deral Crimi11ul Cases, 
8 PYSCIIOL. l'UH. l'OI.'Y & I.. 339,364 (2002). 

2
" Peter J. '-lcufeld, '/'he (Ncwrj Irrelevance o/Dauhcrt to Criminol J11stic:e and 

Sonw Sugges1ions/i1r Reform, 95 AM. J. l'lill. HE,\t.1"11 5107 (2005). 
~

1 
l\.:\TIO:'-iAL RrSE:\RCH COL:~CIL~ NATIO"AL 1\C,'\Dl:MY OF S<:Jt,:NCES: 

STREl\'GTI IENIMi 1-"0lff~SIC SCJE~CE II\ TIii: l!NITrn STATES: ,\ PATIi FORWARD 100 (2009) 
[hercinahcr NAS 1-"0Rl'\ISJC REPORT]. 

n Id at 22. At another point, the rcµorl stntcd: ''The silllpl:: reality is 1h:1t the 
inrcrpn:1ation of forensic evidence is not alway, based on scientific ~tudics to clctcrminc its 
validi1y. This is il scriuus problem." !cl. ill 8. See ulrn id at 6 ("Oflcn there arc no standard 
protocols governing fon.:11sic practice in a given discipline. :'\nrl, cvcu whrn prulocols arc in pl.ice 
..., they often are vague ,md 1101 enforced in ,,ny meaningful way.''). 

,! Id. at 1,1,1 (Research is ncc<lcd "[tjo properly underpi11 1h:.: proi.;css of friction 
ridge Ifingcrprilll] identification."). 

2,~ 
Id at I 54 ("Sufficicnl studies [on tirc.s1ms idc111ificc1tio11] have not been <lone to 

undcrsrnncl !he reliahility and repeatability of the methods.") . 
.l.\ 

Id. at 166 ("The scicntifi<.: basis for handwriting w111pmi~ons needs lo be 
s1rcng1hem:d. "). 

~,. Id. ,1t 161 ("JTlcstin1ony [inking 1nicrosr.opic hair analy~is \-'.:ilh p~irlicuhn 
dclc11clan1s is highly unrcli:iblr. ''). 
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mark comparisons21 fell into this category. 

Not only did the NAS repon highlight flaws in forensic sciern;e, il sharply 
criticized the judiciary for failing to dem:md the validation that Daubert required: 
"The bottom line is simple: In a number of forensic science disciplines, forensic 
science professionals have yet to establish either the validity of their approach or 
the accuracy of their conclusions, and the courls have been utrerly ineffective in 
addressing this problem."28 In a later passage, the report declared that "Daubert 
has done little to improve the use of forensic science evidence in criminal 
cases.'m The disparate treatment ofcivil actions and criminal prosecutions was 
also noted. After finding that "trial judges rarely exclude or restrict expert 
testimony offered by prosecutors,'' the report commented: "[l)ronically, the 
appellate courts appear to be more willing to second-guess trial court judgments 
on the admissibility ofpurported scientific evidence in civil cases than in criminal 
cases."30 

Despite the NAS report, courts continued to admit the same evidence. 
Only a handful ofcourts applied the "exacting" standard that the Supreme Court 
said Daubert demanded.31 

In this article I examine the justice system's failure by reviewing the status 
of two categories of forensic techniques. The first category involves discredited 
techniques: (I) bite mark analy:;is, (2) microscopic hair comparisons, (3) arson 
evidence, and (4) comparative bullet lead analysis. The second category involves 
techniques that have been misleadingly presented, which includes 
firearms/toolmark identifications and fingerprint examinations. Both categories 
present Daubert issues. I argue that the system's failure can be traced back to its 
inability to demand and properly evaluate foundational research, i.e., Daubert 's 
first factor ( empirical testing). Indeed, the justice system may be institutionally 
incapable ofapplying Daubert in criminal cases. 

21 Id. at 174 ("No thorough study has been conducted of large populations to 
establish the uniqueness of bite marks ...."). 

n Id. at 53 (cmph<tsis added). 
29 Id. at I06. 
)0 Id. at 11. 
.l' Wefrgram, 528 U.S. at 455. As former fodcral districtjndgc Nancy Gertner 

noted: ..[AJ busy trial judge can rely on the decades ofcase law to legitimize decisions rejecting a 
he.iring or motions in limine. And the trial judge can count on the Coul'I of Appeals likely 
concluding that rejecting the challenge was not an .ibuse of the judge's discretion." Nancy Gertner, 
Com111e11twyo11 the NeedJi,r A Re.w1anh C11/111re in thC' Fore11~ic Sde11ces, 58 UCLA L. REV. 7X9, 
790 (2011 ). 
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A different pnradigm is needed, one that assigns an independent agency 
tht responsibility of tvaluating foundational research. As discussed in Part IV, 
this approach was recently recommended by the National Commission on 
Forensic Science (2013-l 7)32 and the President's Council of Advisors on Science 
and Technology (2016) (PCAST).33 Both recommended that the National Institute 
ofStandards nnd Technology (NIST) evaluate all forensic disciplines on a 
continuing basis, thereby injecting much needed scientific expertise into the 
criminal justice system. The recent reports on latent fingerprints34 and arson 
investigations? which were published by the American Association for the 
Advancement ofScience (AAAS), buttress the need for independent scientific 
evaluations. 

I I. DISCREDITED TECHNIQUES 

A. Bite Mark Comparisons 

For decades, bite mark evidence has been admitted in hundreds of trials,36 

many ofwhich were capital prosecutions.H No reported American case has 
rejected bite mark testimony. Moreover, it is not uncommon for courts to speak 
of bite mark comparison as a "science"3t even an "exact science.")9 

); In 20 I 3, the Deparurn.:nt ofJustice (DO.J), in partnc:rshir with the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (I\IST), cstahlisltccl the :,.Jatiom1J Commission on Forensic 
S<.:icncc to enhance the prncticc and improve the reliability of f'on;nsi\: science. The author served 
on the Commission. 

)l PRESIDENT'S COUI\CILOF Aov:sow, ON SUENU. AND TECIINOL.OGY, REPORT TO 
THE PlffSillr.:'-.rJ: FOREI\SIC SCIENCE l\J CR!MNAl.COL,RTS: ENSURl'Hl SCIE'-ITlrJC V/\1 Jl>JTY OF 

FEATURE-Cm.-1PARISON METIIOOS (2016) [hcrcinaller WIIITE !Jm;sr PCAST Report). 

J. 

1 
See \VH.l.JAM Tl10MP.SON, ET /\L,~ AM. ,\s.soc. ADVA:\1Cr:r,,.11~NT Sl'J. FORl·:.\jS)C 

SnENCi' ASSESS'vll't-:TS: A QUALITY A'JJ) (iAf> ANAi .YSIS OF LATE\JT FIN(il:i{f'RINT ANALYSIS (2017) 
[hcrcirrnfkr AAAS F!WiERl'RINT REPORT);. 

See .Josi: ALMIRAU. ET AL., AM. Assoc. ,\J)V,\~Cl:Mf )';, Sn FORl:t\SfC Sc1n,cr 
J\SSESSME'.'TS: ,\ QU,\LITY AND GAr> A:--.11\f YSJS: FIRE )\JVEST)(i,\'J':Oi'.{2017) [hereinafter Ai\/1.S 
l'IRf: Rl'PORTJ 

i
6 See I GJi\NI\ELL: ET Al.., s11pm /IOlc 15, ~ I :l.05 (di.,cussing lhc admissibility of 

hitc rnnrk evidence) In Doyle v. State, 26.1 S W.2d 779 (Tex Cri!11 App. 1954), a hi1e mark was 
left in c1 piece or cheese in a burglary case. Two decades la tcr. in Patlcr:;on v. State, 5 09 S.W.2(1 
8S 7, 862 {Tex. Crim. App. I 974 ), u r1osccu1ion expen macd;ed the clcH:ndant's teeth to a m,1rk 
fotJ11d on a municr victim. 

)-7 See Canington Tucker, },1issi.rsippi !nnoc,~ncc:: The ConvicrfrJn.f and 
F.x()neratiom· of" /,even l:Jroolr.s and Kennedy Brf!wa wul t/;e Faili1re of1hC' A11-wriu111 Promise, :!F. 
GEO. .l. lYGAL[IIIICS 123 (201'.5), 

Sef'. f>curlc v. Marsh, 441 J\.W .2d :B, 3.5 (Mir.Ii. Ct. /\pp. 1989) (''the science: of 
oitc nmrk mrnlysis has hcen extensively reviewed in other j -.irisdictions"i-

~,, See Srate v. S<,gcr~ 600 S V·./ .2d .54 1..~69 (\.-10. Ct. 1\p~J. 1980) ("an exact 
sr.: ien (;l! •'). 
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Acceptance of the technique is so deeply entrenched that some courts have taken 
judicial notice of its vali<lity,4° which means its reliability is indisputabk.41 

Distinctive characteristics ofa person's dentition were first used to identify 
skeletoni:ted remains and individuals in mass disasters such a plane crashes.4 

! 

Courts assumed that these distinctive characteristics can be transferred to another 
person's skin during a violent crime (e.g., homicides, rapes, c:tnd child abuse),43 an 
assumption that overlooked some obvious problems. First, bite marks typically 
involve no more than the edges ofsix to eight front teeth, not thirty-two teeth with 
five anatomical surfaces that can be used when comparing a deceased person's 
dentition with X-rays. Second, bite marks do not reveal artifacts such as fillings, 
crowns, etc., all of which assist in associating human remains with a person's 
dental records.44 Moreover, human skin is extremely malleable and thus subject 
to various types ofdistortion.45 In addition, bite mark analysis is a subjective 

40 See State v. Richards, 804 P.2cJ 109, 112 (Ariz. 1990) ('"[B]ite mark evidence is 
admissible without a preliminary determination of reliability ...."); People v. Middleton, 429 
N.E.2d 100, I01 (N.Y. 1981) ("The reliability of bite mark evidence as a means ofidcntifica1ion is 
sufficiently established in the scientific community to make such evidence admissible in a criminal 
case, without separately establishing scientific reliability in each case ...."); State v. Armstrong. 
369 S.E.2d ~70, 877 (W. Va. I 988) (judicially noticing the reliability of bite mark evidence). 

41 See FED. R. EVID. 20 I(b) (limiting judicial notice to a .. fact that is not subject to 
reasonable dispute"). 

42 l GIANNELLI ET AL., .~11pra note 15, at§ 13.03 (discussing the admissibility of 
dental identifications). 

0 Sl!e People v. Milone, 356 N.E.2d I 350, 1358 (Ill. App. Ct. 1976) {"The concept 
ofidentifying a suspect by matching his dentition to a bite mark found at the s«ne of a crime is a 
logical extension ofthe accepted principle that each person's dentition is unique."); People v. 
Smith, 443 N.Y.S.21.1 551. 556 57 (Cry. Ct. I981) ( ..The basic premise i~ lhe unique nature of 
individual dentition ... and the virtually infinite number of individual bite configurations."). 

44 "Restorations alone, with varying shapes, sizes, and restorative materials, may 
offer numerous points for comparison. In addition to restorations, the number of teeth, prostheses, 
decay, malposition, malrotation, peculiar shapes, root canal therapy, bone patterns, bite 
relationship, and oral pathology may all provide identifying characteristics." I GIANNELLI ET t\L.. 

supra note 15, al 7 I I. 
45 See I.A. Pretty & D. Sweet, The Scie11tijic Basisfor Human Birl:!mCJrk Analyses-

A Crith-al Review, 41 SCI. & JUST. 85, 87 (2001) ( ..Skin is a poor registration material since it is 
highly variable in terms ofanatomical location, underlying musculature or fat, curvature, and 
loosenes.~ or adherence to underlying tissues. Skin is highly visco-elastic. which allows stretching 
co occur during either the biting rrocc:;s or when evidence is collected."). 

One study classified different types ofdislortion: Primary distortion occms at the time of 
biting and results (I) front the dynamics of the biting process (dynamic distortion) and (2) from the 
feature,; of the tissue bitten (tissue distortion). Secondary distortion occurs at a subsequent time. II 
can be subdivi<led into 1hrcc categories. The first is time-rela1e<l distonion, e.g .• caused by 
suhsequen1 healing or decomposi1ion. Pos1urc distortion results when the bite mark is viewed or 
recorded in a position that differs from the posilion at the lime ofbi1ing. Pho1ogmphic distortion 
results from the angle ofthe camera ,md the curvature of1he bo<ly. See D.R. Sheasby & D.G. 
MacDomild, A Fon:nsk Clitssifirnrio1111/ D1'.,·tortio11 in I lwm.111 Bite Marks, 122 FORl:NSIC SCI. 

INT'L 75 (2001). 
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technique with no agreed-upon methodology. 

l. Foundational Research 

Despite overwhelming judicial approval, bite mark evidence is not 
supported by foundational research.46 Indeed, the only rigorous studies are recent 

- and undercut the technique's validity.47 The 2009 NAS forensic report 
concluded that "the scientific basis is insufficient to conclude that bite mark 
comparisons can result in a conclusive motch."48 Despite the NAS report, courts 
continued to permit expert testimony on the subject. For example, in State v. 
Prade,49 decided in 2014, the expert testified that "bite mark evidence is generally 
accepted within the scientific community."50 Similarly, in Coronado v. State,5 1 a 
different expert stated that he did not "agree with the NAS Report's conclusion 
that bite mark analysis cannot result in a conclusive match" - adding "you do not 
have to be a 'rocket scientist' to see that, in some cases, there is a unique and 
distinct pattern of teeth that can be identified."52 In addition, these experts 

46 See Saks, supra note I 0, at I I 20 ("[R]athcr than the field convincing the courts 
of the sufficiency of its knowledge and skills, odmission by the couns apparently convinced the 
forensic odontology community that, despite their doubts, they really were able to perform bite 
mark identifications."). 

47 Dr. Mary Bush :md her colleagues at the Laboratory for Forensic Odontology, 
State University of New York at Buffalo, have published ove.- a dozen studies that have 
undermined the assumptions underpinning bite mark evidence. See, e.g., Mary Bush et al., 
Statistical Evidence for the Similarity oflhe Humon Demit ion, 56 J. FORENSIC SCI. 11 R, 122 
(2011) ("Our results show that given our measurement parameters, statements concerning dental 
uniqueness with respect to bitemark analysis in an open population are unsupportable.... 
Confidence in the notion ofdental uniqueness in bitemark analysi.s has been based on anecdotal 
knowledge, the use of inappropriate statistics, and precedence ofadmission in the courtroom."); 
Mory Bush et al., Biomechanical Foctors in Human Dermal Bitemork.s in" Cmiu11er Model, 54 J. 
FOREN$1C Set. I 67 (2009) (23 bites were made in cadaver skin with the swne dentition using an 
instrumented-biting muchine. The cadavers were moved and re-photographed in different 
positions. Subsequent measurements showed differences between all bite marks. In addition, 
postural distortion was significant). 

One survey of fifteen odontologists involved their opinions ofsix images of supposed bite 
marks. The "practitioner agreement was nt best fair, with wide-ranging opinions on the origin, 
circumstance, and characteristics of the wound given for all six images." M. Page et al., fapert 
bw:rpretation ofBitemurk lttj1wies - A Co111emp11ra1:i,, Qualirutiw Study, 58 J. FOREJ\.SIC" Set. 664, 
664 (2013). 

NAS FORENS1c· REPORT, Sltpru note 21, at l 75. 
9 N.E.3d 1072 (Ohio Ct. App. 2014). 
Id. at 1097. 
384 S.WJd 919 (Tex. Ct. App. 2012). 
Id. al 1>26. 
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rejected the valid research mentioned abov~ 1 and both prosecutors and tJ1eir 
experts attacked researchers without offering any foundational research. 54 

Unfortunately, the American Board ofForensic Odontology (ABFO) has 
fiercely defended bite mark analysis. To bolster its position, the ABFO conducted 
a study that was presented at a forensic conference in 2015.~5 As it turned out, the 
study undercut the ABFO's own position. Thirty-nine ABFO-certified bite mark 
experts - with an average of twenty years experience examined 100 bite mark 
photographs. Each was asked three questions: 

(I) ls there sufficient evidence in the presented materials to render an 
opinion on whether the patterned injury is a human bite mark? 

(2) Is it a human bite mark, not a human bite mark, or suggestive ofa 
human bite mark? 

(3) Does the bite mark have distinct, identifiable arches and individual 
tooth marks? 

The results to the first question were not reassuring. The thirty"nine experts 
agreed unanimously in only four out of the 100 cases. In only twenty cases was 
there 90 or more percent agreement. At the end ofquestion two - whether the 
mark is a human bite mark there were only sixteen cases with 90 or more 
percent agreement. At the end of the third question, there were only eight cases in 
which at least 90 percent of the analysts agreed.s6 Equally disturbing was the 
ABFO's decision to postpone publishing the results "until the organization can 
tweak the design of the study and conducl it again, a process that's expected to 

See Prude, 9 N.E.3d at 1098 ("As to Dr. Bush's cadaver studies, Dr. Wright 
testified that cadaver skin simply cannot compare with living skin. Dr. Wright explained that 
cadaver skin only distor1s aller a bite for two to three minutes at most because. unlike live skin, no 
bruising, contusions, or lacerations occur. Dr. Wright also testified that using a mechanical jaw to 
bite is problematic because !he jaw operates on a fixed hinge that cannot mimic the wider range nf 
movement that an actual jaw is capable of."). But see I.A. Pretty & D. Sweet, A Purudigm Sh(/i in 
the A11ulysis ofBitl!murks, 20 I FORENSIC' SCI. INr'L 38, 40 (20 I0) ( cadaver models have 
limitMions but "there is link alternative for resean:hcrs to produce bitemarks of known origin"; 
use ofanesthetized pigs 10 create pcri-mortcm injuries raises a di1Tcrcn1 issue - i.e., differences 
between pigskin and human skin). 

<.i See Radley Balko, /11 A11g1y. Dej<:11.1-fre Memo. Munhuu,111 DA'.\· O.tfice 
Witlrdruws Bite Murk Ei,iJ,:nct!, WASH. POST., Jan. 13, 2016; Radley Balko, Atwck oft/11.> Bite 
Murk Matchr:1'.~, WASII. POST, Feb. I&, 2015; Radley Balko, The Puth Forwcml ()Tl Bite Murk 
M(l(ching und tlte Rear1•if!w Mirror, WASII. !'OST, Feb. 20, 2015. 

~, The study is known as Construct Validity Bitemal'k Assessments Using 1he 
ABFO Bitcmark Decision Tree ("freeman/Pretty Study"), 

~•• Radley D.ilko, A Bile Mm-k Matching Advoc{ll'.V Group Jw,t Co11d11,·ted ,, Stm~)' 
tlwt lJiscretlit.\' /Jite Mark /:,-idem·,,. WASII. POST, Apr. X, 20 I5. 
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take at lcust a year."~7 In cffl:cl, a do-over. Meanwhile, an Associated Press 
analysis reported that at least twenty-four men convicted or charged wilh murder 
or rape based on bite marks have heen exonerated sine~ 2000_$H 

2. Texas Forensic Science Cammission (2016) 

Steven Chaney spent twenty-eight years in prison for murder based largely 
on bite mark evidence. When his conviction was ovcrtumed,59 the innocence 
ProJect filed a complaint on his buhalf with the Texas Forensic Scitmce 
Commission (TFSC).60 In 2016, arter a six-month investigation, the TFSC 
recommended a moratorium on the admission ofbite mark testimony. It found 
that there is no scientific basis for claiming that a particular mark can be 
associated to a person's dentition: "Any testimony describing human dentition as 
'like a fingerprint' or incorporating similar analogies lacks scientific support."61 

Similarly, "there is no scientific basis for assigning probability or statistical 
weight to an association, regardless of whether such probability or weight is 
expressed numerically {e.g., I in a million) or using some form ofverbal scale 
(e.g., highly likcly/unlikely)."6 

;. 

TFSC was also alarmed that the AI3f-O study was not published due to 
"political and organizational pressures." In the commission's view, "such a 
resistance to publish scientific data contradicts the ethical and professional 
obligations of the profession as a whole, and is especially disconcerting when one 
considers the life and liberty intcn.:!ib ut :;tuke in criminal cascs."6

) 

3. White House PCAST Report (2016) 

S7 Id. 
58 See Chaney v. St,l!e, 77<, S W.2d 722, 725 flex. App. 1989) (A boanl-ccrtificd 

fonmsil: odontologisr "com.:JuJcd that. in his opinio11 1111(] with reasonable dental c;,:rtainty, 
,1ppcl111nt ma<lc the bite m,1rks on Swcck's bol.ly."). 

>•J Amanda l.ee Myers, Once Key in Svme Cus<!s. flite-mark Evid1!11ce Now /)«1·ided 
CJS Unreliuble, Associated rress, Jun. lo, 2013. 

6
" Texas creatrd thr lexas rorcnsic Science Commission (TFSC) in 2005 ;1tler a 

scandal required Houston to close its crime illb. See TEX. CRl\.-1. PROC. CODE art. 38.0]{'1)(c1){]) 
(2005) (among other dutic.;~, the Commission should ••investigate, in a timely 1rn1m1cr, any 
alleg,1tion of professional negligence or 111iscunduct that would substalltially ilffo.;t the integrity of 
the n::;ults of n farer.sic ,inalysis conducted by a11 .iccrcclitcd lal,orntory, facility, or entity"). Se,; 
R(!llemlly Mid1ad Hall, Fo/s,1 Impressions, TEX>\S MONTI ILY, Jan. 2016. 

•• TEXAS FORl,NSIC SCI. COM'vt 'N, FORE'lSJC HllT:MARK COMPARISON COV.l'L/\INT 

FILE[> flY l\AfJONAL INNOCINCI PtW.11:C'T Oi\ Bf.J 11\1.F OF ST1:vn: :vl/\RK CJJA'.\'l'Y. -Fl'./\L REPORT 

11-12 (2016) 

JJ. .it 12. 

!\~ Id. ~it 13. Stt.talso Brandi (;rlsson1. A,·g,unenls ()ver /Ji1<~1n1.1rks (ier Tc,·~,, at 
Te.,·ll.•' Fonml';c Scie11ce Commis.1·im1 Meeti,1g, D1\LV,S MORNIN(i Nr.ws, l\ov. J 7, 2015. 
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In September 2016, the White House released its report on forensic 
science.M Regarding bite mark analysis, it concluded that (I) appropriately 
designed validation studies are lacking, (2) the few available studies had "very 
high" false-positive rates, (3) "inappropriate closed-set designs ... are likely to 
underestimate the true false positive rate," and (4) the studies show that experts 
"cannot even consistently agree on whether an injury is a human bitemark."''5 

Numerous cases support the last observation.M 

ln sum, the courts have yet to reject bite mark evidence - a subjective 
method that is not supported by foundational research and lacks agreed-upon 
standards.67 "Perhaps no discredited forensic assay has benefitted more from 
criminal courts' abdication ofgatekeeper responsibilities than bite mark 
analysis. "68 Instead, it was the Innocence Project that spearheaded the challenges 
in this area, and in 2016 the Texas Forensic Science Commission became the first 
governmental body to seriously scrutinize the technique. Notwithstanding the 
NAS, PCAST, and TFSC reports, courts continue to admit bite mark evidence.69 

WHITE HOUSE PCAST REPORT, supYa note 33, at 9. 
6s "PCAST finds that bitemiirk analysis is far from meeting the scientific standards 

for foundational validity." Id. 
66 See. e.g., Ege v. Yulcins, 380 F. Supp. 2d 852, 878 (E.D. Mich. 2005) ("(T]he 

defense attempted to rebu1 Dr. Wamick's testimony with the testimony ofother experts who 
opined that the mark on the victim's cheek was the result of livoY mortis and was not a bite mark at 
nil."); Czapleski v. Woodward, 1991 U.S. Dist. Lexis 12567 (N.D. Cal. Aug. JO, 1991) (denlist's 
initial report concluded that "bite" marks found on child were consistent with dental impression~ of 
mother; seveml experts later established that the marks on child's body were postmortem abrasion 
marks and not bite marks); Kinney v. State, 868 S.W.2d 463,468 (Ark. 1994) ( disagreement that 
marks were human bite marks); People v. Noguera, 842 P.2<l 1160, I I 65 n. I (Cal. 1992) ("At trial, 
extensive testimony by forensic odontologists was presented by both sides, pro and con, as to 
whether the wounds were human bite marks and, ifso, when they were inflicted."); State v. 
Duncan, 802 So. 2d 533, 553 (La. 2001) ("Both defense ex pens testified that these marks on the 
vic1im's body were not bite marks."); Stubbs v. State, 845 So. 2d 656,668 (Miss. 2003) (''Dr. 
Cialvcz denied the impressions found on Williams were the results of bite marks."). 

M Sc:e Michael J. Saks et al., The lmpe11di11g Death ofForensic Bilenwrk 
Identification. 3 J. L. & Brosor:NC'ES I (2016) ("(R)eccnt reviews of the field's claims, as well a!. 
recent c:mpirical findings. have underscored the lack of reliability and validity ofthe most 
fundamental claims about Che ability of forensic dentis1s to identify the source ofbitcmarks on 
lnumm skin."). 

,,g M. Chris Fabricant & William Tucker Carrington, Tire Shifted PC1radig111: 
F,m:nsic Sdence 's Overdue Evvlu1io11 fi·om Mugic ro Luw, 4 VA. J. CRIM. L. I, 38 (2016). 

... In Commonweahh v. Ross, No. CR 2038·2004, at 5 (C.P. Blnir Counry, Pa., 
Mcir. 8, 2017), the court .idmittcd bite mark evidence, albeit limited. nocing that "(t)hc 
Commonwo.:alth notes that no state or federal court has supprcssc<l expert testimony in a crimirn,1 
case based upon the NAS Report, and no courts have prohibited bite mark cvi<lence based upon the 
PCAST or TFSC reports.'· Si:e "Im Radley B.ilko, /,l('l'edih~,,. Proseclllon are Still De.fending 
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At the April 11, 2017 meeting oftbc :--lational Commission on forensic 
Science Keith IJarward described how bite mark cvickncc resulted in his thirty
three years o(' imprisonment before he was exonerated by DI\A evidencc.70 

Incredibly, the next day thc chairman of the National District A1torncys 
Association ~t.alcd that his organization believes that hite mark evidence is a 
"reliable sc;iencc.''7 

B. Microscopic Hair Analysi.1; 

ln this examination, samples arc lirsr examined to identify features visibk 
lo the naked eye such as color and form, i.e., whether it is straight, wavy, or 
curved. :'\lcxt, the sample is viewed microscopically to determine characteristics 
such as shaft form, hair diameter, and pigment size. 

Experts have long acknowledged that a positive ickntification is not 
possible with microscopic hair analysis. Instead, examiners tcsti fy that a crime 
scene exemplar was "consistent with" a hair sample from the defendant. The 
probative value of this wnclusion would, of course, vary if only a hundred people 
had micro::.wpically indistinguishable hair as opposed to several million. Uuc to a 
lack of research, no one knows whether the crime scene hair could have come 
from IO other persons or I 00, I 0,000, and so forth.72 This important qualifying 
information was often omitted frorn the cxpe11s' testimony, thus making rnarginal 
evidence appear misleadingly convincing.71 

Hite Mork Fvide1u:e, W .11s1 I. l'OST, Jan .10, 20] 7. 

Se" Frank Green, DNA Proves Man lnnocrnl oj'/982 R(lpe a11d M11rdff i11 

Famous 'Rite-mark' Case, lawyt!rs Suy, RK'.ll'.\-101\0 TIMl-:S-f)J:sl't\TCI I, Mar. I 2, 2016 (Keith 
Harward case); Spencer S. 11.rn, Va. Fxonei-ution U,1de1·.H.ures Mounting Chc,i//tmg<'-s to Bit<'--Mark 
Evidence, WASfl. l'o.sr. Apr. 8, 2016 (Kcilh llarwan.J case) 

11 
Pcu1 L~·vy, Sessio11s · Nl'1v Forensi<.' Science Adviser l!us u llisto;y ofOpposing 

/Jro Sdel1(1! l?.e/imns, MOTHER JOf\'l:S, Aug. I0, 2017. 

:; As one hair cxHn1incr \vrutc: ;lJfa pubic hair fro111 the scene ofa crjn1c ls found 
to be simil,1r ro those fi'())n ,1 known source, l,ihc court:;] do nut know whether the eh,rncc.:s that it 
could have uriginawd from anotlic.:r sotH'CC arc om: in 1wo or one in a hilliou." B.D. Gaudette, 
l'mlmbilities ull(/ Humw1 !'1,hic· H11ir Co111pC1riso11s, 21 .I. f-oRu,•s:c Sn 514, :514 (1976). 

Pru fr:ssor 8cl'ger exp laincd the prnhlcm: 
We allow cy,witm:sse~ 1111r.stily that the pcr,on fleeing the scene wore a ycllowjackcr 
und pcr:11i1 proof 1ha1 n dc.:fcn<lant owned a yellow jm:kct witho·.11 CSliJbli~hing the 
l'n1ckgrounc.J rare ofyellow jacket., in the 1.:u11mumi1y. .Jurors 11ndcl'sl,1nc.J. however, th;ir 
other.,; iii.in the aec11st.:d own yellow jack;:ts. Wl:en experts tcsti fy about samples mnrchiJ1g 
in every rcspccl, thr jurors may be old ivious lo the probabi Ii ry com:c.:rns ifno backgroum1 
rate is o lkrcd, or 111ay be 1111du!y prcjud iced or con fused ir the !lrohah iliry of n 111ntch is 
con!i1scd with the probability ofguilt, or ifa lrnckgro11nd rnlc is offered that do~s n111 lwvc 
:m adC(illHIC scicnl i fie,; four.<iatiOI), 

Hergcr, ,\'I/fl/'!/ uut~· 17, :it 1357. 
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I lowcvn, experts frequently went way beyornJ the "consistent with" 
language in their testimony, suggesting a rare association. for examplt:, in the 
Edward I !onakcr case, the expert testiJied that the crime scene hair sample "was 
unlikely to match anyone" other than the defondant.1'1 Honaker spent ten years in 
prison before DNA proved him innocent.·;~ In another cnsc, an expert testified that 
hair samples were "consistent microscopically" but then elaborated: "In other 
worcis, hairs arc not an absolute identification, but they dthcr cmnc from rhis 
indjvidual or there is could he another individuul somewhere in the world that 
would have the same charncterislics to their hair."7

~ This is an implicit (and 
extreme) probability statement that lacks any empirical support. 

Although microscopic hair analysis had long been judicially acccptect,1' 
its validity was suspect. ;8 In 1995, a federal district court in Williamson v. 
Reynolds observed: "Although the hair expert rn~y have followed procedures 
accepted in the community of hair cxpcrcs, the human hair compari:;on results in 
this case were, nonetheless, scientifically unreliable. "'9 The court also noted that 
the "expen did not explain which of the 'approximately' 25 characteristics were 
consistent, any standards for Jetermining whether the samples were consistent, 
how many persons could be expected lo share this same combination of 
characteristics, or how he arrived at his conclusions."~0 Williamson, who was five 
days from execution when he obtained habeas relief~ was subsequently exonerated 
by D~A tcsting.~ 1 

,;,; ED\VJ\RD CONNORS Er AL., CONV[CTF.D BY Jt.:RIC5, Exo~CRATEll BY Sc:E'\CF.: 

(,\SF STUflll'S ;,-; nu: CSF Of' DNA EVI[)\ NCI' TO ESTAflL:Srf 1"11\0CEN(T AFTL:R TRIAL 58 ( 1996) 

·:, Id. 
16 Williamson v. Rcynol<ls, 904 F. Supp. 1529, 1554 (f:.U. Oki. 1995) (emphasis 

nddcd), ,·ev'd 011 this issu« sub 1,0111., Williamson v. W,ml, I HI F.3d 1508, 1523 (I 0th Cir. 1997) 
(holding that due process, 1101 f>aubert, controls in tc,lcrnl hahc,1s review). 

n See Edward J. ln1winkelried, For-ensi<: llatr AnalJ'Sis: Tlte c·asEJ A~ainsc the 
U11dere111ployme11t oj"Scientijic Evidence. 39 WAS! 1. & I.J·F. I.. Rrv. 4 1, 62 ( 1982) (stming tlwl 
"[1Jhe massive body or case law, liberally ,l(lmiHing even hair evidence of low proba1ivc Vil :11c, 

dw.irfs the handfiil of cases excluding hair evidence"}. 
i< See Cliv~ /\. St.dford Smith & J>atrick D. (ioodman. F11nt11.1·ic flair Comparison 

11no(vsis: Ni11<.'lee11t/, Ce111wy Science or T11,C!1lfietft Ce1111.11:i' S1wke Oil:, 27 COJ.1..\-1. HLM. Rrs. I.. 
REV. 227, 231 ( 1996) ("If 1hc purveyors of this dubious science cannot clo a heller job or 
validating hair analysis 1lrn11 1hcy have done so far, forcn~ic lwir co1t1pnrison norilysis should he 
cxcll1dcd ahogc1hcr from crimin:i l 1rials.''). 

·,;<.: ijliIIiarnsol't, 904 F. Supp. at 1.558. 

Id. at , .554 
I 

x See HARRY sc, JECK ET At.., ACTLI\I. rNNOC1~,c,~: Five D"vs ro r.xr.ctJTJo:--J ANlJ 

01111 R Drsr';\ ru11 :-; l'RDM 1111 W110N<;1y Ct.>\IVJl rrn 146 (2000) (JJnting 1ln11 1hc luiir -:vidi.:11l.'.~
w,1s shown 10 be ·'patently u11i-cli11\Jlc"). See also JoiJN <iRISIIAM, TIIE INNOCENT :vl,,N: Murrnrn 
,\NI) IN.ll.. snu: IN,\ SMA:..L TOW'.' (2006) (o.:x ,1111i11i11e, Wi lliilJllS()ll ·s tci.i; ). 
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The Williamson opinion perhaps the only thorough judicial analysis of 
microscopic hair comparbons - was all but ignored by other courts. In Johnson 
v. Commonwealth~2 

( 1999), the Kentucky Supreme Court upheld the admissibility 
of hair evidence, taking "judicial notice" of its reliabilit/' and thus implicitly 
finding its validity indisputable.84 Other courts echoed Joh11so11, not Wi/Uarnson.Ms 
Indeed, ten years after Willhtmson was decided, a 2005 <lecision by the 
Connecticut Supreme Court observed (correctly) that ''[tJhe overwhelming 
majority ofcourts have deemed such evidence admissible. •>!lo 

Once again, the courts abdicated their responsibility. Indeed, hair 
evidence only began to be carefully scmtinized after a startling number of DNA 
exonerations were reported.~7 A 2008 study of200 DNA exonerations found that 
expert testimony (55 percent) was the second leading type ofevidence - after 
eyewitness identifications (79 percent) used in wrongful conviction cases.M8 A 
subsequent investigation of trial transcripts underscored the role ofhair analysis in 
the exoneration cases: "Of the 65 cases involving microscopic hair comparison in 
which transcripts were located, 25 cases, or 38%, had invalid forensic science 
testimony."89 The 2009 NAS report observed that "testimony linking microscopic 
hair analysis with particular defen<lants is highly unreliable.',9° 

I. FBI Hair Review 

In May 2013, the Mississippi Supreme Court, in a 5-to-4 decision, rejected 
Willie Jerome Manning's request for a stay ofexecution to permit DNA testing 
"potentially setting up what experts said would be a rare case in recent years in 

82 12 S.W .:ld 25li (Ky. 1999). 

Id. nt 267. 
,.;,i Se<~ F1•.1 ). R. EVJD. 20 I (h) (lin1i1 ing judicial notice to a .. fact that is not su~jcct to 

rcnso,w blc dispute"). 

'' S<!e 2 GJ,\~NHI.I ET ,,1., supra note 15, § 2-1.03, at ll25 (noting the '"limited 
impact or Da11/wd'). 

"'' St.ire v. West, ~77 A.2cl 787, 808 (Conn. 2005). 

?\i' Jn l 998~ a Canndian jtHhc;i;il inquiry into the ,,vrungfu] conviction of (.Juy P;nd 
Morin was rele,1se<I. Ylorin ·s original conviction was h<1secl, in part, on hnir evidence. The juclg~ 
conducting 1hr inquiry 1ccommcn(lcd that "[c)rial judges should undertake a more critical analysi~ 
of chc admissibi I ity of hair comparison cvi<lcncc ns circ1m1sr,u11 in I cvi<l:.;m;c of g:1ii1.'' Ho~. rR1:1> 
KAlJJ M/\1'.:, Tl II' Cm,1MISSIOK ON l'ROCJT[)!I\C.S l'.V01.VIN(i GLY !'ALL MoR:\I (Onrario Ministry or 
the Artorney Ccncr,11 1998) (Rccommcnd:lfion 2). See also EDWARD co,NORS f;T Al .. , .\·11pra 11otc 
74, 58 (Ji~tin~ cases) 

Brnndon L. Garn.:ct, .Judgi11g h111oce11c e, l 08 COUJM. I.. Ri:v 55, 81 (2008). 

BrnndoJJ L. Garrett & Peter Neufeld, !t1F(l/id Forrnsir: S,.if,,,,,.,1 Testi111011,,1• <111d 
Wrn11gfid Co,1vicri,ms. 95 VA. L. Rr-:v. I, I4-15 (2009). 

l\i\S hllU:1'SIC Rr.PORT, SllfJ/'1/ note?. I, HI 161. 
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which a per~on is put to death with such request::; unmet."91 A week later, the 
court unexpectedly stayed Manning's execution -- after the Dcpanmcnt ot· Justice 
(DOJ) notified state officials that rrn experts had prcscntcci misleading testimony 
at his trial, including hair and firearms evidencc.'11. 

Soon atler, the DOJ announced that Manning was hut one of 120 cases -
including twenty-seven death penalty prosecutions - in which improper 
microscopic hair analysis had been introcluced in cvidcm:c.93 For example, 
examiner~ claimed to connect a hair sample to a single person "to the exclusion of 
all others" or stated or suggested a probability for such a match from past 
cascwork.94 The rrn review came after three District of Columbia men, who had 
been convicted of rape or munkr in the early 1980s, were exoncratcd through 
DNA tcsting.95 Jn one of these cases, the FUI expert tc:stificd: "Chances that it 
came from someone else were 'one in 10 million."'96 

After further investigation, DOJ reported in 2015 that "fBI examiners had 
provided scientifically invalid testimony in more than 95 pcrct:nt ofcases wh(!re 
that testimony was used lo inculpate u dufondant at trial."97 Commonweulth v. 
Perrott% was one of the first cases to reach the courtroom as a consequence of the 
DOJ review. A superior c.:ourt granted Perrott a new trial in 2016, criticizing the 
misleading use of hair evidence. The c.:ourt nott:d: "In discussing the 
'microscopic characteristics' ofhair, fth~ expc:rtl stated that thc~e characteristics 

Campell Robertson, Mi.•·sissippi /11111ate 's Bidfur l>NA Tests Is Denied Wit/1 
T111!.wlay Exec·11tiu11 Set, N. Y. T!:vtES, May 4, 2013, at J\ 11. 

See Campell Robcnso11, With Hui/rs LfJi to Gu, Exec111io11 Is Po.rrpo11ed, N.Y. 
Tit-.ffS, :-.fay 8, 2013 (noting that the Dep,1rtment ul' Justice "disavuwf edJ th\: degree of certainty 
cxpressc<l by F.13.l. forensic experts at the man's trial''). See also i\ndrew Cohen, A Ghost of' 
Mississippi: The Willie Ma11ni1111, Capitol C'ns<!, THE ATLAI\TW, :\,fay 2, 201.1. 

9i See Jack l\icas, Flawed l:vidence lJJJder u Micro.1·1.·ope: Disputed Forensic 
Techniques Draw Fresh Scruriny; FIJI Soyx Ir fl- 1/evh!wing '/1w11sands of C:,mvicrim1s, W!\J.I. ST. 

J., July 18, 2013. 

Spencer S. Hsu, U.S. Reviewing 27 Del//h Perwlry Co11vir·tions/i>1· 1-"/Jl F<mm.ru· 
Testimony Errors, W!\SIi. !'OST, J11Jy 17, 20 Ll ("[O)n the witness stand, several agents for yc~rs 
went beyond the science and tcsti fied that titcir hair analysis was a 1:car-certai1, match."). 

'>'i See Editorial. f'a,lure.,· at th,~ FRI (.'rune~ I.oh, \.V.-'\SI I. POST. Apr'. 20, 2012 (aKirk 
L Odo111 was incarcerated fl.Jr 20 years and Dorm Id I:. (jaH:s fur 1H:.irly .10 !i.1r c::ri111cs they did nut 
commit. Sanrae A Tribble spent 28 ycms behind bnrs, even though DI\,\ evidence now shows he 
,ilmosl undoubtedly was 1101 the culprit."). 

"6 Martin Enserink, J:,vidence rm friul, 351 SCII:"lCE J 129, I I 29, :'I.for. 11, 20 I6. 
,n \V~ llTE JIOUSE PC'1\ST Rl:POR r, supra note 33 at 3. See u/so Edi tori a], .Junk 

Sci<trl(:e at t//e F.IJ.l., N. Y. TIMES, Apr. 27, 2015 ("a sweeping posl-conviction n:vicw of2,500 
ca.,cs"); Jlugl1 13. Kaplan, IJO.I Ern111i11ers <iave FJ(/d T<!sti111011y in <)() l'ero.!11/ (!/Hair Co111pc1rison 

Cases, llNA CRIM. L. Rl'TR. 77, Apr. 22, 2015. 

Nos. 85-.51\ 15, 54 J6, .'i4 l 8, .5420, .'i425, 20 l 6 WI.:180123 ( Mass Super. Ct. 
k,11. 26, 2016) 
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'make rhat hair somewhat unique.' He likened the 'subtle' characteristics of hair 
that 'mah ii somewhat uniqm:' to the subtle <li flcrcnccs in a human facc.'il'J 

2. White House />CAST l<.eport (2016) 

In June 2016, the Department of Justice released proposed guidclim:s 
concerning hair testimony. Documentation purporting to support the validity and 
reliability of hair evidence accompanied the guidelines. :o~ Listing several studies, 
the FBI concluded: 

Based on these and other published srudies, microscopic hair 
comparison has been demonstrated to be a valid and reliable scientific 
methodology. The<;e studies have also shown that microscopic hair 
comparisons alone cannot lead to personal i<lcntifirntion and it is crucial 
thar this limitation be conveyed both in the written report and in 
testimony. io: 

The White House PCAST report, however, challenged the supporting 
documentation, which <li~cussc<l only a han<l fut ufstud.it:s from the 1970s and 
1980s but did not comment on subsequent studies that found "substantial fh!ws in 
the methodology and results of the key papers.'' 101 \1ort'.over, "PCAST's own 
review of the cite<l papers [found] that these studies do nut establish the 
foundational validity and reliability of hair analysis. ,,iu, 

•)<; Id. at *32. The expert a)so Hassencd that the hairs ln1atchcd~ and sho\\:cd n 
·strong association.' 111 discussing the c.:h,m!:c th.:1t thc hiiir found 011 the victim ·shed came from 
.mmeone other 1ha11 Perrot, [the expert] conceded the possibility, adding that during: his ten years 
of experience 'it's extremely rare rhat I will have known hair s11mplcs from two clifforcnt pcopic 
thar I cnn'r tell apart.' [The expert] rna<lc thc.:sc st<1(cr:1cnts ofconfi<lcncc, despite being 11nablc to 
recall at tri11I the leugtli or diu111el<.:r ofth<.: one hair found on the bc<l.'' Id. 

"::' Office.: of l'ubli!: Affairs, Justice Department Issues Drnft Ciui<la11ce Rcg,mling 
Expert Testimony m1c.J Lab Reports in Forensic Science, June 1, 20 ICi. These do-:urncnts ,ire 
known as the Uniform Language for Testimony ,md Reports. 
ht t rs:i!www.just ic.:c. gov/opaipr/ju st ice-department -i sst 1cs-rl rn ft-g11 id a nee-regarding. 

1
" Supporting Documcnrntion for Dcpar1111cnt of.luslicc Proposed Lnifor:11 

Linguagc for Testimony and Rcpor1s for the Foren:;ic Hair famnination Discipline at 4. 
www.justicc.govidc1gifilcl8 777'1 I /download. 

"
1 W11:r1- Housi- PCAST R U'URT, wpm note 33. at 11. 

ld. DOJ's supporting docurnents cited M.\1. Houck & R. Ruclowk, Co,.,-d111io11 
of ,i1i<·rn.,·,·011if· 11ml ;\t/iroclwmlria! DNA Hoir Compwisons, 47 J. FOREt--:SIC SCI. 96'1 (2002). This 
FUI study used lllitocho11drial D:--Ji\ ,inalysis tu ri:-cxamine ,arnples fro111 previous r81 
microscopic hair ex,11nim1tion c,1ses. The PC1\ST report did not ac!:cpt that this study supporter! 
validity and reliability because the sn1<ly s/wwcd 1hn1 in 9 of 80 cases (I! pcrc:c11t) the 111icrosc:opic 
examination fotind the hair icdisti11guislwblc bul DNA mrnlysis showc<l th/lt the hnirs c11mc fro,11 
c!ilkrcnt individ11,1ls. 
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• * * 
The bottom line, again, is the judiciary's dereliction in failing to curb the 

misuse of hair microscopy testimony. The Innocence Project's track record of 
DNA exonerations brought this issue to the fore. Indeed, the three exonerations in 
the District ofColumbia triggered the FBI review. Yet, DOJ's proposed 
guidelines were based on ''foundational research" that PCAST questioned. 

C. Arson Investigations 

For decades arson investigotors came from the "old school" of 
investigators - those who used intuition and a number of rules of thumb to 
detennine whether a fire was incendiary. Critics of this approach complained that 
it lacked a scientific foundation. Rather, it was based on folklore that had been 
passed down from generation to generation - without any empirical testing. 104 

As early as 1977, a government report noted that common arson indicators had 
"received little or no scientific testing'' and "{t]here appears to be no published 
material in the scientific literature to substantiate their validity. ,,,os Through the 
1980s, proponents of a science-based approach to arson investigations waged an 
uphill battle, finally winning a major victory in 1992 when the National Fire 
Protection Association (NFPA) published its Guide/or Fire und Explosion 
Investigations (NFPA 921 ). 10 

1, 

1. Willingham Case 

Although N FPA 921 would subsequently become the bible in arson 
investigations,'07 it was published weeks after C~meron Todd Willingham was 
convicted for the arson-murders of his young children. Willingham, who was 
executed twelve years later, is the poster-boy for junk science in arson 

See JOH\: J. LI·l\T:NI, Sc11-:v111-1c PIWTOCOI.S FOR F1m-: f:-,;v1-:sr1Gi\T!O\: ch. 8 

(7.006) (discussing myth., of arson i11ves1ig,11i,111s). 

"' J.F. 80LDIO'!\IJ r.r J\l., :--JATION.111. INSTITl,lT o;· LJ\W l).J"OR(TMl:NT /\l\U 
CRIMIN;\l..ll!STlCI', I .AW f'NfORCf]1;t[l\'T ASSIST1\l\(T ADMll\"1',TR1\ TION, C.S. f)f'P'T or JUSTl(T, 

ARSON !\ND Al!SUl\ l'-IVI ST:01\ IION: 1\ SUIWl:Y 1\NI> ASSlcSS\11:NT ( 1977). 

'"'' NAl"!ON/\I flRE PROTECT IOI\ ;\S.'.;0('1/\ TIOt-.., Gl.lnr. fOR flRf: I\ \111 EXPIOSION 

!Nv1 STi(il\TIO~ ( 1992) ihcrcinaflcr :--JFl'A 921]. Tile Nl'l'J\ promotes fire prcv:::n1ion and safcry. 
The 111ost n.;i.;rnt .:ditiun of NI-"PA 921 w,1s ;rnblishi.;u in 201 I. 

'"
1 Sl!e lJni1ed Simes v. Hcbshie 754 I'. St:pp. 2d :-19, 11 I n . .19 (D. Mass. 20 I0) 

(Nrt'1\ 92 I "is widely acccptcd us lhe standard guitk in lhc licld o: i11c invc~tigalion."); Thonms 
\;1. May, Fir,t 1-'urrccrn AnolF.,·is . ./1.111k Scic:11c:c,. Old Wi""-' T"les. ond lpsr. Dix ii: t-:,11ergi11g Forensic: 

31) lma,!!,ing Tc:drn"logi,,, to the RC'.!·ctw:>, 16 R:Cll\,:O'\JJl .I.I.. & T1:_c1 I. I. 5 (20 IOJ (nolini'. thal 
I\FP;\ 92 I h;1s ···1)c:~n,11c ilir. deji1uo 11a1iuJ1,1l s1:111dnrd fur lir, ~c,1:c u;;1111i11.11io11 ,11;d nn:1l y;is'"). 
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investigHtions. 0
~ 

At trial Depu1y Fire \1arshull Vasquez testified that "[t]hc fire tells n story. 
I am just the interpn.:tcr. ... And the fire does not lie. ll tells me the truth."1n9 He 
1old the jury that he had found 1wency arson so-c~Jlcd "indicators" during his post
fire investiga1ion of Willingham's house.: :o One indicator was a low huming 
fire. 11 "All fire goes up," Vasque;, tcstiticd.' 11 Thus, burn patterns on the lower 
walls and floor sugges1ed that <1n accelerant was used. 11 

, This common-sense 
notion, however, has its limitations, especially when a fire occurs in a contained 
area, such as n house with its windows shut. Due to buoyancy, a thcrmul plume 
initially rises once a fire is ignited. As the fire t:ontinues, the plume reaches the 
ceiling, which causes it to spread outward towards the walls. When it reaches the 
walls, the combustion products press down from th~ ceiling creating an upper 
l~vcl, which continues to increase in depth and te111pcraturc. Eventually thcnnal 
radiation repla<.:es convection as the principal method ofhcat transfer. J\t this 
point, every combustible surface in the room will spontaneou.,ly burst into flarncs. 
This transition phenomenon, known as the onset of"0ashovcr," can occur within 
minutes. After flashover, the entire room is burning, including the lower walls 
and floor. Flashover, according to one authority, is the point al which the fire 
transitions from a "fin.: in a room" to a "room on fire.": 1 1 /\t trial, prosecution • 

1''" SP.r< Frvir1/i11e: iJemh by Fire (PBS television bruad(;;i~t Oct. 19, 201 O); l),1vicl 
Gr.inn, Trial by Fire: Did Texas lixf!.cute an fllnoc:e111 MunJ. NEW YORKER, Sep. 7, 2009, at 61; 
Michael Hall, J•'u/se lmpnrssions, lEX. MONTtll.Y, Jan. 2()16, ,11 7 ("The 893-pnge report, released 
in April 201 I, wa~ anticlimactic for people looki11g for proof1lm1 Texas had executed an innocent 
mnn. ''); Steve Mills & Maurice Possky, Texas Mun Exc:c:u/ed cm Dispnnecl Forellsics: /:ire thal 
Kilfod His 3 Childn,n Could H11ve Been At:f'ide11raf, C111. TRIO., Dec. 9, 2004, al CI (''Ar.son 
investigators in Texas lwve relied on old wives' tales aml junk science w ~en<I men to pri.,011, ;ind 
pc.:rhap~ even the <lea th drnmher, top experts 011 fire behavior say."). 

1::-9 
Trnnscript, Stntc v. Willingham, No. 24240-C:R ( I}1h Disl., Tc11. 1991 ), vol. XL 

at 2114 [hcreinuftcr Willingirn1n lranscriptl, aff"d, Willingh.1111 v. State, 897 S.W.2c .151. 351 (Tex. 
Crim. App. 1995). 

i ,n A second expert's testimony cssc11tic1Jly tracked Vas4ucr's. 
111 V11squcz te~tilicc.J that there was ·•char burni11g, liki.:. for example. this is lhc 

bultum here. It'; burned down here m rhc boflc>:n. That is an indica1or in my invc:,tigalion of nn 
origin of fire bec.iu~e it's the lowest pan uf the fire." Willingham rrnnscript . .WfJ/'(1 note I 09, vol. 
XI, ,11 239 See also Willinglwm, 897 S. W.2d <1t .1 S4 ("An cxpcrr wiiness for the St.ite testified tlmt 
the floors, front threshold, and front rnncrclc: porch were burned, which or.ly uc.:t;rs when an 
,H:ccler.1111 h,1s been used to ;>urpos:.:ly burn th:?sc ai-ecis. This witness further tcs1ilicd thll this 
igniti11g uffht: noors and rhrc~holLis is rypically employed to iinpcclc firemen in their r::scuc 
attcmpt:s."). 

" \1/iflinghan1 tr,u1:.;cript, supra nole 109, voJ. XJ, at 232. 
1 
'·' ··so when I 1011n<l that the noor is honer th,m the c;:iling, that's backw,mls, 

upsi1k down. 11 slmul1ln't be like !ha!. The only rc11sc>n that the floor is hotter is bccausc thcrt· wa~ 
an accdernnt." Id. ;11 2 56. 

11 - Lr:NTII\':, .wpm no(C 10·1, at 6li-70. 
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witnesses acknowledged that there was an explosion. 11
\ Consequently, a low 

burning fire is not necessarily indicative of an incendiary origin. 

Moreover, some of Vasquez's other ''indicators" splotchy looking areas 
that he called "puddle configurations" and "pour patterns" - are present after 
flashover in an accidental fire. 111

' Similarly, additional indicators. such as 
alligatoring (large shiny charred blisters on burned wood), are also explained by 
flashover. This phenomenon also accounts for another foct that Vasquez thought 
incriminatory. Willingham told investigators that he had attempted to save his 
daughters, but the heat was too great and he was forced to run from the house 
without shoes. Willingham's feet were not burned, and in Vasquez's mind, the 
bum debris on the floor made that impossible. 117 However, if Willingham left his 
home before flashover, his feet would not have been burned. 

Charring under an aluminum threshold of an interior <loor provided still 
another clue. Here, again, this may occur in a flashover. Other perceived 
indicators - melted bed springs,11 ~ multiple points oforigins,' 19 and brown stains 

111 See Willingham transcript, supru note I 09, vol. XI, at 75 ("The windows, the 
electricity started crackling and popping, and the top of the well - welt, I was facing the side of 
the house, and it just blew out. The flmnes just blew out. ... All the windows and the front room 
was engulfed.") (testimony of Dianne Barbe); id. at 96 ("We w.is running towards the house, me 
and my mother, we was fixing to go and try to get in, and that's when it was an explosion.") 
(testimony of Dianne Barbe). Vc1squcz mentioned llashovcr in his testimony (id. vol. XII, at 47-
48), but he does not appenr to understand its implications. 

11
~ According to Vasquez, a burn trailer was etched on the floor. Willingham 

trnnscript, sup1·u note I09, vol. XI, at 244 ("You cnn sec thnt on the burnt patterns on this puddle 
configuration on Exhibit No. 36. This is a strnng indicator of a liquid."). 

' 
7 "There was fire on the floor. ... He had no injuries on his feet." Id. at 267. 

,ix "(T)hc springs were burned from underneath. This indicates there was a fire 
under this bed because of the burn underneath the bed." Id. at 241. 

11
• "Multiple areas of origin indicate - especially if there is no connecting path, 

that they were intentionally set by human hands." Willingham transcript, supm note 109, at 255. 
There arc two problems here. First, the fire scene did not exhibit multiple urigins, according to 
independent experts. DOUULAS CJ\RPr-NTl'R HAL.. REPORT ON HIE PF.ER RrVIF.W OF Tl IF. EXPERT 
TESrlMONY IN TllE CASI'S OF STAT!: Of T[XJ\S V. CAMEROt-. TODD WILLINGIIAM AND STATC 01' 
Tf:XAS V. EARNEST RAY WILLIS I 1-12 (2006). Second. even if the fire scene had shown multiple 
point:, of origin, this would not ncccss.il'ily indicate an intcntional fir<.>. LENTINI, supra note I04, at 
461 62. 
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on a concn.:te lluorm were also consistent with ,rn accidcnral blaze. ' 1 Vasquez 
also relied on the presence of"crazed glass," which arc spider-web patterns on the 
windows as an indication of arson. :22 It wa::s long believed that crazed glass 
resulted from a tire that burned fast and hot i.e., one fueled hy a liquid 
aecclcrant. Y ct, subsequent research demonstrated that crazing occurs from rapid 
cooling when water from fire hoses is sprayed on heated windows. 123 

In retrospect, the most damning piece of t:vic.kncc involved om; of the.: 
numerous debris samples submitted for laboratory analysis. 12

" It came from an 
area near the front door and was the only sample that tested positive for a 
chemical commonly used in charcoal lighter fluids. Nevertheless, this finding can 
be explained by the fact that a charcoal grill and lighter fluid were on the front 
porch at the time of'the fire. 125 In fact, the negative results from the other samples 
supported Willingham's case.· 26 

Numerous nationally-recognized experts reviewed the arson testimony 
prc::scntctl al Willingham's trial and found it seriously flawed. The first 
examination of the recor<l by an independent expert was submitted to the governor 
and the Bo.:trd of Pardons and Parole days before Willingham 's exc<.:utiun. It 

Willingham transcript, supru note l 09, vol Xl. at 218-1\9. !-'ire experts 
reviewing the cvidcucc from Willingham\ trial pointed l)Ut th<1t .. (tjhc: helrnvior of concrt:tc in 
fires, including the development of various color:;, hc1s been cxtcnsivc:iy ~tucliec1." CARrENTCR ITT 

:'\L., supru note 119, at 18. These experts concluded that there is simply "no scientific bnsis for 
\1r. Yasque:.i.'s statement ~hout the hrown <liscolorntion being an indication of the presence of 
accclerants." lei. 

ii, Vasquez's testi111ony also <le111onslratcd other 1nisconccptions. A co11Jmon one is 
that 11rson fires burn hotter and faster than "normal" fires: "You know, it makes the fire hotter. It's 
1101 a normal tire." Willingham transcript, supra note I 0(), vol. XI. at 24c) However, the 
rcmpcrnrure ofburning wood and burning gasoline are nearly identical, so 10 claim that II fire using 
liqt1id accch:rm1ts burns "hotter" than a wooci fire is wron[!. J.r:.:,rr:r-.:, .,·11prc1 note 254, at 465. 

ia Wl'hc pieces of brok<.:n windo\~' glass on the I::dgc of 1hc north vtindoVt·s tu the 
northeast bedroom disclosed a c1rized 'spider webbing' condition. This cu11dition is an i11dic,uio11 
that the fire burned fast nnd hot.'' CARl'ENHR ET I\L., .1·11pra note l I 9, 111 I 8 (citing Vasqt1cz 's 
written rcrort on tile Wi II ingham lire a14). 

12
•
1 Lt:t-..TJNI, ·"'fil'C1 note l 04, at 43') ("It is undcar why anymll' ever thought that 

crazing ofglass indic,1 tc<l rapid he:iting."}. 
In closing argument, thc <kfcnse c:ounscl rcfcrre<l to ,1 "dozrn srnnrlcs." 

Willingham transcript (vol. XIII), supro note l()9, at 20. 

Id. :it ; 5 (although photogrnphs show a grill, Vmqucz ;ipp<1rc111ly did not know 
of the grill'$ pre~encc); id. ,II l 6 (aekr.owl<:.'dging that a tirc-danrni~cd charco:11 tighter fluic: 
contai11er was found on the front pol'ch). 

Tbc prosecutor would later s;iy that he "'never did 11nclcrs1:incl why lh.:y wcrcn 'r 
able 10 rtcovcr' positive tests in these ,rnns."' Grn,u,, .~11prn nute I 08, <11 6:. Al trial, he argued 
that tk ·'liquid burned away in thar destructive n1ad11cs~ cn:au.•d by Ca:1:cron Todd Willingli,\in" 
Willingh,1m rrnnscl'ipt. s11pr" note I 09. vol. XJII, ;11 'i.~. 
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concluded: "On first reading. a contemporary fire origin and cause analyst might 
well wonder how anyone could make so many critical errors in interpreting the 
evidence."1

?
7 Nevertheless, n stay was denied, and Willingham was put to death. 

Subsequent evaluations agreed that the trial evidence was junk science. For 
example, five independent experts prepared a forty-three page report, finding that 
"each and every one of the indicators relied upon have since been scientifically 
proven to be invalid."128 

In May 2006, the Innocence Project petitioned the Texas Forensic Science 
Commission (TFSC) to review the arson testimony in Willingham's and Ernest 
Ray Willis' cases. 129 The TFSC is not authorized to detennine guilt or innocence. 
Instead, the Innocence Project argued that the State Fire Marshall Office should 
ho.ve reinvestigated arson cases in which its experts testified after NFPA 921 was 
published in 1992 - a full twelve years before Willingham1s execution. 130 TFSC 
retained its own independent consultant, Dr. Craig Beyler, another nationally
recognized expert, to review the arson evidence. His fifty-one page report 
dissected the expert testimony, concluding: 

The investigations of the Willis and Willingham fires did not comport 
with either the modem standard ofcare expressed by NFPA 921, or the 
standard ofcare expressed byfire investigation texts and papers in the 
period 1980-1992. The investigators had poor understandings of fire 
science an<l failed to acknowledge or apply the contemporaneous 
understanding of the limitations of fire indicators. Their methodologies 
did not comport with the scientific method or the process ofelimination. 
A finding ofarson could not be sustained based upon the standard ofcare 
expressed by NFPA. or the standard ofcare expressed by fire investigation 
texts and papers in the period 1980-1992.131 

Once Beyler's report became public, a political firestorm erupted, and the 

m Repor1 of Dr. Gernld Hurst, In re Cameron Todd Willingham, Trial Courl No. 
24, 4670(8), District C'ourl, 3ti61h Jud. Dist., Navai-ro County, Tex., Feb. 13, 2004. 

l!t< CARf>H,TER r:T Al.,s11pr,1 note 119. 
I!'' The- cxpcrl evidence in both C(lscs was comparnble, but Willis W(lS lucky. His 

dea1h pCn(llly conviction w.1s overturned on procedural grounds, and the prosecutor subsequently 
refused to re indict him after Dr. Hurst wrote the same type of critical report in Willis's case that he 
had writlen in Willingham·s. Willis, who had spent seventeen years on death row, was 
~ubscquently exoncrmed on actual innocence grounds. See Mary Alice Robbins, New-York B"sed 
/1111oc<:11'·1.: Prr~i<'CI Affuch Te.n,s .'11:w11 Co111•ictiu11s, 22 TEX. LAWYER, May 8, 2006. 

'·"' S,!e Letter from Innocence Project to Texas Forensic Science Comm'n (Aug. 20, 
2010). 

CRAlli L. 81:YLl:R. A~ALYSISUr TIii: Fnu: INVESTKiATION METHODS AND 
PRO(TDURf.S Usrn IN Tl IE Cll!MJNAL ARSON CASES AGAINST EARNf.ST RAy WILLIS AND CAMERON 

TODD WILLJN(illAM. Aug 17, 2009. ;11 SI (empha~i:- addctl). 
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governor, who Wcl:i in the midst of a reelection hattlc, abruptly replaced 
commission members three days hcfor~ a meeting scheduled to consider the 
lkyler report. n The newly-appointed chair, a prosecutor, promptly cancelled the 

1meeting,'-\3 raising the specter ofa covcr-up. ;,i Next, the J\ttorney General issued 
an opinion ruling that the TFSC lacked jurisdiction over cases decided bcfon.: its 
creation. 1 

;: 

The TFSC evi;ntually produced a report one that did not directly tfoal 
with the Willingham and Willis cases. l\evertheless, the report's 
recommendations and statements indicatcd that the Willingham arson 
investigation was seriously flawed. Its first rcco1111mmda1ion was "that fire 
investigators adhere to the standards ofNFPJ\ 921 ." :•c, ln atJtJition, the rcpo11 
reviewed a numher of arson indicators that were used in the Willingham and 
Willis cases. Citing Vasquez's testimony, the report undermined his opinions 
concerning(!) V-patlerns as an indicator ororigin, (2) pour patterns, (3) low/deep 
burning, (4) multiple separate points of origin, (5) spalling, (6) burn intensity, and 
(7) cra1.c<l gluss. m It also observed that "testimony, such as Vasquez's respons~ 
to a question regarding Willingham 's state of mind, is an example of the type of 
testimony that experts :should avoid as falling outside or their field of 

rn Sett Chrisly Hoppe, Peny Defends RemovinK 3.· !fr Say.•· lie 's Following 
Protocol, bur Critics Belii!ve lie 's Derailing Arson lnq11i1y, l),\LLJ\S MORNIN(j '.\EW:S, Ocl 2, 
2009, at 3A; Mary 1\licc Robbins, Fired Up: Changes Scmgltl /iJr frxa.1· Forensic Scir'.n<:r'. 
Comnii.ui,m ar Ce111er o/Hea/r!d Comroveny, 25 TEX. L11WYl'R, l\ov. 9, 2009 ("lformcr 
Commissioner) Lcvy says he belicvc.s 'things went south' for 1he commi$sion after [forn1cr Chair] 
Bussell released Ucylcr's reporl 10 the publk in August '11s he was required by law to <lo."'). The 
meeting was sr.:he<luled for October 2, 2009. 

UJ f loppc; supra note 132 (noting tlrn t the nc\v chrdr \VH.5 ''knovn1 as one of tht: 
tonghesl l~w-and order prosecutors in the stale"). 

1
-''' See .Jennifer Emily, Te.rn.1· Foremir: Sc:irt11u: C:0111mirsio11 Rf/iises to End Jnqtdry 

i1110 Willingham Arson Case, D,'\ll/\S MOR\111\(, Nr.ws, Sept. 18, 201 0 ("Perry's rcpla<:em:.mls 
were seen by some as a puli1ical nrnncuvcr intended to chaJJge tile outcome of the commission's 
det:i~ion."); Chri.>ty Hoppe, T'eny Ous/\ q1,fic/11/s /Je/bm Arson Hrtaring: lie '.1· Assailed as New 
Chair Delays Session 011 F/u·.i>ec/ Case 1/iat I.eel ro I:\erntirm, D,/\l l.1\S :VlOR\llMi NEWS, Oct. l, 

2009, at I A; David Man11, f'ire and !n11oce11f:e, Tt·.X. 011~1 RVI R, [>:.:c. 3, 2009 ("Then in Jmc 
September, Perry boo1cd three members off or the Texas Fon.:nsic Seicnce Commission, which w;is 
investigming the Willingham anc: Wil I is c11s~s, just 1b1<.!i.! dc1ys before a crucin I hearing on 
scienlists' lindiugs. Perry's new appoi11tc<.!s pro111ptly canc<.!:cd the hc:iring mid lrnvc yel to 
reschedule it. Even c:011scrva1ive cu111m::111,11ors cric(l c0\•cr-11p. s111mcs1ing 1h;i1 Perry, in a tough 
bc111lc for rc-c.:h:ction, was tryin~ to :subvert an investigation thc11 JJJight prove he oversaw the 
c,;xecution or an innocent 111,111.''). 

Lener from Greg ,'\boou, ·1 exas Attorney (icncrnl, to Texas Forcn;;ic; Scic;nc;c 
( '0111m 'n (Aug. 20 I I). 

ur, Rl:l'ORT Of Tllf: TEXAS H>Ri:NSIC SCIJ:t--:CI: ( ·oMfvf'.\, W:11 lt-:Cill/\ \:1iW:LLIS 

lt-.'VI STl<ii\TIO\ 39 (Apri I 15. ?. 0 l J ). 

Id at 21 28 
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cxpc11ise." 1
~ The report even encouraged lawyers to "aggressively pursue 

admissibility hearings in arson cases."1 
•~ 

Despite the opinions of all the independent experts, the State Fire :vfarshall 
vigorously defended its investigation. In a breathtaking letter, the office asserted 
that ''I ijn reviewing the documents an<l standards in place then and now, we stand 
hy the original investigator's report and condusions."1

'io This lefl the TFSC 
incredulous. i,i: 

3. Han Tak lee Case 

Unfortunutely, Willingham's case wus nol an outlier. In the 1989 trial of 
Han Tak Lt.:t.:, ~1 !hi.: cxpl!rt also relied on th1,; old "myths" lo dcd,:1rc the fire 
inccmliary: (I) greater intensity and heat, (2) burn patterns, (3) alligatoring, ( 4) 
melted metal in hed frames, and (5) crazt!d glass. 143 In addition, the investigation 
was "hobbled by an incomplete and inac<.:urate understanding" of flashover. After 
serving tw\::nty-fivc years, Lee wc1s released from prison in 2015. 144 

3. National Fire l'rolection Association Guidelines 

After the public,:Hion of NFPA 921 in 1992, the kind of testimony 
presented in the Willingham and Lee cases should have vanished from the 
courtroom. But arson investigators halked. According to one expert, "[t]he initial 

Id. at ."ll'l. 

Id. at 48. 
,,,ci Lclkr from Pc111l :Vfal<lona<lu, State Fire Marshal, to Leigh Tomlin, Commission 

Coor<linator, Tcx:1:; Foremic Science CQmm'n (Aug. 20, 2010) (emphasis added). 

; ~ Rr:ronr or Tl u: TEXAS FoRrl\·s:c S<:JENCE (~Ol\.f\.(>J, :·•upra note 13 6: at 16 C"Thi.~ 
appears 10 be an unlcnahlc position in iight ofadvances in fire science. The tires in these cases 
u<.:curn:<l lwo clec.icles ago: lhcre me few circumst;inccs in which :m investigation co11l<l nol he 
improved with the benefit of twen1y years or controlled scientific experiment and practical 
experience ... ). 

1<? Lee pe1ition:!d for a writ of habeas corpus in 20 IO, hascd in part on "inaccurate 
and t:nrcl iablc cvi.Jrnce." H1111 Tak I.cc v. Tcrmi.~, ~o. 4:CV-011-1972, 20 IO WI. 3812 I60, at "'2 
(\,11) Pa. Sept. 22. 20 I0). Althotigh the district cou,t denied Lee's petition, the Third Circuit 
n:vcm:-<I Ha11 Tak Lee v. Gl11nt, 66 7 FJ<l 397, 407-08 (3d Cir. 2012) ("If Lee's ell.pen's 
indcpc11dc11t m1;1lysis of lhi.! tin: scene evi<lencc - applying principlt:s from nt:w developments in 
lire scic11c.:;,; shows th.it the fire expert testimony at Lcc.:'s trilll WllS fun<lamcntally unreliable.:, 
rhen Lee wi II be entitled 10 fed cmI habeas relief 011 his cfoc process claim."). 

·..:. Han Tcik I.ct~ v. Tennis~ Civil "o. 4:0R..C\1- .J 972, 20 t4 V./1. 3894306 (\.1.1). Pa. 
June 13, 2014) (magistrnlc l'Cpon). o/f'd \'/lb. 11u111., Han Tnk Ice v. Houml11lc, 798 F.3r! lS9 (1d 
Cir. 2015). 

'"'' fvhlrk I!.wscri, tfodlv Burned: Long•Hr!ld Br!li<!j.~ About Arson Science Hm;e 
B<'l'II Dl'IJ1111ked After lJ<t<.'cl(frt.,· of Mi.,·usct and Srnr<ts of Wrongful C:onvi<:tions, IO I AB .A. .I. 37 
(Di:,·. 201~) 
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response to l\ !--°PA 921 in the fire investigation comnnmily was overwhelmingly 
ncgativc."145 1Jabick v. Berglwis 1

~'' is illustrativ~. In r.hat case, An<lrcw Babick 
was convict-:d of arson-murder for a I 995 house fire and was sentenced to two 
terms of life imprisonment without rhe possihil ity of rarok. He later sought 
habeas rt:lief, claiming ineffective as<;istance of counsel and prosccutorial 
miscond11ct. In 2010, the Sixth Circuit rejected these claims. 

I lowever, in dissent, Judge Merritt chastised the <ldenst: c.1ttomey for not 
contesting the arson evidence in "this strange junk scicncc casc."11

' One 
prosecution cxpcrt testified that: (I) char marks on the porch were evidence ofan 
accelerant, (2) a ;,line of demarcation" in a hurn pattern on a carpet was 
"suspicioi1s" because ''it should not have burned the carpeting on these jagged 
edges,·· and (3) the hums were "not normal" and were "unnatural."148 Another 
prosecution expcrt staled that "low burning" and other "unnatural" patterns 
indicated the presence ofan accelerant. Both experts "testified - in direct 
contrnst to the NfPA g11idc that they were so confident in their reading of bum 
pattems that the.: absence of any laboratory confirmation ofaccclcrant had no 
effect on their testimony." '19 

4. f)og-sn([fEvidence 

:'v1ore alarming, in Ju<lge \1errin's view, was dog-sniff evidence. The 
NfPA guide provides: "Rcscarch has shown that canines have hecn alerted to 
pyrolysis products that are not proJuccd by an ignitable liquid" and a positive 
canine alert without laboratory conf"innation "should not be wnsidcrcd 
validated."1

)<; The lab rests had not detected accelerants in the house debris. Yet, 
a clog handler testi fled that ';his dog, Samantha, was ' I 000 limes' more effective 
at detecting fire starters or liquid accclernnts than a laborntory test on buml 
material."') 1 In short, the "Jury was misled into trusting Sa1mmtha ov~r t.he arson 
forensic lab.''1 

;) 

Id. 

,J,, 620 F.3d 571 (61h Cir. 20 I 0) See gr11wmfly Man: Price Wolf, Hahe<ts Re!i(j 
/m111 /Jud Sr:irmo:: Oocs Federal /fuhcas C:011m, l'mvid1t R<tli1ffhr Pri.1·011<'.rs Possihly Convicted 
011 Misu11clcrs1ood Fire St.i,~11<:d, IO MIN~..I.I .. S<:1. TiTi·I. ?.13 (2009). 

""' 620 F.Jd at 580. 
Id ;11 581 (quo1ing 1ra11,crip1). 

Id. 
,,n N1-"P,\ CJ2 I, >111m1 11orc !OS, ~ 16.S .4. 7 ( dt>scrihing the role of canioe 

invcstigalions as ··assis1i11g with the lu~·,ilio11 and collection of samples" for b11>oratory testing). 

•~1 Bahid, (,20 F..1rl ,11 580. 

•~
1 Id..\'ec alxo Unitr:!d Sh1tcs v. \.1yers1 >Jo.]: I() 000)()~ 20 IO \VL 2721196 

(S.O. W. Va . .hiiy 8. 20 ! OJ (grn111i11!! 111oli<>1> ir: li111int· le> prohihil cxrcrl tcslimony of a can in(: 

11111:dlrr iwcnr1sc lhc ,ilcrt lrnd 1101 bn:11 rnnlim~cd hy lal:J lcsting. cunllictcd v.-ilh the fire Guide, 
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A more re<.:ent arson-dog case involved James Hebshie, who was 
convicted ofarson and mail fraud in 2006. A federal district court granted his 
habeas petition based on ineffective assistance ofcounsel grounds.' H In the 
court's view, had a Daubert hcuring been requested on the canine evidence, there 
was a '"reasonable probability' that the Court would have excluded the canine 
testimony or severely limited it."154 Without a challenge from the defense, the dog 
handler testified that his dog (Billy) was 97% accurate.'55 Indeed, the handler 
testified to "an almost mystical account ofBilly's powers and her unique olfactory 
capabilities."'~" The court explained: "[The handler] went on and on about what 
he understood about Billy, as ifhis relationship with Billy somehow enhanced the 
reliability and probative value of the results - that she was unique, that he could 
'read her face,' that he was with her 365 days a year, that he knew her personality, 
'the way her eyes shifted,' the ways her ear shifted, etc."m 

The handler focused on one area as the origin of the fire and testified that 
the dog had not alerted anywhere else on the premises. However, the handler had 
limited the dog's access to that one area. In addition, a dog's failure to alert has 
no evidt:ntial value: "[T]he scientific literature cast doubt on the significance of 
the dog's failure to alert (false negatives) and even raised concerns about canine 
'proficiency' testing, concerns counsel never raised."158 Indeed, the tenn 
"accelerant-detection" dog was misleading because the dog is trained to alert to 
many common materials that are not accelerants; the site ofthe fire was a 
convenience store which sold lighter fluid and lighters. 

5. Post-Daubert Coses 

The courts' response to bogus arson evidence is mix.ed.'s" It is not hard to 
find cases citing discredited arson indicators after Daubert, such as pour patterns 

and <lid 1101 mecl the Duubcn standards). 
,n Unitcu States v. Hebshie, 754 F. Supp. 2d 89 (D. Mass. 20 I 0). 
114 Id.at 124. 
•·s See Michael E. Kurtz et al., EjfeLI ofBackground /lt1erj'ere11ce "n Accelert1nt 

De11•<:1i011 by Canines. 41 J. FORENSIC Set. 868 (1996) (discussing the varying levels of reliability 
in .u:cclcrnnt dcteccion depending on the substance in question an<.I the canine handler); s<:e also 
F.inn Bureau Mui. Ins. Cu. v. Foore, 14 S.W .Jd 512, 518 (Ark. 2000) (affirming the trial courfs 
exclusion ofa c,inine han<lki- who sought to testify about "the alleged superior ability of his canine 
purtner. Benjamin, to detect the pi-escnce ofaccelerants afler a fire .•. (,thnt he cou!t.lJ discriminate 
between different types of chemical:.," and that he had an accuracy rate of"I 00%''). 

'''· Heb.~hie, 754 F. Supp. 2d at 93. 
Id al 119. 
Id .it 94. 

~·· I GIAl',M:LLI LT AL .. SllfJr(J note 15, al I I 02-03 ("Many appcllalc cuts continue to 
n.>ulindy ,1<:ccpt investgil,lor,· tstimoy aboul cxperien1,1illly lnisc gc1wrnliLi1tions.) (citing <.:.tscs). 
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or puddle con figural ions, 1 
c,:; melted bedsprings, 16 concrete spall ing, ii,i fire load, 113 

anci ''fast and hot" burn_ 1r,,i Deci(kd in 1998, ;\;/icltigan Millers Mut. Ins. Corp. v. 
Benfield'65 is considered the "first serious challenge lo the 'old school' of fire 
invcstigalors."16

<' In that case, the Eleventh Cin.:uit rukd that arson testimony "is 
subject to nauberl's inquiry regarding the reliability of such tcstimony": 67 and 
cited NFPA 92 I. i:,~ Ycl, a 2011 m1ick on the subject began with the passage: 
"Fire researchers have shattered dozt;ns ofarson myths in recent years. So why do 

1
•:

1 S<,e, e.g., Stall.! v. Allen, No. 22835, 2009 WL 2096295 • 114 (Ohio Ct. App. 
2009) (invcstig,nor testifying to "an irregular bmn pattern on the floor which through :ill my 
experience and !raining it appears to be an irregular pour pntlerns (sieJ, an igniwblc liquid pour 
pattern"); St,ite v. Wulf. 891 ~.E.2d 358, .160 (Ohio Ct. App. 2008) (J\ tin.:fightcr testified ''that he 
ohsc.:rved 'pour patterns' Joe aced on the floor throughout !he mobile home; that the pour patterns 
me bUl'r.t 111,u·k~ th<1t louk like puddles that 1e.rnlt from ignitable liquids ... being pourc,;d out of 
contai11crs ...."); Colburn v. St:itc, 990 Su. 2d 206, 209-10 (Mi.,s. Ct. App. 2008) ("This pour 
pattern, (the fire investig:1tor] cxplai11ed, was indicative of flammable liquid hcing poured in the 
area .... On c:rnss-cxamination fthe fire investigator) did admit that the State Crime Laboratory 
was unable to identify ig11irnhle !i4uicls in the thn.:e debris samples taken from the pour pattern 
area."); State v. Henclt:rson, 125 PJ<l 1132, 1137 (:vtont. 2005) (finding tha! the trial court '\lid not 
err i11 ,dlowing [a fircfighlcr] to identify in the photographs and diagrams the pour patterns he had 
observed at the scene"). 

1
'i Simon v. State, 633 So. 2d 407, 409 (Miss. 1993), vacated, Simon v. 

Mis~issippi, .5 J:l t.:.S. 956 (I 994). 

H•
1 Sf~t~, ,~ g., Sttltc v. J\111odio, 915 A.2d 569,576 (N.J. Super. (:t. App. Djv, 2007) 

("Ttwy washed the floor mid obsc,vcu areas of spalling in the concrete undernc;ith the door. This 
was an indication llmt a llarnniablc liquid had been employed in that area."); McCord v. Gull'G\1ar. 
Life Ins. Co., 698 Su. 2d 89, 95 (Miss 1997) ("The arson investigator ... testified that he found 
five <liffrrcnt are;is of spa II ing and rnneludcci arson to be the cause of the fire."). 

; !>.• See., e.g., V-./ jsc v. State, 7 l 9 l\ .l~.2d I 192, 1200 (Ind. 1999) (A fire investigator 
lestified tlrnt a iin: was int::ntionally set lrnsed on several factors, including that "the fire burm:<l loo 
fost for its fuel load.''); C,:rtcr v. Stelle, S 16 Sl:2ct .5.56, .560 (U~. Cl. App. 1999) (The tire 
investigator ''deduced there nrn.,t have hcen an accelcrnnt or some kind ofextra fuel load."). 

"'" S('<:. e.g., l'~oplc v. Klait, No. 06-000399-fH, 2010 WI. 2076956, at •5 (Mich. 
Ct. App. May 2:'i, 2010) ("[T]hcy both testified tlrnt theyhclievcd, based on 1he /';isl and hot naru1·e 
ofthe iirc, tlrnt it was set intcntiorrnlly. "); Stare v. Withers, 813 P.2d 857, 858 (l<laho I990) (A fii'e 
invcstir,ator test i lied that "it was a hot, fa;t fire as opposed to a small or as oppo:.c,;d to a slow, 
srnolcfcring fire, yes, the evidence suggests to me th;it it was dcliberntely set."); Stme v. Cutlip, l\o. 
99-1.-J ,19, 200 ! W!. (>8749.1, at •2 (Ohio Ct. App. 200 l) (/\ fire dcputirn:111 lieutemmt testified to 
a list Llf' :·a,:tors including that "the fire was fast ,me! bot" /Inc! "that :;uch observations arc typical of' 
a !ire started by ~01m:one roming an i1ccclcr.i11t and lighting it."). 

I(,; II\OFJd9:5,l)20(llthCir. 1998). 
1
"'' John .J. Lc-ntiuj, JJ,e 1::w;/11/ion i~/1,.ire h1l,c•.'stigation.,· and Its hnplH:t on Arson 

Case's, 2 7 CRIM. .1l,ST 12, 14 (Sprir:g 20 I 2) 

1
''~ S£'(' also Fin:tn~ul ~s J;und !cs. Co. v. C:1non t..·.s.A., fnc.; 394 F.3d 1054~ 1058 

(8th Cir. 200S) (hold i11g (I istrict court ·s cxc l:i~ion of expert nrson cvicfcncc proper where experts 
fi1ilcti to co111p,11·c hypoth::si., to cvidei:ec fro1:i sr.r.11e iJl violation ufl\Fl'A 92 I); Ind. Ins. Co. v. 
Gen Eke. Co . 12(i r S\1p;i. 2d 8'11\. 850-51 ji'\I D. Ohio 2004) (holdin!'. 1h.it causc-and-ori~in 
expert·., fr, iLin: ro propmy col lcct L'Vidcricc violm~d '.'ff!'!\ n I). 
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American courts still lag behin<l?"I(,., And a 2013 survey of 5 86 public sector !ire 
investigators found that some myths endure: "Nearly 40 percent did not know 
that crazed glass is caused by rapid cooling, not rapid heating. Twenty-three 
percent think puddle-shaped burns indicate the use of an accelerant. Eight percent 
still bdieve that alligator blistering implies that a fire burned fast anu hot. "170 

The Texas Forensic Science Commission's report did more thon the courts 
to curb tlawed arson testimony. And it took the execution ofan innocent man to 
trigger that report. 171 In addition, the resistance to change is all-to-familiar: Rules 
based on science "were slow to take hold, as veteran investigators clung to what 
now are considered disproven theories. In some police and fire departments, 
investigators were openly hostile to the updated science. "172 

D. Comparative Bullet Lead Analysis 

For over thirty years, FBI experts testified about Comparative Bullet Lead 
Analysis (CBLA), a technique that was first used in the investigation into 
President Kennedy's assassination. 173 CBLA compares trace chemicals found in 
bullets at crime scenes with ammunition found in the possession ofa suspect. 
This technique was used when fireanns ("ballistics") identification could not be 
employed. FBI experts used various analytical techniques (first, neutron 
activation analysis (NAA), and then inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission 
spectrometry (ICP-AES)) to determine the concentrations ofseven elements -
arsenic, antimony, tin, copper, bismuth, silver, and cadmium in the bullet lead 
alloy ofboth the crime-scene and suspect's bullets. Statistical tests were then 
used to compare the elements in each bullet and detennine whether the fragments 
and suspect's bullets were "analytically indistinguishable'' for each of the 
elemental concentration means. Exactly what the phrase "analytically 
indistinguishable" meant was the central issue - i.e., did such a finding mean that 
the bullet fragments came from a small or large universe? Obviously, the 
probative value of the test results would differ ifonly a hundred bullets had the 
same chemical composition as opposed to several million bullets. 

Dougl~s Starr, Up in Smol;e, D:SC.OVl:R 16, 17 ( :--lov 2011 ). 
l;'(l Hansen, supra note 144. at 42-41. 
·q For a fuller discussion of the case, see Paul C. (.;i,inndli, .Junk S1:1e11r:e 011d th<! 

Ftffution o/<111 lnnor:,mr Man, 7 J\YU J. LAw & l.JnrRTY 22 I (2013 ). 
1.:'J See Steve Mills, Convic:ted Afordaer Hopes l.utes1 Firtt St:irmr.e J'mves 

/1111ocenu!, Chic,ll.:O Trib., May l 8, 2015. 

See ge11era/ly Erik Randich & Patrick \1. Grant, /'rl)pe1· A,·ses.l'/11e11t 0/111,! JFK 
Assa~.~irw1io111J11//e; Lead £,ide11ce fiwn 1'vlew//11rxicul 011d S101isrirnl Pe1·.wc·c1i1•<'s. 5 l J. 
FORl:NS,C Sn 717 (?.006) (di.,cussing the original mullysis ot' 1ln· bulkc frngmcn1,;). 
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The.: published <.:ases revealed disparate and oflen inconsistent interpretive 
conclusions provided by FBI experts. In some.:, experts testified only that two 

1exhibits were "analytically i11clistingui~hable." 11· In other cases, examiners 
concluded that smnpll:s could have come from the sam<.: "source" or "batch."1 Ini~ 

still others, they !>lated thal the samples came from the same source. 76 The 
testimony in numerous ca.sc.:s went much furthcr and n.:fcrrcd to a "box" of 
ammunition (usually 50 loa<led cartridges, sometimes 20). For example, two 
spccm1cns: 

(I) Could have comc from the same box, 171 

(2) Could have come from the same box or a box manufactured on the 
same uay,"~ 

(3) Were consistent with their having come from the same box of' 
ammunition, 11') 

(4) Probably came rrorn the same box,ixo or 
(5) Must have come from the same box or from another hox that would 

have been made by the same.: company on the same day. 181 

Several other statements that differ appear in the published opinions. J\n 
early <.:as<: rcponcd that lhc specimens "had come from the same batch of 
ammunition: they had been made by the same manufacturer on the smnc day and 
al the same hour." 1 

ij
1 One case reports the expert's coneh1sion with a statistic.m 

In another case., the expert use<l the expressions "such a finding is rare" 1
~

4 and "a 

See Wi lkcrso11 v. Sin le, 776 A.2d 685, 68\) (Md 2001 ). 

"' See siatc v. Kru111t11acher, 521 l'.2d 1009, 1012-13 (Or 197'1). 
6

" See Cnircd Stiires v. Davi.,, I 03 F.3d 660, 673-74 (8th Cir. 1996); People v. 
I.am:, 62~ ~.L.2ct 6K2. 689-90 (Ill /\pp. Ct. 191)3). 

Sn, Stah: v. Sr min, 8 85 P.?.d 81 0, 81 7 (L'tah Ct. App. 199'1); State v. Jones, '125 
'J.F.7.d I 28, UI (111<1. 19X I) 

'" See Stntc v. Grube, 883 l'.2<.1 1069, 1078 (Idaho 1994); People v. Johnson, 499 
I\.L.2d 1355, 1.166 (Iii. 11)86). 

~'= See Stale v. Reynolds= 297 S.E.2<l 532: 534 (N.C. 1982). 
See l!ryan v. St.ire, 9.15 P 2d 138, 360 (Okl:1. Crim. App. 1997). 

See L111it.:c: Stat1.:s v. l)uvis, IOJ F.3c.J 660, 666-67 (8th Cir. 1996) ("i\11 expert 
tcsti!icrl 1h;i1 ~ul:li :1 li11c.Ji11g is r.m: ,111<.I that the bulkis lllllSI have come from 1h1.: smm; bux or frull~ 
anotbrr box tli,:r woulc.J h,1vc been mack by the same l:ompany on the s,1me c.Jay."); Con:monwealth 
v. D,1yc, 587 N.L.2d 19,:, 207 (t.foss. 19\12): Stare v. King, 546 S.E.2d 575,584 (N.C. 2001) (The 
cxrcn "opined thm. hascd on her lead ana!y,is, the hullet.s she cxamir.cd either came from the 
s.1mc box ofcanri<lgcs oi c.:w11c fro111 tliffcn:::nt boxes of the sm11e caliber, nwnufacrnreu ar th~ same 
tirnc.'} 

B1mv11 v. S1,1tc, 60 ~ l'.2<1 221, 224 (Al~ska 1979) (elllphasis a!lded) 
I,..' Sr;itc v. Farhart. 823 S. W .2d 607. (J J ,1 (Tex. Cri111. App. 1991) 

IJ r.itcd Suncs v. Davis, I03 F. Jd 660, 666 ( isth Cir. I996). 
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very rare finding." ~s In still anotbcr case, the expert •'opi11cd tllar the same 
cornpany produced the bullets at the same time, using the same lead source. 
llaseci upon Department of Justic.:e rec.:or<ls, she opined that an overseas company 
called PMC produced the bullets around 1982."1

~
6 

I. NAS Bullet Lead Report (2004) 

The technique was not seriously challenged until u retired FBI examiner, 
William Tobin, began questioning the procedure in scientific and legal journa!s 1

~' 

and in court testimony as well."~ As a result, the FBI asked the :\ational 
Academy of Scienc.:es to review the tec.:hnique. The 2004 \IAS report undercut the 
FBI testimony: "The available data <.Jo not support any statement that a c.:rime 
bullet came from a particular box of ammunition. In particular, rdcn;nccs to 
'hoxes' ofammunition in any form should be avoided as misleading under 
federal Rule of Evidence 403 ." 189 Perhaps the most disturbing case is State v. 
Farhart, :9o a capital murder case in which the CBLA evidence apparently played a 

Id. at 667. 

'"' People v. Villarta, No. H021354, 2002 WI. 66887 (Cal. Ct. App. Jan, 17, 2002) 
(munkr). In later years, the testimony beciime more limited. A 2002 Fnt publication states the 
conclusion as follows: ·'Therefore, they likely originated from the same manufocturcr's source 
(melt) of lead." Charles A. Peters, The Basis for Compositional Bullet lead Comparisons, 4 
FORrt-:SIC SCI. COM:<-1. No. 3, at 5 (July 2002) (emphasis added). Testimony to the same effecl has 
also been proffered. Tran.script of Record at 6, Commonwealth v. Wilcox, No. 00CR272? (Ky. 
Cir. Ct. Jefferson County Feb. 28, 2002) (trial testimony of Charles Peters, rm examiner): "Well, 
bullets that arc analytically indistinguishable likely come from the same molten lead source~ of 
lead, uh, as opposed to bullets that have different co111pusitiu11 come from different, uh, melts of 
lead." 

1111 See Edward J. lmv.·inkclricd & \ViHia1n A. Tobin, C'rnnparative Bullet Lead 
Analysis (LrJLA) Evidence: Valid Inference or lpse Dixi(J, 28 OKI.A. CITY L. L. REV. ,13 
(2003); Erik Ran<lich <.:I al., A Metallu1·1-;ical Re1,iew o/the /,1111rpretolio11 o/Rullet J.ewl 
Compositional Analy.~is, 127 l'ORENSJr. Sn 11'1''1. 174 (2002) (Toh in \WIS u ccrnuthor); William A. 
Tobin & Wayne LJucrfcldt, / low l'rohattve is Compararive Hu/let /,e(l{I A1wlysis', 17 CRIM. 

JUSTICE 26 (Pall 2002). 

,aK li.g., Kagland v. Co111monwealth, 191 S.W ..,d 569,577 (Ky. 2006); Clemon~ v. 
State, 896 A.2d I059, I070, I06X (Md. 2006); State v. Behn, 868 A.2d 329, .119-40 ('.'IJ. Super. 
Ct. 2005) (Tobin'::; ;1flidavi1 ;;ubmilled). 

I R9 NATIONAi. Rr.SEAR.CH COL't-:CIL, '.'Ii\ T:O\'AL !\C/\DE:V1Y or SCIENCES, FOR[NSIC 

ANALYSIS WEIGi (ING RUIJ..1 TI E/\ll [VJl)EJ\'CE 6 (2004). The author served on the N!\S 
Commirrcc. 

'"
0 823 S.W.2d 607, 61'1 (Tex. Crim. App. 1991) (''(The expert) co1:cluded that rhe 

likelihood that two .22 c<1libcr bullels came from the same hatch, based on all the .22 bullets made 
i11 one yc<1r, is approximately .000025 percent, 'give or take a zero.' Ile subsequently 
acknuwlc.:<lged, however, thut the numbers which he 'JS(:d to rc11::;h rhc .00002~ percent statistic 
foiled to take into nccom1t th,lf there MC <lifforcnt types of .22 ca!ibcr bullets llla<lc each )'l'ar .22, 
.22 long, and .22 long riOe. JThc cxpertJ ulti111ate!y t~stilie1I that then: could h1.: several h1ndrcd 
11lousand hullc1s per hatch, but with some variation in lhe elemental co!1:posi1ion within thi: 
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significant role."11 The transcript contains the following expert testimony: "We 
can· from my 21 years experience of doing bullet lead unalysi:s an<l doing 
research on boxes ofammunition down though the years I can determine if bullets 
came from 1hc same box ofammunition ...."m However, the ~AS report found 
that the a111ounl of bullets that can be produced from a melt "can range from the 
equivalent of as few as 12,000 to us many as 35 million 40grain, .22 calihcr long 
rifle bulkts."191 Earhart was subsequently executed.1

~
4 

2. Post-Report Developments 

Much of the fl:H testimony rested on a database, which the Bureau had 
built up over the course ofmany years. Although the N/\S committee fre4uently 
asked for this data during its year-long inwstigation, the FBI did not turn over the 
data until it was too latr..: to irn.:lu<.le an analysis of the information in its report. 195 

The two statisticians who served on the Nt\S committee later wrote that their 
subsl:qucnt inspection of the data "identified several peculiarities. "19r, f-irst. the 
ciataba:;c was incomplctt:. The FBI claimed to have a "complete data file" of some 
71,000 1 measurements but only 64,869 were turned over. Moreover, only 

batch.") (emphasis added) . 

.•;: See Earhart v. Johnson, 132 1-'.}<l l 062, 1067 (51ft Cir. 1998) (denying habeas 
relici; th--: court uot<.:d: "Given the ~ignificant role the bullet evidence played in the prosecution', 
case, w~ shall therefore assume Earhart could have made a ;;ufficient tftrcshold showing ,hat tic 
was cntilled to ,1 deknse expert under Texas law."). 

•(n ·rranscript of Record at 5248-49, Statt~ v. ~arhul't~ No. 40<,4, Dist. Ct. Lee 
County, 21st Judicial Oist., Texas (testimony ofJohn Riley). See a/sl) id at 5258 ('"Well, bullets 
th,11 .ire th!11 have analytically indi~tinguishablc compositions or compositions that arc generally 
.,imi lar typically an.; founu within the same hox of ammunition and that is the case that we have 
111.:n;, Now, bl1llcts that are the sumt: composition can also be found in otht:I' boxes of mrnmmition, 
but it's most likely !hose boxes would have been mnnufi1c1urcd at the same phicc on or ah()lll the 
same date."). /Jur vee testimony of Charles Peters, FRI examiner, Co111111onwcHlth v. Wilcox, 
Kentucky. Feb. 2!L 2002 (Do11!wrt hc~ring: "We have never testified, to my knowlcdg::, thal Ihm 
bullet came fro111 that box. We'd never say (hat. All we .:1rc testifying is that bullet, or that victilll 
fragrnc111 or so1m:thi11g. Che hullct, either came from !hat box or the ma11y boxes th~I were procluccti 
at th-: s,1111e ti1m:." Trn11scrip1 a1 1-2) (cmplrnsis c1<ldcd). 

NAT:01\Al. RESFARCII COUNC:I, s11pm note 189. ell(, 

Sc!<! Denth Penalty Information Cenrer, Search11blc Dawbiise of Executions, 
h1tp/iwww.dea1hpen,d1yinfo.org/views-execu!ion!i (search for ''Earhnrt" under "Find Person" 
search box) (last visited Feb. 15, 2017). 

Se,1 Cliff H. Spiegclm,m & Karen Kafadnr, Dow l/lle~rity u1u/ tlw Sdt:1lli/ic-
1v/,~1hvd: Th<! Ca.refiJr JJ11tle1 Lead Du//J as f'orem;ic Evidence, 19;2 Ci IANCF. 16, 22 (2006) 
("During the open sessions of the committee meetings, Inc.: !-'HI claimed 10 have a 'complc1c data 
;i le· of sonic 7 I.000 1 measurements. Following rcrc1ited requests from the Commi11ce, tl:c.: FBI 
sub111i11cd ;11 its l:ist meeting a CD-ROM that contained rwo data Jiles with ,1 combined total of 
64. K(,9 hullct (1101 71,000+) 111cast11·c111c11t rrcords.... This darn set coul<l not be ana ly7ccl in ti11:r. 
fol' the n:k,:sc of the rcnort . . ··i 

J,i. 
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measurements made by ICP-AES were included; a ditlerent analytical method, 
NAA, had been used before 1997. Both techniques measured the same elements, 
and therefore the results from either technique would have been suitable for 
comparison. Further, the numbering system for the bullets was "highly 
inconsistent and rather unexpectec..l," suggesting that some bullet measurements 
had been deleted. 197 Additionally, "a rough investigation of the measurement 
error indicated many measurement errors that exceeded the FBI's claimed 
analytical precision of2-5%."198 Finally, "only 15% of the 1079 cases listed in 
these two files had measurements from [National Institute ofStandards and 
Technology] ... making it impossible to detennine the frequency of 'matches'" 
in some cases. 1

9'1 Accordingly, the "missing data and the inconsistent precisions" 
undennined the Bureau's public claims.200 These authors were puzzled by the 
FBI's failure to disclose data: "The scientific method is important for science 
generally; forensic science is no exception.... (T]he evidence in this paper 
suggest that, at least for (CBLAJ, forensic science failed in the requirement to 
share the material, methods and data to reach conclusions with the scientific 
community."201 

The FBI's response to the NAS report was also disconcerting. The Bureau 
quickly put out a press release, obscuring the report's findings.202 The release 
highlighted the committee's conclusion that the FBJ was using appropriate 
instrumentation and suitable elements for comparison. Yet, these aspects of 
CBLA were never seriously questioned. Rather, the interpretation of the data was 
disputed. Only one sentence in the press release addressed this critical issue: 
"Recommendations by the (NASJ include suggestions to improve the statistical 
analysis, quality control procedures, as well as expert testimony."203 The news 
media read the report quite differently - e.g., "Study Shoots Holes in Bullet 

197 Id. ("(T]he numbering system of the bullets wM highly inconsistent and rather 
unexpected, e.g.. the bullets from a suspect in 11 particular case might be numbered Q 13A, Q 13B, 
QI 3C, Q14A, Ql4B, Q14C, ..., leadiug one to wonder what happened to bullets QOI, Q02, ... , 
QI 2."'). Other illustrations of incomplete dala were noted: "[W)hile most ofthe bullets indicated 
3 measurements, about 30 bullets had six or more measurements." Id. "[O)nly about 50% of the 
bullets in this data set were identified as havin1:1 come from one of the four major bullet 
manufacturers in the United States (Cascade Carrridgc. Inc.; Federal; Remington; Winchester); the 
'complete data tile· of 71,000 bullets may yid<l a higher proportion of hullets from these four 
manufacturers." Id. 

98 Id. 

hi. 
201, Id. 
2111 Id. ac 22-23. 

Depnl'lmcnt ofJus1icc, FBI News Release, Feb. I 0, 2004. 

Id 
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Analysis By FB1,"21
l• "Report Finds Flaws,"20 

~ "Panel Questions I-Bl Hui let 
Analysis,"206 and "Report Questions tbc Reliability of an l·.B.I. Ballistic.:s Test.";o, 

The Bureau also included the following passage in the press release: "Th~ 
hnsis ofbullet lead compositional analysis is suppo11crl hy approximately 50 peer
reviewed a11iclcs found in scientific publications beginning in the early l 970's. 
Published research and validation studies have continued to demonstrate the 
usefulness of the measmements of trace elements within bullet lead. ,;zo~ In 
contrast, the :'-JAS report pointed out that there were "very few peer-reviewed 
articles on homogeneity and the rate of false positive matches" and "outside 
reviews have only recently been published."209 

Over a year later, the FBI discontinued CI3LA testing110 and issued another 
(and similar) press release. Once again, the release minimized the problems, 
citing the following reason for its decision: "While the FBI Laboratory still fim1ly 
supports the scientific foundation of bullet lead analysis, given the costs of 
maintaining the cquipmenl, the resources necessary to do the examination, ond its 
relative probative value, the FBI Laboratory has decided that it will no longer 
conduct this exam."2

:
1 l\evertheless, a month earlier, Dwighl Ar.lams, the 

laborntory director, had written a private memorandum to the 1-'UI Director 
specifying tliffi..:rent reasons for abandoning the tt:chnique, inclL1ding the following 
comments: (I) "We cannot afford to be misleading to a jury" an<l (2) "We plan lo 
discourage prosecutors from using our previous results in future cascs."rn Neither 
concern was reflecte<l in the press release. 

In the wake of the N/\S report, several state courts excluded CBLA 

;na Maurice Possley, St11dy Shools Hules in Bullet Analysis lJy FBI, CHIC/\UO Tll!l-l., 

Feb. 11, 2004, ut 14. 
'"5 Clrnrlcs Pillar, Report Find, Flaws in FBI !Jul/et llnafi;sis; Clumges rm! 

l'mpos,!dJi,r the T1!c:f111iq11t! Ojt,!11 Cited in E.tp,,,·t Testinw11;, in C,·i111i110I Tri<1/s, LA. Tl:'vlES, F<:!1. 

I I, 2004, at 12. 

Randolph E. Schmid, !'and Q11esrio,1s FRI Hu/Id Analysis, ASSOCIATED l'RF.SS, 

Feb. I 0, 2004. 

i,n See also Eric J.ichtblau, Repurt Q11e,1irms th" Rdiu/Jilit_v uf w, FBJ /Jallistfr:s 
Te.sf, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 11, 2004, at 22. 

FnI News Rclc~sc, supm note 202 . 
.2(19 

NAT:UN/\L Rt:St::ARCII COUNCIL, s11pra now 189, '°"' I 00. 
1'° Eric Lichtblau, F.B.J. Abu11do11S f)isp11l1!d fostjor Ru/lets Fmm O·fme Sce11e, 

:-J.Y. r,~a,s. Sept. 2, 2005, at Al2. 

Department of Ju5tic.:e, I· Bl News Release, S1:pt. I, 2005. 
. lohn Solomon. FHJ's l·'ore11fi< Tt!sr Full r1/Hofr•.,·. WASII. !'OST. Nov. 18. 2007. 

.ii A I. 
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evidtmce. 2 
3 Surprisingly, the FBI supplied affidavits in s~veral cas~s supporting 

prosecutors' efforts to sustain convictions based on the technique. ln one 
affidavit, the FBI cited the NAS repo11 but foiled to mention that the report had 
faulted the Bureau's statistical methods. The chair of the NAS committee 
criticized the affidavit because it did "not discuss the statistical bullet-matching 
technique, which is key and probably the most significant scientific flaw found by 
the committee.''214 The affidavit was also misleading because it estimated that the 
maximum number of .22-culiber bullets in a batch of lead was 1.3 million, when 
the NAS committee found that the number could be as high as 35 million.215 

On November 18, 2007, 60 Minutes aired a segment on CBLA.216 In an 
interview, the FBI lab director, now retired, acknowledged that testimony about 
boxes was "misleading and inappropriate.''217 That broadcast, along with a 
Washington Post investigation, questioned the FBI's response to the NAS report. 
The main problem was that only the FBI had records ofall the cases in which its 
experts had testified, and the Bureau had declined to disclose the names of those 
cases.218 Instead, the Bureau relied on the NAS report, its own press releases, and 
pro fonna letters sent to prosecution and defense organizations to notify 
defendants. This method of communication was grossly inadequate because the 

213 See Ragland v. Commonwealth, 191 S.W.Jd 569,580 (Ky. 2006) (noting that 
"(i]f the FBI Laboratory that produced the CBLA evidence now considers such evidence to be of 
insufficient reliability to justify continuing to produce it, a finding by the trial court that the 
evidence is both scientifically reliable and relevant would be clearly erroneous"); Clemons v. 
State, 896 A.2d 1059, I 070, 1078 (Md. 2006) (''CBLA is not admissible under the Frye.Reed 
standard because it is not generally uccepted within the scientific conununicy as valid and 
reliable."; "BaseJ on the criticism of the processes and assumptions underlying CBLA, we 
determine that the trial court erred in admitting expert testimony based on CBLA because of the 
lock of general acceptance ofthe process in the scientific communicy.'); State v. Behn, 868 A.2d 
329,331 (N.J. Super. Ct. 2005) (finding the technique was ''based on erroneous scientific 
foundations"). 

But see Commonwealth v. Fisher, 870 A.2d 864,871 (Pa. 2005) ("The CBLA evidence, 
ut best, established a possible connection between Appellant and the bullets recovered from the 
victim's body."). See also United Suites v. Diivis, 406 F.)c.l 505, 509 (81h Cir. 2005) ("Di1vis's 
trial counsel cannot be said to be incfTce1ivc for foiling to challenge the FBl's methodology on a 
basis thnt was not advanced by the scientific community at the time of trial."). 

214 Solomon. s11pm note 212 (quoting Ken MacFaddcn). 

Id. 
60 Min11tc:s: Evidence(!/ b!iusticc: (CBS television brondcnst. Nov. I 8. 2007). 

217 Id. 
z,x Solomon, supm note 212, at A I ("Hundreds of defendants ,;iuing in prisons 

nationwide have 1:>ecn convicted with the help ofan FBI foremiic tool that w.is discarded more than 
two yean; ago. But the FBI lab has yet to take ~,cps to alert the afTcctcd defendants or courts, even 
m, the window for appealing convictions is closing ...."). 
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letters neither highlighted the problem, nor its significance.m A few days after 
the 60 Minutes expose, Senator Patrick Leahy, the Chairman of the Senate 
Judiciary Committee, sent a letter to the FBI Director noting that the Bureau's 
letters gave "the false impression that these discredited tests had continuing 
reliability. "220 

Here, the flaws are many: Lack of foundational research, failure to make a 
database available to outside scientists, and ignoring the FBl's own protocols by 
presenting inconsistent and misleading testimony. Moreover, the reluctance to 
confess error and take timely corrective action violated basic scientific nonns. 
After <lecades of use, a federal district court in 2003 excluded CBLA evidence 
under the Daubert standard221 for the first time. 

Ill. MISLEADINGLY PRESENTED TECHNIQUES 

A. Firearms & Toolmark Identifications 

Fireanns identifications, popularly known as "ballistics," is another long
established forensic discipline. It developed in the early part of the last century, 
and by the 1930s courts were admitting evidence based on this technique. 
Subsequent cases followed these precedents, admitting evidence ofbullet, 
cartridge case, and shot shell identifications.222 Toolmark comparison, a related 
discipline, was also accepted during this period.m At the time Daubert was 
decided, the FBl's position was clear: "Fir~anm; idt:ntification is the Forensic 
Science discipline that identifies a bullet, cartridge case or other ammunition 
component as having been fired by a particular firearm to the exclusion ofall 
other firearms."224 Yet, the examination, by means ofa comparison microscope, 
is subjective and without a meaningful standard. 

The I nnoccncc Network nnd the l\atiornd Association of Cri1nimll f)cfcnsc 
Lawyers formed n task force an<l workc.:<l with the FOi to cuntuc.:t <ldc11sc.: attorneys .ind convicts. 
Sc:e Vcsrrn Jaksic, Frrnlty Bu!let-J'est Cuses Fi11di11g Way 10 Court, NAr'L L.J., Feb. 25, 2008 
("The task force is li11ing up pm bone, commitrncnts from sc.:vcral law firms tu handle 1lie cases."). 

;;J:i John So)onH>n: /,t!ahy />ursues 1:orensic Te.\'! An.<,· 1:\,·evs; Attorney (;eneral Is Told 
to l'repi1re For Senate lnqui,·y, W,\SH. POST, Nov. 22, 2007, 11t /\2 (quoting). l.c..ihy also wrote: 
"The new rcvel,11ions about hullct-lcad :malysi s arc jnst the lmcsr cx,1mr~cs nf the lkpartrrn:nl 's 
inadcqu,1H: cf"forts to ensure thm sound forensic testing is utilized to the maximum (;Xtcnt to find 
the guilty rmhcr 1han mc.-cly ohtain a convic1ion. Punishing the im1oc~1:1 is wroJlg and allow~ the 
guilty party to remain fre~." Id. 

221 Lnitcd States v. \,J ikos. No. 02 CR 13 7, 2003 WI. 221)22 I1)7 (!\: D. 111. 0cc 9, 
2003). 

I <iJA'lNr.1.1.: Fr Al.., Sllj)/"/1 note I 5, } I~ .0(,. 

/da1} 1'1.12. 
11-1 FBI HA~llllOOK CH Fo1nNSK S< :1-N<:I· 57 (1r.v. r.tl. 199'1) (cmpha.,is 11d<lcd). 
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I. Post-Daubert Cases 

The courts gave short shrift to the initial post-Daubert challenges to 
firearms and toolmark identifications.225 In 2005, however, the legal landscape 
changed abruptly. In United Slates v. Green,226 the district judge questioned the 
foundational basis of firearms identifications. The court wrote that the expert 
"declared that this match could be made 'to the exclusion ofevery other fireann in 
the world.' .... That conclusion, needless to say, is extraordinary, particularly 
given [his) data and methods. "227 Moreover, the expert could not cite any reliable 
error rates and admitted that he relied mainly on his subjective judgment. In 
addition, "[t]here were no reference materials ofany specificity, no national or 
even local database on which he relied. And although he relied on his past 
experience with these weapons, he had no notes or pictures memorializing his past 
observations."228 Jn the end, the court restricted the expert's testimony; he could 
only explain the ways in which the casings were similar but not that they came 
from a specific weapon "to the exclusion ofevery other fireann in the world." In 
the court's view, that conclusion "stretches well beyond [the expert's] data and 
methodology. "229 

A few weeks later, a different district judge in United States v. Monteiro230 

found that the technique "is largely a subjective determination [and) based on 
expedence and expertise."231 Importantly, the court also concluded that the theory 
on which the expert relied was "tautological." The Association of Fireann and 
Toolmark Examiners (AFTE), the leading organization ofexaminers, proposed 
the theory.232 Under this theory, the examiner may declare an identification if(I) 
there is "sufficient agreement" ofmarks between the crime scene and test bullets 

m See, e.g.• United Stales v. Hicks, 389 F.3d 514, 526 (5th Cir. 2004) (stating that 
"the matching ofspent shell casings to the weupon that fim.l them has been a recognized method of 
ballistics testing in this circuit for decades"); United States v. Foster, 300 F. Supp. 2d 375,377 n.l 
(D. Md. 2004) {"Ballistics evidence has been accepted in criminal cases for many years.... In the 
years since Daub<trt, numerous cases have confirmed the reliability of ballistics identification."); 
IJnitcd States v. Santiago, 199 F. Supp. 2d I 01. 111 (S.D.N.Y. 2002)("The Court has not found a 
single case in this Circuit thlll would suggest that the entire field of ballistics identification is 
unreliable."). 

405 F. Supp. 2d I04 (D. Mass. 2005). 
/Jal 107. 
Id. 

/cl. ,it I09. 
407 F. Supp. 2d 351 (D. Mass. 2006). 
JJ at 355. 

H! S<te Tlu!O/)' of ldemi/ication. A.tsodation of Fireurm uncl Too/murk En11ni11en. 
30 AFTE J. 86 ( 1998). 
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and (2) there is "sufficit:mt agreement" when the examiner says th<:!n.: is.2
·
13 In 

shorr, the "sufficient agrcc1m.:nl'' threshold is "in the minds eye of the examiner 
an<l is based largely on training and experic11ce."'-:1•1 The court would not admit the 
evidence unless the expert could better document the: cxmnination. 

Together, Green and Monteiro should have served as a shot across the 
bow. But they did not_: courts continlled to admit the same evidence as bcforc.23 

! 

2. NAS Rallistic Imaging Report (200X) 

ln 2008, the t\ational Academy of Sciences published a report on 
computer imaging of bullcts.236 Although firearms identification was not the 
primary focus of the investigation, a section of the report commented on the 
sllbJect.237 After surveying the literature on uniqueness, reproducibility, and 
p(;)nnanence of in<livi dual characteristics, the report noted that "[mJost of these 
sh.uJies arc limikd in scale and have been conducted by firearms examiners (and 
examiners in training) in state and local law enforcement laboratories as adjuncts 
to their regular casework."118 The report found that the ''validity of the 
fundamental assumptions of uniqueness and reproducibility of fireanns-relate<l 

S1,e ltiel E. Dror, How Cun Francis Bacon Help Forensic Sdenc<,:, Th<, Four 
Idols ofllumun, 50 JURJ\1ETRJCS 93, I04 (2009) ('"The pukntial prublcrn here is the nonscientific 
nuturc of the idcntificatinn criteria. ll'th(; cmnparison oftoolmark:s (;nllhles conclusions ahout 
common origin when the \111iquc sutfa(;C contours of two toolmark., arc in 'suflici(.'.n! agrccm(.'.nl,' 
what is the scientific dcfini1iou mid mca~urc1J1CJ1t ofwlmt conslitutcs such 'sufficient agrcc111cnt'? 
ft seems that it is more in the eye of the bcholdt:r than strict :.cicntific measures because it is 
determined without specific quantifica1ion am! criteria."). 

2
;
4 Monteiro, 407 r. Supp. 2d at 370. 

2
J~ Sec, e.g., U11itcd Staks v. Williams, 506 F.3d 151, 161-162 (2d Cir. 2007) 

(upholding nclmi;;sibility of firearms identification <:vidlmcc-b111lcts anti cartridge casings); L'llited 
States v. ~atson, '169 F. Supp. 2d I :!53, 1261 (.\,11). Ga. 2007) ("According tu his kstiJJJony, these 
toohrn1rk; were sufficiently similm to allow him to identify D:?fr:ndant's gun ns the gun that fin:tl 
the cartridge found al the crime scene. Ile opined th:1t he held this opinion to a I 00% degree of 
certainty .... The Court also finds '.expert's] opinions reliable and based upon ,1 scicntiiically 
valid methodology. Evidence wa., presented at the hcari11g that tl:c toolmari< testing methodology 
he cmpluycd has been t::.,tcci, 1:a~ been ,u~jectcd to p::er review, ha;; 1111 ascertainable error rnle, 
.ind is gem:rnlly accepted i11 the scientific conm111nity."). 

'.l<i :-JAT:ON,\L RJ·.SL,\RCIJ \.OlJNC':L., NATJO~.AL !\(.'Al>EMY OF SCIF.~Cr:~. HALUS":'IC' 

1:-Vl/\Gl'-'G (2008). 

The c01:1mittc-e w11s asked 10 ~ssess 11:e fr.1siui\ity, accuracy. 1cliahili1y, anrl 
technical capahility of ricvcloping c111<.J l'~i11g a r;atior1n: ballistic database as an airl to criminal 
investigations. It conelt,ded: (I) "/\ nntioJJal reference ballistic iHrngc tiatabHse of all J1ew and 
import(!cl gun, is not advisable al this ti:ne." (2) Tlit'. :--:a1ional lntegrnted l::lallis1ics Information 
:'-Jctwork (/\IBI:\) "c:m ,mcl should be 1:1adc 1:wrc cf"!i:ctivc through opcn1tion,1l and 1cchnol(11.:ic;il 
improven1e11ts... Id 

ni. Id. at 70. 
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toohnarks has nol yet been fully demonstrated."239 The report went on to caution: 

Conclusions drawn in fireanns identification should not be made to imply 
the presence ofa finn stotistical basis when none has been demonstrated. 
Specifically, ... examiners tend to cast their assessments in bold 
absolutes, commonly asserting that a match can be made "to the exclusion 
of all other firearms in the world." Such comments cloak an inherently 
subjective assessment ofa match with an extreme probability statement 
that has no finn grounding and unrealistically implies an error rate of 

240zero. 

Citing this report, the district court in United States v. Glynn241 ruled that 
the expert would only be pennitted to testify thot it wos "more likely thon not" 
that recovered bullets and cartridge cases came from a particular weapon.242 The 
court also commented: "Based on the Daubert hearings ... , the Court very 
quickly concluded that whatever else ballistics identification analysis could be 
called, it could not fairly be called 'science,'"243 further noting that "[t]he problem 
is compounded by the tendency of ballistics experts ... to make assertions that 
their matches are certain beyond all doubt, that the error rate of their methodology 
is 'zero,' and other such pretensions."244 

3. NAS Forensic Science Report (2009) 

As noted earlier, NAS issued its forensic report the following year in 2009. 
That report summarized the state of the research as follows: 

Because not enough is known about the variabilities among individual 
tools and guns, we are not able to specify how many points ofsimilarity 
are necessary for a given level ofconfidence in the result. Sufficient 
studies have not been done to understand the reliability and repeatability of 
the methods. . . . Individual patterns from manufacture or from wear 
might, in some cases, be distinctive enough to suggest one particular 
source, but additional studies should be perfonned to make the process of 

Id. at 8 I. The report also stated: "Addi1ional general research on thi: uniqueness 
Md reproducibility of firearms-related 1ool111arks would have lo be done if the hasic premises of 
firearms idcn1ification are to be put on il more solid scientific footing." Id. at 82. 

.?-m Id. at X2. 

~ .. , 578 F. Supp. 2d 567 (S.D.N.Y. 2008). 
/ti. at 575. 
Id at 570. 
/ti. ,11 574. 
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individualization rnore precise and rcpcatable.7· 
1
~ 

In a <liffc.:rcnt passage, the report - ciring firearm an<l toolmark ickntificat.ions 
observed that "[mJuch forensic evidence ... is introduced in criminal trials 
without any meaningful scientific validation, derennination of error rates, or 
reliability testing to cxrlain the limits of the disciplinc."2 ,u, 

/\I-TE rejected these findings out of hand, arguing that :-.JAS "ignore[dl 
extensive research supporting the scientific underpinnings of the identification or 
firearm and toolmark evidence. "1

·
11 The court in United ."i'tates v. Otero24

~ acct:pted 
the /\l;TE's position, citing studies which it was ill-cquippcJ to evaluatc.J49 A 
subsequent review of tbc oft-eitcJ studies by two scientists concludccl: 

Exaggerated and unfounded imrlieations relating to rates of t:rror inferred 
from even the best of existing experiment. in the fielu of 
firearmsitoolmarks. generally sclf-tkscribc<l as 'vali<lation studies', 
typically result from statistical, metallurgical and/or psychological 
(cognitive) deficiencies in the design and conduct of the experiments, and 
frequently lead to unjustified inferential extrapolation to universal 
assumption for the practice domain.250 

Other courts took an important, but still limited, step of restrieting 
cxmnim!r testimony by precluding the expert from making gross overstatements 
such as declaring a match to the exclusion: eithcr practical or absolute, of all other 
weapons. 251 Similarly, some COlll1S forbaJe experts from testifying that they hold 

NAS f-URI -..;:m· Rl:l'URL supra note 2 l, at 154. 

Id. at I 0i-08. 
'·

11 '/he l?esponse r~f"the Assoc.iotion n.{Fireorn1x ond Tool lvlark J:.:ra,niner.,· lo the 
Febnia1:v 1009 Nc11ivr111I Arnd,m1y o/ Scie11ce l?C'port "Stre11glheni11g the Forensic Scic!11ce in the 

U11i1ecf StaleJ: A Par/: Fonvurd. ·· 41 AFT!.:: J. 2(M, 206 (2009). 
1
'' 849 F. Supp. 2d 425, 437-38 (D.I\.J. 2012) ("The Court's analysis of1h~ 

proposed testimony according to the Duu/Jert foctor., leads it to conclude thut I.the I expert n:pon 
am.I opinion arc: admissible t!rHll:r Ruk: 702.''). 

·
1
•• See in/i·" narcs IJ8-J9 (!'CAST report). 

~;:l Clifford H. Spicgclnmn & \Villia111 A. Tobin, Anu(vsis qfExperin1<tnlY in 
Fore11sic Fireunn.rlfool111C1rks l'r(l(:/ice O[f,,red as Support Ji1r l.o w !fores o/Pmuice Error and 
Claims of111/eN!Jl/i(I/ Cer{t1i11n·, I I I .AW, P1wu. & RISK 115, 115 (20 11). 

"' Sf!e, 1! g . Lnitcd State~ v. i\sburn, 88 F. SDpp. 1d 2.~9, 219 (l·:D N. Y. 2015) 
("Nor can !the cxpcrtJ testify lh;H a malr.h he identified is to 'the exclusion ofall other fin.:mms in 
the wnrlcl,' or rhnt rhcr;: i;; n ·prnctic,1I illlpossibility' thnt t\lly other gm: could have fired the 
recovered 111.itcri,ils.''); United St,1tcs v. Taylor, (,(d I'. St;pp. 2d '. 170, : 180 (0.1\.M. 2009) ("ITlie 
expert] ,ilsu will not 1:c ,illow,·d to lc.:stify that he can conclude.: that tl11.:rc.: is a 11wh:h to the 
rxclu.,iou, citl11.:r pr,1ctic,il ,>r ah.,olute, of a:1 other guns.''). 
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their opinions to a "reasonable degree ofscientific certitude."'P That tenn has 
long been required by courts in many jurisdictions for the admission of expert 
testimony. Incredibly, the phrase has no scientific meaning and the claim of 
certainty is unsupported by empirical research. Tims, it is grossly misleading. 
Indeed, the N.itional Commission on Forensic Science rejected it.253 Still other 
courts went offon a quixotic tangent, substituting the phrase "reasonable degree 
ofballistic" certitude.2s 4 Changing "scientific certainty" to "ballistic certainty" 
merely underscores the courts' scientific incompetence. 

However, even these modest limitations were rejected by other courts. m 
For example, in United States v. Casey,256 the district court declined "to follow 
sister courts who hove limited expert testimony based upon the 2008 and 2009 
NAS repu1ts an<l, instead, remains faithful to the long-st.mding tradition of 
allowing the unfettered testimony ofqualified ballistics expens.''257 

22s See. e.g.. Asburn, 88 F. Supp. 3d at 249 {"[T)he court join~ in precluding this 
expert witness from testifying that he is 'certain' or· 100%' sure ofhis conclusions that certain 
items match."); United States v. Willock, 696 F. Supp. 2d 536,549 (D. Md. 2010) ("(The experi) 
shall state his opinions and conclusions without any characterization as to the degree ofcertainty 
with which he holds them.''); People v. Robinson, 2 N.E.3d 383,402 (lll. App. Ct. 2013) ("[TJhc 
judicial decisions unifomily conclude toohnark and firearms identification is generally accepted 
and admissible at trial. Accordingly, we conclude the trial court did not err in ruling the 1cs1imony 
in this case was admissible ...• particularly where the trial judge barred the witnesses from 
testifying their opinions were 'within a reasonable degree ofscientific cert.linty .... ). 

m Nat'I Comm'n on forensic Sci., Depar1men1 of Justice, Views Document on Use 
ofthe Term "Reasonable Scientific Certainty" (adopted at NCFS Meeting #9 March 22, 2016). 

2
~ Taylor, 663 P. Supp. 2d at 1180 ("He may only testify that, in his opinion, the 

bullet came from the suspect rifle to within a reasonable degree ofcertainty in the firearms 
examination field,"); United States v. Cerna, No. CR 08--0730 WHA, 2010 WL 3448528, at" 4 
(N.D. Cal. 2010) ("a reasonable degree ofcertainty in the ballistics field"); Conut1onwealth v. 
Pytou Heang, 942 N.E.2d 927, 945 (Mass. 201 I) (stating that "the expert may offer thiit opinion to 
a 'reasonable degree of ballistic certainty'"). 

m See, e.g.. Fleming v. State, I A.Jd 572, 590 (Md. Ct. App. 2010) 
("[N]otwithscanding the current debate on the issue, courts have consistently found the traditional 
method [ offireanns identification) to be generally accepted within the scientific community, and to 
be reliable."); People v. Givens, 912 N. Y .S.2d 855, 857 (Sup. Ct. 20 l 0) ("This Court was unable 
to find any cases where firearms and toolmark identificMion was found to be unreliable or no 
longer scien1ifically acceptable.''). 

21
• 928 F. Supp. 2d 397,400 (D. Puerto Rico 2013). 

Id. at 400. See also United States v. Scbbem, No. 10 Cr. 87(SI.T), 2012 WL 
5989813 (E.D.N.Y. Nov. 30, 2012); State v. Langlois. 2 N.E.Jd 936. 1141 (Ohio Ct. App. 2014) 
("Our conclusion on this issue linds support in the <lecisions of other appellate districts in Ohio, 
notwithstanding the recent criticisms in scientific .-eports and the limitations some federal courts 
have imposed on the testimony of fircnrms experts. These decision$ hold thill the methodology of 
comparatively analyzing and testing bullets and shell cases rccovere<l from crime scenes is 
rclil1blc."); State V. Jones. 303 P.3d 1084, ,r 75 (Wash. Ct. App. 2013) (expert testimony 
comparing bunter marks on the base of shell casings foun<l al the crime scene If> .~hell casings 
found in Joncs's home admissible under Frve stan<lanl). 
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4. While House PCAST Reporl (2016) 

lht: 2016 Wltitc House PC/\ST report agr1;cd with the :---J/\S 2009 report's 
characterization of'the scientific research on firearms and toolmarks 
identification: "We find that many of these earlier studies were inappropriately 
designed to assess foundational validity and estimate reliability. Indeed, there is 
internal eviden<;c among the studies themselves indicating that many previous 
studies underestimated the false positive rate by at least 100-fold."m In addition, 
l'C1\ST found only one of the post-2009 studies sufficiently rigorous. The 
Defense Department's Foren;;ie Science Center commissioned the study, which 
was conducted by an independent testing lab (the /\mes Laboratory, a D<.:partment 
of Em;rgy national laboratory affiliated with Iowa State University). Jn this study, 
"[t)he false-positive rate was estimated at I in 66, with a confidence hound 
indicating that the rate could be as high as I in 46."2

~~ The study has not been 
published in a scitmtifi<.: journal. According to the PCAST report, more than om: 
stucJy is required and studies should be published in pccr-n.:vicwcd scicnti fie 
literature. Consequently, "the current evidence still falls short of the scientific 
criteria for foundational validity. " 260 

The AFTE quickly retorted, expressing their "disappointrnenl in the 
PC/\ST's choice to ignor~ the re/iean:h that has been conducted" and claiming that 
"[d]ccades of validation and proficiency studies have demonstrated that fireann 
and toolmark identification is s<.:icntifically valid."261 However, when PCAST 
later invited stakeholders to submit validation studies that it may have overlooked, 
no studies satisfying PCAST's criteria were offered.2r,:;, 

* * * 
The lessons here arc familiar. for years, an entrenched forensic discipline 

vigorously guarded its turf by rejecting the conclusions of the outside scientific: 
eommunity.26 

! lt published a journal which wus "peer-reviewed" by other 

WIIJTE IIOUSE !'CAST REPORT, supra 11otc :n, nt I I. 

Id. 
'i,O Id. 

A.•·.rnciurion o/Fireun11 c111d Tool Murk I:.'xaminers Re.1po11.w to PCAST R<!porr 
011 Fon:11sic Science, 18 i\l'TE .I. I 95, 195 (2016}. 

l'Rl:SID!:N r's COLl'-CIL Of A nv:scms ON SC':fl\CE AND '['[:('J 11\0LO(iY, AN 

!\l)f)JN()Ufvl TO Tl IE !'CAST Rr-.roRT 01\ i;oJU:NSIC SCI NCI· I'.'/ CRIMI\IAJ COIJJnS, .Ian. 6, 2017, ar 7 

(''Sevcnil n:spondcnts wrote to PCAST concerning fircnrJlls an;i lysis. ;\Jone cited addi tior..il 
appropri,lle!y c.Jcsigncd hlack-box stud ics similar to the rccenl Ames I .aborntory study."). 

,.-..
1 .)'ee \VjJJjan1 A. Toh in ct al.~ ...-1hwtnc:e t~(Sru1/s1it:al an,/ Sc;<~nt~/h: }~rhos: Tiu~ 

Co1111J1t)II De11m11i11(//()J' i11 [)(/i(.'ient Fo/'(!/1.\'iC l'mctil·es, :, STATIST!CS & PUBLIC l'OUCY (Dec. 1 6, 

20 I(1) ("[ P /rn::titior.::r:- rcnrn iu intracta b!c even after y:.:ms of criti..:a I s!.:holarly papers. ,id ho\: 
rnmmi1tc::s o t' the Nat ioml I Ai.:ade1JJy uf Scicm:cs ( NAS}. ;1<1s1t ion st;11cmcnts ~J'OJll the L' .S. 
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members of its discipline. The journal, which is advertised as "the Scientific 
Journal" ofAFTE, was not generally available until 20J6. The discipline claimed 
to be a "science" but did not hold itself to the normative standards ofscience. The 
AFTE "Theory of Identification" is ''clearly not a scientific theory, which the 
National Academy of Sciences has defined as 'a comprehensive explanation of 
some aspect of nature that is supported by a vast body ofevidence..... ' More 
importantly, the stated method is circular."i1

•
4 Only recently, after two NAS 

reports, have some courts begun to limit misleading testimony. Many have not. 
Thus, the courts' competence to deal with flawed research remains extant. M 

In 2005, the district court in Green cautioned: "The more courts admit this 
type of toolmark evidence without requiring documentation, proficiency testing, 
or evidence of reliability, the more sloppy practices will endure; we should require 
more.''266 Over a decade later, a concuning opinion in Williams v. United States267 

concluded: "As matters currently stand, a certainty statement regarding toolmark 
pattern matching has the same probative value as the vision ofa psychic: it 
reflects nothing more than the individual's foundationless faith in what he 
believes to be true."268 In short, there is a "lost decade" during which the 
discipline summarily dismissed criticisms when it should have lead the effort for 
more rigorous research. 

B. Fingerprint Examinations 

Before DNA analysis, fingerprint identification was the gold standard in 
forensics.269 Like many other forensic disciplines, it gained judicial acceptance 
decades before Daubert was decided. People v. Jennings.no the first reporte<l 
fingerprint case, was decided in 1911. In 1984, the FBI pronounced the technique 
''infallible" in its official publication, which also referred to the technique as a 
"science. "211 Nevertheless, it is a subjective technique without an objective 

L>cp.irtmcnt ofJustice ...."). 

WHITE llow;r. PCAST Ri'.l'ORT, s"pm note .D. at 6. 
16; Tobin l:I al.. Sllfirn note 263 ("the pmportcd 'validation studies' typically 

proffered to rnmts arc seriously flawed land I hnvc no external valitiity''). 

U·!\ (ireen. 405 F. S11pp. 2d at I 09. 

,<,; J JO A.1d ]41 (D.(~. 2016). 

Id. <11 355 (com:urring). 

~~.,, See Joseph L. Peterson & Anna S. L<.·ggcH; The! J::volut/on rd f·orl,nsic Scie11ce: 
!'l'OgmH Amid the l'i1/i1{/s, 36 STr.TSOI\ L. REV. 6'.' I, 654 (2007) (''The ~cicn1i!"ic inlc!!.rity and 
n:li.ibili1y u:· DNA tcstini havc helped u:--.:t\ rc;,lacc tingcrprinring ar:d nwdc DN/\ cvidcnc(: thc 
new ·gold srandnrd' or for..:nsic evidence.''). 

::·,·•= 96 J\.E. I 077 (Ill. 1911 ). See genera/Ir I (iJ,\!\.\l·.LLI l:T /\l. . .Htpro note 15~ ch. 
18 (discussing the scientific and legal iss,rcs assncm1cd with fingerprint iticn1itk,Hior1). 

'" FEDf:RJ\L IJl.!JU:!\L Of· ]\JVJ:SU,A I ICJ\:. Till. S( t: NCI. 01 1-:Mi!:l<l'RIN IS iv ( 191M ). 
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stundarci and typically involves pnnial prints wilh inevitable rlistortions. 

I. Post-Daubert Cases 

After /)auhert, challenges to fingerprint comparison testimony were 
dec;idcdly unsuccessful.m One infamous cnsc, United States v. Havi;ard,2':, 
illustrates the judiciary's lack of rigor in applying Daubert. Not only did the 
district court uphold the admissibility of fingerprint testimony, it described tbc 
technique as "chc very nrchctypc ofrclinblc expert testimony uncicr [the 
Daubert/Kumho] standards."~7

• According to the coun, latent print identification 
had been "tested" for nearly I 00 years in adversarial proceedings with the highest 
po:ssibk stak<.:s - liberty and sometimes lifr. Yct, Daubert n:quircd scicntifi<.:, 
not "adversarial," testing.)'~ Next, in citing "peer review,'' the court noted that a 

second fingerprint examiner also compared the prints: "In fact, peer review is the 
standard operating procedure among latent print examiners. ,,rn, This statement 
reveals a fundnmcntal misunderstanding of "peer review" as used in Daubert. In 
that case, peer review meant refereed scientific journals in which validation 
rcst:arch is published. An amici brief submitted in Daubert by the New /:,"nglnnd 
Journal ofMedicine and other scientific publications explained that pe!!r review's 
"role is to promote th<.: publication of wcll-wnccivcd articles so that the most 
important review, che consideration of the repo11cd results by the sci en ti lie 
community, may occur after publication.''m 

Moreover, lhe court accepted the prosecution expert's astounding cbim 
that the "error rate for the 1m:thod is zcro."m Experts argued that, while 
individual examiners may make mistakes, the method itself is perfect. I-low1.:vcr, 
the dichotomy between "methodological" and "human" error rates in this context 

:,- Se1,, e.g.. Unirc<I Slates v. Collins, }10 F . .1d 672, 682 (81h Cir. 200.1) 
("Fingerprint evidence and an;ilysis is genernlly accepted."); Unircd Srntcs v. Hcnwndcz, 299 F.3d 
984, 99 J (8th Cir. 2002): United States v. Maflinez•Cintron, IJ6 F. Supp. 2d I7, :w (0. Puerto 
Rico 2001 ). 

117 F. Supp. 2d 848 (SJ). Ind. 2000), u{/'d. 260 I' .~<1 5<>7 (7th Cir. 2001 }. 

Id. m 855. 
S!!e Sandy L. labcll, Fi11ge1pri11t Evidence, : 3 J.L. & POL'Y I'13, 170 (200~) 

(Thr ''al'gumcnt 11,at 110 la1e11t p1i11t h.is ever been found to nrnrch the rolled print of :i dirti::renl 

person is ... 111isleadine ;)ecause no ;;ystcmatic search for such pairs on 1he cn!irc cla!ahank of 
millions of fingerprints ha;s ,;vcr been performed.''). 

,i,: Havvard, J 17 r. Slipp. 2d at 854. 

,::~ Oricf of the Ne\l/ Eng1anU Journal of\1<.·tii<.:ine: Journc1I oftht· A1nt:rican ~·1cdic:1I 
Assnciacion, and l\nn;ils of Internal Medicine as t\mici Cmiac in S,1pporr of !k~pc.in«lent, Dal,l">err 
v. Merrell Dow Plmrm.. Inc.:., 509 U.S. 579 ( 1993). at 3. 

//;,vvt1rd, 117 r:. S1:pp. 7.d at 854. 
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is "pra(;ti<.:ally meaningkss"n•, because the examiner is the method. 1
~

0 finally, the 
court turned naubert on its head by requiring the defendant tu prove the evidence 
was unreliable, a distortion that would be employed in later cascs.7.~i 

Thc;n, United States v. Llera Plaza2
~

2 "sent shock waves through the 
community of fingerprint analysts." 1x• In that 2002 ca.,c, Judge Pollak ruled that 
fingerprint experts would not be permitted to testify that two sets of prints 
"matched" - that is, a positive identification to the exclusion of all other 
persons. This was apparently the; first time in over 90 years that such a decision 
had been rendcretFij4 On rehearing, however, Judge Pollak reversed himscll:285 

anu later cases continued to uphold the admissibility of fingerprint cvidcncc.m 
i'\ev<.:rthtdess, the case captured the attention of the rncdia with news reports/d' 

279 Jennifer I .. Mnookin, Fingerprinl Evidence in w1 Aie <4DNA Projilillg, 67 
ntWOK. L. REV. 13, 60(2001 ). Professor \1nookin gue., 011 to provide this analogy: "The same 
mgumcnt could be made of eyewitness testimony, a notoriously unreliable lorm of evidence. 
People arc all distinct from one another in obscrv,ibh.: ways; lhcrcfon: lhe thcon.:tical crror rate of 
cy<.;witnt:ss identification is zero, though iu practi<.:c obs<.:rv<.:rs may fn;qucntly makcs errors." Id. 
See al.ro Simon A. Cole, Mure Than Zero: AccoH11ti1Jgfor J::l'l'or in Latent Fingerprint 
ldemi/ir:ution, 95 1. CRIM. L. & CR!MINOLO<,Y 985, I040 (2005) (st~ting that "in fingerprint 
practice the concept is varnous"). 

'"~" See Zabcll, supYtJ note 275, at 172 ("But, given ils Lmavoiclahlc subjective 
component, in lalcnt print examination people ans the process."). 

See \:lidrncl .J. S~ks, 11w /,t.'gal and S,:ie,uifi<: /;vuluation of'Foren.m· Sc:i<!n(:e 
(F.1JJ1tcial/y Fingerprint t:xpert Testimonyj, 11 SETON IIAI.I. L. RIV 1167, 1173-76 (2001) 
(dis<.;u~~ing the reversal of the burden of persuasion as one or several judicial re,;ponscs e1nployc<l 
to ;ivoid confronting the lack of empirical testing). 

262 179 r. Supp. 2d 492 (E.D. Pa.), vawted, 11101. grunted on recons, I 88 F. Supp. 
2d 549 (E.D. Pa. 2002). 

:i!o See D.H. Kaye~ The ,:-../onscience t?fFinge1printi11g: lJnitcd States v. Llcr<1 -Plaza: 
21 Ql..il'{\IIPl;\Cl. KEV. 1073, 1073 (2003) 

m As Profc~sor Mnookiri has 11otcd. however, "fingerprints were ai:ci::ptcd as .in 
~vidcn1iary tool without cl grcm dcc1I of scrutiny or skcplicisrn.•· Mnookin, .\'1/J)nt nolc 279, at 17. 

. She elaborated: "Even ii' no two peopli: h:id identical se1s of fingerprints, this did nut establish that 
nu two people could have a si11gle idcmical print, 11111ch lcs~ an identical pan of ;i pri11t. Thc.s<.: an: 
necessarily matters of probability, but m.:itln:r lh<.: court in Jm11i11g.,- nor subscqllenl jllligcs ~vcr 
required th/If fingerprinting ide111ific,1tion be pl,1ccd on a secllre stalistirnl foun<l,llion." /J. at 19. 

~!I' 188 F. Supp. 2d 5-1'J, 572 (E.D. Pa. 2002). 

See. f.g., G11i1cd Statcs v. Abr<.;u, '106 F.3d J.1()tl, 1.,07 ( I I th Cir. 2005) ("We 
il~rcc wilh the d~ci.sion., of our ~ister circuits und hold that the ling.:rprint evidence admitted in this 
cnsc smi,fied LJauhert "); United States v. Janis..187 F..1d 682, 690 (8rh Cir. 2004) (finding 
fing(.'rprint evidence reliable); Un itcd States v. Miwhcll, 365 F.3d 215 (3d Cir. 2004 ); C11ited 
Stales V. Crisr, 324 F.3d 2ol (4th Cir. 2003); United Stalc.;s V. Slllliv,m, 24(J I'. Slipp. 2d 700, 704 
(LD. Ky. 200.3). 

::'<., f::.:,t. Joann Loviglio. '/i·iol .Judge Rer~/fir,ns Finger1Jri111 llsCJhility: 1-/eoriu,q 
Shows I lim Scirnr·e !nvolwtl, SAN ANTONIO EXl'Rl·.SS-N1,WS, :Viar. I 11. 200:i; i\ndy :-Jcwman, 
./11clge Who 1?11/t!d 0111 M(l{c/iing Fi11g('tpri111., Clw11ges his Mine.I. '-1.Y. TIMES. Mar. 11. 2002; 

ltidn1rd Willing. ./,H('s" Clwl/e11gc.1 611g£'rpri,11 ldrntifirntio,1. US.A TOfMY, fan. ; 0. 2002. 
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mainstream publications,n~ scientific journals/~9 and televison shows giving it 
substantial eovcrnge. 11 u A ;-;pate of legal articles fol\owcd, 291 with some 
commentators believing that Llera Plaza I was more faithful to Daubert than 
Llera Plaza 11.29

; In response, the FBI aciopr.cd a "circle the wagons" attitude. 
fiercely ckfonding the technique. The head of the FBI fingt:rprint section told 60 
Minutes that the error rate was "zero", examiners only te:sti fy to "hundred percent 
certainty," and the FBI had won "forty-one out of forty-one" legal challenges to 
fingerprint evidcncc.2

')' 

The appellate opinion most faithful to Daubert appeared in United Srates 
v. Crisp294 

- unfortunutdy in disstmt. The majority opinion upheld the 
admissibility of fingerprint i.;vic.lcncc by shifting the burden of proof to the 
defendant anci by grandfathering the tcchnique.2

~~ In dissent, Judge Michael 
conscientiously applied the Daubert factors. First, he; noted that the "government 
did not ofter any record of testing on the reliability of fingerprint identification... 
. [TJhcrc have not been any stuc.li<.:s lo <.:stablish how likely it is that partial prints 
Taken from n crime scene will be a match for only on~ set of fingerprints in the 
world."2

% Second, as for peer review, "[a]gain, the government offered no 
evidence on this fac.:tor at trial. Fingerprint examiner;;, ... have their own 
prokssional publications.... But unlike typical scientific journals, the 
fingerprint publications do not run articles that inclmk or prompt critique or 
reanalysis by other scientists. Indeed, few of the articles addrcs;; tbc principles of 

M E.x.. Michael Specter. Do Fi11gerpri111s l.irt~ The <iold Standard o/'Fontnsic. 
Scie11c:e iJ Now 1Jei11g Chuffenged, 78 THE KEWYORKFR % (l\,fay 27, 2002) (discussiug case 
im;lud ing intcrvk:w with judge). 

See Dnvid L. Faigmnn, ls Science D!ffitrenr/i>r J,aw_vers?, 297 SCIENCF. 339, 340 
(2002). 

60 Mi11t1t1ts: Fingerprinrs (CRS television broadcast .Jan. 5, 2003). 

i 
91 

• See, e.1;.. Simon A. Cole. Grandji11heri11g h'vidruu·e Fi11ge1print 11clmissibiliry 
Ru/i11gs/i'(j/11 Jenning;; tcJ Lleni Plnza wul Bad: Again, 41 AM. Ci{JM I.. REV. 1189 (2004); Robcr1 
Epm:in, Fingerprints Meet Dauh<.:rt: The Myrh o/'Fi11ge.1pri111 'Sc:ie11c:r:" ls Rr:ve!ilecl, 7 5 S. C,\L. 
L. Rr.v. (>05 (2002): Kristin Rmrn,ndctti, Note, Recog11i::i11g and Re.qJ01l(/ir1g 10 u Pmhittm with the 
Admis.;·i/Ji/i•y o/Fi11ge1pri111 Fvide1u:e lJ,1d1!r Dm1hcrt, 45 J\Jl\:Ml:TRICS '1 I (20(Jtl). 

292 1~·x, .Jennifer I.. Mnookin, Fi11ge1pri111.1·: Not r, Gold Swnd,ml, 20 J.ssu:s IN Sn. 
& Tt·Cll. '17 (2003) (''Judge Pollnk's lir~I opinion lrcslricting l,1tcnt fmgcrprinl imJividuali7Hfi()n 
lcstimony] wns •he better one."); Rece11t C11sc, 115 H/\IW [ .. Rr.v. 2:-149, 2352 (2002) ('fingerprint 
expert 1c~1imo11y does not survive applic111inn oflhc Dcwbr:rt factors ...."). 

l?' 60 1Wi11utes: Fr'ngerprinn (CBS t~Jcvision hnrndcast .bin. 5, 2003 ). 

"ll 324 F.Jd 26 I (4th Cir. 2003). 
)''~ Id. nt 269 ('*Put sin1ply~ Crisp hns provldcd us no rea~on today to bc]icvc that 

Ibis gencr~l accep1aucc of'thc pri11ciples underlying fin~crprinl idcntificmion h,1s, for <lcci,clcs. 
bci.•n misplac~·<l. /\ccordi11gly, 1hc dis1rict court was well wi1hin it~ cfocrction in ;i;;c~·pl ing al :·ace 
value the consensus of the cxpcrl ,ind judicial c;ommuni tics 1hat the fingerprint idcn1i li(:,•,1io11 
tc.:hniquc is rciia\Jlc."). 

Id. ,11 273-74 (\fa:l:ncl, .I, dis;;cn1i11g). 
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fingl:rprint analysis and iden1ification at all .. .."1
'
1
; Third, '·an error rale must be 

demonstrated by rcliabk scirntific studies, not by a$sumption."~9
x fourth, "the 

government did not establish that there arc objective standards in the fingerprint 
examination field to guide examiners in making their comparisom;."m Fifth, 
while acknowledging general acceptance in the fingerprint cornmunily, the judge 
remarked chat "[n]othing in the record in this case shows that the fingerprint 
examination community has challenged itself sufficiently or has been challenged 
in any real sense by oursi<lc scientists."rno 

2. Madrid Train Bombin!!, 

Uera l'laza was soon eclipsed by a more sensational event the FBl's 
misidentification of Arandon Mayfield as the source of the crime scene prints in 
the tcnorist train bombing in Madrid on March 11, 2004.ioi More than any other 
event, the Mayfield affair exposed the myth of fingerprint infallibility. This 
debacle resulted in investigations by the rAI-107 and the Inspector General (IG) of 
the Department of Justice.301 One of the more troubling aspects of these repons 
dealt with the culture in the laborarmy. The fBI internal investigation found that 
"[t]o disagree was not an expected rcsponsc,"'04 and the IG reported that "fBl 
examiners did not attempt to dctcnninc lhe basis of the [Spanish National 
Police'sJ doubts before reiterating that they were 'absolutely confident' in the 
identification on April 15, a full week before the FAI Laboratory met with the 
SNP.''10

' 

ld. at '.nil. 
29" Id. The judge added: ''In a I 99S rest conrluctcd by 11 commercial testing 

service, less 1Jia11 l1~lf ofthc fingerprint cxmlli1K,rs were ab!c co iuc11tify correctly all of1hc matches 
and eliminate the non-matches. On a similar test in 1998, less than sixty percent of the examiner~ 
were able to make all identifications and climi11ation,.... An error ra1c 1hat runs r:!11iarkahly close 
to chance can hm<lly be viewed as acccpt.ible under r>m,berr." Id. at 275. 

lQ:} Id. Hf 276 . 
.mo Id . 

.ifli See Suri.l KcrshH\V, Spain oucl (JS. aJ 0,1,fs on A1istaken Terror Arresl, \l.Y. 
TIMI'S, Jun. 5, 2004, at A I (Spanish authorities clcltrcd Brandon :Vfoyficld and rnatchetl the 
fintlcrprints IO an Algerian national); Flynn :VlcRobcrts & Maurice l'oss!cy, Report Blus1s FBI 
l(Jb: Peer l'n:.w/1"(: I.eel to /<'(J/se /I) of M<1drid Fi11gerpri11t. Ctll. TRm., J\ov. 11, 2004, at l. 

102 See Rohen A. Stt1c::y, A Report ou rhe Erroneous Fi11ge1pri11r lndividualizution 
i111he Madrid Tmin Hom/Jing Casct, 54 J F0Rr:r-.-s1c lDf:NTlfK;\ 1ION 707 (200,J). 

~:)_; s,~e ()ff"ICr or Tl IE ll'<SPECTOR (;r-:i'.r♦:HAI ., U.S. r>EP'T or .JUSTICE, A Rf:VIE\V OF 

Tl II. Fill'S IIANI H.:'-lli UI TIii: IJR,\ "-.;l)()"\/ \!lA y~ 11-'.I.IJ CASI,, U-.;u I\~~ 1~,EI) EXl'CU 11vr SlJ\1MARY i 
(2006) ("Having fou11d ns nwny ilS IO poi1,1s of um,s11al si111ilnri1y, the f-DI examiners began to 
'finer additio,u,I foan:rcs in (the print] 1ha1 wen: not really rlicrc, bur rnthcr were suggested 10 the 
1:,rnmincrs by fellturcs i11 the Mnyficld prints."). 

Stacey. s1qm, nott 3()2. at 713. 

Ol·"l'ICI: OF TII!: 1,.sr•:U(JR Cil:'if.R;\~. SlljJ/"li nu,e 303, at I0. 
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In addition to highlighting the Jack of foundational research, these events 
raised a hosr of other issues, including (I) thc role of cognitive bias in subjective 
techniqucs,-1°6 (2) the lack of well-defined standa,ds,:1o7 C,) thl: failure to ad111inister 
rigorotJs proficiency tcsts/0

~ (4) the manipulation ofrcs~arch/09 and (5) other 
instances ofmisidcnrifications. 31 c The f!Jl did not undertake a serious review or 
fingerprints until it was compelled to address the issm.: due to thi.: negative 
publicity surrounding the Mayfield misidentilication. Lven tb<.:n, however, the 

See lticl E. Di-or ::t cl.. Co111ext1wl /r:fimnution Renders Erpens VulnernMe to 
Making 1:.·,nim~"11s ldc,11tifiwriom, 156 f-ORE:--JSIC SCI. bT'L 7'1 (2006) (1:.:porling an experiment 
that showed fingerprint examiners chunged their opicions when prnvidecl with irrelevant 
inform:11ion); Eli:i:abeth F. Loflu<i & Simon A. Cole, Letter, Contumi11ated Fvid{!11cc•, .l04 SCIE~<:J; 
959 (:\fay 1'1, 2004) (''[F)orensit: scientists remain stubbornly unwilling to confront and control the 
problem of bins, in:sis1ing that it can be overcome through sheer force of will aml good 
intentions."); Stacey, supra note 302, at 71 J ("confir111ation hias'') S<!e gen<!rally l) Michael 
Ri~ingcr cl .ii., The DaubcniKumho Implications ofOhs<!rver 1-:ffi!r:ts in Fomnsfr· Sf"ie11u1: Hidd1m 
f'rnhfo111:s ofExpectation and Su,:gestion, 90 CAI. I.. Rr-.v. I, 19 (2002). 

,er, Examiners follow a procedure known as An,ilysis, Comparison, r:valuation, and 
Verification (ACE-V). See Z<1hell, suµra Mrc 275, at 178 ("ACF.-V i:; an uc:runym. 1101 a 
me;lwdolor,y. ll is merely the common sc115c description ofwhnt anyo11e would do if they were 
examining a latent and ..i c..indidatc source print."). 

j•: ~ 
1 See C'risp, 124 FJd i'\t 274 (4!h Cir. /003) (\1ichacl: J., dissenting) (''Proficiency 

resting is typically based on a study of prints that an:: for superior to those usually retrievi.!d from a 
cri,nc scene."); /./em Pim.a, I R.8 F. Supp. 2d at 565 (1101iug tlwt "the Fl.ll examiners gut very high 
proficiency grndcs, but the tests they took did noL ... [Ojn the prc~ent recon1 I conclude that the 
proficiency tcm are less de1JJan<ling th;m they should be."): Jcr,nifor L. Mnookin, Editorial, 11 
llluw to the Credibility o/Fin!f.<!rprim F.vide11ce, I3USTON GL0ttt·:, fcb. 2, 2004 ('"There arc no 
systematic proficiency tests to cvalumc examiners· skill. Thusc lc.,ts that exist an; not rourindy 
used and arc substand:1rd. "). 

Se<, Donald Kennedy, t.:ditorial, Forensic Science: Oxymoron 1, 302 SCIE\fCE 

1625 (2001) (discussing the cancellatiun ofa National Academics project designed to examine 
various forensic science techniques, including fingerprinting, becm1sc the Dep..irtments of Justice 
and Defense insisted on :1 right of" review that the ,\rndemy lrnri refused In other gmnt sponsors); 
United States v. Mitchell, 365 F.3d 215,238 (:ld Cir. 20011) C'Wc arc deeply discomforted by 
Mitchell's rnnH.:ntion sup purred by Or. l{au ·s c1ccount of events, thoug.li contradicted by other 
witr.esse:; rhat a co11spirncy within the D..:panment of .Justice int~nrion,Jily ck!ayed the reil:asc of 
the solicitation until alter \1itchcll's_jmy reached a vcrdic:f. Dr. R11u':; :;tory, iftn:c, would he ,1 
danming indictment of the ethics of those involved."). Sec ge11cnil~v Paul C. Giarn,clli, Da·.1ber1 
OIi(/ Fo,·ensic S1:i<m,.e. The Pitfitlls 1~/La11, En/inn•111e11r Ccmtrol of Scie111ijic Resecm h, 1.011 U. 
111.JNOIS L. REV. 53 (discussing the lllclnipulation of forensic science research, im:luding 
fingerprint research) 

·'"n See Si1non /\. Cole, ..t1ore Thon '/r.~rrJ: Acf·ounting /or l:'rror i11 l.otenl 

Fi11ge1pri111 /Jenti/in11io11, <):i l CRIM. L. & CR::-.irNOLOCiY 985 (2005) (collccling ?.J cnscs 
involving niistakcs). The misidcntilic,1tion cases include some 1lw1 involved (I) vcritk111ion by 
011c or more otl:er examiners, (2) cx<11i.in.:rs ccnifii.:d by the lntcmational Associc11io11 of 
Identification, (3) proccrl1,rcs using a sixteen-point sran<!ard, and ('I) defense experts who 
corroooratccJ n1iside11tific,Jlions made hy prosecution experts. Id. at 985: R1:11.rn1111hl,, /)011h1: C:011 
Wrt T/"1/sl Crime LohS:'. (.'l\'IJ PRl:Sl:"-TS, Jan 9. 200S (clisc1:ssin!1 the 111isick111ifira1ion of Ricki 
J,1ckso11, wilo spent two years in prison). 
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F81 still ch,m1c1erizcd the technique ns ''scientific."' 1 

The scientific community continued to note t}11; lm.:k of research,312 
- and 

the courts continued to ignore this fact.3 u ln<lee<l, in Unired States v. Baines/ 1• 1 

decided in 2009, the head of the Fm fingerprint section tcsti ficd: "As ro these 
'false positives' ... the I-BJ had 'made, on average, about one erroneous 
identification every 11 years.' The total number of identifications made has been 
about one million per year, ... so that the known actual error rate was about one 
per eleven million idcntifications."J:s Problematically, he merely assumed that all 
the other identifications were correct, thus disqualifying his analysis. Perhap., the 
most troubling aspect of this testimony was the lack of self-awareness for a person 
who claimed to be a scicntist.1'(, 

3. NAS Forensic Science Report (2009) 

Fingerprint examiners follow a procedure known as Analy.;is, 
Comparison, Evaluation, and Verification (ACE-V). The 2009 NAS report 
observed that since "the ACE-V method docs not specify particular measurements 
or a standard test protocol, ... examiners must make subjective assessments 
throughout."1 

: 
7 Tims, the ACE-V method is too "broadly stated" to "qualify as a 

See llrncc Hudowle et <1I., Review ofthe Scientific Basis for Friction Ridge 
Comparisons usu MP.<.111.1' o(ltl,mti/icu1io11: CommillP.t! Fi,1di11g~ and Recommendatinn.1·, 8 
FORl'l-.:~lf' SCL C0\,1M (fan 2006). 

·
112 See Donald Kennedy & Rich:1rd A. M(!rrill, Assessint,: Forensic Science, 20 

Jssur.s JN SCI. & T1n1 33 (Fall 2003) ("The increiiscd use of DNA analysis, which ha~ undergnnc 
extensive validation, hn~ thrown into relief the less firmly Cl'edc11tialed stams of other forensic 
science idcntificatio111edmiques (fingerprints. fiher analysis, hair analysis, hallistics, hite marks, 
amt tool marks). These have not undergone the type of cxtcn~ive testing and verification that is the 
lrnllm;irk of science elsewhere."); 7.~bc11, n1p,·a note 27.5, at 164 ("Although there is a suhstllntiat 
ii1crn1ure on the u11i4ucm:ss of fing<.:rprints, it i~ ~urprising how lillle tr lie scientific support for the 
proposition exists."). 

11 
' See. e.g., t;nilcU StHtcs v. Perm~ 586 F.3<l 105> 110 (1st Cir. 2009) (0 The district 

court <lid not abuse irs discr<.:tion. l\'um<.:rous <.:ourts have fount! expert testimony on tingerprint 
identification hascd on the AC'E-V mcthocl ro he snfticicnrly rclinhlc unclcr Dau/)(m."); United 
Srntes v. /\brcu, '106 FJd l 3(M. 1307 (I Ith Cir. 2005) ("[Tlhc fingerprint cvidcnccadmillcd in 
thi.s case satisfied Oa11h<:n.. ); \Jiiitr::c1 Stat::-s v. Janis, 3~7 F.3d 6K2, 690 (8th Cir. 2004) (''We 
c1>m:ludc the <.fo11ic1 cm1rr did nor err in :.1lmining the fingerprinl expert's testimony.''); United 
Stmcs v. ~itchcll, 3(l5 r.3d 215,241 (3d Cir. 2004). 

11 1 
' 573 FJ<l 979 (10th Cir. 7-009). 

Id :ir 984. 

'" Se,! WIIITE I lousr PCAST REPORT, supra nole .B, at 53 ("The fallacy is 
obvious: lhc expert simply assumed without evidence that eve1y error in c:<1sc.:work. had <.:omc to 
light."). 

JI,: ~AS FORJ:NSIC K.i:l'OR :·• .,11pr11 lll>IC? 1, ,ll I 39. 
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validatcd nH.:thod for this type ofanalysis.";:~ The report added that "I l !ht: laH.:nt. 
print community in the Cnitt:d States has csclu.:wcd nrnncrical scores and 
corresponding thrcsholcls" and consequently relies "on primarily subjective 
criteria'' in making the ultimate attrihution dccision.319 In making the decision, the 
examiner must rlraw on his or her personal cxpericm:c.: to cvaluatc suc.:h fact0rs as 
"inevitable variations in pn.:ssurt:," but lo dutc those factors have not been 
"characterized, quantifiecl, or cornpared."'1.c In addition, the report gave shon shift 
to the zero-error-rate argument, finding that "c.;laims that these analy:;cs have zero 
error rates arc nor scicnti11cally plausiblc."i2

: In conc.:lusion, the report outlinccl an 
agencla for the research it considcn.:d necessary ;'ft]o properly underpin the process 
of friction ridge identification."m 

Several studies were published alkr the NAS rcport.m The most 
important was a FBI study published in 2011, n 

4 which is discussed below. 

4. While !louse ?CAST Repor/ (20/6) 

According to the White I louse PCJ\ST report, ;'latent fingerprint analysis 
is a foundationally valid subjective mcthodology";1

~ and the FBI "significantly 
advarn.:c<l th1.: field" by conducting the black-box study. Ncvcrthckss, the false 
positive rate 

is substantial and is likely to he higher than expected by many jurors based 
on longstanding claims about the infallibility of fingerprint analysis. The 
false-positivi.: rate coulu he as high as I error in 306 c.:ascs base<l on the 
FBI study and I error in 18 cases based on a study by another crime 

Id. at 142. 
Jilt; Id. at 1'11. 

n:, Id. at \t\t\. Moreover, examiner, lack population frequency data to quantify how 
rnrc (ll' common 11 particular type ofiing::rprinr ch,1rnctcristic is. Id. at 144. 

_;~i Id m lt\2. See a/.,·o id. al I'13 C'Son1e in the latefll print co111munity argue that 
the mcthod itsc.:lf, if followed correctly ... l:;is a 7.cro error r,:tc. Ckarly, thi~ assertion is unn.:alistic 
.... The incthocl, mid the pcrfonrnu:cc or those who :1sc ir, arc inextricably linked, and both 
ii:vo!vc multiple source~ of cl'ror (l'.g., errors ir: ;,;xeculing tl1c proer.:ss steps, as well a.; errors in 
hunrnn j11dg1uc11t.") . 

. •t:! Id. <H ]11/4. 

Sc'.e W111rr: Hou~i: PC/\ST REPORt, s11p•c11101, 33, .ic 91-95 

B.T. Ukry c:t ,d., Acl111·c1l? wHI lfrliu/Ji!irF of Fon-11sic La/('11/ Fi11gc:1pri11t 
Def'isiom, I 08 PROC. >l,n'L ACI\D. SCI. 7733 (2011) (..To ,•,ttc1:1pl to e11s11re that tlic 11on-n:a tcd 
pairs were reprcse111a1ive or the type of mateh~s that n:ight arise wher. pol ice i<lcntify a suspect by 
searching fi11gerpri nt uatab,1scs, the known prints were: .,ckc:tcd by sc.ird1ing the latl·1:I priuts 
against tbc 58 million tingcrprin t:- in the [J\ utomatcd Fingcrprint Id~·ntificmiun System I database 
,H!d sc lccti1:g one of the closc.,t 1mttching hits ... ) 

.<.!,• WIIITE Jlnus, /'(/\ST Ri:l'ORI. \///}/'// l'.Olt: .1.1, ill 9-iO, 
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laboratory. In reporting n:sults or [aj latent-fingerprint examination. it is 
important to :stale the folsc-positivc rates based on properly designed 
validation studies[ .]'17

(; 

Moreover, "testimony a~serting ,my spcci fie level of increased accuracy (beyond 
that measured in the studies) due to blind independent verification would bc 
scientifically inappropriak, as speculation unsupported by empirical evidcnce."327 

5. AAAS Fi11gerpri11t Report (2017) 

ln Scptcmbcr 2017, the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science published an extensive report on fingerprint analysis.328 An accompanying 
news release, sumrnari7.ed the reports findings: "Courtroom testimony and reports 
:staling or even those implying that fingerprints collected from a crime scene 
bdong to a single person are indefensible and lack scientific foundation ...."129 

The repon. reached a number of conclusions. First, claims that experts can 
identify the source of a latent print with 100% accurat.:y, an~ "clearly overstated 
and are now wi<ldy recognized as indcfcnsiblc."330 Second, use of the knn 
"identification" in rcpo11s and testimony even with qualificmions "fail to deal 
forthrightly with the level of uncertainty thut exists in latent print examination" 
and "cannot be justified scientifically."331 Third, bt.:causc of public 
misconceptions experts "should acknowledge: (I) that the conclusions being 
reported are opinions rather than facts (as in all pattern-matching disciplin~s), (2) 
that it is not possible for a l~tent print examiner to determine that two friction 
ridge impressions originated from the·samc source to the exclusion or all others; 
and (3) that errors havc oc1:urrcd in studies of t.hc accurncyof latent print 
examination. ")37 

The report went on to make scvenil recommendations . .Experts should 
"avoid statements that claim or imply thut the pool of possible sources is limited 
to a single person. Terms like 'match,' 'identification,' 'individualization' and 

Id. at 10. 

Id. at 99. 
J\1\/\S rJNGl:Rl'IW,T Rn•o1n, supI·11 note 14. 

•,:
9 ,--\nnc Q. r loy Fing<'1pri11t Sourc.e Identity lacks ,\',·i,~11rf/ic B,,sis.for Legal 

C<'i'lai111y: More R<'Sl/!ll'C'h i1110 Va/idur of'Fi11ge1pri111 Comparisons ;Vc,<cded, f'or,:11~h: Rr:porl 
Soy.~. Scpl. 15, 2017. 

•J:1 AAAS fJN(il·.l(l'R(t,' r REPORT, supro note 34, at 9. 

Id ,11 10. 
·., .. 

Id. ,'.t 11. 
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their synonyms, iinply more that the science can sustain."m In addition, ex pens 
should "be prepared to <liscuss forlhrightly the rcsulls of ri:.:scan;h stu<li.:.:s that 
tcslc<l the accuracy of latent print examiners on realistic known-source 
samplc~."JJ4 

Despite the ruckus createtl by !,/era Plaza and the Mayfield liasco, 
examiner testimony rernaine(I unclumgt:d. Testimony such as "zero error rates," 
"matches to the exclusion or all other fingerprints," and "100 percent certainty" -
which had been use<l for decades--· continued, while the fingerprint community 
remain oblivious that such statements were scientifically implausible. As with 
firearms identification, there is a "losl decade" during which more rescar<:h could 
have been contluctcd. As one judge noted in a 2003 dissent: "The government 
has had ten years to comply with Daubert. 1t should not he given a pass in this 
case."3

J
5 Those words were written fourteen years ago. 

On a positive note, the Mayfield incident <lid trigger the fl:31's hlaek box 
study, which was a significant achievement. Still, this srudy was released JOO 
years after the courts first admitted fingerprint evi<lcncc.336 The White House 
PCAST report found it "distressing'' that properly conscrucccd validation studies 
had only been conducted recently and only one study had heen published in a 
pccr-r<!viewed joumal.337 Dauhen had little cffect.m 

.,'l Id. Tl1l! r1:port sugg1.:sted thal "c:xa111i111.:rs might say som1.:thing like thl! 
following: 

'The latent prir.t on Exhibit 1:11 and the record fingerprint bearing the name 
XXXX have a great dea: of corresponding riclgc dcrnil with no differences thut 
would indic111e they were m;ioc by difiel"cnt fingcl"s. There is no w,1y to 

cktcrminc how many other people 11,ight hnvc a finger with a corresponding set 
of ridge femurcs, b1,1 thi~ degree ofsin1ilari1y is for greater than I have ever seen 
in 11nn-111a1rlicd comparisons.' 

/cl. at ; I. 

hi. 

Crisp, 32-1 F.Jd at 272 {:vlid:ac:. J., di.,s~r.ting). 

Ser: s1,pm tc1<t ;,cco1:ipa11ying notc 270. 
W1111·,: JIOUS!: l'C/\ST REPORT, .rnprn nulc 33. c1t 95. 

'J• Some couris did placed limita1ions on tb:: tes1imuny. See, e.g, Mircl,e/1, 365 
F.3d at 245 4(1 ("'Tcsti111011y al the; Du1d)(!il hc.;ari11g incfa.:alcd thal sorn<.: lc1tc111 fi11gcrpi-in1 
ciwmincrs insist thnt there is no cnor rntc associated with thi.:ir activities or that th1.: 1.:xc1mina1ion 
process is irrcd11cihly suhjcc1ivc. This won Id he out-of-place 11111-lcr Ruic 702."); Commonwealth 
v. Ga111bor,1. 933 'J.L2d SO, 61 n. 22 1:Vh,ss 2010) ("'opinions expressing nhsolmc certainly about, 
or tl1e infailihdiry or, an 'individ11:1liza1ion· of a print should be avoided"). 
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IV. FORENSIC SCIF.NCE RESEARCH 

By now it is almost a truism that too many forensic disciplines are not 
grounded in science - and yet their adherents continue to claim the mantle of 
science. The NAS report emphasized the "notable dearth of peeMeviewed. 
published studies establishing the scientific bases and validity ofmany forensic 
methods."m Indeed, the co-chair of the NAS committee, Judge Harry Edwards, 
later stated: "I think that the most important part ofour Committee's Report is its 
call for real science to support the forensic disciplines. "340 Not surprisingly, the 
report triggered extensive commentary.341 One article cataloged the numerous 
ways in which forensic science has failed to develop a research culture342 and 
argued that the "core values" ofa scientific culture "are empiricism, tronsparency, 
and an ongoing critical perspective."343 Another article documented the serious 
problems that have arisen when the law enforcement controls forensic research.344 

A. National Commission on Forensic Science (2013-17) 

To its credit, the DOJ, in partnership with the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST), established the National Commission on 
Forensic Science in 2013. The commission's task was to enhance the practice and 
improve the reliability of forensic science.345 Early on, the commission crented a 
subcommittee on scientific inquiry and research, which undertook the task of 
reviewing bibliographies of foundational literature that had been compiled by 
various forensic disciplines.346 The subcommittee quickly concluded that even a 

1':AS FOKlil'\SIC REPORT, supra note 21, al 8. 

·''"' lloncmiblc l(;my T. Edwards, The:: '.'latiunal Academy ofSciences Report on 
Fon:11si<: Sci<:r:c<:s: Wbat iI Mc.ins for the nem:h and Bar, Address at Conference of Superior 
Cm;rt uf the Oistrict of Columbia, Wa5hington, D.C, \!lay 6, 2010, at 7 . 

.;:i See Paul C. Giannelli, The! 2009 NAS H.eport: A Lire,·arwe Review, 48 CRl\-1. I.. 
BlJl.1. 378 i2012) (listing numerous articles and conforcnccs). 

-'~ 1 Jennifer L. ;\1nookin ct al., The Needfrn- a Research Culture in rhe Forensi<: 
Sci<!111·es, SK lJCLA L Rrv. 725 (201 I). 

Id at 712. 

!-' See 1',ll;l C.'. (iiannclli, Dm1bcr1 011d Fon!11sir: S<:ienc<!: 'lhe Pitf'ulls of'l(lw 
l~nfilrutmrnl ( 

0 

1)11/n,/ o/'S1.ienti/fr: Research, 2011 U. lLL. L. REV. 53. 

.~.:~ ~;:nic)o,iJ Co,n1nission on forensic Science, U.S. Dcpartn1<.::nt of Justit;C: 
h1tps:iiwww.j11sticc.govincts (last visited ). 

·'"· 1\s ;1 rrsult ol'thc NAS report, !lfl lntcragcney Working (iroup - the Research 
JkvclopJ11cnt l\:ch11ology ,mcl r:valuation (RDT&E) of lhc ~ationc1l Science ancl Technology 
Cuum:il ';; Subculll1J1it1e;: 011 Forensic Science was taskecl with idenlif'yiug found/llional research 
lon:nsic scirnc.:~.,. :'\l,•.1ional Sci~ncc and Technology Council Cmrnnittce on Science 
Subcom111im·c on hHC:nsic .Science, May 2, 2014, Office of Science & Trcbnology Policy. The 
RDT&E committee requested Scientific Working Croups (SWG) with addressing a series of 
uisciplinc•spccif1c questions. In response, litcrnturr co111pc11dium., wc1c submitted to 1hc RDT&l: 
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"cursory rcvic:w" of the hihliographies raised serious concerns. One basic 
problem involved !he definition of foundutional litcrmurc. According lo tl1c 
subcommittee, ''liJn some cases, it was unclear which literature citations are 
crucial to support the foundation of a particular forensic disciplinc. »m This 
finding led the suhcomrniHce to define the term: foumlational, scientific literature 
should consist of"original research, <;uhstantive reviews of the original research, 
clinical trial rep011s, or reports of consensus development conferences."3

,.~ 

Tellingly, the subcommittee felt compelled co add: "While other fonm of 
dissc:rn ination of research anu praclit.:i..: ( e.g., oral and poster prcsc:ntations at 
meetings, workshops, personal communications, editorials, dissertations, theses, 
and letters to editors) play an important role in science, the open, peer-reviewed 
literature is what endures and forms a foundation for further advancements."rn 

1·hc subcommittee's second concern was that "some of tbc cited literature 
had not undergone a rigorous peer-review rroccss.":•~0 Peer review by other 
members of a forensic discirline is not sufficient_;~, Y1any of the reviewers are 
not scientists, anc..l then~ is the problem with role bias. According lO the 
subcommittee, foundational research should be subjected to "rigorous peer review 
with inuependent external reviewers to validate the accuracy ... fand] overall 
consistency with scientific norms of practice"m and "publisht::d in a journal that is 
searchable using free, publidy available st:rirch engines."m With few exceptions, 

i.:ommiuec by several forensic worki11g groups . 

.w Nar'I Comm'n on Forensic Sci., U.S. Dcµar1111cn1 of.Justice, Views Document 
on Scicfllific l.itcr;11urc in Support olTorcnsic Science nm.I Prnc1ice (adopted at NCFS Mcering #5 

J.i1111a1y 30, 2015) fhcn.:i1mftcr Views Oocumcnl on S1,;icn1ific Likrnturc ) . 
.',UC Id. 

Id 

Id 

,i. See United Stales v. Crisp, .124 F.3d 261 t 274 (4th Cir. 2003) (~1ichae1> J., 
dissenting) ("Fin!!_(:rprinr cx;1111incrs, ... have: their own prokssium1I publiciilions .... ~ut unlike 
1ypic.1I scien1ilic jo11rm:ls, the fing<:rprint public,:tions du 1101 nm articks that inc:h,d:; or prompt 
l'ritiquc 01 rc,111uly~is by lllhcr scic1:tis1s. lndc:::d, few of the articles address the principles of 
iingcrpri111 am,lysis and idcntiiic.:,Hion m ;ill ...."}. Sn: 11/so Zahell, s11pra note 275, at 164 
C'Al1hough thcrt· is ,1 substm11ial li1crntu1·c on the uniqueness of fin)'..\crprints, it is surpri;;ing how 
iiulc lruc scicnrific supporl for the proposition ~xists.") . 

.:~~ Vic\".,.S Docu1ncnt on Scicn,ific l.i1cra1urc, supra note .11J7 (0 Puhli~he<l in a 
jo11rnal that n1ai11rnin~ a clear and pl•blicly available statclllent ofpurpo,c that cncoun1ges (:thical 
,onduct -;1,ch :is di;;dusurc of porcn1ial 1.:011nicts of interest i11tegrnl to the peer review pmcess.") . 

.''.'• Id ()tlicr pub(ic*11ioo requirc111cnt:; incluc.ic: { 1) ••f>nblishcd in a journal or hook 
that has an l111cnu11io11al Sta11d,1nl N11111bcr (ISSN for juurmils; ISBJ\ for books) ;md rrcogrii7.cd 
cxpt'rl(s) /IS a111l:ors {:·or book~) or on ils r:.di1orial 11oard (for journals)." (2) "Published in a 
journ.il lh,11 is indcxl:d in da1;1bas<:s rh;i! :ire a1;;1ilablc through ac.i<kmic librmic., ,incl other scrvic..-s 
(q.1, . .ISTOR, W.:b or Scicnt.:c, A~,1dc:nir Sc,111.:il Co111plc1c, an<l Scifindcr Schol<1r)." 

SJ 
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the disciplines considered above have not satisfied these requirements.1s4 

Another recommendation, one on technical merit, provides: "All forensic 
science methodologies should be evaluated by an independent scientific body to 
characterize their capabilities and limitations in order to accurately and reliably 
answer a specific and clearly defined forensic question."3~~ Significantly, the 
commission recommended that the NIST be the independent scientific evaluator 
within the justice system. 

B. White House PCAST Report (2016) 

Unlike the commission, which had a broad mandate, the White House 
PCAST report focused only on the validation issue. It took pains to explain the 
concept of validation, noting that forensic methods must be based on empirical 
studies and be "repeatable, reproducible, and accurate, at levels that have been 
measured and are appropriate to the intended application."356 The report 

m Another commission document provided guidance for evaluating scientific 
literature. Nat'I Comm. on Forensic Sci.. Department of Justice, Views Document on Identifying 
and Evaluating Literature that Supports the Basic Principles ofa Forensic Science Method or 
Forensic Science Discipline (adopted at NCFS Meeting #9 - March 22, 2016). Including: 
• Is the problem or hypothesis clearly stated? 
• Is the sc;ope of the article clearly stated as appropriate (article, case study, i-eview, 
technical note, etc.)? 
• Is the literature review current, thorough, and relevant to the problem being studied? 
• Does this work fill a clear gap in the liter11ture or is it confinnatory and/or incremental? 
• Arc the experimental procedures clear and complete such that the work could be eiisily 
reproduced! 
• Are the experimental methods appropriate to the problem? 
• Arc the methods fully validated to the necessary level of rigor (fit for purpose)'? 
• Are lhe data nnalysis and statistical methodology :ippropriate for the problem, and 
explained clearly so it can be reprod\lced'? 
• Arc the experimental .-esults clearly and completely presented and discussed? 
• Arc omissions and limitations to the study discussed and explained'! 
• Arc 1he results and conclusions reasonable and defensible based on the work and the supporting 
lit1:ranire'? 
• Arc «he citations and .,;fcrcnces complete and accurate? 
• Are the reference~ original (primary) nnd not secondc1ry? 
• Arc funding :.ources and other potential sources ofconflict of interest clearly stated'! 

''~ Nai'l Comm. on Forensic Sci., Department of Justice, Views Document on 
To.:chnical MeriI Evaluation of Forensic Science Methods and Practices (Adopted at NCFS 
Meetmg# IO - June 21. 2016 ). Recommendalion: Reeommendalion on Technical Merit Evaluation 
of Forensic Science Melhods and Practice (adopted at NCFS Meeting # I I Scptcmbe,- 12, 20 I 6). 

WIIITE HOUSE PCAST REPORT, s11pn1 note 33, at 4-5. Here, "repeatable" means 
m1 examiner reaches lhc same resull when analyzing lhe same sample. "Reproduc,bh:" mean~ lhat 
diff<.·rent 1:xamincrs reiich the same result when analyzing the same sample. The term "11ccurate" 
111~·,ms tlmt "an cxmniner obt.ains correct results bolh {I) for samples from the same source (true 
po~itivcs) and (2) for samples from different sources (true ncgmivcs}." Finally, "'rdiability" means 
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recogni7,ed that forensic methods may be either objective or subjective. 
Foundational validity for objective methods "can be established by studying [and] 
measuring the accuracy, reproducibility, and consistency ofeach of its individual 
steps."357 By definition, this approach is not possible with subjective techniques 
because they involve significant human judgment. Consequently, validity and 
reliability for these methods must be based on "black-box studies" (as if a "black 
box" is in the examiner's head), in which numerous examiners make decisions on 
many independent tests in order to determine error rates.3511 

Importantly, the report also specified what does not qualify as validation: 
"experience, judgment, good professional practices (such as certification 
programs and accreditation programs, standardized protocols, proficiency testing, 
and codes ofethics) cannot substitute for actual evidence of foundational validity 
and reliability."359 Moreover, expressions ofconfidence by individual examiners 
or a consensus among practitioners about the accuracy cannot substitute for "error 
rates estimated from relevant studies." In sum, empirical evidence is the "sine qua 
non" for establishing foundational validity.360 

PCAST also recommended that NIST conduct scientific evaluations of the 
validity of current and new forensic technologies: "To ensure the scientific 
judgments are unbiased and independent, such evaluations should be conducted 
by an agency which has no stake in the outcome."361 

Jn response, DOJ released a statement criticizing the report - on the day 
of its release. According to DOJ, the PCAST report "does not mention numerous 
published research studies which seem to meet PCAST's criteria for appropriately 
designed studies providing support for foundational validity. That omission 
discredits the PCAST report as a thorough evaluation ofscientific validity."362 

PC/\ST, in turn, invited all stakeholders to identify validity studies that it might 
have overlooked. ''DOJ ultimately concluded that it had no additional studies for 

repcatubility, l'eproducibilicy, and accuracy. Id. at 47 . 
.is, Id. at 5. 

Id. ar 5-6. 

Id. 
Id 

"'' Id. The NAS report considered NIST before recoll)mending an independent 
agency but rejected the idea bec.iuse, at that time, NIST had limited tics to forensic science. NAS 
FORENSIC' REl'ORT, .wpm note 21. at 17. 

Jt,~ Department of J11s1ice, Comment Letter on PCAST's Report to the President on 
Forensic Science in Federal Cirminal Courts: Ensuring Scientific Validity of Pattern Comparison 
Methods (Sept. 20. 201<>)}. 
httr://www.crim<: seen~ invcsrigafor.ncI/f>OF/tbi-rcsponsc-to-forensic-science-in-feder.il-criminal
cour1s-cnsunng scic111ilic-v.ilidity-of-pattcrn-compa.-ison-me1hods.pdf. 
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PCAST to consider."1
'' 

1 Nor did the more than 400 papers submitted by twc::nty
six rcspomknls cause PCAST to change its positions. The bottom line remained: 
·'In science, e1npirical testing is the only way to establish the vc1lidity and degree 
of reliability ofsuch an empirical method. l·ortunatcly, crnpirical testing of 
empirical methods is feasible. Th\.:rc is no justifo.:ation for accepting that a 
method is valid and reliable in the absence of appropriate empirical evi<lence."364 

I !owevcr, most prior studies use "c.:lose<l-set design." In these studies, ';the correct 
source of each questioned sample is always present; studit:s using the closed-set 
design have underestimated the false-positive and inconclusive rates by more than 
JOO-fold. " 365 

IV. INOl(PEt\[)lt'.~T ScrnNTIHC REvmw 

As discussed above, the courts have coo often failed to fulfill their 
Hgatekeeper"366 fi..mc1ion un<ler Daubert. However, the Daubert Coun also 

suggested that the adversary system would serve as a complementary safeguard, 
noting that "[v]igorous cross-examination, presentation ofcontrary evidence, and 
careful instrnction on the burden of proof are the traditional and appropriate 
means ofattacking shaky but admissible evidence."i61 

Yct, these "traditional" means have also prove<l inadequate. Aftt:r the 
release of the ?\AS report, some commentators focused on defense counsel's 
incompclence.368 Moreover, a 2009 stu<ly of the cases of 137 convicts exonerated 
hy D>JA profiling revealed that ''[d]efense counsel rarely mc1de ,my objections to 

the invalid forensic science testimony in these trials and rarely effectively 
cross-examined forensic analysts who provid<::<l invalid science tcstirnony."369 

One commentator summed it up this way: 

PRESID[:-JT'S COCI\CILOr ADVISORS Ol\ SCIENCE AND Ti-:CII\IOLOGY, Al\ 

ADUENDlJ:'v1 TO TIIF. !'CAST REPORT 01\ FORl'NSJC SOl'Nr:E IN Cln\-1:1\i\( COLRTS 3 (.Jall. 6, 

20 I 7).htcps://obarnawhi tchouse .archives.g<,vt;;itcs/de fauI1/lilesin1i crn si tcsio~•p/l'C AST ipcast fon:n 
sic.s ad(kndum finalv2.pclf 

Id. at 1. 

Id. at 7. 
Dm,bert, S09 l:.S. ;1t 597 ("a gatekc~ping rnk for rhe judge.. ). 

Id. ~• 596 (ciling Rock v. J\rkans11s, 483 U.S. 44, 6 I ( I 987)). 

~c,~ Se<< Gertner, sup,·a nok 31, at 790 ("[T jhc '.'!AS Report's con~·erns will not be 
folly ll)Cl until a<lvocacy drnnges." ); I) Michael Hi,inger, The NAS!lvRC Repwt 011 Forensic 
Science.· A }'(1/h finword fraught with Pitfi,/ls, 20 IO UTMI I. Rrv 225, 242 ("C1in1inal defonsc 
lawyer~ ... ar<: s11pposcd to be the people who recognize bogu., expert c:aims, challwgc them, 
move 10 get 1hcm excluded, and undermine those that survive exclusion by knowledgcahlc, 
tliornugh, and telling cross-examination. On the whole, they don't clo any nJ'tbcsc things very 
wdl.''). 

Gancll & :---!culcld, .H/Ji/'/1 nolc R9, al 89. 
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Unlike the extremely well-litigated civil challenges, the criminal 
defendant's challenge is usually perfunctory. Even when the most 
vulnerable forensic sciences -· hair microscopy, bite marks, and 
handwriting arc attackcd, the courts routinely atfirm admissibility citing 
earlier decisions rather than facts establi~hed at a hearing. Def'ensc 
lawyers generally fail to build a challenge with appropriate witnesses and 
n~w data. Thus, even if inclined to mount a Daubert challenge, they lack 
the:: requisite:: knowkdgc an<l skills, as well as the fonds, to succeed:no 

Although defense bar bears some responsibility for .Daubert 's fail11rc, 
there..: arc limits to what can be expected of overburdened and chronically 
underfundc<l pub lit: defenders whcn dealing with expert testimony. Detter training 
for defense counsel (which is sorely needed) is not sufficient. Similarly, acccss to 
defense experts (also sorely needed) will not be adequate.311 Defense experts can 
challenge prosecution t:xperts' methods and opinions but do not have the funds to 
conduct foundational research, nor can they act as independent evaluators of 
foundational research on an ongoing basis. 

In addition, prosecutors are ethically obliged to avoid the use of flawed 
forensic testimony.m Yet, the National District Attorney,; Association recently 
asserted that bite mark evidence is a "reliable sciencc"m - an untenable position. 

The jnsticc systcrn is incapable ofproviding this expertise. An alternative 
paradigm is needed, An independent scientific review is required. t\AS has 
published the most authoritative and independent reviews of forensic science. In 
addition to the forensic report, NAS has issucs ri;port on sound spi;ctromct.ry 
("voiccprints");rn two DNA rcports,375 polygraph tcsting,376 and bullet lead 

Neufolc.l, supra note 20, at S110. 
•n See Paul C. (}iannelti, Ake v. Oklaho1na: The Righr tu F.xperr As.\·i.~·ra,u:e in u 

Post• Daubert, l'vst-DNA World, 89 COR>JELL L. REV. 1305 (2004) (discussing the legal disprncs 
over 1hc scope of the Ake e.g., whether it npplied lu nun c;apital c11ses and to non psychiatric 
experts) . 

.•.•~ Set•.' P~1ul C. (ii~1nnct1i & Kevin ~e\rfllnigal, Prosecutors, /:.'thics. and Expen 
Wi/1/('SSes, 7(1 FORDI 11\.'vl L. REV. 1493 (2007). 

y:.l See supra text Hccon1pl1nying note 71. 

,o. /\ATJONAL Rr.SE/\RCJ rCOUNCIi., ~,\TJO:-J/\L /\C/\l)EMY OF SCJLKCE, ON TH r, 
Ttll:Ol<Y 1\1\D PRACJICI Or VOIU' IIH-NT!f'IC/\TION ( 1979) . 

.q~ ~;\T;OI\AJ. Rf•:sr::/\RCH Co1;:-Jclt,~ NAT101'AI. /\CAOE\.1Y or SCJE\CE, TJU: 
FV,\ll 1,\TIO\: m FOl11·NSIC f)~A EVlllENf'f- ( 1996); ~/\TJOKAI. RE.Sl'/\RCH Cou;,.;c11, :--;/\TJONAL 

;\C/dll:\1Y 0~ SCll:NCE, J\' ,'\ 1101\AL AC!\DEMY m SCll:NCES, ON/\ lECllNOLOCiY l'l FOR r:N:slC 

SCl~NCE ( !992) 

.~-:!, N.:\TIONAL RESLI\RCfl CUUl\·c:11., ~/\TIO\l,.'\L ACJ\DEtvl\' OF SC'1t:Ncr.:,. Tttr: 
1'01.YliRAl'I I 1\1\D I.Ir-. Dl:TffTJO~ (2003) 
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am1lysis. 17'' 1-3ut NAS is 110! a governmental t:ntiry, aml ih work (kpcnds on 
funding. The justice system needs sdenti fie expertise on a continuing basis 
and thus institutionalized. 

The National Commission's proposal, endorsed by PCAST, taske(l NIST 
with the responsibility of evaluating forensic di.,ciplines on an ongoing basis.37

~ It 
should be adopted. KIST has the expertise and in<lependence for this task and has 
been increasingly involved in forensic research. There would be a cost, but 
lit..igating validity issues across the country at Dauber/ and Frye hearings also has 
a wsl. Moreover, there is a significant expense associated with rectifying the past 
mistakes that occurred with hair,3'19 bullet lea<l/~0 Dl\A/81 an<l arson cases. 

Unfortunately, lhc current Attorney General <.lid not renew the 
commission's charter in Apri} 2017.m The imkpcndcnt scientists on thi..: 
commission objecte<l to this action, writing: 

The Justice Depanment now proposes to improve forensic science 
by moving its oversight and dcvcloprncnt to an offo.;e within the 
department. This is precisely the opposite of what was recommended by 
the National Academy or Sciences repon and the NCFS. It is a step 
backwards, because it reinforces the conditions that contributed to the 
current problems, namely, placing this discipline within the control of law 
enforcement and prosecutors. The Justice Depanment is home to many 
dedicated public servants including scientists whose passion for justice is 

m NATIONAi. RESFARCII COUNCIL, N,\T/ONAL/\CADEMY OF' SCJEt,;CES, FORENSIC 
ANALYSIS: Wt:lGIIINU DULJ.t:J' LEAU EVIDE'lCE (2004). 

In 2005, J>ctcr :'-leufol<l proposed an institute of forensic science. Neufeld, supra 
note 20, at SI 13. 

\j'C) 
Sett Davi<l R. Cameron, Forum: Re.view uf'FIJI Lub Sugg1tsls lluge Nwnb1;1· <~/ 

Wrong/id Convictions, NEW HAYfN RF.GISTER, April 26, 2015 ('The Fl31 review has identilicd 
roughly 2,500 case:; thut lit those criteria. The review is still in its early stages; thu5 far, ir has 
considered 268 triuls involving 284 defendants. Ir has found that lab examiners gave flnwcd 
testimony regarding the comparison of hair;; in 257 of' the 268 trials - more than 95 percent. 
Almost all nfthc examiners overthat period - 26 of28 presented flawed testimony."). 

See s11pru note 220. 

:\
81 See Lauren Kirchncr, Traces <~(Cri111e::: Hoiv ,\leiv York's l),A./.,1 Techniques 

Be,.:ame fointed, KY. TIMES, Sep!. 4, 2017 (explaining thal 1wu cnntrovt:rsi~I tt:chniqm:s bvc 
been di~conti,weu); Spencer S. 1lsu, FBI Nvti/if!s Crime L11bs of /:,'rmrs Usl!,I in DNA M<1td1 
Calculations since 1999, WASH. POST, May 29, 2(115 ("The H3I has notified crime labs across the 
country that it h;1s discovered errors in data used by forensic scientists ill thousands ,)f cases to 
c<1lcul11te the chances that DN/\ found at a cri111e scene 11w1chcs a particular pcrso11, sevcrnl pc:oplc 
familiilf with th:.: issue said.''). 

1
"? See Spencer S. H.su, s,~ssions ()refers .lusti(·e [)<:pl. 10 End Forensi(' S<.:htnc:<~ 

Co111111is.i·io11. Sr1.17u!11d Revie"'' !'olicy, \VAS! 1. l'os·r, April I0, 2017. 
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unquestioned. However, DOJ is not a .,cientific body, and it i;; difficult to 
sec how forensic science can become a true science in that environment. 
Science flourishes when free and indepencknt; only then c.;an the tools and 
technology that ir creates be truly reliable.m 

The American Association for the J\<lvanccmcnt of'S<.:icnce wncurred, also 
stressing that independence "cannot be overstated" and exprcssing wnccm about 

the ''inherent conflict or interest in having law enforcement overseeing the work 
of forensic labs on which police anci prosecutors rely to win and defend 
convictions."1

~ 
1 The Americ.111 Academy of forensic Science also oppo.,cd the 

formation ofan Office of Forensic Science within DOJ.m Instead of heeding this 
advice, rhe Attorney General subsequently appointed a prosc1,;utur instead ofa 
sciemist a forensic science to head the working gmup within the DOJ. i~<> 

These recent events should to be put in conkxt. The I\AS 2009 report 
rc<.:mmnendcd the creation ofan independent federal entity (the National Institute 
of' Forensic .Sciences) to oversee the field, int;}uding a research agenda.387 If 
adopted, this proposal would have wrest control of forensic science from law 
enforcement. The report provided the followingjustification: Some foderal 
entities wen~ "too wedded" to the stutus quo and "have failed to pursue a rigorous 
research agenda to continn the evidcntiary reliability of methodologies used in u 
number of forensic science disciplines."3

R~ As a result, these "agencies are not 
gooci candidates to oversee the overhaul of the forensic science comrnunily."m 

;x.1 Sunita Sah ct DI., Obscrv!ltio11s, We 1'vtust Strt!ll!;tlw11 tlw "S,·ii,11ce'' i11 Forensic 
Sr:fml<'e, SCI. AM., May 8, 2017. 

•

1

iH Spencer S. Hsu, Science Or!-:anizatinn.r Renew C'al!.f(,r lnd<~pendent (i.S. 
Commilfee on Fon1nsic~. W/\SIi. POST, June 29, 2017 ("The :1ssociation linked the problem 10 

what it ll<::scribetl as an inherent conflict of interest in having law enforce111ent oversc~~ing the work 
of for<.:nsic labs on which police a11d pros<.:cutors rely to win and ctefer:d co11vic1ions ") 

Message From the AAFS Prcsiclcnt, American Academy of Forensic Science, 
April 2017. 

.,~,. See Pc1ll Levy, Sessions· i\'r-?111 f,,tJrt11tsic Science Adviser Ha.r a History(~/ 
Oppo1'i11g Pro-Slience R1:forms, YIother Jone~. Aug. I0, 2017 ("But A ttorncy General Jell 
Sessions has resisted ::ffo11s to rein in forensic ~ciencc and hold it 10 higher s1:indards. And this 
week, he uppointcd ,1 senior a\lvisc.;r on forensics who has n hisrory ofopµusing rcforn1s that would 
bring more accountability an<l scicntilic rigor to forensic crime labs a11<l cxpcrl testimony."). 

m :'-!AS f-OREN:s:c RErORT, s11111·cI note 21, at 19 (Rcco1rnm:n<lc11ion I (c): 
"promoting ::;cholarly, competitive pccr-rcviewcc.l research and technical development in the 
forensic science disciplines"). 

l>!l' Id. c1t 18 . 

.•x; lei. Thc.:r~ j~ 11 tt1t <tuescion thal chi..~ conunincc \VclS referring ln ~atinnaJ fnstj1ut~ 
or .lusricc nm! the FBI Liborntory. The report 11oted that, althnt:gh bmh hi'.d provicbl •'modest 
leadership" i11 forensic ~ciencc, "ncilher e11tity has recognized, lcl alo11e urlit·t1l.i1cd. a need for 
clrnngc or a vision for achieving it." Id. at i 6. The report ,J]so stiitcd: "N~ithcr has the Ii.Ill 
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There is little question that the NAS was refen·ing to National Institute of Justice 
and the FBI Laborntory. The report noted that, although both had provided 
"modest leadership" in forensic science, "neither entity has recognized, let .:ilone 
articulated, a neetl for change or a vision for achieving it."39° Consequently, 
"advancing science in the forensic science enterprise is not likely to be achieved 
within the confines ofDOJ."391 In fact, law enforcement had manipulated science 
by shaping the research agenda, limiting access to data, attacking experts who 
disagreed with its positions, and "spinning" negative reports.392 

When Congress did not authorized the creation of the National Institute of 
Forensic Sciences, DOJ, to its credit, established the NCFS. Most importantly, 
independent scientists were appointed to the commission.393 Now placing science 
back under DOJ is a major and unjustified retreat from science. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this article, I explained how the judiciary's failure to fulfill its 
gatekeeper role can be traced back to its refusal to demand and properly evaluate 
foundational research, i.e., Daubert 's first factor (empirical testing). This failure 
hos been systemic. Flawed forensic techniques such as bite mark analysis, 
microscopic hair comparisons, arson evidence, and comparative bullet lead 
analysis were routinely admitted into evidence without foundational research. In 
addition, fireanns/toohnark and fingerprint examiners repeatedly presented 
overstated and misleading conclusions. 1also argued that the justice system may 
be institutionally incapable ofapplying Daubert in criminal cases because it does 
not have access to independent scientific expertise on an ongoing basi::;, an<l J 
endorsed the NCFS and PCAST recommendation that NIST should be tasked with 
this responsibility. 

Even ifan independent scientific review is not institutionalize<l, PCAST, 
NCFS, and AAAS have provided guidance for courts dealing with admissibility 
challenges. First, the flawed techniques discussed in this article should be 

confidence of the larger forensic science community. And because both are parl ofa prosecutorial 
deparlment of the government, they could be subject to subtle contexnial bii1ses that should not be 
allowed to undercut the power of forensic science." Id. Consequently, "advancing scien,·e in the 
forensic science enterprise is not likely to be achieved within the confines of DOJ." /J. at 18. 

) 
9o Id. at 16. The Report .ilso stated: "Neither has the full confidence of the larger 

forensic science community. And because both are part ofa prosccutorial department of the 
government, they 1.:uuld be subject to subllc 1.:ontextual biases that should not be allowed 10 

undercut the power of forensic science." Id. 
·
191 Id. at IR. 

S<:i! Giannelli, .rnpru note 344. 
Having serve(] on the Nl'FS, I believe that there should have been more. 
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excluded. If used at all, bile mark analysis should be limircd tn exclusions and 
perhaps to closeci univcrs1.: situations.~91 For hair analysi;.;, mitochondrial Dt\A 
analysis is far superior to microscopy. Arson evidence should comport with 
N FPA 921 and the AAA~ report. As noted c.1bov1,;, the FBI has abandoned 
comparative bullet kc.1d analysis. 

Second, courts should focus, as Daubert re4uires, on foundational 
research: "IE lxperience, judgment, good profcssionc.11 practices ( S\1ch as 
certification programs and accreditation programs, standardized protocols, 
proficiency testing, and codes ofethics) c~nnot substitute for actual evidence of 
f()undational validity and rcliability."!95 The :--JCfS concurre<l.;96 

Third, subjective methods can be empirically tested. Such research has 
hcen conducted. PCAST identified studies in fingerprint and firearms 
identification that meet stringent standards.39 

' These studies show an error race, 
which should be presented to the jury:m However, more than one study is 
tlC(.;tkd. 

Fourth, in ruling on admissibility in firearms/toolmark and fingerprint 
examination cases, couns should appreciate that there has been a "lost decade" (or 
two) during which rigorous rescan.;h was not conducted/'~ Instead, the <lisciplincs 

),• See, e.g., State v. I.amhright, 20lt1 Tenn. Crim. App. LEXJS 5 (Tenn. Crim. 
App. Jan. 7, 2014) ("Dr. Ti:ibor ~aid that, considering the nurnhcr of teeth that lht victim's si:stcr 
had, she would not have been capable of producing the bite mnrk found on the vi<;tim':s nose Hnll 
upper lip. It was Dr. Tabor's expert medical opi11ion tha\ ;i two-ye:ir-old was not capable of 
producing the:: nature, severity, number, a11d orie11lalio11 of bites smrained hy the victim") 

95_; \VHJTf: 1JOUSE PCAST REPORT, supra note 33, Ht 5-6. 
,:Jf! See supra text ncco1npanying note 350 (c,nphasizing the in1por1ancc of 

published peer review research). 
••r; See supra text accompanying no1c 336 (11oting lhnt closed set studies are not 

sufficiently robust). 
·••>x If :.::xaniiner~ c[ai1n that there is no error rate~ they shou,d be rcqujrc<l to explain 

why nol. Se<.: WHITE I IOl;SE !'CAST REPORT, supra note 33, ;it !9 ("Ill lestimony, cxiuniners 
should ~lways st,1tc clearly that em>rs c.in and do occur, due ooth to similllri1ies bet\vcen fcntmrs 
and to lrnman mistakes in the labonllo1y."). 

m This depends on wh<.:n the clocl< st,1rtcd ticking. Daubt!rl was \lcciclcd in 1991 

In 1995, the first challenged to handwriting testimony was decided. United St,11es v. Starzecpyz.el 
K80 I-'. Supp. 1027 (.S.LJ.:\.Y. 1995) As no,cd 11t.H1vc. the Williamson case on microscopic hair 
amilysi~ was decided 1l1e same year. S<:e supra text accompanying note 79-80. Liem Plcm.1 
(fingerprints) was dccidc<l in 2002. Sit<! supra text accomp,mying note 283-85. Green (firearms 
idcntitic:ition) in 2005. SeP. supra text accompanying note 2lO·85. 2:J 7-30 Moreover, during this 
period n11111cl'OllS courts restricted the use of handwriting idcnlificmion. S,te. e.g., lJnil<.:d S1,11(:;s v. 
Hines, 55 F. Supp. 2tl 62, 67 (0. Ma~s. l 999) (huldi11g 1bat cxpr.11 lr.!>timony concerning the 
gcnc:rnl simil.irities and differences hctwcen 11 d~!i::nd:int 's lrnmlwriting. exemplar and a stick \1p 

1101e was ,•,dmi~~ible h111 nol th:: specific concl11siu11 that the defcndaiil was the amhor). 
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examin~d in this article vigorously resisted the views of independent scientists. 
For example, the wrongful ~xecution ofCameron Todd Willingham which 
triggered numerous scientific reviews was not enough to persuade the Texas Fire 
Marshal Office that its evidence was tlawed,400 and it took a serendipitous event 

the Madrid train bombing - to provoke fingerprint research. 

In short, a "Catch•22" situation: only the federal government has the 
resources to fund the needed independent research, but there was no incentive to 
do so as long as evidence continued to be admitted without proper limitations. 
Until there are more scientifically sound studies that have been published and 
peer•reviewed by independent scientists, courts should follow the approach 
adopted in United States v. Glynn,40

• which pennitted the expert to testify only 
that it was "more likely than not" that recovered bullets and cartridge cases came 
from a particular weapon.402 

Fifth, the presentation ofexpert testimony needs to be controlled. Once 
again, PCAST made several recommendations, including: 

Statements suggesting or implying greater certainty are not scientifically 
valid and should not be pennitted. In particular, courts should never 
pennit scientifically indefensible claims such as: "zero," .. vanishingly 
small," "essentially zero," "negligible," "minimal," or "microscopic" error 
rates; "l00 percent certainty" or proof"to a reasonable <legree ofscientific 
certainty;" identification "to the exclusion of all other sources;" or a 
chance oferror so remote as to be a "practical impossibility. '""03 

The NCFS also recommended against the use of the phrase "reasonable degree of 
scientific certainty"4

0-1 and the 2009 NAS report criticized the use of"zero error 
rates" and claims of infallibility.405 The recent AAAS fingerprint report found no 
scientific justification for statements of"identity" or "practical certainty" and 
cautioned against the use of terms such as "match," "identification," and 
"individualization. "40 

& 

Unfortunately, there is little reason to believe that examiners will give up 
their claims that there is a scientific foundation for their discipline. A subjective 

1-.:1 Si:e s111Hu tcxl uccomp11nying note 140. ,,, 
578 F. Su[lp. 2d 567 (S.D.N.Y. 2008). 
/J. at 5 75. 

WtllT[ Housr: PCAST RCPORT, supra note 33, at 19. 

See supra kXI uccompi1nying note 254. 
Se<: supm 1cx1 accompanying note_. 

AAAS flMi[RPKINT REPORT, mprc, 11otc 34. 
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method without a meaningful protocol can hardly claim to he a science. This is 
not a new issue, a editorial in the prestigious scientific Journal, Science, entitled 
"forensic Science: Oxymoron?" and written by the cditor-in-chid, made the same 
point tiflccn years ago. 4

:;, Similarly, the 2009 N,\S report commented: 'The 
law's grcntcsl dikmma in its heavy reliance on forensic evidence ... concerns the 
quci;rion of whcthcr - and to what extent there is science in any given foren,;ic 
science discipline."~08 After /Jaubert h<.:arings, one wu11 "vcry quickly concluded 
that whatever else ballistics identification analyi;is could be called, it could not 
fairly be called 'science. ">1c:9 The same is true of fingerprint examination;;. 

Courts should also guard against attempts to introduce "science" through 
lht.: backdoor by means of circumlocutions such as fircanrn; or fingerprint 
identifications arc suhjective techniques "based on science." This is misleading. 
Many things arc "bast:d on science" e.g., riding a bike, throwing a curve ball, 
and flying a kite. 

Sixth, proficit:ncy testing issues will continue to be litigated. These tests 
have long hccn suspect. They are not conducted blind and are not challenging.'11 u 

-1n: Dona Id Kenned}', Editorin1, fr'ore,ni<: St:if~1u:1~: ():1.ymfJron?, 102 SCJENCF. ( 62.'l 
(2003). The editorial cliscussc.:d the canccllntion ofa :--:ational Academics project designed to 
examine various furc.:nsic.: science technique.,, including fingerprinting, hccausc the Ocpartmcnts of 
Juslice and Defense insisted on a rigl1t uf review th<1t the Academy had refused to olhc.:r grnnl 
~ponsors. 

NJ\S FOHl(NSICS SCil:l\'CES REPORT, supm not;: 21, at 9. 

United Swtcs v. Glynn, sn F. Supp. 2.d 567,570 (S.O.N.Y 2008). See also 
Starwfpyzd 880 F. Supp. at l 038, 1041 ("[FJorc.:nsic uocmm;nt examination, uespitc lht: t:xbtcnct: 
ofa certificnlion program, profi.:ssionaljoumols ai:d olhcr trappings of':;cicncc, ciinnol, after 
Douberr, be reg~rded as 'scientific ... knowlc<lgc. "'; ''[ W]hile scientific principles mny rl!/(lt11 to 
aspects ofha11uwriling analysis, they have little or nothinH 10 <lo with the dny-to-day tasks 
pcrfonm:cl hy LForensic Dornn:cnl Examiners] .... [T]his <lltenuatcd relationship docs not 
transform the FDE into a scientist."). 

For cxmn;,lc, a (ingcrprint exa1niner from Nc.:w Scotland Yard testi!ic.:d in one 
C<iSC.: th,lt the Hll proficiency tests wen.: dc.:ficient: "It's 11ot lc.:~ting 1.heir ability. It doesn't tc.:sl their 
expertise. I mean I've set 1hc.,;e tests to tr11incc~ .ind a1lv.inccd tcchniciiins. ,\nd ii'! ravc.: my 
experts these lest~, thcy'<l fall nboul laughin~.'' U11itc<l Stutes v. Liem l'la,:a, 188 I;. Supp. 2d 549, 
565 (E.D Pa. 2002). The dislrict court agreed, noting thal "the rUJ examiners got very high 
proficiency grndc;;, bt1t the tests they took <lid not. ... lO Jn thc.: present recore.I I condu<le that the 
proficiency tests arc less demanding than they should he." Id. ,lt 558. Similar!y, in 11 trial 
involving ilancfwriting comp,ni,ons, the court wrote: 

There wc.:rc aspects of Mr. C~wlcy's testimony thal undermined his crec1i!lility. 
Mr. Cnwlcy testified chat he nchicved a 100% p,1ssag~ nllc 011 the proficiency 
tc.s1s tbnt he tuuk ar.d that ali of his pct'rs rd11'1J.l's p11sscd their protici::ncy tests. 
Mr. Cawley said th,tt his peers <.dwoy." ngreccl with cneh others' results ar.ci 
always got it right. Peer review i11 such a •'L11kc.: Wucbegonc" c11viro11111c111 is nul 
mc.:aningful. 

l:niti.:d Slates v. l .cwis, 220 I;. Supp. 2c: Sl\8. 551\ (S 1) W. Va. 2002). S1!e supra 1101c 307 
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The President ofCollaborative Testing Services told the NCFS "during its seventh 
meeting (August I0, 2015) that he has been under commercial pressure to make 
proficiency tests easier."411 

(<liscussing fingerprint proficiency tes1ing). 
• 

11 National Commission on Forensic Science, Views of1he Commission, 
Optimizing Htmwn Performance in Crime Laboratories 1hrough Testing Hnd Feedback, M~y 27. 
2016, at hups:/lwww.justicc.gov/m:fs/lilc/86477MJownload. 
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NEUROSCIENCE AND THE CIVIL/CRIMINAL DAUBERT DIVIDE 

INTRODUCTION 

Advances in neuroscience have dramatically expanded our knowledge of the brain and how it operates. Although many 
mysteries remain, the early architectures of our understanding have already left impressions on the legal system. 
Neuroscientific evidence has been offered to support claims by litigants in both civil and criminal cases, ranging from 
broad-based generalities (such as “juvenile brains are generally immature in these ways”) to individualized opinions (such as 
“this defendant lacked the cognitive capacity to control this behavior”). 

As such evidence trickles into the courts, scholars have debated the scientific foundation of such claims, the scope of their 
applicability, and whether such evidence has met some threshold of reliability imposed before courts and fact-finders ought 
to accept them.1 But most scholarly treatments of neuroscientific proof overlook a more fundamental question regarding 
evidentiary admissibility: What impact will the standard applied to determine admission--both de jure and de facto--have on 
the rate of acceptance of this new evidence? History suggests that, when it comes to proffers of scientific evidence, civil and 
criminal proceedings are not in fact created equal. Moreover, the application of evidentiary standards varies widely, and 
constitutional oversight of evidentiary rules is, for litigants other than a criminal defendant, somewhere between threadbare 
and nonexistent. 

*620 This Article thus speculates on the course of neuroscience-as-proof with an eye toward the actual admissibility 
standards that will govern the acceptance of such evidence by courts, not just as a matter of formal law but also as a function 
of historical custom. Given the legal system’s spotty record with scientific evidence--which is to say, both the demonstrated 
willingness of the system to admit unproven “science” or to exclude evidence despite a seemingly adequate scientific 
foundation--the trajectory of neuroscience in the courts cannot be predicted simply by asking about its scientific legitimacy in 
the abstract. Rather, an observer must ponder whether patterns of admissibility long evident in criminal and civil courts will 
persevere with respect to neuroscientific proof. 

One clarification is warranted. Throughout this Article, I use the phrases “novel neuroscience” and “novel neuroscientific 
evidence.” Capturing precisely what is meant by “neuroscience,” much less “novel neuroscience,” can often prove more 
elusive than seems at first glance. 

© 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 1 
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I generally follow Professor Nita Farahany’s approach, which prefers the word “neurobiological” to capture “evidence about 
the study of the brain and the nervous system,” which includes “claims about the ‘normal’ brain, abnormal brain, effects on 
neurotransmitters, brain structure, function, and genetic contributions to neurological functioning and structure.”2 Professor 
Farahany’s definition also broadly encompasses evidence based on imaging techniques (such as CT or MRI), as well as 
findings drawn from interviews (intended to elicit, for instance, whether a person had a brain injury) or psychological 
assessments.3 

I further circumscribe this category to “novel neuroscience.” By this, I mean to exclude relatively noncontroversial uses of 
neuroscience, such as those that show an undisputed physical insult or injury to the brain, or its fairly noncontroversial 
consequence, like a car accident that results in visible damage to a portion of the brain affecting speech, where the injured 
person developed precisely that expected speech impairment. I also intend to exclude assessments that have only remote 
connection to the physical condition of the brain, such as psychological assessments that have no connection to any observed 
physiological conditions. In short, I mainly intend to speak to precisely what the phrase suggests: novel or cutting-edge 
methods--whether scan-based or assessment-based--that purport to link a finding about the structure or physiological function 
of the brain to a manifested behavior, cognitive power, or psychology. Moreover, this Article considers the likely treatment 
of novel neuroscientific evidence when offered in courts at this moment in scientific understanding; in other words, it does 
not assume any game-changing breakthroughs on what may reliably be proven. 

Part I begins by recounting the historical divide between civil and criminal courts with respect to the treatment of novel 
scientific evidence. Part II then explores, both by examining current trends and predicting future trajectories, *621 whether 
this pattern of differential treatment is likely to endure as courts begin to confront the admissibility of novel neuroscience. 

I. DAUBERT’S TWO FACES: CIVIL V. CRIMINAL 

The formal standard for admission of expert evidence may, as a matter of formal law, be the same in civil and criminal cases. 
But in practice, both scholars and litigants have observed that the application of that standard varies markedly. The 
conventional wisdom holds, and empirical studies support, that evidence proffered by plaintiffs in civil cases receives harsh 
scrutiny for reliability, whereas evidence proffered by prosecutors in criminal cases typically gets a free pass. But, as 
explained in this part, this disparity is rarely observed directly because apart from a couple of exceptions--most notably fire 
science and handwriting analysis--the type of evidence offered by civil litigants has little overlap with that offered by 
criminal prosecutors. 

A. Background 

When announced by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1993, Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc.4 was heralded as a 
watershed moment in the treatment of scientific evidence.5 In its opinion, the Court displaced the longstanding Frye v. United 
States6 “general acceptance” test (“the Frye test”) as the standard for evidentiary admissibility. With the Court’s opinions in 
General Electric Co. v. Joiner7 and Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael8 that quickly followed, the Supreme Court seemed to erect 
an entirely new and more rigorous test for admissibility intended to stem the perceived epidemic of “junk science” that had 
overtaken the courts.9 

But even in the midst of this celebration, suspicions began circulating that Daubert’s professed commitment to rigorous 
examination of evidence offered in civil cases--like the one in which the ruling was announced--would not extend to its 
criminal brethren. For instance, the opinion itself, which talked breathlessly about the scientific ideal of “reliability” in ways 
later criticized by philosophers of science,10 conspicuously omitted any reference to the forensic sciences that routinely arose 
in criminal courts. *622 Then, on remand, Judge Alex Kozinski of the Ninth Circuit, palpably bristling at the “daunting” task 
of acting as an arbiter of scientific reliability,11 took pains to exempt “[f]ingerprint analysis, voice recognition, DNA 
fingerprinting and a variety of other scientific endeavors closely tied to law enforcement” from Daubert’s strictures, setting 
up a de facto divide between civil and criminal Daubert.12 

© 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 2 
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In the years since the Daubert trilogy--which also witnessed amendments to Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence that 
either codified or enhanced its standards, depending on whom you ask13--the debate over Daubert’s impact has continued. 
Such findings have political and not just legal significance because in both civil and criminal cases, the methods and 
techniques most vulnerable to Daubert scrutiny, as judged by scientific standards, tend to be offered by only one side in the 
litigation. And in fact, those parties even sit on the same side of the courtroom: prosecutors in criminal cases and plaintiffs’ 
attorneys in civil cases. That is, plaintiffs’ attorneys, such as in toxic tort or personal injury cases, often rest their proof on 
medical or scientific findings that are readily challenged as unreliable by defendants.14 Similarly, prosecutors in criminal 
cases routinely offer evidence based on methods like fingerprinting, hair and fiber analysis, or pattern matching (like 
ballistics or bite marks), notwithstanding reliable indicators that such evidence is in fact wholly lacking in scientific support.15 

Even though “Daubert ostensibly applies in the same way in criminal and civil cases, social scientists have increasingly 
raised the issue whether courts, in fact, apply Daubert more lackadaisically in criminal trials-- especially in regard to 
prosecution evidence.”16 Given that the proponents of vulnerable scientific evidence tend to hew to one side, the degree to 
which Daubert works to exclude such science carries important repercussions for measurements of plaintiff and prosecutorial 
success. Thus, multiple empirical studies have endeavored to answer precisely whether Daubert has, in fact, served its role of 
precluding junk science while admitting reliable, even if cutting-edge or novel, techniques.17 

Generally speaking, these studies themselves divide between civil and criminal cases. And they seem to reaffirm, albeit 
imperfectly, the intuition of litigants and those familiar with the justice system: “civil defendants win *623 their Daubert 
reliability challenges to plaintiffs’ proffers most of the time, and ... criminal defendants virtually always lose their reliability 
challenges to government proffers.”18 In short, “civil defendants have benefited greatly from Daubert but ... criminal 
defendants have not.”19 

One iconic comparison was conducted by Professor Michael Risinger in 2000. He looked at over 1,600 citations to Daubert 
by American state and federal courts, in a period from 1993 to 1999, and compared that to a reference set of opinions citing 
Frye in the six years prior to Daubert.20 He found that post-Daubert, courts excluded plaintiffs’ proffered evidence at high 
rates, even while granting plaintiffs’ requests to exclude defense evidence at much lower rates.21 On the criminal side, he 
found that defense challenges to prosecution evidence infrequently succeeded, even while prosecution challenges to defense 
evidence had roughly the same success rate as that of civil defendants.22 

Professor Risinger’s findings have been replicated by others using an array of approaches.23 Those findings show that in the 
civil context, generally speaking, “studies show that after Daubert, parties challenged the admissibility of evidence more 
frequently, and judges scrutinized evidence more carefully, excluding a greater proportion of it.”24 In contrast, in the criminal 
context, one major review found that questioned experts tended to testify for the prosecution, and “the Daubert decision did 
not impact on the admission rates of expert testimony at either the trial or the appellate court levels.”25 

Some observers might wonder whether these findings simply reflect the relative substantive merit of evidence offered by 
civil plaintiffs versus criminal prosecutors. Indeed, if it simply is the case that prosecutors offer robust, reliable techniques, 
whereas civil plaintiffs tend to offer novel, untested methods, then these findings simply show that the standard is performing 
as expected. But regardless of the merits of plaintiffs’ *624 evidence--which is a subject of some debate--that conjecture does 
not bear out with respect to prosecutorial evidence. Consider that nearly all of the common forensic techniques offered by 
prosecutors, and routinely admitted by courts, have been repeatedly denounced as lacking in any scientific basis.26 Most 
prominently, a 2009 National Academy of Sciences report observed that 

[w]ith the exception of nuclear DNA analysis, ... no forensic method has been rigorously shown to have the 
capacity to consistently, and with a high degree of certainty, demonstrate a connection between evidence and a 
specific individual or source .... The simple reality is that the interpretation of forensic evidence is not always 
based on scientific studies to determine its validity.27 

Indeed, some criminal courts admitting forensic evidence despite defense challenges to reliability have expressly conceded 
that the proposed conclusions lack any scientific basis in data, methods, or statistical significance--and yet nonetheless 
embraced them citing nothing more than their longstanding pedigree.28 
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In sum, commentators, scholars, and courts themselves seem to acknowledge that there exists a Daubert double standard. 
Professor Jane Moriarty has further intimated that this double standard is not just the product of incompetence or lack of 
understanding.29 She notes that 

[i]n civil cases, courts seem quite up to the task of evaluating microbiology, teratology, and toxicology 
evidence, discussing both science and statistics with plenty of acumen. Yet when it comes to evaluating the 
shortcomings of lip prints and handwriting, courts are unable to muster the most minimal grasp of why a 
standardless form of comparison might lack evidentiary reliability or trustworthiness.30 

This intuition is perhaps bolstered by efforts to expressly enshrine the distinction. In the wake of Daubert, federal lawmakers 
circulated a bill to exempt criminal evidence from the proposed codification of the Daubert test, but their efforts failed.31 That 
suggests that political actors, or at least some legislators, would expressly aim to lower the bar of reliability for evidence 
admitted in criminal cases. But whether de facto or de jure, the bottom line seems that, whatever Daubert’s bark, it tends to 
bite only in civil cases. 

*625 B. Exceptions 

The disparate treatment of proffered scientific evidence in the civil and criminal context is easily masked in part because the 
disciplines relied upon in each context diverge so sharply. In the civil context, experts tend to offer opinions about causal 
factors of injury or illness.32 In the criminal context, by contrast, experts tend to be less concerned with causation and more 
focused on identification.33 The civil cases are littered with examples of doctors, epidemiologists, and social scientists 
offering medical and mechanical explanations,34 whereas the criminal cases consist largely of devoted forensic analysts--often 
police department employees--discussing methods like fingerprinting, trace evidence identification, handwriting analysis, and 
the like.35 

Even scientific disciplines that may, on the surface, appear to apply in both civil and criminal contexts do not upon closer 
examination. For instance, DNA typing is a scientific technique that obviously carries great import for criminal cases as an 
identification method, and it is also easy to imagine that it might be relevant in a civil case involving genetic testing of some 
kind. But, for reasons that are too complex to detail in this Article, the methods, instrumentation, and interpretive difficulties 
of DNA testing in each context are in fact quite different.36 Even DNA testing in civil parentage cases--the closest analogue to 
the criminal context--diverges significantly from the kinds of reliability challenges that arise in criminal forensic testing. To 
give just one example, parentage testing always involves controlled quality and quantity samples taken from known 
individuals (the putative parents or the child), whereas forensic testing focuses on crime scene samples from unknown 
persons collected in uncontrolled conditions that may be of low quality or quantity.37 

There are, however, two disciplines that form an area of overlap between civil and criminal cases and thus might directly 
surface the conflict between civil and criminal admissibility standards. Specifically, fire investigation is relevant for both 
criminal arson and civil insurance cases, and handwriting analysis is pertinent for both criminal cases and civil cases. These 
two areas thus provide good source material against which to test the thesis that courts apply admissibility standards more 
strictly in civil cases (to evidence offered by plaintiffs) than in criminal cases (to evidence offered by prosecutors). 

*626 A 2013 article by Professor Julie Seaman probed a version of this question.38 Professor Seaman sought to answer 
whether the same discipline (fire science or handwriting analysis) received different treatment depending on the kind of case 
(civil versus criminal).39 In a review that she conceded faced some methodological challenges,40 she made some interesting 
findings. In short: 

Comparing the admission and exclusion percentages in criminal and civil cases, then, it is apparent that the 
disparity seen in the handwriting cases is not evident in the fire cause and origin cases. In the handwriting 
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cases, prosecution evidence was admitted in nearly 90% of the criminal cases, whereas on the civil side it was 
admitted (or at least not excluded) in fewer than 40% of cases. In contrast, the admission rates for expert 
testimony in the fire cases hovered close to 75% for both criminal and civil cases.41 

On its face, these findings present a conflicting image.42 But examined more closely, they reaffirm and deepen the initial 
underlying premise: it depends as much on the offering party as it does on the type of case. In criminal cases involving fire 
science, the prosecution (the favored party) tends to offer the evidence, and so we would expect high rates of admission. In 
civil cases, however, it is not only plaintiffs that offer this evidence but rather civil defendants as well; fire science experts 
tend to be used by defendant-insurers who seek to defend against claims lodged by plaintiff-insureds.43 Thus, if the evidence 
is admitted in civil cases at high rates, it may very well be because it is offered by the favored party in those cases--the 
defendant. 

By contrast, the cases involving handwriting analysis fit the more typical picture. Handwriting analysis tends to be offered by 
the prosecution in the criminal context and by plaintiffs in the civil context.44 And again, Seaman found that in criminal cases, 
the admission rate was around 90 percent, whereas the exclusion rate in civil cases was roughly 64 percent.45 Importantly, in 
looking at the qualitative language used in these cases to discuss the admission or exclusion determination, Seaman found 
marked variation in the perspective of judges: 

Whereas in criminal cases, for the most part, the global field of questioned document analysis is one with a long 
history, tested in the crucible of the *627 adversarial process and relied upon by law enforcement and 
overwhelmingly approved by courts, in civil cases the field is peopled by unqualified charlatans who use 
untested methodologies to offer unreliable opinions that are not helpful to juries, which are perfectly capable of 
comparing handwriting samples on their own.46 

In short, although handwriting analysis or fire science evidence arises in both the criminal and civil contexts, when it comes 
to judging the admissibility of the proffered evidence, each discipline’s rate of success follows the same pattern of admission 
and exclusion apparent from studies about the rigor of Daubert when it comes to nonoverlapping fields. When faced with 
evidence offered by prosecutors or civil defendants, courts tend to take a generous approach, whereas even the same kind of 
evidence offered by civil plaintiffs is met with great skepticism. 

II. THE NEW KID ON THE BLOCK: NEUROSCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE 

Given the conventional wisdom, borne out by empirical study, that Daubert bites in civil cases but merely barks in criminal 
ones, how might we expect courts to treat the impending onslaught of neuroscientific evidence? Like handwriting analysis 
and fire investigation, novel neuroscience creates a point of tension because it can arise in both categories of cases and be 
introduced by either side in a dispute. Specifically, novel neuroscientific methods, such as those used to detect closed brain 
injuries or subtle cognitive, emotional, or psychological conditions, have cross-applications that make them more like 
handwriting analysis than like side-specific methods such as idiopathic mesothelioma or bite marks. If novel neuroscience 
extends beyond its present reach--most commonly to capital criminal defendants and to a lesser extent to civil plaintiffs--and 
becomes part of the prosecutorial and perhaps even civil defendants’ arsenal,47 what will happen? Novel neuroscientific 
evidence may present the law with the direct point of conflict that it has henceforth averted: the context and side-specific 
treatment of scientific evidence, whether civil versus criminal cases or plaintiffs and prosecutors versus defendants. And from 
that conflict, observers may gain a clearer sense of the successes and failures of our evidentiary admissibility standard. 

What will be the result of this point of conflict? Will admissibility standards operate to preclude novel neuroscientific 
evidence, and, if so, in what kinds of cases and by which parties? Will neuroscience admissibility patterns reflect the same 
political story recounted above, or will they cleave between prosecutorial evidence and plaintiffs’ evidence as hinted at by the 
findings in the handwriting example? Will pressure to reconcile these admissibility decisions result in the forging of some 
new equilibrium? It is *628 too early to know, but the remainder of this Article will consider current trends and explore 
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several possibilities. 

A. Current Trends 

In both civil and criminal cases, neuroscientific evidence commonly has been introduced to support noncontroversial findings 
such as structural damage or major brain injury, easily readable on a standard CT or MRI scan.48 Although such findings are 
not without challenge, they tend to be relatively noncontroversial. The novel neuroscientific proof of interest to this Article, 
however, is that which relies on contested questions such as the degree to which conclusions can be drawn about a single 
individual from aggregated group data,49 the relationship between cause and effect, the absence of baseline data about a 
subject’s brain prior to trauma,50 or the ascertainment of disputable injuries or abnormalities.51 These developments raise some 
degree of alarm on the part of scientists when applied in a context of categorical decision making--such as the recent 
Supreme Court decision citing neuroscience about juveniles as a basis for a wholesale prohibition on the death penalty or 
mandatory life without parole for that group52--but the most contested use continues to be to support findings individualized 
to a specific person. 

In civil cases, plaintiffs most commonly offer novel neuroscientific evidence for one of three different purposes: (1) to show 
brain injury, in particular closed head injuries; (2) to prove the existence of toxic encephalopathy or other chemical 
sensitivities; and (3) for lie detection.53 In criminal cases, novel neuroscientific evidence is typically admitted at the request of 
the defendant in support of arguments to mitigate punishment, most often in serious sentencing hearings like capital cases.54 

*629 Thus far, courts’ response to neuroscientific evidence when offered for these purposes has been tentative and 
inconsistent. Courts have shown the greatest enthusiasm for admitting evidence offered by capital defendants seeking to fight 
a sentence of death by showing brain conditions that mitigate their criminal responsibility. In this context, courts have 
admitted neuroscientific evidence to bolster claims of behavioral or emotional disorders,55 the absence of a culpable mental 
state or evidence of insanity,56 and diminished cognitive capacity.57 But it is only the use of neuroscientific evidence in the 
mitigation phase that has become genuinely common--so common, in fact, that appellate judges have even found that failure 
to investigate neuroscientific explanations for behavior constitutes ineffective assistance of counsel.58 

In civil cases, judges have shown greater recalcitrance about admitting novel neuroscientific proof, although there are 
occasional exceptions. For instance, although courts routinely admit established technologies like CT, PET, and MRI scans as 
proof of major structural damage to a brain, they have not always welcomed such evidence when offered to prove the 
existence or cause of minor closed-head brain trauma (often abbreviated “TBI” for “traumatic brain injury”).59 There are a 
handful of examples to the contrary, but courts still typically exhibit significant reservation about allowing in such evidence. 
When it comes to cutting-edge methods like QEEG or SPECT,60 as well as novel findings such as toxic encephalopathy61 or 
lack of truthfulness (lie detection),62 courts have overwhelmingly rejected such proffered evidence as unreliable. 

Of course, broader applications of neuroscientific evidence are easily imaginable. As succinctly laid out by one group of 
authors, neuroscientific evidence could answer questions as wide ranging as: 

[I]s this person responsible for his behaviour? What was this person’s mental state at the time of the act? How 
much capacity did this person have to act differently? What are the effects of addiction, adolescence or 
advanced age on one’s capacity to control behaviour? How competent is this person? What does this person 
remember? How accurate is this person’s memory? What are the effects of emotion on memory, behaviour and 
motivation? Is this person telling the truth? In how much pain is this person? How badly injured is this person’s 
brain?63 

Although there are occasional examples of courts admitting novel neuroscientific evidence in support of some of these outlier 
propositions, in *630 general courts find such evidence unreliable under a Daubert, Frye, or other pertinent standard.64 

In sum, courts in civil cases tend to reject novel neuroscientific evidence unless it supports fairly solid-seeming claims of 
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traumatic brain injury, and in criminal cases, courts express similar reluctance to admit evidence unless it is offered as 
mitigation evidence. But when so offered, and in particular as capital mitigation, courts tend to take a more permissive view 
of admissibility. 

B. Future Directions 

What do these early patterns of neuroscientific admissibility patterns predict for the future? This part, of necessity, constitutes 
pure speculation. But for the sake of argument, let us presume two things. First, assume that in the near term, claimants will 
continue to proffer neuroscientific evidence, and courts will continue to face challenges on the basis of scientific validity. In 
other words, do not expect that these early defeats will dissuade litigants from continued efforts to utilize neuroscientific 
evidence. Second, assume that the state of the science continues to improve. Methods become more robust and technologies 
advance. Thus, while still fraught, such findings refine incrementally in terms of specificity and sensitivity. What might we 
expect the arc of admissibility to look like, knowing what we do about the courts’ track record when it comes to novel or 
unproven scientific techniques? 

1. A Ban: Novel Neuroscience Goes the Way of the Polygraph 

One possibility is that neuroscientific evidence will continue to meet broad resistance by courts, which will remain skeptical 
of its reliability and mindful of the numerous cautions sounded by scientists who aim to curb efforts of overclaiming.65 Under 
this view, the current trends of excluding novel neuroscientific evidence in the vast majority of civil and criminal cases will 
continue, with perhaps a small pocket of admission when offered by defense in mitigation proceedings (more on that later). 
The enthusiasm of proponents of neuroscience will thus ultimately be checked by courts, which will strictly apply the 
standards of evidentiary admissibility and deem most methods insufficiently reliable. 

Evidence of this kind of skepticism is already apparent in existing civil cases, where plaintiffs, generally speaking, have 
failed when proffering in evidence a wide array of uses of novel neuroscience.66 It is also to some degree evident in the 
criminal cases, where defendants outside of the mitigation context tend to meet similar skepticism. Indeed, fears about 
prosecutorial overreaching, the usurpation of the jury function, and “trial by *631 machine” might further work to stem the 
tide in criminal cases. Thus, going against the conventional practice of imposing stricter admissibility tests on plaintiffs than 
on prosecutors, courts might simply reject novel neuroscience altogether. 

Such a result would not be unprecedented. For instance, when ordinary lie detector tests first came to market, there existed a 
similar fervor that such tests offered a scientifically certain means of resolving law’s recurring problem of assessing human 
credibility.67 But the tool proved quite useful to defendants because it offered “scientific” validation of their honesty.68 In fact, 
it was offered for just that purpose in Frye, the landmark case that announced the reliability standard that dominated 
American law for decades, and the court ruled it insufficiently reliable on the grounds that it had not yet gained general 
acceptance.69 

But lie detection methods did not fade. Defense lawyers continued to argue their applicability for purposes other than formal 
admission as evidence.70 Nevertheless, in the wake of Frye, “[t]he vast majority of courts maintained a per se inadmissibility 
rule.”71 Then, as polygraph technology improved, and the Supreme Court laid down the Daubert standard, there was a 
resurgence in hope that the polygraph might return to court.72 By this point, law enforcement had routinely relied on 
polygraphs for making charging and other decisions, so it seemed that the method might gain greater favor. Indeed, 
polygraph machines arguably have a stronger scientific foundation than numerous other forensic methods--such as bite mark 
or tool mark matching--that have earned widespread acceptance in criminal courts.73 Yet even when revisited in the wake of 
Daubert, polygraphs still could not make it into court.74 To be fair, some of those judgments turned on concerns other *632 
than reliability, such as undue prejudice to the jury.75 But courts seemed to have gained familiarity with the idea that 
polygraphs had no place in evidence and did not miss them. Whatever the reason, continued exclusion was the path of least 
resistance. 
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The same kind of story easily could play out with regard to novel neuroscience. Like those initial polygraphs, the successful 
proponents of this evidence tend, at this time, to be criminal defendants.76 And like polygraphs, novel neuroscience raises 
concerns about displacing the function of juries and confusing the fact-finder; indeed, proposed uses of novel neuroscience 
include lie detection, superseding the polygraph.77 If courts deem such evidence insufficiently reliable, perhaps even bolstered 
by the findings of courts in civil cases where such evidence is offered by plaintiffs, then exclusion may become the default in 
much the same way it has with lie detection testing, notwithstanding improvements to the technology or error rate over time. 
In such a scenario, novel neuroscience may go the way of the polygraph machine--perhaps operating in the background to 
inform the choices of actors in the system, but never taking its place as full-bodied evidence in court, regardless of any gains 
in the reliability of specific uses. 

2. The Same Old Story: Prosecutors’ Evidence in, Plaintiffs’ Evidence Out 

Of course, the current practice in civil and criminal cases both supports and undermines the claim that novel neuroscience 
may go the way of the polygraph. On the supporting side, courts already seem to show intense skepticism toward 
cutting-edge neuroscientific techniques and have generally excluded such evidence.78 Moreover, because such evidence is 
offered almost always by plaintiffs in support of recovery for claims against defendants, exclusion is consistent with courts’ 
historical skepticism of plaintiff-proffered novel scientific proof.79 Thus, the general and specific patterns point in consistent 
directions: toward exclusion of the evidence. 

But undermining the probability of an enduring ban are the cases from the criminal context that already dispute that 
prediction. Although courts have generally excluded novel neuroscience, recall that careful inspection reveals one significant 
exception: neuroscientific proof offered by defendants in sentencing proceedings.80 That suggests both a willingness to 
embrace some role in service of the criminal defendants and not the prosecution. 

*633 Current observations thus only partly conform to the general pattern of novel scientific evidence--plaintiffs still remain 
largely rebuffed, but defendants can find some favor with courts. But the story is not yet fully told, because courts, for the 
most part, have yet to confront the question of admitting novel neuroscience when offered by prosecutors.81 It thus may still 
unfold that the customary patterns prove enduring; courts generally exclude plaintiffs’ novel neuroscience applying strict 
admissibility tests, while admitting prosecutors’ evidence under a more relaxed standard. In this case, the only surprise would 
be that defendants will also benefit from such evidence when proffered for mitigation purposes. 

This kind of modified status quo is not that unimaginable, as described in greater depth below.82 In fact, it is this familiar 
story that causes many to fear that neuroscience represents a “double-edged sword”--what appears on its face a boon for 
criminal defendants, who can claim “my brain did it,” will in fact be a weapon for prosecutors, who will use neuroscientific 
findings to argue for the incorrigibility, remorselessness, antisocial tendencies, or deviance of defendants. 

3. The Status Quo, Revised 

A third possibility, however, is that the current trend holds even as prosecutors seek to marshal neuroscientific evidence in 
support of their claims. Courts would extend the general skepticism shown to plaintiffs who offer novel techniques to 
prosecutors, even while continuing to carve out a role for the criminal defendant. It is not quite a ban because criminal 
defendants are permitted limited use. And again, because prosecutors have yet to offer such evidence with regularity, this 
scenario constitutes pure conjecture. But it may be that the heyday of admission of thinly supported *634 scientific evidence 
is over, and the kind of rigorous attention given to plaintiffs’ evidence will now be given to prosecutors’ evidence as well. 
The raised awareness of the problem of wrongful conviction, and the prominent role that faulty science has played in those 
injustices,83 could contribute to a sense that courts ought to shore up their admissibility standards when it comes to novel 
scientific evidence offered by the government in a criminal case. Recent admonitions against admitting flawed forensics may 
also cause courts to examine such evidence with greater intensity.84 
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But if that is the case, and courts roundly reject novel neuroscience, then how could current trends permitting defense 
introduction of such evidence hold and not collapse into the total ban scenario? There is little specific law on the operation of 
scientific admissibility standards as applied to criminal defendants as opposed to the prosecution, but what little exists 
suggests that there is no meaningful difference. While there is some legal support for the notion that a defendant’s 
constitutional rights to confrontation and due process may override even rules intended to safeguard evidentiary reliability,85 

that line of reasoning has long lain fallow. If so, then Daubert should demand as much from criminal defendants as it does 
from prosecutors, and much novel neuroscience would be excluded. 

But why might courts not back away from admission when it comes to defense mitigation? Three reasons. 

First, the mantra that “death is different” is now so familiar that it practically needs no citation.86 The Supreme Court 
consistently has distinguished capital cases in its review of the constitutionality of sentences, applying a much more robust 
concept of Eighth Amendment proportionality and even the Sixth Amendment right to counsel than evident in noncapital 
cases. Thus, it would be consistent with this disparity to also admit defense neuroscientific evidence that would not have 
passed muster if offered by the prosecution or civil parties. 

Second, this tacit recognition that the Constitution applies differently to death cases finds explicit expression in the law of 
evidentiary admissibility for capital mitigation hearings. The Constitution requires that juries be allowed to consider “any 
relevant mitigating factor”87 offered in a capital sentencing hearing, and “virtually no limits are placed on the relevant 
mitigating evidence a capital defendant may introduce concerning his own *635 circumstances.”88 It is also clear that ordinary 
rules of evidence--which typically do not apply in full form during sentencing proceedings in any event89--must yield in 
capital mitigation hearings.90 At the same time, there remains debate as to whether and to what extent Daubert, or a similar 
reliability-based standard for expert evidence, applies in the sentencing context.91 

Finally, to the extent that the debate centers on introduction of such evidence in capital mitigation hearings--as opposed to the 
sentencing phase for noncapital offenses as well--then in practicality it will be an issue in only the handful of states that 
continue to impose the widely rejected sentence of capital punishment.92 

In short, it is possible to imagine, and compatible with a commitment to the consistent application of legal standards, that 
novel neuroscientific evidence becomes a regular feature of capital mitigation hearings, even if rejected for every other 
proffered use. Plaintiffs, prosecutors, and other litigants (including defendants seeking to use novel neuroscience as proof in 
the liability phase) may continue to meet resistance from courts skeptical that *636 such evidence can meet the threshold 
showing of reliability, even as criminal defendants in mitigation hearings make full use of such evidence. 

4. Final Thoughts About Spillover Effects 

One final scenario requires elaboration. Although there are good reasons, founded both in law and legal practice, to expect 
that novel neuroscience will initially remain largely cabined to capital mitigation and other serious sentencing hearings, it is 
easy to imagine that mounting pressure would result in its adoption in other contexts. If, in fact, the routine use of novel 
neuroscientific evidence in mitigation hearings were to result in such pressure to apply elsewhere, what might that expansion 
look like? To what other proceedings might it most naturally reach? 

Already, novel neuroscience has had an impact outside of the capital sentencing context: namely, in the noncapital sentencing 
context, albeit in a categorical and nonindividualized way. In Graham v. Florida93 and Miller v. Alabama,94 the Supreme 
Court relied heavily on neuroscientific studies to limit the reach of life without parole sentences for juvenile offenders, based 
on studies showing the immaturity of their brains. But apart from continuing to rely on neuroscience in this categorical 
fashion-- isolating categories for addicted persons or the mentally ill, for instance-- the real breakthrough would be to apply 
neuroscientific findings to noncapital, individual sentencing determinations. Indeed, Miller opened the door precisely to that 
kind of evidence. By holding that courts cannot impose mandatory life without parole, but must make individualized 
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determinations in the case of juveniles,95 the Court opened the door to the consideration of individual neuroscientific findings 
in support of a particular defendant’s claim. And if a juvenile can use brain development as a mitigating factor, why not a 
twenty-something-year-old? 

Also, there are already slight signs of prosecutors’ interest in using neuroscientific evidence,96 and it is easy to imagine, as 
many have, the myriad ways in which prosecutors might make further use of it in the future. It is easiest to imagine such uses 
in contexts that, like capital sentencing, do not suffer from the constraint of strict (or clear) evidentiary rules, such as bail 
hearings, competency determinations, and noncapital sentencing. Still, other proceedings, such as civil commitment hearings 
predicated on mental illness or future dangerousness, may require adherence to Daubert and Frye but not require the stringent 
burden of proof that must be met for criminal proceedings. 

*637 Moreover, as noted earlier, judges who become used to seeing neuroscientific proof in capital sentencing hearings may 
believe, as a matter of basic fairness, that the prosecution ought to be permitted to respond in kind with its own evidence. For 
example, in Professor Farahany’s study of criminal cases, she noted that prosecutors do not always respond solely with 
argument to defense efforts to use neuroscientific testing--they sometimes use the neuroscientific proof itself to argue against 
the defendant.97 In such cases, “[s]ome of the brain abnormality evidence introduced by a criminal defendant at trial can cut 
against him at a civil commitment hearing,”98 as happened in the case of a man who had suffered a serious brain injury that 
purportedly explained his aggression but whose injury prosecutors used to also show his incapacity for reform.99 

A kind of “good for the goose, good for the gander” reasoning also appears in existing sentencing law. In Payne v. 
Tennessee,100 as noted earlier, the Supreme Court expressly stated that “virtually no limits are placed on the relevant 
mitigating evidence a capital defendant may introduce concerning his own circumstances.”101 But the Court also added that 
“[t]he State has a legitimate interest in counteracting the mitigating evidence which the defendant is entitled to put in.”102 

Otherwise, there is “the potential for such unfairness.”103 Once the defendant introduces exculpatory neuroscientific proof, it 
seems only natural that courts would allow prosecutors to respond in kind. And when such evidence takes the form of novel 
neuroscience, courts may prove reluctant to reject prosecutorial evidence as insufficiently reliable having admitted the same 
kind of evidence when offered by the defense. In this way, evidence that now serves the interests of defendants, propelled to 
admission by a defendant’s special constitutional rights,104 may quickly become precedent relied upon by courts to admit the 
same kind of evidence more broadly, even when offered against the defense. If so, government use of neuroscientific proof 
could be grandfathered in through defense standards that were never that onerous, resulting in a new kind of Daubert 
equilibrium. 

Of course, as courts grow accustomed to hearing neuroscientific evidence in bail proceedings, sentencing proceedings, 
competency determinations, and the like, will they remember that such evidence did not have to meet stringent hurdles of 
reliability when confronted with neuroscientific evidentiary proffers during the guilt phase of a trial? Current case reviews 
suggest that *638 courts generally reject such evidence, even when offered by the defense, although instances of admission 
occur.105 But will that pattern endure even if the science does not meaningfully evolve? Will it not seem odd to a judge to rule 
evidence unreliable that, in a hearing months earlier, the judge cited as part of a basis for a detention decision? Similarly, it is 
easy to imagine that opinions admitting such evidence at the request of defendants citing constitutional values will be 
successfully cited by prosecutors seeking to introduce the same kind of evidence on their own behalf. 

If novel neuroscience gains a foothold in the parts of a criminal case that are not characterized by extensive discovery, robust 
adversarial hearing, or formal evidence rules (including Daubert- or Frye-type reliability screens), then it will no doubt have 
an advantage when it first starts cropping up in the more demanding phases of adjudication. Indeed, the lamentable state of 
public defense in the United States suggests that many unfounded neuroscientific claims may go altogether unchallenged 
even if there were legitimate legal and scientific bases to keep such evidence out.106 

Finally, might this embrace of novel neuroscientific evidence, once a regular feature of criminal cases, eventually bleed over 
to the civil context as well? Will an opinion that admits evidence of “toxic encephalopathy”107 in mitigation become a 
supportive citation for a motion to admit such evidence when offered by a civil plaintiff? Although the traditional narrative 
about the divide between civil and criminal Daubert suggests that distinctions between the two can be maintained, it is not 
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inconceivable that the inroads made in the criminal context might ease the path for at least some civil plaintiffs going 
forward. The same judges that hear neuroscientific evidence in capital cases inevitably will preside over other kinds of 
proceedings, including civil matters. 

As such evidence becomes increasingly familiar and judges acclimate to its particular vernacular, the novelty of using 
neuroscientific proof may start to wear off and earlier boundaries dissolve. After all, judges tend to expect a baseline of 
reliability from all evidence. Even in a capital hearing, most judges would not allow the defendant to present an astrologer 
who would testify that the defendant only acted because Mercury was in retrograde. Judges may feel a fundamental 
discomfort with the idea of a discrepancy--the notion that neuroscience is somehow reliable enough for a death sentence 
determination but not for less serious offenses or monetary claims. 

Furthermore, empirical evidence shows that neuroscientific proof is susceptible to motivated reasoning, “the unconscious 
tendency to assimilate *639 information in a manner biased towards reaching a particular outcome.”108 Thus, judges may 
begin to deem such evidence reliable when it confirms other proof, or even their own intrinsic beliefs about a particular 
condition, and incline toward a more generous Daubert or Frye standard in noncapital or civil cases. 

CONCLUSION 

Novel neuroscientific evidence now stands at the precipice of the judicial system, seeking entry. But that system’s history of 
safeguarding scientific proof suggests that even if neuroscience is ready, the courts may not be. On the civil side, courts have 
struggled to show evenhandedness and consistency in the degree to which they subject plaintiffs’ evidence to scrutiny, often 
being accused of reserving their most intense oversight for plaintiffs’ proffers. On the criminal side, courts have repeatedly 
shown themselves willing to allow the most spurious forms of “science” when offered by prosecutors--with catastrophic 
consequences. 

The disconnect between these two realities--courts’ leniency toward criminal prosecutors and harshness toward civil 
plaintiffs--has henceforth created little overt tension in our appraisal of the rule of law because the scientific methods 
proffered in each category varied markedly. Apart from fire science and handwriting analysis, which have their own unique 
pathologies, the scientific techniques rejected by civil courts had little bearing on the methods prosecutors sought to 
introduce. 

Novel neuroscience, however, may stand alone at the crossroads of civil and criminal evidence. Like lie detection, its closest 
analogue, novel neuroscience offers something of value to both civil and criminal litigants and to plaintiffs, prosecutors, and 
defendants. As courts confront questions of its admissibility, then, they will have to squarely confront the demonstrated 
problem of inconsistent application of admissibility standards. What will be the result? Only time will tell. But whatever the 
outcome, observers may gain a clearer sense of the successes and failures of our evidentiary admissibility standard. 
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prosecutors in response to evidence offered by the defense and intended as mitigating (e.g., the touted “double-edged sword” of 
neuroscience, in which the defense argues “my brain is defective, spare me” while the prosecution counters that “defendant’s brain 
is defective, incarcerate him”), as opposed to those marshaled to support neuroscientific evidence offered ab initio by the 
prosecutor. See, e.g., id. at 21 (recounting prosecutors’ argument to this effect in response to defense evidence). In Professor 
Farahany’s article surveying existing cases, she expounds the facts of cases that seem to consist exclusively of defense-offered 
evidence. See id. at 12, 14-19 (discussing competency challenges raised by defense regarding standing trial, tendering a plea, and 
confessing; support for mental illness or mens rea defenses; involuntariness; and sentencing). Notably, Professor Denno found that 
when “prosecutors did utilize neuroscience evidence to suggest a defendant’s propensity to commit crimes, they typically did so 
only by building upon the evidence first introduced by a defense expert.” Denno, supra note 1, at 526. She further found that only 
eighty cases contained future dangerousness discussions grounded in neuroscience, and only in ten of those was that “neuroscience 
evidence introduced by the defense ... leveraged by the prosecution in an effort to prove the defendant’s future dangerousness.” Id. 
at 528. 

82 See infra Part II.B.4. 

83 See generally BRANDON L. GARRETT, CONVICTING THE INNOCENT: WHERE CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS GO 
WRONG 84-117 (2012). 

84 See, e.g., NAT’L RESEARCH COUNCIL, supra note 15, at 96-110. 

85 See, e.g., Rock v. Arkansas, 483 U.S. 44 (1987); Chambers v. Mississippi, 410 U.S. 284 (1973). 

86 Nonetheless, Rachel Barkow’s excellent review of the “two tracks” of sentencing law provides a helpful primer. Rachel E. 
Barkow, The Court of Life and Death: The Two Tracks of Constitutional Sentencing Law and the Case for Uniformity, 107 MICH. 
L. REV. 1145, 1147 (2009) (noting courts’ insistence that “death is different” and arguing that it is both legally unsupported and 
theoretically unwise). 

87 Eddings v. Oklahoma, 455 U.S. 104, 112 (1982) (citing Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586 (1978)). 

88 Payne v. Tennessee, 501 U.S. 808, 822 (1991). Note, however, that the Court has expressly stated that “relevant” has no special 
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meaning in the capital context. Tennard v. Dretke, 542 U.S. 274, 284 (2004) (noting that the evidence must be that which “tends 
logically to prove or disprove some fact or circumstance”). 

89 See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 3593(c) (2012) (stating that “[i]nformation is admissible regardless of its admissibility under the rules 
governing admission of evidence at criminal trials except that information may be excluded if its probative value is outweighed by 
the danger of creating unfair prejudice, confusing the issues, or misleading the jury”); FED. R. EVID. 1101(d)(3). Interestingly, 
there have been constitutional challenges to this rule that reveal how it operates both to the benefit and detriment of each side. For 
instance, it may help criminal defendants by permitting less robustly reliable evidence in mitigation, but most defense advocates 
deem the standard as harming defendants because it lessens the bar for the reliability of aggravation evidence offered by the 
prosecution in support of aggravation. Challenges along both lines have largely failed. See, e.g., United States v. Snarr, 704 F.3d 
368, 399 (5th Cir. 2013) (reviewing the Federal Death Penalty Act’s “relaxed evidentiary standard” and reaffirming its 
constitutionality); see also Michael D. Pepson & John N. Sharifi, Two Wrongs Don’t Make a Right: Federal Death Eligibility 
Determinations and Judicial Trifurcations, 43 AKRON L. REV. 1, 13 (2010). At the same time, defendants have mounted Daubert 
and Frye challenges to evidence introduced at sentencing, such as to “scientific findings” claiming future dangerousness, most 
often without much success. See infra note 90. 

90 See Green v. Georgia, 442 U.S. 95, 97 (1979) (holding that the hearsay rule could not serve to exclude testimony during the capital 
penalty phase); cf. Oregon v. Guzek, 546 U.S. 517, 525 (2006) (holding that the Constitution did not grant the right to the 
defendant to introduce innocence-related alibi evidence that undermined conviction during the penalty phase). 

91 Some courts have expressly held that Daubert does not apply, see, e.g., United States v. Fields, 483 F.3d 313, 342 (5th Cir. 2007), 
while others have simply skirted the issue, see, e.g., United States v. Barnette, 211 F.3d 803, 815 (4th Cir. 2000) (rejecting the 
defense’s Daubert-based challenge to “[p]sychopathy checklist” evidence at sentencing without resolving the applicability of 
Daubert); Smithers v. State, 826 So.2d 916 (Fla. 2002) (noting conflicting evidence on PET scan without referencing admissibility 
standards). 

92 Although nineteen states formally retain the death penalty, only seven states have executed an individual in the past two years. See 
DEATH PENALTY INFO. CTR., FACTS ABOUT THE DEATH PENALTY, 
http://www.deathpenaltyinfo.org/documents/FactSheet.pdf (last updated Aug. 30, 2016) [https://perma.cc/UFQ4-C4YS]. 

93 560 U.S. 48 (2010). As noted earlier, the Court also held it unconstitutional to execute juveniles in Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551 
(2005). See supra note 52 and accompanying text. 

94 132 S. Ct. 2455 (2012). 

95 Id. at 2475. 

96 See, e.g., Denno, supra note 1, at 526 (arguing that the concern is overblown that prosecutors will use neuroscientific evidence to 
bolster arguments of future dangerousness); Farahany, supra note 1, at 12-17 (discussing competency). 

97 See Farahany, supra note 1, at 22. 

98 Id. 

99 See id. 
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100 501 U.S. 808 (1991). 

101 Id. at 822. 

102 Id. at 825 (quoting Booth v. Maryland, 482 U.S. 496, 517 (1987) (White, J., dissenting)). 

103 Id. 

104 See, e.g., United States v. Sandoval-Mendoza, 472 F.3d 645, 656 (9th Cir. 2006) (reversing exclusion of brain tumor evidence that 
bolstered entrapment defense); State v. Ferrell, 277 S.W.3d 372, 381 (Tenn. 2009) (reversing exclusion of “toxic encephalopathy” 
evidence that supported the defendant’s claim that he was too cognitively impaired to have plotted escape). 

105 See, e.g., 5 DAVID L. FAIGMAN ET AL., supra note 1, §§ 20:9-:16. 

106 See, e.g., Risinger, supra note 18, at 135 (“When I first started looking at these postDaubert cases, I expected to find records of 
multiple well-litigated attacks on the weakest kinds of common prosecution-proffered expertise, with any system bias coming from 
judicial decisions. What I found was an apparent systematic failure to seriously litigate these issues on the part of the criminal 
defense bar.”). 

107 See Ferrell, 277 S.W.3d at 375, 381. 

108 Nicholas Scurich & Adam Shniderman, The Selective Allure of Neuroscientific Explanations, PLOS ONE 2 (Sept. 2014), 
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article/asset?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0107529.PDF [https://perma.cc/W8AX-T76P]. 

85 FDMLR 619 
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TRIAL JUDGES AND THE FORENSIC SCIENCE PROBLEM 

In the last decade, many fields within forensic science have been discredited by scientists, judges, legal 
commentators, and even the FBI. Many different factors have been cited as the cause of forensic science’s 
unreliability. Commentators have gestured toward forensic science’s unique development as an investigative 
tool, cited the structural incentives created when laboratories are either literally or functionally an arm of the 
district attorney’s office, accused prosecutors of being overzealous, and attributed the problem to criminal 
defense attorneys’ lack of funding, organization, or access to forensic experts. 

But none of these arguments explain why trial judges, who have an independent obligation to screen expert 
testimony presented in their courts, would routinely admit evidence devoid of scientific integrity. The project of 
this Note is to understand why judges, who effectively screen evidence proffered by criminal defendants and 
civil parties, fail to uphold their gatekeeping obligation when it comes to prosecutors’ forensic evidence, and 
how judges can overcome the obstacles in the path to keeping bad forensic evidence out of court. 

INTRODUCTION 1533 

I THE FORENSIC SCIENCE PROBLEM 1537 

II PROSECUTORS, DEFENDERS, AND JUDGES: WHO CAN FIX THE FORENSIC SCIENCE 1541 
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III UNDERSTANDING THE JUDICIAL FAILURE TO GATEKEEP 1555 

A Understanding How Judges Overlook Problems with Forensic Science 1555 

1 Judges Lack Scientific Knowledge 1555 

2 Judges Do Not Receive Helpful Information from Defense Attorneys 1558 

3 Judges Rely on Heuristics to Admit Prosecution Evidence 1559 

B From Recognition to Action 1563 

1 Why Judges May Choose Not to Exclude Bad Evidence 1563 

2 The Path to Solving the Forensic Science Problem 1566 

CONCLUSION 1570 

*1533 INTRODUCTION 

In the last decade, many fields within forensic science have been discredited by scientists,1 judges,2 legal commentators,3 and 
even the FBI.4 The foundation, methodology, execution, and conclusions of forensic scientists have been repeatedly called 
into question.5 Criticisms have been directed at all forensic disciplines, from bite-mark *1534 analysis6 to DNA analysis.7 

Hundreds if not thousands of convictions that rested in whole or in part on this “junk science” have been overturned,8 while 
innumerable additional convictions have been cast into doubt. Yet this evidence has been and continues to be routinely 
admitted in criminal court.9 

Commentators have pointed to a number of possible explanations for the problems with forensic science evidence: forensic 
science’s unique development as an investigative tool;10 the structural incentives created when laboratories are either literally 
or functionally an arm of the district attorney’s office;11 and inadequate education programs for forensics.12 They have blamed 
the proliferation of *1535 invalid forensic science testimony in the courtroom on overzealous prosecutors13 and criminal 
defense attorneys’ incompetence, lack of funding, and lack of access to forensic experts.14 

But none of these explanations account for why trial judges, who have an independent obligation to screen expert testimony 
presented in their courts, routinely admit evidence and permit testimony devoid of scientific integrity. And given the rigor 
with which trial judges screen experts proffered by criminal defendants and civil litigants, no serious argument can be made 
that judges lack the scientific savvy to execute their duty responsibly.15 Nor, for that matter, are the shortcomings of forensic 
science especially complex.16 Yet forensic evidence has been treated as reliable, even when the experts themselves 
acknowledge glaring gaps in their scientific methods and conclusions.17 

Although scholars have noted that trial judges do not rigorously uphold their expert admissibility screening obligation when 
it comes to prosecutors’ forensic experts, few have tried to explain why.18 One *1536 notable exception is retired Judge 
Donald Shelton of Michigan’s 22nd Circuit Court in Ann Arbor, Michigan, currently the director of the Criminal Justice 
Studies Program at the University of Michigan-Dearborn.19 Judge Shelton has argued that judicial permissiveness with regard 
to forensic evidence is most reasonably attributed to judicial bias--or “attitudinal blinders”--and has suggested some of the 
same causes that I will discuss, including the fact that many judges are former prosecutors, as well as the influence of “tough 
on crime” elections.20 Although I agree with Judge Shelton that judicial bias likely influences expert admissibility decisions,21 

my analysis recognizes a number of constraints on judges’ abilities to recognize and address problems with forensic science, 
including judges’ lack of scientific training,22 the frequent absence of defense objections to prosecution proffers,23 and 
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concerns--rooted in both law and policy--about withholding relevant evidence from juries.24 

For the purposes of this Note, I define the “forensic science problem” as the admission of unreliable forensic testimony in 
criminal trials. My framing reflects the view that the worst outcome of “junk science” is wrongful convictions,25 and 
accordingly that preventing *1537 wrongful convictions is the highest priority for reform. Others may define the worst 
outcome as the failure to convict the correct perpetrator, allowing a guilty person to remain “on the streets.” This definition, 
in turn, may prompt a focus on solutions such as increased federal funding for forensic science, or improvements to forensic 
science education programs. My definition, of course, points to a different kind of solution: keeping bad evidence out. 

This Note proceeds as follows: Part I summarizes a few of the most common--and problematic--shortcomings of forensic 
science evidence. Part II examines the relative abilities and incentives of prosecutors, defense attorneys, and judges to solve 
the forensic science problem, and concludes that only judges are well positioned to do so. Lastly, Part III addresses the big 
question: How can judges uphold their gatekeeping responsibilities and keep junk science out of the courtroom? 

I THE FORENSIC SCIENCE PROBLEM 

In recent years, nearly all forensic disciplines have been criticized as insufficiently tested or even invalid.26 Though a 
comprehensive analysis of the problems with various forensic disciplines is beyond the scope of this Note,27 it is worth 
fleshing out some of these issues, to both bring the forensic science problem to life and to dispel the notion that there is 
something special about forensic evidence that makes it especially difficult to screen out. A brief foray into the character of 
the problems with forensic evidence makes it clear that the admission of flawed forensic science cannot be so easily 
explained. 

The paradigmatic forensic science evidence involves a comparison of two samples--one taken from a known suspect, the 
other found at the scene of the crime--and the conclusion that there is a “match.”28 Whether through the statements of the 
witness or the *1538 surmise of the jury, this match is interpreted to demonstrate with virtual certainty that the defendant was 
at the scene of the crime. The validity of this conclusion rests on two interlocking assumptions: first, that a match is defined 
by some kind of industry standard, as opposed to the personal view of the testifying expert, and second, that this match is 
inculpatory because the particular combination of features that matched the exemplar is either literally unique or at least 
highly unusual. 

Research, however, has shown that these necessary assumptions are not present in many forensic fields. Several forensic 
disciplines have been criticized for their lack of an industry-wide match standard. For example, bite-mark analysis, also 
called forensic odontology, has no industry-wide standard defining how many points of similarity must exist to call a 
comparison a “match.” Instead, the reference manual for the American Board of Forensic Odontology’s “Human Bitemark 
Analysis Guidelines” is comprised of a cursory, bullet-point-style list of features to be documented, along with suggestions as 
to how the bite mark could be compared to exemplars.29 Although the guidelines rather unhelpfully list some vocabulary for 
articulating whether a bite mark does or does not match an exemplar, notably absent are any standards for determining 
whether said match exists.30 In other words, bite-mark “experts” have some parameters for the types of criteria to consider 
and the way to articulate their findings, but the critical middle step--drawing the correct conclusions from the evidence--is left 
to individual discretion. 

Remarkably, forensic odontologists have not been shy about the fact that their “scientific” field is entirely devoid of 
standards for matching samples.31 For example, in a leading case from the Missouri Court of Appeals, State v. Sager, the 
bite-mark expert acknowledged that there was “no standard procedure for arriving at conclusions” in the field of forensic 
odontology, and that his methodology “would not *1539 necessarily be used by all experts.”32 Along the same lines, 
Mississippi’s Supreme Court has repeatedly recognized that there “is little consensus in the scientific community on the 
number of points which must match before any positive identification can be announced” and that “methods of comparison 
employed in a particular case may differ.”33 
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Yet, in these and other cases, the evidence gets admitted. In Sager, for example, the court not only allowed the expert to 
testify that the bite mark “matched,” but also allowed him to testify that “no two people could have identical mouths,” that 
“the bite mark reflected in the photograph of the breast of the victim was beyond a reasonable doubt placed upon the victim’s 
breast by appellant,” and that “the conclusions reached [by all experts] would be the same.”34 This confidence is misplaced. In 
the limited scientific studies of bitemark analysis, forensic odontologists disagreed not only about whether there was a match 
to the exemplar, but even about whether the mark was made by a human.35 

Bite-mark analysis may be the poster child for a forensic field that commentators love to hate,36 but another forensic 
discipline that lacks standards for a “match” is a former darling of the forensic evidence world: fingerprint analysis.37 The FBI 
once proudly wrote that “[o]f all the methods of identification, fingerprinting alone has proved to be both infallible and 
feasible.”38 But while courts have been *1540 admitting fingerprint evidence for over a hundred years,39 the discipline lacked 
an industry-wide match standard until the National Research Council criticized this shortcoming in a 2009 report.40 Since 
then, the Scientific Working Group on Friction Ridge Analysis, Study and Technology has issued standards that, according to 
the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST), “begin[ ] to move latent print analysis in the 
direction of an objective framework.”41 Nevertheless, PCAST concluded that fingerprint analysis has “a considerable way to 
go” before achieving objectivity.42 

If and when a match can be reliably established in any forensic discipline, the significance of the match hinges on the degree 
to which a match is unusual. Consider, for example, blood types: A serologist might find that the defendant’s blood type 
matches a sample found at the crime scene. How inculpatory that is depends precisely on how unusual the blood type is. For 
instance, eleven percent of the white population have Type B blood.43 So, if you have a white Type B defendant, and you 
have a Type B sample taken from the scene, you can safely say that the sample excludes eighty-nine percent of the white 
population and does not exclude the defendant. 

On the other hand, if you don’t know anything about how common each blood type is, you could testify that you found a 
match, but not about how unusual that match is. Take, for example, microscopic hair analysis. We don’t know how common 
it is for people within a racial group to have similar hair characteristics, which means that testimony about hair characteristics 
ought to be limited to a statement that the sample found at the scene “could have” come from the defendant.44 Unfortunately, 
microscopic hair experts have struggled to restrain themselves: For decades, experts testified that only about “5 percent of the 
population” shared certain characteristics, or that finding a match put the odds of a false positive at “one chance in 10,000.”45 

In 2015, an FBI review concluded that, of the twenty-eight *1541 FBI agents who conducted microscopic hair analyses, 
twenty-six made erroneous statements in written reports or oral testimony.46 

This brief description of a few common problems with forensic evidence demonstrates that the shortcomings of forensic 
science are not so complex that prosecutors cannot understand them, defense attorneys cannot challenge them, and judges 
cannot bar evidence because of them. Yet over and over again forensic expert witnesses are permitted to give invalid 
testimony. The following Part looks at the three primary actors within the criminal justice system--prosecutors, criminal 
defense attorneys, and trial judges--to determine who is best suited to address the forensic science problem. 

II PROSECUTORS, DEFENDERS, AND JUDGES: WHO CAN FIX THE FORENSIC SCIENCE PROBLEM? 

A. Prosecutors 

Prosecutors have a great degree of power to prevent erroneous admissions. As the actors who proffer the evidence in the first 
place, they could all but solve the forensic science problem tomorrow simply by declining to present evidence that lacks a 
valid foundation and a reliable methodology.47 But, despite the expectation that prosecutors will act as “minister[s] of 
justice,”48 the adversarial structure of the criminal justice system incentivizes zealous prosecutions.49 Scholars have repeatedly 
noted the tension between the stated neutrality of the prosecutor and the reality of prosecution in the United States.50 While 
*1542 a prosecutor’s role is ostensibly to reach the truth, some prosecutors have evinced marked resistance to the truth when 
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the truth happens to be that the defendant is innocent.51 

States’ experts are not immune from the conviction mindset, either, perhaps because of the ways in which forensic 
laboratories are aligned with law enforcement. For example, many forensic science disciplines were initially developed by 
law enforcement for investigative purposes.52 And in most jurisdictions, forensic laboratories are still literally a part of the 
prosecutors’ office.53 Even where there is no formal connection, forensic labs get the vast majority of their business from 
prosecutors and law enforcement, potentially creating a sense *1543 that success on the job means finding a match and 
getting a conviction.54 

One example of the dangers of such a “team” mentality among prosecutors and experts comes from the area of Shaken Baby 
Syndrome (SBS). Despite being based on what can charitably be described as a thin medical foundation,55 growing national 
awareness of child abuse, among other factors, led to an explosion in prosecutions for SBS in the United States in the nineties 
and the first decade of the twenty-first century.56 Many of these prosecutions came out of child abuse units in hospitals and 
collaboration between prosecutors and child abuse physicians in cases where a caregiver was alleged to have shaken an 
infant, causing brain damage or death.57 In her seminal book on SBS prosecutions, Professor Deborah Tuerkheimer describes 
the role physicians played in SBS cases: “Doctors came to court and explained that, notwithstanding the absence of any other 
signs of abuse, shaking could be proved by three neurological symptoms: bleeding beneath the outer layer of membranes 
surrounding the brain, bleeding in the retina, and brain swelling.”58 These doctors would go on to testify that the shaking must 
have been the cause, that it must have been unreasonably violent shaking, and that the perpetrator must have been the last 
person with the infant.59 The medical testimony thus wasn’t merely the most damning part of the case; it was the case. 

Against that backdrop, the medical community writ large began to call these conclusions into question. In 2011, for example, 
an advisory board member of the National Center on Shaken Baby Syndrome described the three symptoms as a “myth,” 
dismissing the notion that any “trained pediatrician” could equate them with abuse.60 But child abuse units full of physicians 
trained to make just *1544 such a conclusion were already in place. A study by Northwestern University that examined 3000 
SBS cases from a twenty-five-year period exposed what is arguably the result of collaboration between prosecutors and 
physicians: SBS prosecution “hot spots.”61 For example, Sarpy County, Nebraska, and nearby Douglas County, Nebraska, are 
number one and number four respectively in SBS prosecutions per capita.62 These blockbuster numbers of prosecutions may 
reflect the local “team” strategy, in which “law enforcement, child advocacy centers, prosecutors, the Department of Health 
and Human Services, and medical professionals” work together to investigate possible child abuse.63 As this example 
demonstrates, adversarial incentives influence not only prosecutors themselves, but may influence experts with whom they 
work closely as well. 

Not surprisingly given the adversarial structure of the criminal justice system, prosecutors have shown little interest in 
policing their own evidence. The National District Attorneys Association (NDAA), for instance, responded to the publication 
of the 2016 PCAST Report64 by criticizing the committee’s methods and composition and rejecting all of its findings. 
“Experience shows these disciplines offer reliable and powerful evidence in a court of law,”65 the NDAA argued. The NDAA 
continued: “It is therefore entirely inappropriate for the report to suggest otherwise to this country’s courts.”66 Attorney 
General Loretta Lynch was no more interested in adopting PCAST’s findings, despite being appointed by the same liberal 
administration that commissioned the report. Her response was that the Department of Justice “remain[s] confident that, 
when used properly, forensic science evidence helps juries identify the guilty and clear the innocent,” and “[w]hile we 
appreciate [PCAST’s] contribution to the field of scientific inquiry, the department will not be adopting the recommendations 
*1545 related to the admissibility of forensic science evidence.”67 

More recently, President Trump’s appointment for Attorney General, Jeff Sessions, took further steps to halt forensic science 
reform efforts. For instance, Sessions recently announced he would halt a collaboration on forensic science research between 
leading scientists and the Department of Justice (DOJ).68 In 2013, responding to the NRC Report, the Obama administration 
formed the National Commission on Forensic Science (NCFS), a panel of leading scientists charged with advising the 
executive branch on efforts to standardize and validate forensic disciplines.69 But in April of 2017, Sessions announced that 
the NCFS charter would not be renewed, over the objection of several of NCFS’s scientists.70 “For too long,” the panel 
members wrote, “decisions regarding forensic science have been made without the input of the research science 
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community.”71 This exclusion, they argued, led to a “disconnection between the fundamental principles of science and some 
forensic disciplines.”72 

In addition to allowing the NCFS charter to expire, Sessions also announced that he would be terminating a review of FBI 
testimony in several forensic disciplines. Reviews in recent years had already turned up widespread problems with the 
testimony of FBI analysts in the area of microscopic hair analysis, and Deputy Attorney General Sally Yates had announced 
that expanded review would focus on identifying “whether the same kind of ‘testimonial overstatement’ that we found during 
our review of microscopic hair evidence could have crept into other disciplines.”73 This review has now been “suspended” 
*1546 by the Trump administration.74 As Peter Neufeld, co-founder of the Innocence Project, said of these developments, 
“the [DOJ] has literally decided to suspend the search for the truth.”75 

As these actions on the part of the DOJ demonstrate, prosecutors’ influence extends beyond the courtroom and into policy 
and funding decisions. The fact that Sessions could unilaterally disband the NCFS, for example, is a product of the DOJ’s 
efforts under Lynch to maintain control of forensic science reform. It would therefore be shortsighted to blame the Trump 
administration for the forensic science problem, since in the months following publication of the PCAST Report in 
September of Obama’s final year in office, “not only [did] the Obama administration [do] nothing about the report, the 
Justice Department ... publicly denounced it.”76 As long as forensic science continues to be “powerful evidence in a court of 
law,” as the NDAA put it,77 the DOJ is likely to exercise that influence to keep reform efforts within their control. And if 
courts give the benefit of the doubt to prosecutors as to the reliability of their evidence, prosecutors will have no incentive to 
fund research that might prove otherwise. 

In sum, neither the structural incentives for prosecutors nor their actual practices suggest that prosecutors are likely to solve 
the forensic science problem. 

B. Criminal Defense Attorneys 

Criminal defense attorneys, unlike prosecutors, are structurally incentivized to challenge forensic testimony, yet 
commentators have noted that they rarely do so.78 There are a few possible explanations for this phenomenon. First, because 
most criminal defendants are indigent, most criminal defense attorneys are public defenders or panel attorneys.79 Average 
caseload numbers for public defenders far *1547 exceed recommended numbers,80 forcing them to cut corners and file only 
the most critical motions, which could explain the relative quiet when it comes to motions regarding forensic science 
evidence.81 Panel attorneys are seldom compensated at competitive rates for their public appointments,82 incentivizing them to 
spend as little time as possible on their indigent clients relative to their paying ones. They also often lack experience with 
criminal trials.83 And given the frequency with which forensic evidence is admitted,84 even defense attorneys with time and 
money to burn might be reluctant to occupy the court’s time with a motion challenging a prosecutor’s proffer, fearing that 
doing so will annoy trial judges who have been admitting such evidence for years. That said, criminal defense attorneys do 
challenge experts sometimes, and will likely do so more often in light of the growing chorus of criticisms from the NRC 
Report, the PCAST *1548 Report, and other commentators. Their motions, however, are routinely denied.85 

Still, when bad forensic evidence is admitted--whether in the absence of a motion to exclude, or in the face of one--defense 
attorneys can challenge this evidence with the usual tricks of the trade: rigorous cross-examination and dueling experts.86 But 
neither of these traditional safeguards is sufficient. Cross-examination, for example, comes only after the jury has watched 
the judge--ostensibly the only “neutral” lawyer in the room--qualify the expert at the outset of his or her testimony.87 Jurors 
likely attribute at least a modicum of reliability to someone whose credentials have just been read and used as the basis for 
admittance.88 Effective cross-examination also requires the defense attorney to be relatively knowledgeable about the 
shortcomings of the evidence, which may be too tall an order for overwhelmed public defenders or appointed counsel more 
accustomed to writing wills or appearing in bankruptcy court.89 A study of 137 transcripts from the trials of DNA exonerees 
exposed routine failure on the part of defense attorneys to effectively cross-examine expert witnesses, even when their 
testimonies were patently false.90 And finally, even a great cross-examination may not be effective against a confident expert 
witness, since cross-examination is best suited to exposing personal flaws like “[v]eracity, memory, motivation, prejudices, 
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and *1549 biases,” rather than scientific invalidity.91 Cross-examination is therefore both rare and likely ineffective as a tool 
to prevent invalid forensic science from swaying a jury toward conviction. 

In light of these shortcomings of cross-examination, one could argue that contrary experts proffered by the defense are the 
best safeguard to prevent the jury from crediting the invalid testimony of a prosecution expert. Defense attorneys experience 
problems in this arena as well, however. First, they may not have access to qualified experts, either for lack of funding92 or 
because the majority of experts are employed by the state.93 Judges may also admit the state’s expert and then turn around and 
bar a similarly credentialed expert from the defense: At least one study has shown that judges are significantly more likely to 
exclude experts proffered by the defense than those proffered by the state.94 And even if they are admitted, juries faced with 
conflicting expert testimonies may discount the testimonies of both experts, perhaps interpreting them as “hired guns” who 
are simply testifying as directed.95 Thus the traditional safeguards of the trial process are often too little, too late. 

*1550 C. Judges 

Although prosecutors lack structural incentives to police forensic evidence appropriately, and defense attorneys lack the 
resources and authority to do so, judges do not face either of these obstacles. As the neutral arbiter of the courtroom, the 
judge is tasked with ensuring the fairness and integrity of criminal proceedings. This nebulous expectation is concretized in 
the trial judge’s affirmative obligation to screen all expert evidence before it is presented at trial, known as the judicial 
gatekeeping function. 

All fifty states and the federal government are bound by rules of evidence that require judges to screen expert evidence before 
it is presented to a jury.96 For example, Federal Rule of Evidence 702 states that “[a] witness who is qualified as an expert ... 
may testify in the form of an opinion or otherwise” only if certain criteria are met, including that “the testimony is based on 
sufficient facts or data,” that “the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods,” and that those principles and 
methods were “reliably applied” in the case at bar.97 Although there’s no question that judges benefit from rigorous 
challenges to evidence by criminal defense attorneys,98 the fact remains that with or without a defense motion, judges are 
obligated to protect the jury from certain expert evidence.99 

The majority of states and the federal government apply the admissibility test established by the Supreme Court in Daubert v. 
Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc.,100 known as the Daubert test.101 Daubert superseded the longstanding test articulated in 
1923 by the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia in Frye v. United States.102 The Frye standard asks simply whether 
the methods or principles in question “have gained general acceptance in the field in *1551 which it belongs,” known as the 
“general acceptance” test.103 In Daubert, the Court interpreted Rule 702 to mandate a judicial finding of “evidentiary 
reliability” for admittance.104 The Daubert opinion provides four factors for courts to consider in determining the reliability of 
expert evidence, including (1) whether the theory or technique at issue can be tested, (2) whether it has been subject to peer 
review and publication, (3) the known rate of error, and (4) whether the theory or technique is generally accepted in the 
relevant scientific community.105 The Court emphasized, however, that the test is “flexible”; these factors are neither 
mandatory nor are they necessarily exhaustive considerations.106 The Court has subsequently written that the Daubert factors 
“do not constitute a ‘definitive checklist or test”’107 and their applicability “depend[s] on the nature of the issue, the expert’s 
particular expertise, and the subject of his testimony.”108 

Because Daubert interprets Rule 702, which applies identically to civil and criminal cases, the case requires judges to apply 
the same “exacting standard[ ]”109 to expert proffers from any party. But the flexibility of the Daubert test makes it ripe for 
biased decisionmaking. Over the course of three cases, known as the “Daubert trilogy,”110 the Supreme Court granted trial 
judges discretion on three levels. First, it is up to the judge to decide what kind of procedure to follow when making an 
admissibility determination--for instance, whether to hold *1552 a Daubert hearing as opposed to deciding the issue on 
paper.111 Second, which, if any, Daubert factors to consider is reserved to the judge’s discretion.112 And third, the ultimate 
decision of whether to admit the evidence is a matter of discretion.113 Recognizing the multiple layers of deference developed 
through the Daubert doctrine, Justice Scalia concurred in one of the trilogy cases with the sole purpose of cautioning that the 
discretion that trial judges enjoy “is not discretion to perform the function inadequately” but is only “discretion to choose 
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among reasonable means of excluding expertise that is fausse and science that is junky.”114 

In the aftermath of the Daubert trilogy, scholars predicted a sea change in the admission of forensic science.115 But within a 
few years, those predictions were replaced with observations that only prosecutors’ experts seemed to be evading review. A 
famous (or infamous) pair of rulings from the Eastern District of Pennsylvania in United States v. Llera Plaza116 illustrates 
both how Daubert can be applied to bar shoddy forensic evidence, and how forensic evidence makes it into court despite its 
shortcomings. 

In Llera Plaza I, Judge Louis Pollack applied the relatively new Daubert standard to fingerprint evidence proffered by the 
government, and found it lacking in all four factors. First, as to whether the technique “can be (and has been) tested,”117 Judge 
Pollack found that the methodology used by the FBI had not been subject to relevant testing, rejecting the government’s 
contention that “testing” included *1553 “‘adversarial’ courtroom testing.”118 Second, he considered whether fingerprinting 
had been subject to peer review, and concluded that because the only “peer review” came from the analysts themselves, who 
“tend to be skilled professionals who have learned their craft on the job and without concomitant advanced academic 
training,”119 the FBI’s methodology had not been subject to “peer review” in the scientific sense.120 Third, Judge Pollack found 
evidence regarding the error rate of fingerprint identification “unpersuasive, one way or another” and found that fingerprint 
comparison lacked “uniformly accepted ‘scientific’ standards.”121 Fourth, he found that because the field of fingerprint 
analysis is not itself a reliable field, general acceptance within the field of fingerprint examiners “by itself cannot sustain the 
government’s burden in making the case for admissibility of fingerprint testimony under [Rule] 702.”122 In sum, fingerprint 
analysis had not been tested, was not standardized, could not support claims of a low error rate, and was not generally 
accepted within a disinterested scientific community.123 

Nevertheless, after finding fingerprint analysis lacking at every turn, Judge Pollack ruled that fingerprint examiners could 
testify, albeit cabining them to “descriptive, not judgmental” testimony.124 In so doing, he alluded to a consideration not 
sanctioned by the Daubert Court, namely the “century of judicial acquiescence in fingerprint identification” that would 
render total exclusion “unwarrantably heavy-handed.”125 

Then, the plot thickened. Under protestations from the government that cabining expert testimony would “seriously 
compromise[ ]” the government’s “prosecutorial effectiveness,” Judge Pollack held another Daubert hearing and overturned 
his original ruling.126 In Llera Plaza II, the judge did not dispute the defense’s contention that no new factual or legal basis 
had emerged to justify the reconsideration, but simply lowered the bar for the FBI. For instance, instead of hewing to his 
original judgment that the government had not persuaded *1554 him that the error rate was acceptably low,127 Judge Pollack 
now held that “there is no evidence that the error rate of certified FBI fingerprint examiners is unacceptably high.”128 This 
way of looking at the error rate is all the more remarkable because under Rule 702 the burden is clearly on the government to 
show that the evidence is reliable by a preponderance of the evidence.129 Flipping this standard on its head, Judge Pollack 
concluded that he had not been “persuaded that courts should defer admission of testimony with respect to fingerprinting.”130 

In short, under pressure from the DOJ and the FBI, Judge Pollack put the burden on the defense to show unreliability rather 
than holding the prosecution to its burden of proving reliability. 

The layers of discretion baked into Daubert open the door for this kind of special treatment. For instance, in the Ninth 
Circuit’s Daubert opinion following remand from the Supreme Court, Chief Judge Kozinski offered additional factors for 
trial judges to consider in making Daubert rulings, and called it “very significant” whether the expert’s testimony “grow[s] 
naturally and directly out of research they have conducted independent of the litigation, or whether they have developed their 
opinions expressly for purposes of testifying.”131 And yet, with no explanation for the distinction, he dropped a footnote 
exempting “law enforcement” evidence from this consideration: 

There are, of course, exceptions. Fingerprint analysis, voice recognition, DNA fingerprinting and a variety of 
other scientific endeavors closely tied to law enforcement may indeed have the courtroom as a principal theatre 
of operations. As to such disciplines, the fact that the expert has developed an expertise principally for purposes 
of litigation will obviously not be a substantial consideration.132 
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Interestingly, Judge Kozinski has now joined the crusade against “voodoo science” proffered by prosecutors.133 But his 1995 
opinion *1555 reflects the evidently popular sentiment that law enforcement evidence is somehow uniquely exempt from the 
rigorous screening that other evidence must pass through. 

Prosecutors, criminal defense attorneys, and trial judges are all complicit to some degree in the admission of shoddy forensic 
science evidence. Only trial judges, however, are explicitly tasked with keeping unreliable expert evidence out of the 
courtroom. The existence of this affirmative obligation, however, has not prevented unreliable evidence proffered by 
prosecution from being admitted in court and functioning as the basis for criminal convictions. The following Part attempts to 
make sense of this reality. 

III UNDERSTANDING THE JUDICIAL FAILURE TO GATEKEEP 

As the preceding discussion shows, the forensic science problem is unlikely to be solved by either prosecutors or defense 
attorneys. That would seem to leave us with trial judges, and indeed Rule 702 and Daubert suggest that judges have the 
means to stop bad forensic evidence in its tracks. But judges and other commentators have suggested a number of reasons 
why judges do not step in to keep bad forensic expert evidence out of court. This section considers those arguments, and 
concludes that despite the obstacles in their paths, judges can and should take a leadership role in solving the forensic science 
problem. 

A. Understanding How Judges Overlook Problems with Forensic Science 

1. Judges Lack Scientific Knowledge 

One commonly offered explanation for why judges are not well suited to the task of solving the forensic science problem is 
that they lack scientific training. Indeed, some evidence suggests that judges are not well equipped to operationalize Daubert 
because, though fully capable of reciting the Daubert factors, they are not well versed in what those factors actually mean for 
the evidence in question.134 

A common problem in the forensic science context, for example, is defining “peer review” for the purposes of Daubert’s 
second *1556 factor.135 In Daubert the Court described peer review as “submission to the scrutiny of the scientific 
community,” which “increases the likelihood that substantive flaws in methodology will be detected.”136 One of the most 
problematic aspects of forensic science is that, because virtually all forensic disciplines (with the notable exception of DNA 
analysis) were developed for law enforcement purposes, there is no neutral “scientific community” reviewing the 
methodologies developed in the field. Although some judges have recognized that review by practitioners working in law 
enforcement cannot reasonably be equated with the kind of dispassionate review described in Daubert,137 others accept 
arguments from prosecutors and practitioners that publications and reviews by fellow practitioners satisfy the peer review 
consideration.138 

The Llera Plaza opinions, analyzed above,139 illustrate one type of interpretive error with regard to the peer review factor. In 
Llera Plaza I, Judge Pollack found that fingerprint analysis came up short on peer review because, to the extent that 
publications were submitted to a peer community, that community was comprised of “skilled professionals who have learned 
their craft on the job and without any concomitant advanced academic training” and thus was not a “scientific community.”140 

In Llera Plaza II, however, Judge Pollack reversed course, this time equating the field of fingerprint analysts to “accountants, 
vocational experts, accident-reconstruction experts, appraisers of land or of art, experts in tire failure analysis, or others” who 
“have ‘technical, or other specialized knowledge”’ and need not represent a “scientific community” in order to satisfy the 
“peer review” factor.141 In fact, in both instances Judge Pollack’s analysis overlooks a critical component of peer review, 
which is that peer review is designed in part to control for bias, and cannot serve that *1557 function adequately when the 
entire peer group shares a systemic bias. Because fingerprint analysis was developed by law enforcement for law 
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enforcement, the entire peer community may share a systemic bias toward conviction and ought to be approached with 
skepticism. Having interpreted the Supreme Court’s analysis in Daubert to mean simply that the peer community ought to be 
comprised of highly educated experts, rather than neutral experts, it is no surprise that Judge Pollack backtracked from his 
initial ruling when confronted with the numerous fields in which scientific training is irrelevant. 

But while judges may generally be ill equipped to rigorously evaluate expert evidence proffered by any party, this lack of 
scientific expertise may unfairly advantage prosecutors and disadvantage defendants. For example, a survey of federal cases 
in the seven years following the Daubert decision found that when criminal defense attorneys challenged prosecution 
experts, the government prevailed in sixty-one out of the sixty-seven appellate opinions.142 When the prosecutor was 
challenging the ruling, on the other hand, the defendant lost forty-four out of fifty-four cases, while seven of the remaining 
ten cases were remanded for a Daubert hearing.143 Similar patterns have been identified elsewhere: A subsequent analysis of 
nearly seven hundred state and federal judicial opinions published in the five-and-a-half years after Daubert showed an 
enormous disparity in success between prosecution and defense proffers of expert evidence at the trial court level, with 
prosecution experts being admitted 95.8% of the time while defense experts were admitted a mere 7.8% of the time.144 

Prosecution evidence also appears to be held to a lower standard than evidence in civil cases. Empirical studies following 
Daubert have shown that “evidence proffered by plaintiffs in civil cases receives harsh scrutiny for reliability, whereas 
evidence proffered by prosecutors *1558 in criminal cases typically gets a free pass.”145 Nor is it the case that evidence 
proffered in civil cases is somehow easier for people without scientific training to understand. As Professor Jane Moriarty 
wryly puts it, “[i]n civil cases, courts seem quite up to the task of evaluating microbiology, teratology, and toxicology 
evidence,” but “when it comes to evaluating the shortcomings of lip prints and handwriting, courts are unable to muster the 
most minimal grasp of why a standardless form of comparison might lack evidentiary reliability.”146 

2. Judges Do Not Receive Helpful Information from Defense Attorneys 

Judges faced with prosecution expert proffers may not receive the information they need to make a fair gatekeeping 
determination from the usual source: the opposing party.147 Ordinarily, judges rely heavily on the arguments and evidence that 
the parties present to them.148 As analyzed above, however, defense attorneys frequently fail to challenge prosecution 
experts.149 Without those challenges, judges make admissibility determinations solely on the basis of the prosecutor’s expert 
notice and the judge’s knowledge and beliefs about forensic science.150 And even where challenges are made, they may be 
made *1559 without the input--and accompanying affidavit-- of a contrary expert witness, and may as a result be 
substantively weak or lacking in credibility (particularly in contrast to the proffered prosecution expert).151 A judge could 
reasonably interpret a defense objection unsupported by an expert’s advice and affidavit as a Hail Mary motivated by 
vigorous advocacy rather than a well-founded challenge to invalid evidence. 

Still, with or without a credible defense challenge, judges have a responsibility to keep problematic expert evidence out of the 
courtroom. As difficult as this may be without the help of effective defense challenges, a growing body of 
literature--including the NRC Report152 and the PCAST Report,153 as well as scholarship,154 journalism,155 and even case 
law156--is available to educate judges as they make these decisions. Thus while judges may lack information from the usual 
source--the opposing party--the information itself is available, and judges have a responsibility to find it. 

3. Judges Rely on Heuristics to Admit Prosecution Evidence 

Judges faced with complex scientific questions for which they have little or no training, often combined with an absence of 
adequate information from the defense, may fail to grasp the shortcomings of *1560 forensic evidence because they are 
relying on heuristics, or mental shortcuts, to sidestep the substantive question altogether. Humans often rely on heuristics 
when faced with complex problems, either because they fail to realize that the shortcut is not an appropriate proxy for the 
more difficult decision, or because they lack the motivation or energy needed to engage in the effortful work demanded.157 
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Perhaps the single best example of an inappropriate but tempting heuristic for judges to rely on in the forensic science context 
is how long certain types of forensic evidence, such as fingerprint analysis, have been admitted as evidence.158 As one district 
judge put it, “[T]he methods of latent print identification can be and have been tested. They have been tested for roughly 100 
years. They have been tested in adversarial proceedings with the highest possible stakes--liberty and sometimes life.”159 The 
problem with this reasoning is that a mistake repeated for a hundred years is still a mistake.160 Professor Jane Moriarty has 
illustrated this fallacy by comparing the long-history argument in the forensic science context to similar arguments made to 
justify medical use of leeches, a practice that survived for thousands of years until it was subjected to scientific testing.161 A 
long history of admission, in other words, is a poor proxy for validity or reliability of a methodology. 

Judges may also rely on their instincts about the parties to guide their decisionmaking when it comes to forensic science 
experts.162 Heuristics in this line are particularly concerning because they are likely to militate in favor of the prosecution and 
against the defendant overall. One reason why such an imbalance may exist is that many *1561 judges were prosecutors 
before they donned their robes. For example, a review of the judges nominated during President Obama’s first seven years in 
office concluded that while he made significant strides toward diversifying the bench in terms of gender, race, and sexual 
orientation, the professional experience of his nominees was strikingly homogenous, with the largest number of nominees 
coming from private practice, followed by prosecutors’ offices.163 In state courts, the trend is the same. For example, one 
2009 study of state supreme court justices found that 32.9% of state supreme court justices had prosecutorial experience, 
while only 15.4% had experience as public defenders.164 A high representation of prosecutorial experience on the bench may 
both reflect and contribute to a judicial preference for prosecutors. And, interlocking with a bias in favor of consistency as 
described above, former prosecutors-turned-judges may be biased in favor of the evidence itself, as they likely proffered 
similar forensic evidence during their time as prosecutors--and got convictions because of it. 

Furthermore, in some jurisdictions the court system is organized such that prosecutors are assigned to specific courtrooms. 
Judges and prosecutors assigned to these courtrooms may overlap on a daily basis, leading to a collegial, team-like 
atmosphere.165 In the context of heavily discretionary decisionmaking like evidentiary rulings, a friendly relationship with a 
prosecutor may unconsciously guide a judge’s decision to decline a motion for a Daubert hearing, discourage her from 
weighing factors that cut against admission, and ultimately push her toward allowing invalid testimony. 

In addition to potential bias in favor of prosecutors, judges may also harbor unconscious biases against criminal defendants. 
Such biases could come from a number of sources. One factor worth considering is that criminal defendants are 
disproportionately poor and Black,166 in a society in which implicit bias against disadvantaged class *1562 and racial groups 
“has proven to be extremely widespread.”167 Given the prevalence of these biases, the judiciary would be in a class by itself if 
it were unaffected by them.168 That is not to say that simply because “judges are human”169 there are no differences in the 
degree to which they harbor or act on bias. To the contrary, empirical evidence suggests that judges are not as susceptible to 
all cognitive biases as is the population as a whole.170 That said, studies also indicate that judges are susceptible to cognitive 
biases, including racial bias.171 It would therefore be too simple to conclude either that judges as a whole are indistinguishable 
from the general populace, or that, because their jobs demand neutrality, they can simply will away the influence of any 
spurious considerations. 

But although judges may be tempted to rely on heuristics like whether the evidence has a long history of being admitted to 
court, or instincts about the parties themselves, this is not an insurmountable problem. As the authors of one study of judicial 
decisionmaking suggest, judges can reduce error and the influence of systemic bias in part by simply making admissibility 
decisions slowly and deliberately.172 Similarly, just recognizing that Daubert determinations are vulnerable *1563 to 
heuristic-based decisionmaking may combat the influence of such bias. 

B. From Recognition to Action 

What the foregoing analysis boils down to is this: Although judges may understandably be hampered in their efforts to 
recognize the flaws of the forensic evidence proffered by prosecutors, the obstacles to gatekeeping are not so great or so 
insurmountable as to justify admission of untested or junk evidence. But for judges who recognize the forensic science 
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problem and are prepared to keep it out of court, the final problem may be simply that these judges feel powerless to break 
with history, particularly where the result is keeping evidence away from the jury. 

1. Why Judges May Choose Not to Exclude Bad Evidence 

As a threshold matter, it is worth noting that in both state and federal courts, judges are generally encouraged to take a liberal 
stance with regard to admitting evidence. The baseline requirement for evidence to be admissible is merely that it be 
“relevant,” meaning that it “has any tendency to make a fact more or less probable than it would be without the evidence,” 
and that the fact in question “is of consequence in determining the action.”173 Emphasizing that this is not a high bar, the 
comment to Rule 401 advises that “a brick is not a wall,” meaning that evidence need not prove an entire case on its own, it 
need only be helpful.174 Relevance, in other words, is a low standard, and forensic evidence easily satisfies it.175 

In addition to the guidance provided by the Federal Rules of Evidence, principles stemming from sources as lofty as the 
Constitution may encourage a liberal mindset when it comes to the admission of evidence. For example, Judge Jack 
Weinstein of the Eastern District of New York has provided the following explanation for a liberal approach to evidence 
rulings: 

The jury’s constitutionally based fact-finding primacy demands a measure of forbearance on the part of judges. 
We cannot forget that, because of our narrow life experiences, our ability to draw appropriate inferences from 
the evidence in the cases before us is *1564 limited. Whenever it is arguably appropriate, we should allow the 
matter to go to the jury, reserving the right to set aside its decision if there proves to be no rational basis for the 
verdict. Not only is this the fairest approach in most cases, but it also provides litigants with something most 
desire--a chance to be heard and a judgment by their fairly selected peers.176 

In sum, judges making expert admissibility determinations are encouraged by everything from the rules of evidence to the 
broadest principles of justice to err on the side of admitting evidence. 

In the expert context, there are countervailing principles to consider. As Judge Patti Saris of the District of Massachusetts has 
opined, “The Court’s vigilant exercise of [the Rule 702] gatekeeper role is critical because of the latitude given to expert 
witnesses to express their opinions ... and because an expert’s testimony may be given greater weight by the jury due to the 
expert’s background and approach.”177 Yet even where experts are concerned, the Court has implied that trial judges should 
take a liberal approach to admission, emphasizing that “[v]igorous cross-examination, presentation of contrary evidence, and 
careful instruction on the burden of proof are the traditional and appropriate means of attacking shaky but admissible 
evidence.”178 A judge who recognizes weaknesses in forensic evidence that is routinely admitted may therefore feel 
compelled to admit it despite its flaws. 

Ironically, the ultimate safeguard against judicial error--appellate review--may actually discourage judges from gatekeeping 
effectively. In at least one jurisdiction, the law is clear that once the admission of a “new scientific technique” has been 
approved by an appellate court in a written opinion, “the precedent so established may control subsequent trials.”179 Although 
many jurisdictions, including federal courts, have not adopted this approach,180 judges in those jurisdictions are no doubt wary 
of departing from regular practice. *1565 Former Judge Nancy Gertner of the District of Massachusetts, an outspoken skeptic 
of forensic evidence,181 alludes to this concern in United States v. Green.182 “Although the scholarly literature is 
extraordinarily critical [of ballistics evidence],” she writes, “court after court has continued to allow the admission of this 
testimony.”183 Judge Gertner concludes that precedent unanimously militated in favor of admitting the evidence, even while 
she described this type of reasoning as “troubling.”184 “It runs the risk of ‘grandfathering in irrationality,”’ she cautions, 
“without reexamining it in the light of Kumho and Daubert.”185 

Even if judges believe that exclusion is the correct outcome, they may also be influenced by the threat of political backlash. 
This concern is likely particularly strong for elected judges. Judicial elections both motivate judicial candidates to espouse 
“tough on crime” views, and may weed out candidates who are not suitably tough on crime.186 Defense attorneys who run for 
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judicial seats have been attacked for upholding “the rights of violent criminals,”187 and incumbent judges have been criticized 
by opponents for having used “loophole[s]” to *1566 reduce sentences post-conviction.188 For example, in the 2014 race for 
the Arkansas Supreme Court, an ad supporting Judge Robin Wynne touted his “refus[al] to allow technicalities to overturn 
convictions.”189 Presumably, Daubert reliability is just the kind of “technicality” to which this ad was referring. And judicial 
elections are more than just a platform for anti-defendant rhetoric: Studies have consistently demonstrated that “the pressures 
of upcoming re-election and retention election campaigns make judges more punitive toward defendants in criminal cases.”190 

These effects are exacerbated in jurisdictions that have liberal campaign spending laws, and, relatedly, in races with higher 
levels of TV advertising.191 Although political effects may be felt particularly strongly by elected judges, these findings from 
the judicial election context suggest that political pressure overall favors prosecutors and disfavors criminal defendants. In 
other words, to the extent that a trial judge facing an admissibility determination is influenced by political pressure, it is likely 
to push her toward admitting the evidence. 

2. The Path to Solving the Forensic Science Problem 

The structural limitations that trial judges face in the context of forensic science experts proffered by prosecutors, as well as 
the legal and policy framework in which they operate, help to explain why judges have not been more aggressive in policing 
untested or simply invalid forensic science evidence in their courtrooms, despite their affirmative gatekeeping obligation. But 
while judges may feel hemmed in by the limited information at hand (at least insofar as they are relying on the parties to 
provide them with information), trial judges, at least in the federal system, have the tools to effectively police shoddy forensic 
evidence. 

Federal Rule of Evidence 702 instructs that a qualified witness may testify as an expert only if “the testimony is based on 
sufficient facts or data,” “the testimony is the product of reliable principles and *1567 methods,” and “the expert has reliably 
applied the principles and methods to the facts of the case.”192 Pursuant to Federal Rule of Evidence 104, the proponent of the 
evidence bears the burden of showing by a preponderance of the evidence that it meets the requirements of Rule 702.193 

Absent a sufficient showing, the evidence should be appropriately cabined,194 or, if no relevant evidence is adequately 
supported, excluded altogether. Reliability of evidence must be established in each case, and is not a matter of precedent in 
the federal court system.195 

It may be difficult for judges to stick their necks out and exclude evidence because of an absence of information. Although at 
least one forensic discipline has been “debunked” by studies affirmatively demonstrating that it is unreliable--namely 
bite-mark analysis196--and others have been called into such serious question that the FBI has abandoned them,197 the majority 
of the criticisms leveled at forensic disciplines is that they’re untested: We simply don’t know whether they are reliable or 
not.198 Under Rule 702, the absence of evidence that a forensic methodology is reliable is a legally sufficient basis for 
exclusion, but it is nonetheless rhetorically weaker than affirmative *1568 evidence showing, for example, that a 
methodology has a particularly high rate of error.199 

Nevertheless, trial judges are obligated to ensure that the expert testimony presented in their courtrooms meets the basic 
standards articulated in Rule 702, and they have the potential to dramatically affect the landscape of forensic science when 
they exercise that obligation. For example, a forensic discipline known as comparative bullet lead analysis (CBLA) was once 
commonly admitted in courts.200 CBLA was primarily used in cases where bullets were too mutilated to be subjected to the 
more common “tool marks” or “ballistics” analysis.201 The technique involves analyzing the elements in bullet lead, and 
applying defined standards to assess whether the lead from the crime scene and the lead from bullets seized from the 
defendant are “analytically indistinguishable.”202 However, analysts had no basis for the conclusion that, if the bullets were 
indeed “analytically indistinguishable,” that such a finding suggested they came from the same box of bullets, or even the 
same geographic region.203 

It was in this context that, in 2003, Judge Ronald Guzmán of the Northern District of Illinois rigorously applied Rule 702 to 
CBLA, and concluded that the technique came up short.204 In United States v. Mikos, Judge Guzmán was confronted with an 
absence of data to support the claims of the government’s CBLA expert,205 and concluded *1569 on that basis that “the 
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required standard of scientific reliability” was met only with regard to the statement that the bullets were “analytically 
indistinguishable,” and not with regard to the “further opinion that from this finding it follows that the bullets must or even 
likely came from the same batch or melt.”206 The government’s proffered expert, Charles Peters, contended that one of the 
elements found in the bullets in question, bismuth, was found in “remarkably unusual” quantities in the two bullets.207 Judge 
Guzmán was not persuaded by this characterization: 

There is ... absolutely no way to know if the bismuth level in these bullets is in fact “remarkably unusual.” It 
may be so in Peters’ experience, but as we have pointed out, given the huge population with which we are 
concerned (in the billions), Mr. Peters’ experience is no more than anecdotal evidence. Such evidence can be 
particularly misleading because it appears logical and reasonable. If agent Peters has not, in years of experience 
and after hundreds of analyses, previously encountered such a high quantity of bismuth, then why should we 
not conclude that this is a highly unusual occurrence? The answer to that question lies in the huge size of the 
bullet population and the relative insignificance of agent Peters’ own personal experience in such a huge 
population.208 

In reaching this conclusion, Judge Guzmán recognized the long history of both FBI reliance on CBLA, and of federal courts 
admitting CBLA testimony at trial.209 In spite of this recognition, he followed the mandate of Rule 702 and excluded the 
unsupported testimony.210 

Within a year, the National Research Council had issued a report concluding that the CBLA discipline could not support 
statements about how unusual it was for bullets to be “analytically indistinguishable.”211 A year after that, the FBI 
discontinued its CBLA Laboratory.212 After more than thirty years of judges admitting CBLA evidence, its façade of scientific 
reliability crumbled rapidly. 

*1570 This analysis is not meant to suggest that a single, unpublished opinion from a district judge will lead to the imminent 
downfall of a forensic discipline. In fact, in the CBLA context, the National Research Council had begun meeting to prepare 
their report nearly a year before Judge Guzmán issued the Mikos ruling, and did so because CBLA had already “come under 
greater scrutiny.”213 However, as the ruling to exclude CBLA evidence, Mikos was an important milestone in the path toward 
recognizing and addressing the forensic science problem in one context,214 and demonstrates that judges can--and 
should--leverage Rule 702 to block bad evidence even in the face of a long history of admission. 

CONCLUSION 

Trial judges are uniquely well positioned to staunch the flow of unreliable forensic evidence into court, which will both 
prevent wrongful convictions and inspire scientific research to validate or improve forensic disciplines. In order to do so, 
however, trial judges must break with sometimes-lengthy histories of admission, engage in a technical analysis outside the 
wheelhouse of most lawyers, and perhaps even face political backlash against an unpopular decision. As difficult as this may 
seem, none of the obstacles facing trial judges are insurmountable, and none exempt trial judges from their obligation to 
vigilantly gatekeep expert evidence in their courtrooms. 

Most importantly, if the impetus for change does not come from trial judges, the current political climate suggests that bad 
forensic evidence will continue to be admitted, and history tells us that wrongful convictions will follow. This Note has 
suggested a path forward for judges prepared to recognize and act on the forensic science problem. Now more than ever, trial 
judges must lead the way toward a better future for forensic evidence. 

Footnotes 

a1 Copyright © 2017 by Stephanie L. Damon-Moore. J.D., 2017, New York University School of Law; B.A., 2011, Vassar College. 
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Thank you to Judge Alex Kozinski for suggestions early in the process, Judge Harry T. Edwards for helpful comments and 
criticism, and Professor Erin Murphy for advice and support. I am also grateful for the early enthusiasm and ongoing diligence of 
the N.Y.U. Law Review editors, particularly Nick Krafft, Eliana Theodorou, Matthew Tieman, and Jiyae Hwang. 
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J. Neufeld, Invalid Forensic Science Testimony and Wrongful Convictions, 95 VA. L. REV. 1 (2009); Jennifer L. Mnookin, The 
Validity of Latent Fingerprint Identification: Confessions of a Fingerprinting Moderate, 7 LAW, PROBABILITY & RISK 127 
(2008). 

4 See, e.g., Press Release, FBI, FBI Testimony on Microscopic Hair Analysis Contained Errors in at Least 90 Percent of Cases in 
Ongoing Review (Apr. 20, 2015) [hereinafter Microscopic Hair Analysis Press Release], 
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FORWARD (2009) [hereinafter NRC REPORT], https://www ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/grants/228091.pdf; PCAST REPORT, supra 
note 1; Craig M. Cooley, Nurturing Forensic Science: How Appropriate Funding and Government Oversight Can Further 
Strengthen the Forensic Science Community, 17 TEX. WESLEYAN L. REV. 441 (2011); Garrett & Neufeld, supra note 3. 

6 See Mary A. Bush et al., Statistical Evidence for the Similarity of the Human Dentition, 56 J. FORENSIC SCI. 118 (2011) 
(debunking a foundational assumption of bitemark analysis that human mouths are unique); see also PCAST REPORT, supra note 
1, at 83-87 (surveying the limited research on bite-mark analysis and concluding that “the observed false positive rates were so 
high that the method is clearly scientifically unreliable at present”). 

7 See Matthew Shaer, The False Promise of DNA Testing, ATLANTIC, June 2016, 
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2016/06/a-reasonable-doubt/480747/ (describing how DNA testing has become less 
reliable as scientists rely on increasingly smaller samples and larger numbers of contributors); see also ERIN E. MURPHY, 
INSIDE THE CELL: THE DARK SIDE OF FORENSIC DNA 29-150 (2015) (describing problems with both DNA analysis and 
testimony by DNA analysts). 

8 Misapplication of Forensic Science, INNOCENCE PROJECT, 
https://www.innocenceproject.org/causes/misapplication-forensic-science/ (last visited July 7, 2017). 
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9 See, e.g., NRC REPORT, supra note 5, at 106 (“Review of reported judicial opinions reveals that, at least in criminal cases, 
forensic science evidence is not routinely scrutinized pursuant to the [applicable] standard of reliability ....”); Erin Murphy, 
Neuroscience and the Civil/Criminal Daubert Divide, 85 FORDHAM L. REV. 619, 624 (2016) (“[N]early all of the common 
forensic techniques ... routinely admitted by courts[ ] have been repeatedly denounced as lacking in any scientific basis.”). 

10 See, e.g., NRC REPORT, supra note 5, at 42 (“Most [forensic] techniques were developed in crime laboratories to aid in the 
investigation of evidence from a particular crime scene, and researching their limitations and foundations was never a top 
priority.”). 

11 See, e.g., David E. Bernstein, Expert Witnesses, Adversarial Bias, and the (Partial) Failure of the Daubert Revolution, 93 IOWA 
L. REV. 451, 460 (2008) (noting that forensic labs’ frequent dependence on police departments for their budgets may lead to a 
“desire to please the police”); Glen Whitman & Roger Koppl, Rational Bias in Forensic Science, 9 LAW, PROBABILITY & 
RISK 69, 71 (2010) (finding that “tension exists within an institutional structure that frequently puts crime labs under the 
administration of law enforcement agencies”). 

12 See, e.g., NRC REPORT, supra note 5, at 224-25 (“Commentators have noted repeatedly the deficiencies of forensic science 
education programs.”); KELLY M. PYREK, FORENSIC SCIENCE UNDER SIEGE: THE CHALLENGES OF FORENSIC 
LABORATORIES AND THE MEDICO-LEGAL DEATH INVESTIGATION SYSTEM 93-96 (2007) (“[A] chronic lack of 
funding keeps many forensic practitioners from the pursuit of much-needed training.”); Cooley, supra note 5, at 450-60 (noting 
that many forensic analysts are “inadequately trained” in the relevant sciences); Joseph L. Peterson & Anna S. Leggett, The 
Evolution of Forensic Science: Progress amid the Pitfalls, 36 STETSON L. REV. 621, 626 (2007) (noting that studies have 
demonstrated a “severe need for higher-education programs to prepare future forensic scientists for positions in government 
laboratories”). 

13 See Stanley Z. Fisher, In Search of the Virtuous Prosecutor: A Conceptual Framework, 15 AM. J. CRIM. L. 197, 208-11 (1988) 
(examining structural incentives that push prosecutors to emphasize convictions). 

14 See, e.g., Peter J. Neufeld, The (Near) Irrelevance of Daubert to Criminal Justice and Some Suggestions for Reform, 95 AM. J. 
PUB. HEALTH S107, S110 (2005); see also infra Section II.B (discussing challenges defense attorneys face in challenging bad 
forensic evidence proffered by prosecutors). 

15 See infra notes 145-46; see also Neufeld, supra note 14, at S109 (reviewing criminal and civil decisions and finding that judges 
excluded evidence proffered by civil plaintiffs and criminal defendants much more often than evidence proffered by prosecutors). 
But see Jennifer L. Groscup & Steven D. Penrod, Battle of the Standards for Experts in Criminal Cases: Police vs. Psychologists, 
33 SETON HALL L. REV. 1141, 1144-46 (2003) (surveying the literature on judicial understanding of Daubert factors and 
finding that judges may not understand them all). 

16 See infra Part I (describing some of the most basic and most common problems with forensic evidence). 

17 See, e.g., infra notes 31-34 and accompanying text (discussing testimony by bitemark experts). 

18 See, e.g., Findley, supra note 3, at 39 (noting that “federal courts applying Daubert almost never exclude prosecution-proffered 
forensic science evidence,” but do exclude evidence proffered by criminal defendants and civil plaintiffs, and that the reason for 
this disparate treatment “is not fully understood”); Jane Campbell Moriarty, ‘‘Misconvictions,” Science, and the Ministers of 
Justice, 86 NEB. L. REV. 1, 37 (2007) (noting that “trial courts have steadfastly refused to take the Daubert trilogy language 
seriously as applied to [certain forensic] evidence,” without addressing why that is the case); Jane Campbell Moriarty & Michael J. 
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Saks, Forensic Science: Grand Goals, Tragic Flaws, and Judicial Gatekeeping, JUDGES’ J., Fall 2005, at 16, 28-29 (noting that 
judges fail to uphold gatekeeping responsibilities in both Frye and Daubert jurisdictions, without taking up the source of this 
failure); Michael J. Saks & Ashley M. Votruba, “... And the Courts Have Been Utterly Ineffective,” JUDGES’ J., Summer 2015, at 
28, 29-30 (same). But see Julie A. Seaman, A Tale of Two Dauberts, 47 GA. L. REV. 889, 900, 902 (2013) (suggesting that 
variation in the quality of experts and, reluctance in criminal cases, to “exclude prosecution evidence that carries a long historical 
pedigree” could explain admission of handwriting analysis evidence in criminal cases at higher rates than civil cases). 

19 Criminology & Criminal Justice Studies, UNIV. MICH.-DEARBORN, 
https://umdearborn.edu/casl/undergraduate-programs/areas-study/criminology-criminal-justice-studies (last visited July 9, 2017). 

20 Donald E. Shelton, Forensic Science Evidence and Miscarriages of Justice, in ADVANCES IN FORENSIC HUMAN 
IDENTIFICATION 409, 417-21 (Xanthé Mallett et al. eds., 2014) [hereinafter Shelton, Miscarriages of Justice]; Donald E. 
Shelton, Forensic Science Evidence and Judicial Bias in Criminal Cases, JUDGES’ J., Summer 2010, at 18, 22-24 [hereinafter 
Shelton, Judicial Bias]; see also Adam B. Shniderman, Prosecutors Respond to Calls for Forensic Science Reform: More Sharks 
in Dirty Water, 126 YALE L.J.F. 348, 353-56 (2017) (attributing “the judiciary’s failure to keep bad science out of courtrooms” to 
“a systemic pro-prosecution bias on the bench”). 

21 See infra notes 157-71 (discussing the influence of biases and heuristics on admissibility decisions). 

22 See infra Section III.A.1 (discussing the problem that judges commonly lack scientific training and may struggle to rigorously 
assess reliability of expert evidence as a result). 

23 See infra notes 149-56 and accompanying text (discussing the relative absence of effective defense challenges to prosecution 
experts). 

24 See infra notes 173-85 and accompanying text (describing how the Federal Rules of Evidence as well as broader policy concerns 
may lead judges to err on the side of admitting untested evidence). 

25 As Blackstone said, and many a legal commentator has echoed, it is “better that ten guilty persons escape, than that one innocent 
suffer.” 4 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES *352. Whether we can reasonably infer anything from the widespread 
adoration of this sentiment in the legal community is an entirely different question. See generally Alexander Volokh, n Guilty Men, 
146 U. PA. L. REV. 173 (1997) (providing a cheeky analysis of the various versions of this sentiment). 

26 The only forensic science discipline that has generally escaped criticism is single-source and simple-mixture DNA testing. 
Compare PCAST REPORT, supra note 1 (finding serious flaws across nearly all disciplines evaluated, including DNA analysis of 
complex-mixture samples, bite-mark analysis, latent fingerprint analysis, firearms analysis, footwear analysis, and hair analysis), 
with id. at 69-73 (describing single-source and simple-mixture DNA analysis as “objective methods whose foundational validity 
has been properly established,” but cautioning that these methodologies are “not infallible in practice”). 

27 For detailed analyses of the shortcomings of forensic evidence, see generally PCAST REPORT, supra note 1, and NRC REPORT, 
supra note 5. See also Garrett & Neufeld, supra note 3 (cataloguing problems with forensic testimony specifically). 

28 PCAST actually advises against permitting experts to testify to a “match,” as the term is “likely to imply an inappropriately high 
probative value.” PCAST REPORT, supra note 1, at 45-46. They recommend the use of the phrase “proposed identification” 
instead. Id. at 46. 
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29 See AM. BD. OF FORENSIC ODONTOLOGY, DIPLOMATES REFERENCE MANUAL 98-99 (Mar. 2017 ed.), 
http://abfo.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/ABFO-Reference-Manual-April-2017-v7.pdf. 

30 See id. at 102. 

31 See 4 DAVID L. FAIGMAN ET AL., MODERN SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE: THE LAW AND SCIENCE OF EXPERT 
TESTIMONY § 35:4 (2016-2017 ed. 2016) (noting the irony that although “forensic odontologists, perhaps reflecting a grounding 
in scientific skepticism that is often absent from the more traditional forensic identification sciences, were themselves somewhat 
doubtful about whether the state of their knowledge permitted them to successfully identify a perpetrator ‘to the exclusion of all 
others,”’ admission by courts apparently convinced them “that, despite their doubts, they were indeed able to perform bitemark 
identifications after all” (internal citation omitted)). 

32 600 S.W.2d 541, 563 (Mo. Ct. App. 1980) (admitting bite-mark analysis testimony despite lack of standardized methodology). 

33 Stubbs v. State, 845 So. 2d 656, 669 (Miss. 2003) (quoting Howard v. State, 701 So. 2d 274, 288 (Miss. 1997)). 

34 Sager, 600 S.W.2d at 563 (emphasis added). Though the claim that human mouths are unique goes to the heart of forensic 
odontology, that claim was debunked in a 2010 study. Bush et al., supra note 6. 

35 See PCAST REPORT, supra note 1, at 84-85. 

36 In addition to the pernicious problems in forensic odontology, commentators have also had a field day with bite-related puns. E.g., 
Erica Beecher-Monas, Reality Bites: The Illusion of Science in Bite-Mark Evidence, 30 CARDOZO L. REV. 1369 (2009); Adam 
Deitch, Comment, An Inconvenient Tooth: Forensic Odontology Is an Inadmissible Junk Science When It Is Used to “Match” 
Teeth to Bitemarks in Skin, 2009 WISC. L. REV. 1205. 

37 See Lyn Haber & Ralph Norman Haber, Scientific Validation of Fingerprint Evidence Under Daubert, 7 LAW, PROBABILITY & 
RISK 87, 105 (2008) (finding no support for the scientific validity of the most common method of fingerprint analysis); Mnookin, 
supra note 3, at 131 (noting the “near-universal” judicial acceptance of fingerprint analysis, and her own conclusion that most 
fingerprint evidence should be excluded under Daubert). Of course, today the “gold standard” forensic discipline is DNA 
evidence, which has recently garnered some criticism of its own. See supra note 7; see also PCAST REPORT, supra note 1, at 
78-86 (describing problems with DNA analysis of complex-mixture samples). 

38 FBI, THE SCIENCE OF FINGERPRINTS: CLASSIFICATIONS AND USES iv (1984). 

39 See Mnookin, supra note 3, at 128 (describing judicial opinions that laud fingerprint evidence as having “survived an entire 
century of testing within the crucible of the courtroom”). 

40 NRC REPORT, supra note 5, at 140-41 (discussing the degree to which latent fingerprint analysis relies on the subjective 
interpretation of individual examiners). 

41 PCAST REPORT, supra note 1, at 91. 

42 Id. at 88. The PCAST Report also concludes that “estimated false positive rates are much higher than the general public ... would 
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likely believe based on longstanding claims about the accuracy of fingerprint analysis.” Id. at 95. 

43 Garrett & Neufeld, supra note 3, at 36 (citing Dale D. Dykes, The Use of Frequency Tables in Parentage Testing, in 
PROBABILITY OF INCLUSION IN PATERNITY TESTING: A TECHNICAL WORKSHOP 15, 20, 29 (Herbert Silver ed., 
1982)). 

44 Id. at 49. 

45 Id. at 53-54. 

46 Microscopic Hair Analysis Press Release, supra note 4. 

47 Such a decision would not only solve the problem that is the focus of this Note--wrongful convictions based on junk science--but, 
by eliminating demand for “junk science” and creating demand for reliable evidence, would also provide a massive incentive for 
the forensic science community to adopt scientific approaches to forensic testing, and abandon disciplines that could not meet high 
standards. 

48 MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 3.8 cmt. 1 (AM. BAR ASS’N 2014) (declaring that “[a] prosecutor has the 
responsibility of a minister of justice and not simply that of an advocate,” which requires prosecutors to “see that the defendant is 
accorded procedural justice,” ensure “that guilt is decided upon the basis of sufficient evidence,” and take “special precautions ... to 
prevent and rectify the conviction of innocent persons”). 

49 See Fisher, supra note 13, at 208-11 (describing ways in which the adversarial system leads prosecutors to “invest [their] energies 
single-mindedly in maximizing convictions and punishments”); see also Stephanos Bibas, Prosecutorial Regulation Versus 
Prosecutorial Accountability, 157 U. PA. L. REV. 959, 985 & n.98 (2009) (describing how media coverage favors prosecutors 
with high conviction rates). 

50 See, e.g., Kenneth Bresler, Essay, ‘‘I Never Lost a Trial”: When Prosecutors Keep Score of Criminal Convictions, 9 GEO. J. 
LEGAL ETHICS 537, 541-44 (1996) (discussing how the practice of some prosecutors to tally their convictions violates “[t]he 
most notable and noble principle of prosecution ... to seek justice, not convictions”); Fred C. Zacharias, Structuring the Ethics of 
Prosecutorial Trial Practice: Can Prosecutors Do Justice?, 44 VAND. L. REV. 45, 107-08 (1991) (arguing that the “‘do justice’ 
mandate” is hamstrung by the adversarial nature of criminal prosecutions where “[w]inning is at a premium” and “competitive 
juices flow”). 

51 See, e.g., DEBORAH TUERKHEIMER, FLAWED CONVICTIONS: ‘SHAKEN BABY SYNDROME’ AND THE INERTIA OF 
JUSTICE 148 (2014) (describing a shaken baby syndrome (SBS) case where the prosecutor dismissed the charges after the state’s 
own experts disavowed a shaken baby syndrome diagnosis, but stated the office “wholeheartedly” believed the defendant was 
guilty nonetheless); Shaila Dewan, Despite DNA Test, a Case Is Retried, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 6, 2007), 
http://www nytimes.com/2007/09/06/us/06dna html (describing District Attorney Forrest Allgood’s decision to retry a rape and 
murder case after the convicted man, Kennedy Brewer, was excluded by DNA); see also Radley Balko, Opinion, Election Results: 
One of America’s Worst Prosecutors Lost Last Night, but One of Its Worst Attorney Generals Won, WASH. POST (Nov. 4, 2015), 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-watch/wp/2015/11/04/election-results-one-of-americas-worst-prosecutors-lost-last-nigh 
t-but-one-of-its-worst-attorneys-general-won (noting that Kennedy Brewer spent an additional seven years in prison after DNA 
exonerated him because of District Attorney Forrest Allgood’s decision to re-prosecute him for the crime). 

52 SANDRA GUERRA THOMPSON, COPS IN LAB COATS: CURBING WRONGFUL CONVICTIONS THROUGH 
INDEPENDENT FORENSIC LABORATORIES 109 (2015) (describing the development of forensic science as a tool for 
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investigating and prosecuting crimes). As an investigatory tool, untested or unreliable methods may still be helpful. See PCAST 
REPORT, supra note 1, at 4 (noting that forensic science used for investigative purposes, as opposed to prosecution purposes, may 
appropriately “come from both well-established science and exploratory approaches”). But untested methods that are worth a shot 
when investigating a case can return wrongful convictions if introduced in court. 

53 See NAT’L CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES, ADMINISTRATION OF FORENSIC SCIENCE DEPARTMENTS 1 
(2013), http://www ncsl.org/Documents/cj/AdministrationOfForensicServices.pdf (noting that only six states--Alabama, Arkansas, 
Connecticut, Delaware, Rhode Island, and Virginia--and the District of Columbia have forensic laboratories “that operate as ... 
independent agenc[ies] or as ... department[s] ... that do[ ] not share oversight with prosecutorial or law enforcement services”). For 
a comprehensive analysis of the ways in which law enforcement interests have obstructed efforts to fund and perform independent 
scientific testing of forensic science, see Paul C. Giannelli, Daubert and Forensic Science: The Pitfalls of Law Enforcement 
Control of Scientific Research, 2011 U. ILL. L. REV. 53. 

54 See Brandon L. Garrett, The Genetic Panopticon, BOS. REV. (Mar. 17, 2016), 
http://bostonreview net/us/brandon-garrett-dna-crime-lab-forensics (describing police and prosecutors as the “chief consumers of 
forensic evidence”). 

55 As Professor Deborah Tuerkheimer points out, the doctor whose paper served as the foundation for SBS, A. Norman Guthkelch, 
has been a vocal critic of SBS prosecutions, writing that there was “not a vestige of proof when the name [SBS] developed that 
shaking alone causes the triad [of symptoms said to characterize SBS].” TUERKHEIMER, supra note 51, at 87. 

56 See id. at 2 (noting that only fifteen SBS cases reached the appeals courts before 1990, more than two hundred were appealed 
between 1990 and 2000, and more than eight hundred were appealed between 2000 and 2010). 

57 Id. at 35-37 (discussing the development of child abuse units and the impact these units have on SBS prosecutions). 

58 Id. at xi. 

59 Id. 

60 Id. at 17. 

61 See Lauryn Schroeder, Pinpointing Shaken-Baby Syndrome Cases: A New Medill Justice Project Study Identifies Where Higher 
Rates of Shaken-Baby Syndrome Cases Are Occurring in the United States, MEDILL JUST. PROJECT (Dec. 10, 2013), 
http://www medilljusticeproject.org/2013/12/10/hot-spots/ (suggesting that these prosecution “hot spots” are, in part, the result of a 
collaboration among medical professionals and prosecutors). 

62 Id. 

63 Id. 

64 PCAST REPORT, supra note 1. 

65 Letter from Michael A. Ramos, President, Nat’l Dist. Attorneys Ass’n, to President Barack Obama 8 (Nov. 16, 2016), 
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http://www.ciclt net/ul/ndaajustice/PCAST/NDAA%20PCAST%C20Response%20FINAL.pdf. These are choice words from the 
NDAA given the PCAST Report’s emphatic argument that experience cannot be used as a basis to determine the validity of 
forensic disciplines. PCAST REPORT, supra note 1, at 32-33 (“Casework is not scientifically valid research, and experience alone 
cannot establish scientific validity.”). 

66 Letter from Michael A. Ramos to President Barack Obama, supra note 65, at 8. 

67 Gary Fields, White House Advisory Council Report Is Critical of Forensics Used in Criminal Trials: U.S. Attorney General Says 
Justice Department Won’t Adopt Recommendations, WALL ST. J. (Sept. 20, 2016, 4:25 PM), 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/white-house-advisory-council-releases-report-critical-of-forensics-used-in-criminal-trials-147439474 
3 (quoting statement of U.S. Attorney General Loretta Lynch). 

68 Spencer S. Hsu, Sessions Orders Justice Dept. to End Forensic Science Commission, Suspend Review Policy, WASH. POST (Apr. 
10, 2017), 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/public-safety/sessions-orders-justice-dept-to-end-forensic-science-commission-suspend-rev 
iew-policy/2017/04/10/2dada0ca-1c96-11e7-9887-1a5314b56a08_story html. 

69 See id. 

70 Id. 

71 Letter from Comm’rs, NCFS, to Hon. Jefferson B. Sessions, U.S. Attorney Gen. & Dr. Kent Rochford, Acting Dir. of Nat’l Inst. of 
Standards and Tech. (Apr. 6, 2017), 
https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/3549346/Scientists-on-national-commission-urge-panel-be.pdf. 

72 Id. 

73 Sally Q. Yates, Deputy Attorney Gen., Remarks at the Ninth Meeting of the National Commission on Forensic Science (Mar. 21, 
2016), 
https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/deputy-attorney-general-sally-q-yates-delivers-remarks-ninth-meeting-national-commission. 

74 Hsu, supra note 68. 

75 Id. 

76 Radley Balko, Opinion, When Obama Wouldn’t Fight for Science, WASH. POST (Jan. 4, 2017), 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-watch/wp/2017/01/04/when-obama-wouldnt-fight-for-science/?utm_term=.2e6515f74e 
0c. 

77 Letter from Michael A. Ramos to President Barack Obama, supra note 65, at 8. 

78 See, e.g., Neufeld, supra note 14, at S110 (noting that although there were nearly fifteen million criminal charges filed in state 
courts in the year 2000, a review of published opinions from state criminal courts from August 1999 through August 2000 turned 
up only fifty defense challenges to admissibility). 
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79 Alexa Van Brunt, Poor People Rely on Public Defenders Who Are Too Overworked to Defend Them, GUARDIAN (June 17, 2015, 
7:30 AM), https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/jun/17/poor-rely-public-defenders-too-overworked (noting that more 
than eighty percent of people facing felony charges are indigent and rely on representation by a public defender); see also 
CAROLINE WOLF HARLOW, BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, DEFENSE COUNSEL IN CRIMINAL CASES 1 (2000), 
https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/dccc.pdf (“At felony case termination, court-appointed counsel represented 82% of State 
defendants in the 75 largest counties in 1996 and 66% of Federal defendants in 1998.”). 

80 See Jaeah Lee, Hannah Levintova & Brett Brownell, Charts: Why You’re in Deep Trouble if You Can’t Afford a Lawyer, 
MOTHER JONES (May 6, 2013, 10:00 AM), 
http://www motherjones.com/politics/2013/05/public-defenders-gideon-supreme-court-charts (comparing the recommended 
caseload numbers to the reality across cases of different levels of complexity and concluding that public defenders are 
overburdened). 

81 See Neufeld, supra note 14, at S110 (“[E]ven if inclined to mount a Daubert challenge, [criminal defense attorneys] lack the 
requisite knowledge and skills, as well as the funds, to succeed.”). 

82 See Peter A. Joy & Kevin C. McMunigal, Does the Lawyer Make a Difference? Public Defender v. Appointed Counsel, 27 CRIM. 
JUST. 46, 47 (2012) (describing results of a Rand study which found that court-appointed lawyers in Philadelphia earn about two 
dollars per hour, which “fail[s] to attract qualified lawyers, discourage[s] adequate preparation, and create[s] an incentive for 
appointed lawyers to take on many more cases than they can adequately handle”). 

83 See, e.g., Does Equal Justice for All Include the Poor?, NPR (Nov. 5, 2013, 11:49 AM), 
http://www npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=243213638 (quoting Professor Eve Primus discussing various systems of 
indigent defense, including appointment of counsel who “may or may not have any experience in criminal law”). Despite the 
overwhelming caseloads that burden public defenders, studies have shown that outcomes are better for defendants with public 
defenders than those who receive appointed counsel. See, e.g., Joy & McMunigal, supra note 82, at 46 (describing a Rand study of 
the Philadelphia area, which found that public defender representation compared to appointed counsel representation reduced a 
murder defendant’s conviction rate by nineteen percent, reduced the likelihood of a life sentence by sixty-two percent, and 
decreased the expected prison term by twenty-four percent). 

84 See Neufeld, supra note 14, at S110 (“Even when the most vulnerable forensic sciences--hair microscopy, bite marks, and 
handwriting--are attacked, the courts routinely affirm admissibility citing earlier decisions rather than facts established at a 
hearing.”). 

85 See infra notes 142-45 and accompanying text (describing studies finding that judges reject defense proffers at substantially greater 
rates than proffers from prosecutors or civil parties). 

86 See Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 596 (1993) (“Vigorous cross-examination, presentation of contrary 
evidence, and careful instruction on the burden of proof are the traditional and appropriate means of attacking shaky but admissible 
evidence.”). 

87 See Caroline T. Parrott et al., Differences in Expert Witness Knowledge: Do Mock Jurors Notice and Does It Matter?, 43 J. AM. 
ACAD. PSYCHIATRY & L. 69, 77 (2015) (hypothesizing that jurors may be influenced by “the peripheral cue” that “being an 
expert extend[s] a blanket influence of knowledge,” and may assume that the judge would “allow[ ] only qualified people with 
specialized knowledge to take the role of expert”); see also FED. R. EVID. 702 advisory committee’s note to 2000 amendments 
(advising courts not to use the word “expert” in order to avoid “put[ting] their stamp of authority” on the testimony) (quoting 
Charles R. Richey, Proposals to Eliminate the Prejudicial Effect of the Use of the Word “Expert” Under the Federal Rules of 
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Evidence in Civil and Criminal Jury Trials, 154 F.R.D. 537, 559 (1994)). 

88 See United States v. Frazier, 387 F.3d 1244, 1263 (11th Cir. 2004) (“Simply put, expert testimony may be assigned talismanic 
significance in the eyes of lay jurors ....”). 

89 For an interesting account of an appointed lawyer with no criminal experience, see Deep End of the Pool, THIS AMERICAN LIFE 
(Aug. 28, 2016), https://www.thisamericanlife.org/radio-archives/episode/595/transcript. 

90 Garrett & Neufeld, supra note 3, at 89. 

91 Bert Black et al., Science and the Law in the Wake of Daubert: A New Search for Scientific Knowledge, 72 TEX. L. REV. 715, 
789 (1994) (noting that “most commentators believe ostensibly scientific testimony may sway a jury even when as science it is 
palpably wrong”). 

92 See ABA STANDING COMM. ON LEGAL AID & INDIGENT DEFENDANTS, Gideon’s Broken Promise: America’s 
Continuing Quest for Equal Justice 38 (2004) (finding that funding for indigent defense counsel is “shamefully inadequate,” 
leaving attorneys without “bare necessities for an adequate defense” including experts); Garrett & Neufeld, supra note 3, at 89-90 
(“[C]ourts frequently deny the defense funding for experts in criminal cases in which forensic evidence plays a central role.”); 
Neufeld, supra note 14, at S110 (“Unlike prosecutors with free access to government medical examiners and publicly funded crime 
labs, defense counsel must usually seek independent contractors, and then, if the client is indigent, only with the court’s 
permission.”). 

93 See Paul C. Giannelli, Ake v. Oklahoma: The Right to Expert Assistance in a Post- Daubert, Post-DNA World, 89 CORNELL L. 
REV. 1305, 1327, 1331 (2004) (noting that while prosecutors have access to “state, county, regional, or metropolitan crime 
laboratories,” more than half of these laboratories will not test evidence for defense attorneys, giving prosecutors an 
“overwhelming advantage” in securing expert assistance). 

94 Groscup & Penrod, supra note 15, at 1155, 1165 tbl.1 (in a study of more than 1800 cases, finding that judges admitted 88.6% of 
prosecution experts and 24.4% of defense experts). 

95 Lora M. Levett & Margaret Bull Kovera, Psychological Mediators of the Effects of Opposing Expert Testimony on Juror 
Decisions, 15 PSYCHOL. PUB. POL’Y & L. 124, 127 (2009). The “hired gun” heuristic may be applied more often to defense 
experts than to those proffered by the state, since defense counsel are more likely to rely on “experts for hire” rather than state 
employees whose compensation is not directly linked to trial testimony. Studies have suggested that, particularly where the 
testimony in question is complex, juries may rely on peripheral cues, including how often experts testify and how much they are 
compensated, to weigh the value of their testimony, rather than the content of the testimony itself. See, e.g., Joel Cooper & Isaac 
M. Neuhaus, The “Hired Gun” Effect: Assessing the Effect of Pay, Frequency of Testifying, and Credentials on the Perception of 
Expert Testimony, 24 LAW & HUM. BEHAV. 149, 162 (2000) (finding that mock jurors perceived highly compensated experts 
who testified frequently to be “less likeable, honest, trustworthy, [and] believable”). 

96 Shelton, Judicial Bias, supra note 20, at 22-23 (providing the results of an ABA survey of the expert evidence tests in all fifty 
states). 

97 FED. R. EVID. 702; see also FED. R. EVID. 702 advisory committee’s note to 2000 amendments (noting that Rule 702 was 
amended after Daubert to “affirm[ ] the trial court’s role as gatekeeper”). 
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98 In fact, at least one federal judge has granted a habeas petition on an ineffective assistance of counsel theory because a criminal 
defense attorney failed to make a Daubert motion. See United States v. Hebshie, 754 F. Supp. 2d 89, 120-22 (D. Mass. 2010). 

99 Because of this obligation, the forensic science problem cannot exclusively--or even primarily--be attributed to non-judicial actors. 

100 509 U.S. 579 (1993). 

101 Shelton, Judicial Bias, supra note 20, at 22-23 (showing that thirty-five states apply the Daubert test in at least some 
circumstances). 

102 293 F. 1013 (D.C. Cir. 1923). 

103 Id. at 1014. A sizeable minority of states continue to follow the Frye test for some or all of their evidentiary decisions, while a few 
states, including Utah, Virginia, and Wisconsin, use neither Daubert nor Frye. Shelton, Judicial Bias, supra note 20, at 22-23. As 
the dominant rule, Daubert is the focus of this Note. However, it is worth noting that much of forensic science ought to be barred 
under Frye’s “general acceptance” standard. The most obvious example of forensic evidence that falls short of this standard is what 
has been described as “maverick” forensics, evidence offered by experts who “claim to have techniques that have not been heard of 
or tested, that are based on nothing but the witness’s say-so, that others in the field believe do not exist, and that can be performed 
only by the maverick.” Moriarty & Saks, supra note 18, at 29. 

104 Daubert, 509 U.S. at 590. 

105 Id. at 593-94. In Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael, the Supreme Court made clear that Daubert’s gatekeeping obligation applied to 
all forms of Rule 702 evidence, not only scientific evidence. 526 U.S. 137, 147 (1999). 

106 Daubert, 509 U.S. at 594 & n.12. 

107 Kumho Tire, 526 U.S. at 150 (quoting Daubert, 509 U.S. at 593). 

108 Id. (quoting Brief for United States as Amicus Curiae Supporting Petitioners at 19, Kumho Tire, 526 U.S. 137 (No. 97-1709)). 

109 Weisgram v. Marley Co., 528 U.S. 440, 455 (2000) (noting that Daubert put parties on notice of the standards required for 
admissibility of evidence). 

110 The Daubert trilogy includes: Daubert, 509 U.S. 579, General Electric Co. v. Joiner, 522 U.S. 136, 143 (1997) (establishing that 
admissibility rulings are reviewed for abuse of discretion only), and Kumho Tire, 526 U.S. 137 (extending Daubert’s holding to 
nonscientific experts). 

111 See Kumho Tire, 526 U.S. at 152 (“The trial court must have ... latitude in deciding how to test an expert’s reliability ... and to 
decide whether or when special briefing or other proceedings are needed to investigate reliability ....”). 

112 See id. at 150. 
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113 See Joiner, 522 U.S. at 142. 

114 Kumho Tire, 526 U.S. at 159 (Scalia, J., concurring). 

115 See, e.g., Murphy, supra note 9, at 621 (noting that Daubert was “heralded as a watershed moment in the treatment of scientific 
evidence” that many commentators believed could “stem the perceived epidemic of ‘junk science’ that had overtaken the courts”); 
Michael J. Saks & Jonathan J. Koehler, The Coming Paradigm Shift in Forensic Identification Science, 309 SCIENCE 892, 894-95 
(2005) (citing Daubert as one reason for their predicted paradigm shift); see also Erica Beecher-Monas, Blinded by Science: How 
Judges Avoid the Science in Scientific Evidence, 71 TEMP. L. REV. 55, 57 (1998) (arguing that the Daubert decision presented an 
opportunity for courts to begin screening out junk forensic evidence). 

116 United States v. Llera Plaza (Llera Plaza I), 179 F. Supp. 2d 492 (E.D. Pa. 2002), vacated 188 F. Supp. 2d 549 (E.D. Pa. 2002); 
United States v. Llera Plaza (Llera Plaza II), 188 F. Supp. 2d 549 (E.D. Pa. 2002). 

117 Llera Plaza I, 179 F. Supp. 2d at 503 (quoting Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 593 (1993)). 

118 Id. at 506. Judge Pollack pointed out that “to rely on [the adversary process] would be to vitiate the gatekeeping role of federal trial 
judges, thereby undermining the essence of Rule 702 as interpreted by the Court in Daubert.” Id. 

119 Id. at 509. 

120 Id. 

121 Id. at 516. 

122 Id. at 515. 

123 Id. This critique was largely confirmed by the NRC Report in 2009. NRC REPORT, supra note 5, at 142-45. 

124 Llera Plaza I, 179 F. Supp. 2d at 516. 

125 Id. 

126 Llera Plaza II, 188 F. Supp. 2d 549, 552-53, 576 (E.D. Pa. 2002). 

127 Llera Plaza I, 179 F. Supp. 2d at 516 (“[T]he court finds that the information of record is unpersuasive, one way or another, as to 
[the methodology’s] ‘scientific’ rate of error ....”). 

128 Llera Plaza II, 188 F. Supp. 2d at 566. Judge Pollack thus concluded despite crediting the defense expert’s criticisms of the FBI’s 
proficiency tests. “On the record before me, the FBI examiners got very high proficiency grades, but the tests they took did not.” 
Id. at 565. 
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129 FED. R. EVID. 702 advisory committee’s note to 2000 amendments (citing Bourjaily v. United States, 483 U.S. 171 (1987)). A 
contrary rule would have the absurd result of requiring that criminal defendants (the vast majority of whom are indigent) fund 
proficiency testing for any dicey forensic discipline they hope to keep out of court. Yet Llera Plaza II seems to suggest just such a 
rule. See Llera Plaza II, 188 F. Supp. 2d at 566, 572. 

130 Llera Plaza II, 188 F. Supp. 2d at 572 (emphasis added). 

131 Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc., 43 F.3d 1311, 1317 (9th Cir. 1995). 

132 Id. at 1317 n.5 (emphasis added) (internal citations omitted). 

133 Alex Kozinski, Opinion, Rejecting Voodoo Science in the Courtroom, WALL ST. J. (Sept. 19, 2016, 7:36 PM), 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/rejecting-voodoo-science-in-the-courtroom-1474328199 (“Among the more than 2.2 million inmates 
in U.S. prisons and jails, countless may have been convicted using unreliable or fabricated forensic science.”). 

134 See Sophia I. Gatowski et al., Asking the Gatekeepers: A National Survey of Judges on Judging Expert Evidence in a 
Post-Daubert World, 25 LAW & HUM. BEHAV. 433, 444-48 (2001) (discussing results of a survey of 400 state court judges 
which indicated that only four percent of respondents accurately described the relevance of Daubert’s falsifiability and error rate 
factors). 

135 See Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 593-94 (1993). 

136 Id. at 593. 

137 See, e.g., United States v. Green, 405 F. Supp. 2d 104, 109 n.7 (D. Mass. 2005) (noting that, while the Association of Firearm and 
Tool Mark Examiners (AFTE) “publishes a journal that is peer-reviewed by other members of the field,” that “‘field’ consists 
entirely of individuals who work for law enforcement agencies” as opposed to the field of DNA analysis, which includes “neutral 
academics as well as law enforcement personnel”). 

138 See, e.g., United States v. Otero, 849 F. Supp. 2d 425, 433 (D.N.J. 2012) (“AFTE theory is subject to peer review through 
submission to and publication by the AFTE Journal of validation studies which test the theory.”). 

139 See supra notes 116-30 and accompanying text (analyzing the Llera Plaza rulings). 

140 Llera Plaza I, 179 F. Supp. 2d 492, 509 (E.D. Pa. 2002). 

141 Llera Plaza II, 188 F. Supp. 2d 549, 563-64 (E.D. Pa. 2002) (“The fact that fingerprint specialists are not ‘scientists,’ and hence 
that the forensic journals in which their writings on fingerprint identification appear are not ‘scientific’ journals in Daubert’s peer 
review sense, does not seem to me to militate against the utility of the identification procedures employed by fingerprint specialists 
....”). 

142 D. Michael Risinger, Navigating Expert Reliability: Are Criminal Standards of Certainty Being Left on the Dock?, 64 ALB. L. 
REV. 99, 105 (2000) (noting that only one of the remaining six cases resulted in a reversal based on the unreliability of expert 
testimony); Neufeld, supra note 14, at S109 (analyzing the results of the Risinger study). 
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143 Risinger, supra note 142, at 106-07. At the trial court level, in the twelve published opinions addressing defense challenges to 
prosecution evidence, the evidence was fully admitted in eleven out of the twelve cases and admitted with restrictions in the 
remaining one. Id. at 109. Of the forty-two cases dealing with prosecution challenges to defense proffers, on the other hand, the 
prosecution prevailed in twenty-eight, or precisely two-thirds of the time. Id. at 110. 

144 Jennifer L. Groscup et al., The Effects of Daubert on the Admissibility of Expert Testimony in State and Federal Criminal Cases, 8 
PSYCHOL. PUB. POL’Y & L. 339, 346 (2002) (concluding that “[t]he party for whom the key expert testified was significantly 
related to admission” at trial and on appeal). 

145 Murphy, supra note 9, at 621-24 (surveying the empirical studies supporting a civil/criminal divide). 

146 Jane Campbell Moriarty, Will History Be Servitude?: The NAS Report on Forensic Science and the Role of the Judiciary, 2010 
UTAH L. REV. 299, 315; see also Murphy, supra note 9, at 621. 

147 See, e.g., Neufeld, supra note 14, at S110 (“Unlike the extremely well-litigated civil challenges, the criminal defendant’s challenge 
is usually perfunctory. ... Defense lawyers generally fail to build a challenge with appropriate witnesses and new data.”); Risinger, 
supra note 142, at 135 (finding a “systematic failure to seriously litigate [the weakest kinds of common prosecution-proffered 
expertise] on the part of the criminal defense bar”). Under those circumstances, judges may be more likely to defer to the 
prosecutor, who is expected to be more objective than defense counsel. See supra note 48 and accompanying text (discussing the 
prosecutor’s ostensible role as a “minister of justice”). 

148 See David S. Clark, The Organization of Lawyers and Judges, in 16 INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMPARATIVE 
LAW 3-74 (Mauro Cappelletti ed., 2014) (noting that while judges in civil law systems typically bear the burden for independently 
researching the law, “the common law system of procedure puts a heavy burden on attorneys to discover the facts in a case and 
even to brief legal issues for the judge”). 

149 See supra notes 78-85 and accompanying text (discussing why defense attorneys seldom file motions challenging prosecution 
proffers). 

150 It is likely that judges, like most people, generally believe that forensic science is valid and reliable. See Gretchen Gavett, Judge 
Harry T. Edwards: How Reliable Is Forensic Evidence in Court?, PBS (Apr. 17, 2012), 
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/judge-harry-t-edwards-how-reliable-is-forensic-evidence-in-court/ (quoting D.C. Circuit 
Judge Harry Edwards’s statement that he and his colleagues “assumed that the methodology [of forensic science] was valid and 
reliable and that the work in putting the evidence together and in offering the testimony was proper” until the NRC uncovered 
“systemic, serious problems with respect to certain of the [forensic] disciplines”). 

151 See supra notes 92-95 and accompanying text (discussing obstacles defense attorneys experience to obtaining experts, particularly 
in forensic fields). 

152 NRC REPORT, supra note 5 (describing the various types of forensic science, standards of admissibility as evidence in legal cases, 
and problems in methodology and oversight). 

153 PCAST REPORT, supra note 1 (evaluating the scientific validity of seven types of forensic evidence, and providing specific 
recommendations for the judiciary). 
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154 See supra note 3 (collecting sources that critique forensic evidence). 

155 See, e.g., Balko, supra note 76 (discussing problems with forensic science and Obama’s failure to take action to solve them); 
Spencer S. Hsu, FBI Admits Flaws in Hair Analysis over Decades, WASH. POST (Apr. 18, 2015), 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/crime/fbi-overstated-forensic-hair-matches-in-nearly-all-criminal-trials-for-decades/2015/0 
4/18/39c8d8c6-e515-11e4-b510-962fcfabc310_story.html (discussing the FBI’s announcement that the vast majority of its 
microscopic hair analysts gave flawed testimony over the two-decade period preceding 2000); Michael Shermer, Can We Trust 
Crime Forensics?, SCI. AM. (Sept. 1, 2015), https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/can-we-trust-crime-forensics/ (discussing 
generally problems with forensic science). 

156 For example, in an evidence ruling from the District of New Mexico, Judge William P. Taylor discussed the NRC Report and 
rulings from other district courts at length before ruling that, while the prosecution’s ballistics expert could testify, he would not 
“be allowed to testify that he can conclude that there is a match to the exclusion, either practical or absolute, of all other guns.” 
United States v. Taylor, 663 F. Supp. 2d 1170, 1178, 1180 (D.N.M. 2009). For other cases coming to the same conclusion with 
regard to ballistics evidence, see United States v. Glynn, 578 F. Supp. 2d 567, 570, 574-75 (S.D.N.Y. 2008), United States v. Diaz, 
No. CR 05-00167 WHA, 2007 WL 485967, at *11-14 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 12, 2007), United States v. Monteiro, 407 F. Supp. 2d 351, 
372-73 (D. Mass. 2006), and United States v. Green, 405 F. Supp. 2d 104, 108-09, 114-15 (D. Mass. 2005). 

157 See generally DANIEL KAHNEMAN, THINKING, FAST AND SLOW (2011) (analyzing how and why humans rely on 
heuristics and biases to facilitate decisionmaking); Christine Jolls & Cass R. Sunstein, The Law of Implicit Bias, 94 CALIF. L. 
REV. 969 (2006) (analyzing the way humans rely on heuristics in the context of anti-discrimination law). 

158 See generally Moriarty, supra note 146, at 310-11, 319-20 (arguing that judges unreasonably equate a long history of admission of 
evidence with reliability). 

159 United States v. Havvard, 117 F. Supp. 2d 848, 854 (S.D. Ind. 2000). 

160 See Moriarty, supra note 146, at 316 (“[A] long history of use confers no particular proof of validity.”); see also Edwards & 
Mnookin, supra note 2 (“Respectfully, experience has shown that, at least in criminal trials, the suggestion that the ‘adversarial 
system’ represents an adequate means of demonstrating the unreliability of forensic evidence is mostly fanciful.”). 

161 Moriarty, supra note 146, at 316. 

162 For example, cognitive scientists have recognized a heuristic known as the “halo effect.” KAHNEMAN, supra note 157, at 82-85. 
The halo effect describes the human tendency to develop an initial positive or negative impression about someone, and then to fill 
in knowledge gaps or interpret new information in a way heavily colored by those initial assumptions. Id. For example, a professor 
who grades a single student’s entire exam at once may find themselves heavily influenced in grading the second and third answers 
by how strong the answer to the first question was. Id. at 83-84. 

163 ALLIANCE FOR JUSTICE, BROADENING THE BENCH: PROFESSIONAL DIVERSITY AND JUDICIAL NOMINATIONS 
4, 6 (2016), http://www.afj.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Professional-Diversity-Report.pdf. Among Obama’s circuit court 
nominees, twenty-four had prosecutorial experience, while only five had experience in public defense. Id. at 11. Thirty-one circuit 
court nominees came from civil government backgrounds. Id. At the district court level, 126 nominees were prosecutors, while 
forty-five were public defenders. Id. at 12. 

164 Gregory L. Acquaviva & John D. Castiglione, Judicial Diversity on State Supreme Courts, 39 SETON HALL L. REV. 1203, 1235 
tbl.10 (2009). 
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165 See Walter W. Steele, Jr., Unethical Prosecutors and Inadequate Discipline, 38 SW. L.J. 965, 972 (1984) (expressing concerns 
about ethical violations under this organizational structure). 

166 See, e.g., MATTHEW R. DUROSE & PATRICK A. LANGAN, BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, FELONY SENTENCES 
IN STATE COURTS, 2002, at 6 (2004) (finding that while Black people made up twelve percent of the U.S. population, they 
comprised thirty-seven percent of the persons convicted of a violent felony); Bernadette Rabuy & Daniel Kopf, Prisons of Poverty: 
Uncovering the Pre-Incarceration Incomes of the Imprisoned, PRISON POLICY INITIATIVE (July 9, 2015), 
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/income.html (finding that incarcerated people were earning forty-one percent less income 
prior to incarceration than non-incarcerated people of similar ages); see also KAREN DOLAN & JODI L. CARR, INST. FOR 
POLICY STUDIES, THE POOR GET PRISON: THE ALARMING SPREAD OF THE CRIMINALIZATION OF POVERTY 
(2015) (describing ways in which poverty leads to incarceration and vice versa). 

167 Jolls & Sunstein, supra note 157, at 971. See generally John T. Jost et al., The Existence of Implicit Bias Is Beyond Reasonable 
Doubt: A Refutation of Ideological and Methodological Objections and Executive Summary of Ten Studies that No Manager 
Should Ignore, 29 RES. ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAV. 39 (2009) (describing methods of studying implicit bias and summarizing 
prominent findings of implicit bias based on race and social status, among other criteria). 

168 See Chris Guthrie et al., Inside the Judicial Mind, 86 CORNELL L. REV. 777, 782-83 (2001) (observing that research has exposed 
cognitive biases among “doctors, real estate appraisers, engineers, accountants, options traders, military leaders, and 
psychologists”). 

169 Commentators love to point this out. E.g., id. at 784 (quoting JEROME FRANK, COURTS ON TRIAL: MYTH AND REALITY 
IN AMERICAN JUSTICE 410 (1949)). 

170 See id. at 784, 816-17 (finding in a study of 167 federal magistrate judges that they were just as susceptible as lay people to 
anchoring, hindsight bias, and egocentric bias, but were less susceptible to framing and the representativeness heuristic). 

171 See id. at 816-17 (discussing the influence of cognitive illusions on judges); Jeffrey J. Rachlinski et al., Does Unconscious Racial 
Bias Affect Trial Judges?, 84 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 1195, 1205, 1207, 1225 (2009) (finding in a study of 133 judges that 
implicit racial bias is “widespread”). 

172 Chris Guthrie et al., Blinking on the Bench: How Judges Decide Cases, 93 CORNELL L. REV. 1, 36 (2007) (proposing that judges 
delay making evidentiary rulings until the judge has had time to deliberate). 

173 FED. R. EVID. 401. 

174 FED. R. EVID. 401 advisory committee’s note on proposed rules (citing KENNETH S. BROUN ET AL., MCCORMICK ON 
EVIDENCE § 152 (7th ed. 2016)). 

175 See, e.g., United States v. Otero, 849 F. Supp. 2d 425, 438 (D.N.J. 2012) (“[T]hough the parties have not argued it, the relevance of 
[ballistics] testimony to the charges against Defendants is manifest. Clearly, the evidence will assist the trier of fact to determine a 
fact in issue ....”). 

176 Jack B. Weinstein, The Role of Judges in a Government of, by, and for the People: Notes for the Fifty-Eighth Cardozo Lecture, 30 
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CARDOZO L. REV. 1, 21 (2008). 

177 United States v. Monteiro, 407 F. Supp. 2d 351, 358 (D. Mass. 2006). 

178 Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 596 (1993). 

179 People v. Kelly, 549 P.2d 1240, 1245 (Cal. 1976). Even in California, however, this rule comes with the caveat that “new evidence 
... reflecting a change in the attitude of the scientific community” may allow courts to deviate from the precedential decision. Id. 

180 See, e.g., Moore v. Ashland Chem. Inc., 151 F.3d 269, 276 (5th Cir. 1998) (describing the Daubert standard as one which “requires 
some objective, independent validation of the expert’s methodology” and demands that the proponent “prove by a preponderance 
of the evidence that the testimony is reliable”); Monteiro, 407 F. Supp. 2d at 356 (rejecting the government’s argument that 
“because toolmark identification evidence has been deemed admissible by many other courts, the burden of proving such evidence 
to be unreliable should shift to the defendants”); Eaton Corp. v. Parker-Hannifin Corp., 292 F. Supp. 2d 555, 567 (D. Del. 2003) 
(“[T]he proponent of the expert testimony ... must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that the testimony is reliable.”). 

181 See United States v. Hebshie, 754 F. Supp. 2d 89, 114-15 (D. Mass. 2010) (suggesting that arson analysis is “bad science” and 
emphasizing that the admissibility standard for evidence in criminal cases is identical to the civil standard); Gertner, supra note 2 
(criticizing shoddy forensic evidence and judges who uncritically admit it). 

182 405 F. Supp. 2d 104 (D. Mass. 2005). 

183 Id. at 122. 

184 Id. at 123. 

185 Id. Judge Gertner admitted the ballistics testimony in Green, albeit cabining the expert to “testify[ing] to his observations” without 
“conclud[ing] that the match he found by dint of the specific methodology he used permits ‘the exclusion of all other guns’ as the 
source of the shell casings.” Id. at 124. If a judge is actually considering departing from the routine practice of her jurisdiction or 
the judiciary as a whole, there is yet another incentive to toe the party line: the prospect of undermining previous convictions. This 
concern may be animated by specific cases over which the judge in question presided in the past, or it may be a more general 
concern about the convictions secured on the basis of a certain type of forensic testimony in general. Thus, a judge faced with 
Defendant F may have at the back of her mind the past convictions of Defendants A-E when she rules to admit evidence that is 
increasingly being called into question outside the courtroom. 

186 See, e.g., KATE BERRY, BRENNAN CENTER FOR JUSTICE, HOW JUDICIAL ELECTIONS IMPACT CRIMINAL CASES 4 
(2015) (describing one attack ad that targeted former Kentucky Supreme Court Justice Janet Stumbo for having “sided with 
criminals 50 percent of the time” and noting that Stumbo ultimately lost the election); see also Liz Seaton, Smear Campaigns 
Against Justice, U.S. NEWS (Feb. 29, 2016, 8:00 AM), 
https://www.usnews.com/opinion/articles/2016-02-29/supreme-court-sees-how-judicial-elections-mar-criminal-justice-reform 
(finding that more than half of the air time for judicial election advertising was focused on tough-on-crime messages). 

187 Joanna Cohn Weiss, Note, Tough on Crime: How Campaigns for State Judiciary Violate Criminal Defendants’ Due Process 
Rights, 81 N.Y.U. L. REV. 1101, 1106 (2006) (quoting Mark Hansen, When Is Speech Too Free?, A.B.A. J., May 2001, at 20 
(discussing a 2011 California judicial election)). 
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188 See, e.g., BERRY, supra note 186, at 5 (describing an attack ad in which a challenger alleged that the incumbent had released a 
convicted child rapist who then continued to commit offenses). 

189 Id. at 5 (posting a video of Tough on Predators (Law Enforcement Alliance of Am. commercial broadcast May 9, 2014), 
http://newpoliticsreport.org/spot/leaa-tough-on-predators-2/); see also Weiss, supra note 187, at 1105 (describing an attack 
campaign from the 1994 race for the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals in which “one candidate and former prosecutor called the 
Court of Criminal Appeals a ‘citadel of technicality”’ (internal citations omitted)). 

190 BERRY, supra note 186, at 1 (finding this result consistently across ten “recent, prominent, and widely cited empirical studies” on 
the subject). 

191 Id. at 8-9 (discussing the findings of a 2014 American Constitution Society study). 

192 FED. R. EVID. 702. 

193 See supra note 180 (collecting sources describing Rule 104’s requirements). 

194 See supra note 156 (collecting cases where testimony was cabined in the context of ballistics evidence). 

195 See United States v. Monteiro, 407 F. Supp. 2d 351, 356 (D. Mass. 2006) (rejecting the government’s argument that “because 
toolmark identification evidence has been deemed admissible by many other courts, the burden of proving such evidence to be 
unreliable should shift to the defendants”). 

196 See PCAST REPORT, supra note 1, at 84, 87 (concluding that additional research into bite-mark analysis is inadvisable because 
“the prospects of developing bitemark analysis into a scientifically valid method [are] low”). 

197 See, e.g., Microscopic Hair Analysis Press Release, supra note 4 (reporting widespread false testimony in the realm of 
miscroscopic hair analysis); Press Release, FBI, FBI Laboratory Announces Discontinuation of Bullet Lead Examinations (Sept. 1, 
2005), 
https://archives fbi.gov/archives/news/pressrel/press-releases/fbi-laboratory-announces-discontinuation-of-bullet-lead-examination 
s [hereinafter CBLA Press Release] (“While the FBI Laboratory still firmly supports the scientific foundation of bullet lead 
analysis, given the costs of maintaining the equipment, the resources necessary to do the examination, and its relative probative 
value, the FBI Laboratory has decided that it will no longer conduct this exam.”). 

198 See, e.g., PCAST REPORT, supra note 1, at 82 (recommending further study of DNA analysis of complex-mixture samples); id. at 
96-97 (concluding that “only two properly designed studies of the accuracy of latent fingerprint analysis have been conducted” and 
recommending further study); id. at 111 (finding that “only a single appropriately designed study” of firearms analysis has been 
conducted, and “[t]here is thus a need for additional, appropriately designed black-box studies to provide estimates of reliability”); 
id. at 117 (concluding that the validity of footwear analysis is “unsupported by any meaningful evidence” and is therefore “not 
scientifically valid”). 

199 Cf. KAHNEMAN, supra note 157, at 85-88 (describing the cognitive illusion that “what you see is all there is,” meaning that 
people are eager to draw conclusions based on the information available and struggle to suspend judgment even when it is clear 
that they are lacking all relevant information). 
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200 See Paul C. Giannelli, Comparative Bullet Lead Analysis: A Retrospective, 47 CRIM. L. BULL. 306, 306 (2011) (“For over thirty 
years, FBI experts testified about [CBLA] ....”). 

201 See CBLA Press Release, supra note 197 (“Bullet lead examinations have historically been performed in limited circumstances, 
typically when a firearm has not been recovered or when a fired bullet is too mutilated for comparison of physical markings.”). 

202 Giannelli, supra note 200, at 306. 

203 NAT’L RESEARCH COUNCIL, FORENSIC ANALYSIS: WEIGHING BULLET LEAD EVIDENCE 112-13 (2004) [hereinafter 
CBLA REPORT] (concluding that because “[d]etailed patterns of distribution of ammunition are unknown ... an expert should not 
testify as to the probability that a crime scene bullet came from the defendant”); id. at 113 (concluding that because “[t]he available 
data do not support any statement that a crime bullet came from, or is likely to have come from, a particular box of ammunition” 
testimony should not assert that “the crime bullet came from the defendant’s box or from a box manufactured at the same time”). 
Microscopic hair analysis suffers from the same shortcoming, namely that the commonality of hair characteristics in the general 
population is unknown. See supra notes 44-45 and accompanying text. 

204 United States v. Mikos, No. 02 CR 137, 2003 WL 22922197 (N.D. Ill. Dec. 9, 2003). 

205 Id. at *1 (“[T]he defense claims that the Government has supplied no underlying basis or support for [the expert’s] conclusion that, 
because these lead samples are ‘analytically indistinguishable,’ the bullets from the victim and the bullets from the cartridges in the 
box ‘likely originated from the same manufacturers’ source (melt) of lead.”’). 

206 Id. at *6. 

207 Id. at *5. 

208 Id. A similar argument could be made for the assertion that all human mouths are unique. See supra note 34 and accompanying 
text. 

209 Mikos, 2003 WL 22922197, at *6. 

210 Id. 

211 CBLA REPORT, supra note 203, at 90-94, 106-08. 

212 See CBLA Press Release, supra note 197 (announcing that the FBI “will no longer conduct the examination of bullet lead,” largely 
because “neither scientists nor bullet manufacturers are able to definitely attest to the significance of an association made between 
bullets in the course of a bullet lead examination”). 

213 CBLA REPORT, supra note 203, at ix. 

214 See Giannelli, supra note 200, at 310 (noting that Mikos was the first case to rule such evidence inadmissible). 
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WILL HISTORY BE SERVITUDE?: THE NAS REPORT ON FORENSIC 
SCIENCE AND THE ROLE OF THE JUDICIARY 

1993 

[The trial judge should undertake] a preliminary assessment of whether the reasoning or methodology 
underlying the testimony is scientifically valid and of whether that reasoning or methodology properly can be 
applied to the facts in issue. We are confident that federal judges possess the capacity to undertake this review.1 

2009 

With the exception of nuclear DNA analysis . . . no forensic method has been rigorously shown to have the 
capacity to consistently, and with a high degree of certainty . . . demonstrate a connection between evidence and 
a specific individual or source.2 

“[T]he undeniable reality is that the community of forensic science professionals has not done nearly as much 
as it reasonably could have done to establish either the validity of its approach or the accuracy of its 
practitioners’ conclusions,”3 and the courts have been “utterly ineffective” in addressing this problem.4 

I. Introduction 

For several decades, the prosecution and its witnesses have maintained that despite little research and virtually no standards, 
they can match a fingerprint, *300 handwriting, bullet and bullet cartridge, hair, dental imprint, footprint, tire track, or even a 
lip print to its unique source (collectively, “individualization evidence”). Not only can they match it, they claim, they can do 
so often without any error rate. 
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In the last few decades, with the help of lawyers and academics, litigants have challenged the underlying reliability of 
individualization evidence. Scholars in various disciplines have written about the startling state of individualization evidence, 
including its lack of standards, research, and established error rates, and its failure to rely upon statistical probabilities to 
estimate the likelihood of a match. Since its inception, the Innocence Project has exonerated more than 250 people, a majority 
of whose convictions have involved inaccurate or even fraudulent forensic science testimony, including individualization 
evidence. 

Despite the lack of proof that such evidence is scientifically reliable (and continued exculpations), courts have rejected most 
challenges to individualization evidence and continue to admit such testimony. With every exoneration, proof mounts that 
forensic science cannot do what it claims to be able to do with the precision alleged. By not requiring minimal standards for 
the reliability of individualization evidence, courts have allowed the forensic science system to operate without any checks 
and balances and to convict innocent people in numbers we can only estimate. 

In February 2009, the National Academy of Sciences issued its long-awaited and groundbreaking report on the status of 
forensic science, Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward (“the NAS Report”).5 The NAS Report 
is a scathing indictment of both the state of the forensic science system and judicial rulings on such individualization 
evidence. 

This Article discusses the findings of the NAS Report, relevant cases that predate the report, and some cases decided since 
the report. It posits that the judiciary, which has created a standard of reliability, has failed to hold prosecutorial expert 
evidence to that standard. Using examples from history and modern cognitive science explanations, the Article tries to 
explain why the judiciary has been so unwilling to rigorously examine forensic science evidence and urges the judiciary to 
rethink its perspective going forward. 

While the NAS Report suggests an overhaul of the current system, that overhaul is a contentious idea that may well not occur 
in the near (or even longer) future. Thus, a current crisis exists that the judiciary must address in its day-to-day decision 
making. The Article suggests how the judiciary can become a more effective crucible for testing the strength and limitations 
of forensic science. 

II. The NAS Report 

In February 2009, the National Academy of Sciences issued its report on the status of forensic science, Strengthening 
Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward.6 It is a detailed discussion, with each chapter providing a *301 
compendium of a separate subject relevant to forensic science. The NAS Report, highlighting the myriad shortcomings and 
failures of what we call forensic science, seems quite shocked at the current situation, remarking that “[t]he Law’s greatest 
dilemma in its heavy reliance on forensic evidence, however, concerns the question of whether--and to what extent--there is 
any science in any given ‘forensic science’ discipline.”7 

In addition to detailing the shortcomings of the scientific evidence, the NAS Report explains how the judicial system has 
utterly failed in its regulation of forensic science in criminal cases.8 Due to the system failure on every level to improve the 
quality of forensic science, the report calls for a virtually complete overhaul of the forensic science system, suggesting the 
creation of the National Institute of Forensic Science (NIFS), an independent agency to oversee forensic science in the United 
States.9 

By any interpretation, the report is a critique of both the current state of forensics as practiced in the United States and the 
judiciary’s unwillingness or inability to require minimum standards for forensic evidence. While the NAS Report 
compliments the forensic science community on the “valuable evidence that has contributed to the successful prosecution and 
conviction of criminals as well as to the exoneration of innocent people,”10 it simultaneously cautions that, although forensic 
science has advanced, it is now clear that “in some cases, substantive information and testimony based on faulty forensic 
science analyses may have contributed to wrongful convictions.”11 These wrongful convictions, the NAS Report notes, reflect 
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the “potential danger of giving undue weight to evidence and testimony derived from imperfect testing and analysis.”12 

Additionally, “imprecise or exaggerated expert testimony has sometimes contributed to the admission of erroneous or 
misleading evidence.”13 

The reasons for the problems inherent in forensic science in the United States, the report explains, are myriad, including the 
following: 

· Disparities in the forensic science system between federal resources and states and in the various standards for 
the medical examination system;14 

· Lack of mandatory standardization, certification, and accreditation of laboratories, as well as no uniformity in 
the certification of forensic practitioners;15 

*302 · A wide variability across disciplines with respect to techniques, methodologies, reliability, types and 
numbers of potential errors, research, general acceptability, and published material;16 and 

· Problems relating to interpretation of forensic science--the questionable conclusion about individualization 
where a specimen is “matched” to a particular individual or source.17 

The NAS Report emphasizes that “law enforcement officials and the members of society they serve need to be assured that 
forensic techniques are reliable.”18 To that end, the NAS Report calls for a body of research to establish the limits and 
measures of performance of the various forensic disciplines, as well as research to address the impact of sources of variability 
and potential bias.19 Without this research, the NAS Report insists, “[w]e must limit the risk of having the reliability of certain 
forensic science methodologies judicially certified before the techniques have been properly studied and their accuracy 
verified by the forensic science community.”20 Nonetheless, the NAS Report concedes that “some courts appear to be loath to 
insist on such research as a condition of admitting forensic science evidence in criminal cases,”21 apparently believing the 
forensic science disciplines are currently incapable of offering such validation.22 The NAS Report finds that the judicial 
approach to forensic disciplines has been “if you can’t meet the standard, we’ll eliminate the standard”--a frightening 
approach, given the clear concordance between forensic science and actual guilt or innocence.23 

In addition to arson,24 biological evidence, chemical analysis, and the medical examination system in the United States, the 
NAS Report reviews non-DNA individualization evidence (fingerprints, hair, handwriting, toolmarks, shoeprints and tire 
tracks, and forensic odontology, among others).25 The report describes what a conclusion of individualization actually 
requires: 

*303 [A] conclusion of individualization implies that the evidence originated from that source, to the exclusion 
of all possible sources. The determination of uniqueness requires measurement of object attributes, data 
collected on the population frequency of variation in these attributes, testing of attribute independence, and 
calculation of the probability that different objects share a common set of observable attributes.26 

DNA evidence, mentioned favorably in the report, possesses all these attributes, which are hallmarks of a proper conclusion 
about the probability of a match.27 By contrast, the remaining categories of individualization evidence, including fingerprint 
comparison, possess none.28 The report concludes that “no forensic method other than nuclear DNA analysis has been 
rigorously shown to have the capacity to consistently and with a high degree of certainty support conclusions about . . . 
‘matching’ of an unknown item of evidence to a specific known source.”29 The report also notes that the forensic science 
community has had “little opportunity to pursue or become proficient in the research that is needed to support what it does.”30 

Despite the need for such research to be done to validate methodology and underlying presumptions, the prosecution 
continues to argue such evidence is reliable, and, to date, many courts seem to be agreeing.31 When describing the lack of 
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research or scientific scrutiny concerning individualization specialties, the report concludes that “although the precise error 
rates of these forensic tests are still unknown, comparison of their results with DNA testing in the same cases has revealed 
that some of these analyses, as currently performed, produce erroneous results.”32 These “erroneous results” caused wrongful 
convictions in some cases. Although people on both sides of the aisle may debate how important this lack of *304 research is, 
the inescapable conclusion is that without scientific proof of the foundations necessary to legitimately declare a match, much 
expert testimony is simply a hunch, supported by experiential “observations of countless samples.”33 There are numerous 
reasons that judges admit such testimony so readily: they trust the FBI and other forensic scientists; they assume they would 
have heard on a more global level if forensic science were unreliable; they share an intuitive belief that forensic comparison 
is valid; they are comforted by other courts’ decisions admitting the evidence (what I term the “generally accepted by other 
courts” standard);34 they find the analysts’ experiential knowledge convincing; and they believe that the long history of use 
confers some field reliability to the work.35 Although many of these justifications might seem compelling on an intuitive, 
“hunch-like” level, further scrutiny reveals some serious cracks in the foundation of such opinions.36 

*305 III. The Judicial Role in the Gatekeeping of Individualization Evidence 

During his confirmation hearing in 2005, then-Judge John Roberts told Congress, “Judges are like umpires. Umpires don’t 
make the rules; they apply them. The role of an umpire and a judge is critical. They make sure everybody plays by the rules, 
but it is a limited role.”37 There is some nugget of truth in this partial description of what judges do, although there is 
long-standing, serious disagreement that judges do not “make law.”38 The comment, however, seems disingenuous in its 
overly facile, folksy explanation of the role of the judiciary. And not surprisingly, Justice Roberts’s comment sparked much 
controversy, not the least of which was from Judge Richard Posner, who sniffed dismissively that “[n]o serious person thinks 
that the rules that judges in our system apply, particularly appellate judges and most particularly the Justices of the U.S. 
Supreme Court, are given to them the way the rules of baseball are given to umpires. The rules are created by the judges 
themselves.”39 

Proving the accuracy of Judge Posner’s comments, the Supreme Court has created, from virtual whole cloth, the “rules” 
governing admissibility of expert testimony, in the Daubert/Joiner/Kumho Tire trilogy (“trilogy”).40 To be admissible, the 
party seeking to introduce forensic evidence must be able to establish, to the satisfaction of the trial court, that the proposed 
expert evidence meets the Supreme Court-created standard of reliability, incorporated into the Federal Rules of Evidence in 
2000.41 A substantial minority of courts use versions *306 of the so-called “Frye general acceptance test,” while the federal 
courts and a majority of state jurisdictions use some variant of the Daubert reliability standard.42 

Collectively, these cases (and the amended Federal Rule of Evidence 702) reflect a concern about whether evidence is 
reliable as used in a given case. “[R]eliability cannot be judged globally, ‘as drafted,’ but only specifically, ‘as applied.’ The 
emphasis [is] on the judgment of reliability as it applies to the individual case, to the ‘task at hand.”’43 

The trilogy governing the admission of expert testimony claims to envision a flexible standard, in which the trial court, as 
gatekeeper of the evidence, determines whether expert evidence meets a minimal standard of evidentiary reliability.44 Thus, in 
the case of expert evidence in the federal courts, the Supreme Court has created the rules by which the courts and litigants 
must abide45 and requires the inferior courts to serve as the arbiters of whether the evidence *307 complies with those rules in 
this judicially-created gatekeeping role.46 Thus, the judiciary has created an entire universe where none previously existed and 
has appointed itself the master of such universe. 

It seems beyond cavil to hope judges would make sure “everybody plays by the rules” the Supreme Court and other federal 
courts have taken great pains (and several years) to create, refine, and develop. At a minimum, we expect our judiciary to 
attempt to level the playing field for all participants and to apply equal standards to competing litigants. 

Nonetheless, after reading a multitude of cases involving forensic science evidence and empirically driven studies about what 
courts have done post-trilogy, it is not at all clear that judges “make sure everybody plays by the rules.” Indeed, research 
suggests that many judges do not require the prosecution to play by the same rules that other litigants in both civil and 
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criminal cases do when the subject is forensic science evidence. These findings are not based solely upon my own 
impressions,47 but rather upon empirical data collected and analyzed by others48 and the conclusions of the NAS Report: 
“[T]he vast majority of the reported opinions in criminal cases indicate that trial judges rarely exclude or restrict expert 
testimony offered by prosecutors; most reported opinions also indicate that appellate courts routinely deny appeals contesting 
trial court decisions admitting forensic evidence against criminal defendants.”49 

It seems abundantly clear that many courts merely give lip service to pressing the prosecution to meet its burden of proof in 
Daubert hearings; much the way some bartenders mix an extra dry martini, as if waving the bottle of vermouth next to the 
glass will suffice. In other words, the court will find in favor of the *308 government’s evidence as long as the government 
makes the appropriate motions.50 

Deirdre Dwyer writes compellingly about the asymmetries in the application of Daubert between civil and criminal cases.51 

She considers the normative expectations that either all evidence would be treated equally, or that evidence rules “in a 
criminal action [would be] geared more towards reducing the risk of an erroneous outcome than they are in a civil action.”52 

After looking at data-driven studies, however, she concludes, “[i]t would seem that the expert evidence of civil plaintiffs, 
particularly in toxic tort cases, is subject to greater scrutiny than that of civil defendants, while the expert evidence of 
criminal prosecutors is subject to less scrutiny than that of criminal defendants, or than that of civil parties.”53 This seems to 
be an odd outcome, indeed, when civil cases involve only monetary damages, while criminal cases deal with stakes of much 
greater value.54 

Courts, including the U.S. Supreme Court, have been willing to engage in detailed, scientific analysis of proposed expert 
evidence in civil cases.55 In many of *309 these cases, the district courts, affirmed by courts of appeal on an abuse of 
discretion standard, have found such testimony insufficiently reliable.56 Indeed, the NAS Report notes the different standards 
in civil and criminal cases, remarking that “courts have not . . . imposed standards ensuring the application of scientifically 
valid reasoning and reliable methodology in criminal cases involving Daubert questions.”57 Furthermore, the report concludes 
that upon reviewing the reported decisions, “at least in criminal cases, forensic science evidence is not routinely scrutinized 
pursuant to the standard of reliability enunciated in Daubert.”58 

Since Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, there have been numerous, substantial challenges to the reliability of many 
types of forensic science, particularly in the area of individualization evidence.59 Federal courts have rejected most defense 
challenges made to the reliability of fingerprint individualization evidence.60 With a handful of exceptions in which trials 
courts have limited conclusions about handwriting and ballistics,61 courts have rejected challenges to *310 the reliability of 
those forms of evidence as well.62 Microscopic hair comparison, implicated for its role in wrongful convictions in many 
exonerations,63 has been admitted by both federal and state courts, with seemingly no concern for the potentially substantial 
rate of error such evidence presents.64 

Courts do not admit such evidence because it meets the trilogy and FRE 702’s standards of reliability. To the contrary, 
prosecutors and their experts cannot establish the validity of what they claim to be able to do with the precision alleged--a 
point made quite clear in the NAS Report where it remarks that there is a “notable dearth” of scientific studies to establish the 
validity of many forensic science methods.65 Rather, courts admit such evidence simply because they cannot seem to imagine 
doing otherwise. “The methods of latent print identification can and have been tested. They have been tested for roughly 100 
years. They have *311 been tested in adversarial proceedings with the highest possible stakes--liberty and sometimes life.”66 

In United States v. Llera Plaza, Judge Pollack vacated his earlier opinion limiting fingerprint examiners’ testimony to 
pointing out similarities (rather than testifying as to the conclusion of a match) and decided it was appropriate to permit 
testimony about conclusions.67 “In short,” he begins, “I have changed my mind.”68 Relying in part upon testimony admitted in 
the rehearing he granted the government, he concludes if it is “sufficiently reliable in England,” it should be good enough for 
U.S. courts.69 The Llera Plaza court, like many others, was impelled by the long history of fingerprint admission, noting that 
both English and American courts have admitted fingerprint comparison testimony for nearly a century.70 

In United States v. Prime, the district court stated when allowing conclusions about handwriting, “[w]here a technique has 
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been repeatedly applied and tested by law enforcement and courts for over a century, the court does not believe the absence 
of scientific data, without more, should sound the death knell for such testimony.”71 The Court of Appeals for the Ninth 
Circuit upheld this decision, deciding that as long as the process is generally reliable, any potential error can be brought to the 
jury’s attention with cross-examination and competing testimony.72 While the language the court used is not unusual, what 
the court found to be “generally reliable” was based upon admitted evidence that the error rate for handwriting comparison 
was approximately 13 percent!73 Yet the court was not convinced that such evidence might not meet the standard of 
reliability. One must wonder then at what rate of error does the evidence become unreliable? 

A most unusual form of individualization evidence was admitted in State v. Davis, where the court allowed testimony that the 
defendant’s lip print matched a *312 lip print at the scene.74 Although there was absolutely no foundation for such evidence, 
the trial court, without the smallest amount of critical inquiry, found such proof met both Frye and reliability standards.75 The 
defense lawyer handling this case acted incompetently by not satisfactorily challenging the testimony,76 yet both the trial 
court and the court of appeals in the direct appeal were satisfied with little more than the ipse dixit testimony of the 
government’s witnesses.77 

While this lip print case may be an outlier in terms of the courts’ willingness to accept expert evidence in criminal cases 
without sufficient foundational proof of reliability (or, indeed, even general acceptance), it is in many ways emblematic in its 
willingness to take prosecutorial experts at their word with no requirement of supporting data.78 

Bite mark evidence, also known by its more technical name “forensic odontology,” has a history of acceptance by courts 
despite the fact that the science supporting it is dubious. In fact, the theories upon which the field is predicated--that dentition 
is unique and that marks found upon a victim can be linked unequivocally to the perpetrator--are not supported by current 
data.79 The problems, like the rest of forensic science individualization evidence, are legion. It is unlikely that human 
dentition is unique; very few teeth are actually used to make a bite mark; and bite marks become distorted on human skin due 
to the passage of time, thus not maintaining the accuracy of the marks.80 Moreover, unlike DNA evidence, which uses 
databases to generate probabilities that the suspect left his DNA at the crime scene, there is no bite mark database from which 
probabilities can be generated81-- although such probabilistic testimony has been admitted *313 (without accurate foundation) 
in trials.82 Bite mark analysts often testify using phrases such as “consistent with” or “positively match.”83 Yet such statements 
have no grounding in science, because they are purely subjective conclusions unsupported by data.84 In addition, as with other 
forms of individualization forensic science evidence, statements about a match are neither scientifically supportable85 nor 
scientifically meaningful.86 Early research, however, appears to indicate that such statements are convincing to juries.87 

The NAS Report finds plenty to criticize about forensic odontology, concluding that no scientific studies support the claims 
that odontologists can demonstrate sufficient detail for positive identification. In numerous instances, “experts diverge widely 
in their evaluations of the same bite mark evidence,” which raises serious questions about the value and scientific objectivity 
of the discipline.88 Of course, like every other form of individualization evidence, judges have admitted it readily into the 
courtroom.89 

In United States v. Crisp, the court admitted both fingerprint comparison and handwriting comparison evidence despite 
strong, solid challenges to the evidence.90 Regarding fingerprint comparison, the court held that “the principles underlying 
fingerprint identification . . . bear the imprimatur of a strong general acceptance, not only in the expert community, but in the 
courts as well. . . . Put simply, . . . [there is] no reason . . . to believe that this general acceptance of the *314 principles 
underlying fingerprint identification has, for decades, been misplaced.”91 Thus, in a sweeping but unsupported statement, the 
court concluded that “the district court was well within its discretion in accepting at face value the consensus of the expert 
and judicial communities that the fingerprint identification technique is reliable.”92 With regard to handwriting comparison, 
the court stated, “[t]he fact that handwriting comparison analysis has achieved widespread and lasting acceptance in the 
expert community gives us the assurance of reliability that Daubert requires.”93 By not actually evaluating the testimony using 
Daubert’s suggested factors,94 the court evaded the problem that the evidence did not meet reliability requirements, a point 
noted by the dissent, which explained in detail how the government “utterly failed to meet its burden” of establishing 
reliability under Daubert.95 
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The NAS Report criticizes both handwriting and fingerprint comparison. The report finds that the standards for fingerprint 
comparison are subjective, as are the declarations of a match.96 In fact, not only is the outcome of analysis not necessarily 
repeatable from one examiner to another, research cited by the report indicates that experienced examiners do not even 
necessarily agree with their own prior conclusions!97 Analysis of the methodology used by the government to declare 
fingerprint matches is so entirely without foundation or objective standards that even the validity of the method cannot be 
tested.98 Moreover, even if the two foundations of the specialty are true--that fingerprints are unique and persist unchanged 
throughout life--that does not imply that “anyone can reliably discern whether or not two friction ridge impressions were 
made by the same person.”99 Similarly, handwriting comparison fares even more poorly. Conclusions are entirely subjective, 
and the NAS Report recommends that its “scientific basis . . . needs to be strengthened.”100 

Regarding microscopic hair comparison, the NAS Report was even more critical, commenting on its high rate of error and 
stating “the committee found no scientific support for the use of hair comparisons for individualization in the absence of 
nuclear DNA.”101 In sum, the non-DNA individualization evidence is *315 simply unsupported by research, and serious 
questions are raised about its evidentiary reliability. 

Yet the report is willing to absolve the courts of any real responsibility in enforcing the reliability mandate, citing various 
reasons: judicial decisions about reliability are “flexible,” and much discretion is granted to the trial court;102 judges (and 
lawyers) “lack the scientific expertise necessary to comprehend and evaluate forensic science in an informed manner”;103 

judges work alone and “often [have] little time for extensive research and reflection”; and, echoing many others, the 
adversarial process is “not suited to the task of finding ‘scientific truth.”’104 

There is merit in each of these justifications for courts’ unwillingness to subject most of forensic science to any meaningful 
analysis. And yet, the justifications seem weak, particularly in light of those same courts’ ability to tackle far more 
complicated questions of scientific causation in exceptionally technical civil cases. And the justification is sorely inadequate 
when considering the difference in what is at stake in the respective cases. Regarding challenges to fingerprint comparison, 
Professor Mnookin writes, “The real embarrassment is the way that the courts have been a willing accomplice in this turf 
battle, in the process abnegating their gatekeeping responsibilities under Daubert.”105 

In civil cases, courts seem quite up to the task of evaluating microbiology, teratology, and toxicology evidence, discussing 
both science and statistics with plenty of acumen.106 Yet when it comes to evaluating the shortcomings of lip prints and 
handwriting, courts are unable to muster the most minimal grasp of why a standardless form of comparison might lack 
evidentiary reliability or trustworthiness.107 Rather, they have relied on tired aphorisms and biased heuristics so as to avoid 
stating the obvious: there are no standards, there is no legitimate basis for the matches testified to, and forensic 
individualization is currently built on sand. 

*316 IV. “History May Be Servitude”:108 The Erroneous Judicial Focus on the Long History of Use of 
Individualization Evidence 

Courts have found a variety of reasons to admit individualization evidence, yet one of the most common justifications courts 
provide is the long history of use. Yet a long history of use confers no particular proof of validity. From the time of Nicader 
of Colophain, 200 B.C., through the height of their popularity in the mid-nineteenth century, leeches were used to “bleed” the 
sick as a form of treatment for virtually all ailments, from pneumonia to hemorrhoids.109 As late as 1920, the use of lancets 
and leeches for bloodletting was favored by some physicians to treat pneumonia.110 One would think that reflective 
consideration would have shown the lack of bloodletting efficacy, yet physicians continued to employ it, year after year, 
decade after decade, century after century. It was not until the rise of experimental methodology and restraints on empirical 
methods began to gain ground that the use of bloodletting and leeches in everyday medicine began to drop off and 
subsequently evaporate.111 

Likewise, the “long history of use” argument failed to establish underlying validity of expert testimony in the Salem 
witchcraft trials. Cotton Mather and those overseeing the trials approved of the well-known publications112 providing expert 
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guidance for courts on the proof of witchcraft--expert treatises that had stood the test of time in other prosecutions.113 The 
principles of the “experts” were *317 recognized by courts for nearly a century, which was a major reason the courts in 
Salem were swayed by such opinion. 

The Oracle of Delphi provides yet a third example of the fallacy of historical reliance.114 Citizens, both of high and low status, 
would approach the oracle and ask questions, often about quotidian matters such as whether to marry or matters of a more 
serious nature, such as whether to resist the Persian invasion.115 Despite advice from the oracle not always proving prescient 
or wise,116 the oracle was consulted for over a thousand years.117 

We now appreciate that oracles cannot predict future events, that witchcraft is not real, and that bleeding is generally not 
effective to cure disease, but old ideas die hard. Perhaps there is a lesson here useful to the judiciary. 

V. Judicial Decision Making and the Problems of Cognitive Bias 

Legal, psychological, and sociological scholars have all examined and opined about judicial decision making to determine 
how judges decide cases.118 The methods of analysis and theories posed are varied, rich, and complex, suggesting that 
decision making is a product of reason and intuition. Some find that political agendas or background and experience inform 
decision making, while others argue that judges are influenced by precedent. One theme, however, that resonates throughout 
much of the literature is that “judges are human.”119 They are swayed *318 by heuristic decision making, friendships, beauty, 
the strength of a case, public opinion, fear of reversal, and the normal set of cognitive biases to which we all are subject: 
expectation bias, hindsight bias, confirmation bias, tunnel vision, and so forth. 

In an interesting empirical article, Blinking on the Bench: How Judges Decide Cases, the authors write about the dual-process 
models of cognition (intuitive and deliberative).120 Roughly explained, intuitive decision making is spontaneous, effortless, 
relies on pre-existing heuristics, and is fast,121 while the deliberative process is slower, requiring more “effort, motivation, 
concentration, and the execution of learned rules.”122 The Blinking on the Bench authors conclude that judges tend to use 
intuitive decision making for the everyday problems they see on the bench.123 Thus, “[w]hen ruling on the admissibility of 
evidence at trial, judges often have little choice but to think intuitively.”124 

Many might consider intuitive decision making in this role to be beneficial because judges have “typical” evidence questions, 
think about admissibility questions all the time, and have abundant experiential knowledge that informs the snap judgments 
that are needed at trial. The use of heuristics to think quickly and decide intuitively has great value. We don’t deliberate when 
a ball is thrown to us; we either catch it or get bonked on the head. Similarly, in trial, judges need to decide evidentiary 
questions in real time. They cannot over-deliberate every time an objection is raised. 

But there is a decided downside to such quick thinking. There is growing evidence that intuitive and impressionistic decisions 
about evidence may be more error-prone than a more deliberative process. In an experiment with judges, researchers 
discovered that when subjects were given a problem they thought they *319 could solve intuitively, the error rate was 
substantially higher than with a problem the judges had to actually reason their way through to resolve.125 

Moreover, the problem of cognitive bias is most apparent, according to researchers, in the use of intuitive decision making, 
and it is where such problems as stereotyping, prejudice, and discrimination are likely to arise.126 Relying on heuristic 
shortcomings can lead to systematic biases.127 

Thus, it may be worthwhile to consider both the dual processing systems and bias when thinking about courts’ decisions on 
individualizing evidence in the past and going forward into the future. 

Part of the courts’ persistence in finding individualization specialties reliable may be due to judges using intuitive decision 
making both before trial and during trial when resolving admissibility questions about fingerprinting, hair, and handwriting 
comparison. As noted in Blinking on the Bench, when judges are presented with a problem they perceive to be simple, they 
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use heuristics to solve it--potentially making errors and not recognizing them due to the belief that the issue before them is 
not complex. It may well be that fingerprint, handwriting, and microscopic hair comparisons seem to be “simple” problems 
for judges, leading them to use intuitive decision making about the outcome (although with some rational processing, of 
course, in the written decision). 

Consider the diametric approaches courts employ when deciding admissibility of scientifically complex expert evidence 
(such as DNA comparison or toxic tort causation) versus the non-DNA individualization evidence such as fingerprints and 
handwriting. In the complex scientific evidence cases, courts appear to use a more rational processing system and engage in 
deliberate, analytic reasoning throughout the opinion to determine whether the evidence is reliable.128 A good example of this 
methodology is found in the Supreme Court’s opinion in General Electric v. Joiner, in which the court engaged in a long 
methodological analysis of the quality of epidemiological evidence to determine whether plaintiff’s proof that PCB exposure 
had promoted his lung cancer was sufficiently reliable to be admitted.129 None of the writing appears intuitively-based. 

By contrast, very few cases involving individualization evidence seem to be of the long, methodological analysis present in 
Joiner. To the contrary, courts seem to rely on such heuristic devices as “long history of use” or “generally *320 accepted by 
other courts” to support their decisions, rather than engaging the evidence and subjecting it to a rational, science-based 
analysis.130 

In fact, the reliance on “long history of use” seems to reflect a common bias that affects intuitive decision making--namely, 
the concept of “belief perseverance.”131 This form of bias is “the tendency to maintain existing beliefs in the face of evidence 
that ought to weaken or even totally reverse those beliefs.”132 According to social psychologists, whatever is learned first 
seems to have a “primacy effect”--information presented earlier has more influence on judgments than information presented 
later.133 Individuals exposed to subsequent, possibly contradictory or conflicting information, disregard the later information, 
assume it is less reliable or valid, or interpret later evidence in ways that is consistent with their initial impression (perhaps 
explaining the long history of leech craft).134 Moreover, the problem of “confirmation bias” causes people to seek out 
information that supports the original belief and to avoid information that contradicts those beliefs.135 

The combination of belief perseverance and confirmation bias might explain judges’ reluctance to find the so-called matches 
unsupported--even in the face of ample, compelling testimony that there is absolutely no legitimate support for such 
conclusions. Consider the contemporary physician writing about leeches, who *321 muses, “[i]t seems hard to believe that 
the many educated observers over the centuries were completely wrong in their assessment of clinical improvement 
following bloodletting.”136 This comment seems to reinforce the powerful effect of belief perseverance, even in the face of 
abundant data to the contrary.137 

VI. The Story Post-NAS Report: One Year Later 

So now that the report, with its excoriation of the current state of individualization specialties, has been published for more 
than a year, it is interesting to see how courts have responded. As of the beginning of May 2010, there are about a dozen 
cases mentioning or discussing the report--one U.S. Supreme Court case discussing the Confrontation Clause,138 several 
federal district court cases, and three state cases--a few of which will be discussed. None of the challenges seeking to exclude 
forensic science evidence on reliability grounds has succeeded in the court. Two decisions have placed some constraints upon 
the testimony--allowing the conclusion of a match while limiting or excluding the degree of certainty testimony,139 and two 
other federal cases appeared unmoved by the report in analyzing a question of fingerprint comparison admissibility.140 

In deciding that lab results constituted the “testimonial” statements subject to Confrontation Clause mandates, the Supreme 
Court in Melendez-Dias v. Massachusetts mentioned the report, stating: 

“[T]here is wide variability across forensic science disciplines with regard to techniques, methodologies, 
reliability, types and numbers of potential errors, research, general acceptability, and published material.” 
National Academy Report . . . (discussing problems of subjectivity, bias, and unreliability of common forensic 
tests such as latent fingerprint analysis, pattern/impression analysis, and toolmark and firearms analysis). 

© 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 9 
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Contrary to respondent’s and the dissent’s suggestion, there is little reason to believe that confrontation will be 
useless in testing *322 analysts’ honesty, proficiency, and methodology-- the features that are commonly the 
focus in the cross-examination of experts.141 

It seems to be a good signal that the U.S. Supreme Court is noticing that “common forensic tests” may be unreliable. In the 
inferior federal courts, the picture may not be so clear. 

In United States v. Montalvo-Rangel, the defendant challenged the latent-print examiner’s testimony on the basis of the NAS 
Report. In a one-paragraph discussion, the court overruled the objection with no analysis, only noting that the opinion of the 
examiner matching the print was given with “great confidence.”142 

In United States v. Rose, the trial court found persuasive the “generally accepted by other courts” rationale: “Before and after 
Crisp, it appears that every federal circuit . . . has found expert fingerprint identification testimony admissible . . . .”143 Rose, 
however, does discuss the NAS Report but decides that it did not “conclude that fingerprint evidence was unreliable such as 
to render it inadmissible . . . .”144 In fact, the judge in Rose goes so far as to say that “Judge Harry Edwards, who co-chaired 
the project, made it clear that nothing in the report was intended to answer the ‘question whether forensic science evidence in 
a particular case is admissible under applicable law.”’145 

As a result of this type of analysis (and several briefs citing Judge Edwards), Judge Edwards responded pointedly: 

If courts blindly follow precedent that rests on unfounded scientific premises, this will lead to unjust results. 
Nothing in established law compels this course. So when the report was released and I said that judges must 
continue to follow the law, I did not mean to suggest that judges would apply existing law without taking into 
account the findings in the report that raise serious doubts about the validity and reliability of certain forensic 
disciplines and practices. 

. . . 

The point here is simple: When scientific methodologies once considered sacrosanct are modified or 
discredited, the judicial system must accommodate the changed scientific landscape.146 

Two cases involving firearm toolmark comparison engage in a more thoughtful analysis of the meaning of the report, but 
neither appears to grasp the implication of why a conclusion of a “match” is not currently supportable. 

*323 United States v. Taylor, a district court decision from New Mexico, provides a detailed explanation of the shortcomings 
of firearm toolmark comparison, discussing the lack of standards by which a match is declared, the subjective basis for the 
conclusion of a match, and the lack of standards for even distinguishing between class, subclass, and individual 
characteristics.147 “[T]he . . . theory is circular. An examiner may make an identification when there is sufficient agreement, 
and sufficient agreement is defined as enough agreement for an identification.”148 The court also quotes the damning language 
from the NAS Report that, even with better training and new techniques, “the decision of the toolmark examiner remains a 
subjective decision based on unarticulated standards and no statistical foundation for estimation of error rates.”149 

Nonetheless, the significance of those failures150 is swept aside as orthagonal to the underlying validity. The court, citing 
pre-NAS Report cases, finds the practice of cartridge comparison sufficiently reliable to be admitted and permits the expert to 
give his opinion “within a reasonable degree of certainty in the firearms examination field.”151 

© 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 10 
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United States v. Willock152 is a deeper, more thoughtful analysis. The court cites the conclusion expressed in the NRC 
Ballistic Imaging Report: “The validity of the fundamental assumptions of uniqueness and reproducibility of firearms-related 
toolmarks has not yet been fully demonstrated,” and “additional general research on the uniqueness and reproducibility of 
firearms-related toolmarks would have to be done if the basic premises of firearms identification are to be put on a more solid 
scientific footing,”153 Yet, in its analysis, the court finds the pre-NAS Report decisions compelling, noting that “the furthest” 
any court to date has gone is to exclude testimony where examiners’ results were not confirmed or documented; or “to restrict 
the degree of certainty to which the examiners could express their identifications.”154 The courts seems to note-- without 
disapproval-- *324 that one 2007 federal case allowed the expert to state a conclusion with “100% degree of certainty.”155 

Quoting Kumho Tire for the principle that the Daubert factors are not “holy writ,” the Willock court does not address the 
question of whether toolmark identification is science (implicitly failing to recognize that claims of a match are based upon 
scientific and statistical principles) and largely follows suit with the pre-NAS Report cases.156 However, Willock goes beyond 
most courts in limiting the testimony: The trial court requires the prosecution to present testimony only from (a) a qualified 
examiner; (b) who followed the standard theory (“despite its subjectivity”); and (c) who documented in detail his procedures 
so as to allow another examiner to follow the original steps.157 However, the court goes one step further than the pre-NAS 
Report toolmark cases and restricts the examiner to stating opinions and conclusions “without any characterization as to the 
degree of certainty with which he holds them.”158 This case is the first to so limit the testimony and may usher in a generation 
of new decisions. 

While both of the courts recognize that toolmark comparison “does not have sufficient rigor to be evaluated as science,”159 

they categorize this testimony as either technological or other specialized testimony160 and then proceed to admit the 
testimony with some limitations. What the courts continue to miss, however, is that the declaration of a match (a conclusion 
of individualization), is, by its very nature, a scientific finding: 

[A] conclusion of individualization implies that the evidence originated from that source, to the exclusion of all 
other possible sources. The determination of uniqueness requires measurements of object attributes, data 
collected on the population frequency of variation in these attributes, testing of attribute independence, and 
calculations of the probability that different objects share a common set of observable attributes.161 

The judiciary to date still does not seem to understand fully the nature of the problem; while some courts explain the problem 
quite well, they are unprepared to foreclose the expert from declaring a match. Other courts, like United States v. Rose, have 
simply proceeded along as if the report was meaningless; perhaps *325 proving the triumph of belief perseverance in the face 
of contradictory (and compelling) information. 

I suggest that we should encourage judges to work with the language of the NAS Report to write an opinion in which they 
address the following factors: (1) measurement of object attributes; (2) data on population frequency of variation in the 
attributes; (3) evidence of attribute independence; and (4) calculation of the probability that different objects share a common 
set of attributes. 

By urging judges to use these factors, which are complex and intricate (and follow the template of DNA comparison), judges 
will be less inclined to resort to heuristic-based intuitive decision making and will instead rely on deliberative process. In 
working through the deliberative process, it becomes clear very quickly that these elements cannot be met. Thus, the only 
response is to exclude the evidence or disallow conclusions of a match. Most likely, the latter is the course courts would take, 
and in my opinion the correct approach. As is true in both love and science, there is nothing simple about a match. 

VII. Conclusion 

With other scholars, I have previously argued that because judges apparently were unwilling to exclude prosecutorial forensic 
evidence, perhaps judges could follow the “middle way” by limiting, if not excluding, the testimony.162 My suggestion (and 
that of others) is primarily to let the expert testify about points of comparison, without giving a conclusion to the jury. This 

© 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 11 
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approach does not resolve the problems identified in the report; but it possibly cures the worst problems with 
individualization evidence. 

One might have hoped that the courts would, at least, be willing to take this step after the NAS Report waved red flags about 
the problems of forensic individualization and the worrisome implications of those shortcomings. However, it seems apparent 
in the few cases that have been decided to date that courts are operating predictably with belief perseverance and are simply 
assimilating the implications of the NAS Report by interpreting the report to conform with their prior beliefs. 

Again, however, social science may provide some clues as to how to affect this particular form of cognitive bias so that 
judges really understand the dangers of admitting conclusions about matches: namely, by requiring greater accountability of 
judges in their decision making. If subjects are told ahead of time that they will be accountable for their judgments, they are 
much less susceptible to primacy or belief perseverance.163 Here the role of the Supreme Court is critical: if the Court 
continues to recognize the problems in forensic science, as Justices *326 appeared to in the language of Melendez-Diaz, the 
inferior federal courts likely will realize that they will be held accountable for their decisions on forensic science and will 
begin to evaluate the testimony in a more critical, thoughtful fashion. 

Moreover, the recent comments of Judge Edwards about the report provide a crucial first step to correcting the course that 
some courts have chosen. The importance of judges holding the prosecution to legitimate reliability standards cannot be 
underestimated. To paraphrase Judge Gertner, when life or liberty hangs in the balance, we should expect better forensic 
science evidence than has been historically demanded. “We should require more,”164 both from our forensic science experts 
and from our judiciary. 
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1 Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 592-93 (1993). 

2 National Research Council of the National Academies, Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward 7 
(2009) [hereinafter NAS Report]. 

3 Id. at 108-09 (quoting Jennifer L. Mnookin, The Validity of Latent Fingerprint Identification: Confessions of a Fingerprinting 
Moderate, 7 Law, Probability & Risk 127, 134 (2008)). 

4 Id. at 109 (quoting Peter J. Neufeld, The (Near) Irrelevance of Daubert to Criminal Justice and Some Suggestions for Reform, 95 
Am. J. Pub. Health 107, 109 (2005)). 

5 Id. 

6 Id. 
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7 Id. at 87. 

8 Id. at 109 (stating that the courts have been ineffective in addressing the issue of the validity of forensic science). 

9 See id. at 1-33 (explaining the shortcomings of forensic science and providing a summary of sought-for changes in the system). 

10 Id. at 4. 

11 Id. 

12 Id. 

13 Id. 

14 Id. at 5-6. 

15 Id. at 6. 

16 Id. at 6-7. 

17 Id. at 7-8. 

18 Id. at 12. 

19 See id. 

20 Id. 

21 Id. 

22 Id. 

23 See id. at 87 (“The degree of science in a forensic science method may have an important bearing on the reliability of forensic 
evidence in criminal cases.”). For a searching empirical analysis explaining the relationship between forensic science errors and 
wrongful convictions, see Brandon L. Garrett & Peter J. Neufeld, Invalid Forensic Science Testimony and Wrongful Convictions, 
95 Va. L. Rev. 1 (2009). 

24 The foundations of arson investigation, erroneously believed by many to rest on firm scientific footing, suffers from multiple 
shortcomings. The NAS Report discusses the “paucity of research” and states that “many of the rules of thumb that are typically 
assumed to indicate an accelerant was used ... have shown not to be true.” NAS Report, supra note 2, at 173. 
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25 Id. at 136-64. See generally Jane Campbell Moriarty and Michael Saks, Forensic Science: Grand Goals, Tragic Flaws, and Judicial 
Gatekeeping, 44 Judges’ J. 16, 17 (2005) (explaining that “individualization specialties seek to associate an item of evidence found 
at a crime scene with its unique source, to the exclusion of all others”). For further discussion of the concept of “individualization,” 
see John I. Thornton & Joseph L. Peterson, The General Assumptions and Rationale of Forensic Identification, in Modern 
Scientific Evidence: The Law And Science of Expert Testimony §§ 31:9-31:11 (David L. Faigman et al. eds., 2005). 

26 Id. 

27 See id. at 41 (stating DNA analysis, “with its well-defined precision and accuracy, has set the bar higher for other forensic science 
methodologies”). 

28 See id. at 43-44. 

29 Id. at 87. 

30 Id. at 44. 

31 See Part VI, infra, discussing post-NAS Report cases. Even since the report was issued, many federal prosecutors have continued 
to argue the evidence is completely reliable and the NAS Report should not be taken into consideration. See Harry T. Edwards, 
The National Academy of Sciences Report on Forensic Sciences: What it Means for the Bench and Bar, presentation at the 
Superior Court of the District of Columbia, May 6, 2010, at 4. 

32 NAS Report, supra note 2, at 42. 

33 See Pierre Schlag, Commentary Law and Phrenology, 110 Harv. L. Rev. 877, 880 (1997) (discussing this methodology as used in 
phrenology). In Misconvictions, Science and the Ministers of Justice, I discuss the methodological parallels between phrenology 
and individualization specialties. 86 Neb. L. Rev. 1, 17-19 (2007). 

34 It is important to distinguish legal precedent from this “generally accepted by other courts” principle. The former refers to the prior 
court rules of law; the latter refers to findings of scientific reliability of evidence. 

35 Jennifer L. Mnookin, The Validity of Latent Fingerprint Identification: Confessions of a Fingerprint Moderate, 7 Law, Probability 
& Risk 127, 134 (2008) (“We do have a roughly 100-year long, extremely informal ‘natural experiment’ as a result of 
[fingerprinting’s] quite substantial investigative use. Whenever a fingerprint examiner matches a latent print to a suspect, and then, 
subsequently, independent evidence emerges to tie the suspect to the location where the print was left, this new evidence 
corroborates the correctness of the fingerprint identification.”). Although this may be true, we are still left with the nagging lack of 
certainty about the meaning and importance of a match; whether in this case the match was correct; and equally significant, how 
often is the claim of a match not correct? As Professor Mnookin notes, in a 1995 proficiency test, nearly 20 percent of the test 
takers found a match where none existed. Id. at 135. For more on error rates among fingerprint examiners, see Simon A. Cole, 
Grandfathering Evidence: Fingerprint Admissibility Rules from Jennings to Llera Plaza and Back Again, 41 Am. Crim. L. Rev. 
1189 (2004) and Simon A. Cole, More than Zero: Accounting for Error in Latent Print Identifications, 95 J. Crim. L. & 
Criminology 985 (2005). 

36 See Robert Burton, On Being Certain: Believing You Are Right Even When You’re Not (2008) (explaining that the certainty of a 
hunch may well be a misplaced concept). Burton explains, “[i]nternal bias and a misplaced feeling of knowing routinely overpower 
and outsmart the intellect.” Id. at 149. However, we have “no mechanism for establishing the accuracy of a line of reasoning until 
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it has produced a testable idea.” Id. at 151. Judges might well think about this concept when they continue to “feel” as though 
fingerprints, handwriting, and toolmarks can be accurately “matched.” 

37 Confirmation Hearing on the Nomination of John G. Roberts, Jr. to be Chief Justice of the United States: Hearing Before the S. 
Comm. on the Judiciary, 109th Cong. 55 (2005) (statement of John G. Roberts, Jr., nominee to be Chief Justice of the United 
States); see also Jeffrey Toobin, No More Mr. Nice Guy: The Supreme Court’s Stealth Hard-liner, The New Yorker, May 25, 
2009, at 42. Professor Toobin, however, disagrees with Justice Roberts’s self-assessment, stating that even more than Justice 
Scalia, “Roberts has served the interests, and reflected the values, of the contemporary Republican Party.” Id. at 44. 

38 Frederick Schauer, Do Cases Make Bad Law?, 73 U. Chi. L. Rev. 883, 887-88 (2006). It is far beyond the scope of this Article to 
review the long history of jurisprudence concerning the judiciary as lawmakers. But as Professor Schauer quite accurately 
comments, it is “far too late in the day to deny that judges are often (some would say ‘always’) engaged in the process of making 
law.” Id. at 888 (citing Duncan Kennedy, Legal Formality, 2 J. Legal Stud. 351, 378 (1973)). 

39 Richard A. Posner, The Role of the Judge in the Twenty-First Century, 86 B.U. L. Rev. 1049, 1051 (2006). Many other scholars 
have roundly disagreed with the now-Chief Justice’s view of the role of the judiciary, for various and often competing reasons. See 
Michael P. Allen, A Limited Defense of (at Least Some of) the Umpire Analogy, 32 Seattle U. L. Rev. 525, 526 n.4 (2009). 

40 See Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137 (1999); Gen. Elec., Co. v. Joiner, 522 U.S. 136 (1997); Daubert v. Merrell Dow 
Pharms., Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993). 

41 See, e.g., Fed. R. Evid. 702 (providing, in pertinent part, that an expert may testify if “(1) the testimony is based upon sufficient 
facts or data, (2) the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods, and (3) the witness has applied the principles and 
methods reliably to the facts of the case”); accord Kumho Tire Co., 526 U.S. at 141; Gen. Elec. Co., 522 U.S. at 146-47; Daubert, 
509 U.S. at 589-90 (requiring sufficient proof that the proposed expert evidence is sufficiently reliable to be admitted). Although 
Federal Rule of Evidence 702 was amended to add reliability requirements, there is much agreement that the rule reflects the 
development in the common law. Federal Rule of Evidence 702 was “amended in response to Daubert ... and to the many cases 
applying Daubert, including Kumho Tire.” Fed. R. Evid. 702 advisory committee’s note on 2000 Amendments. 

42 The “Frye general acceptance test” requires proof that the novel scientific evidence is generally accepted in the field to which it 
belongs. The general acceptance test does not analyze the reliability of the proposed evidence; it asks whether novel scientific 
evidence has reached the tipping point at which it has become generally accepted by scientists in the field. See Frye v. United 
States, 293 F. 1013, 1014 (D.C. Cir. 1923). Many federal cases substantially incorporate some variant of the Frye test in their 
reliability determination, because it is one of the factors listed by the Daubert court. See 509 U.S. at 588-89, 598. For a 
state-by-state breakdown of which states use the respective tests, see 2 Jane Campbell Moriarty, Psychological and Scientific 
Evidence in Criminal Trials app. 1A (2008) (providing a state-by-state analysis of admissibility standards) [hereinafter Moriarty, 
Criminal Trials]. 

43 D. Michael Risinger, Defining the “Task At Hand”: Non-Science Forensic Science After Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael, 57 Wash. 
& Lee L. Rev. 767, 773 (2000) (citing Kumho Tire Co., 526 U.S. at 141). This point is important, again, for distinguishing between 
precedent and decisions about reliability of evidence. 

44 See Kumho Tire Co., 526 U.S. at 150 (for the principle that the inquiry is “a flexible one”) (citing Daubert, 509 U.S. at 594). 

45 See Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc., 43 F.3d 1311, 1316 (9th Cir. 1995) (On remand, Judge Kozinski, writing for the court, 
applied the standard created by the Supreme Court with the statement, “[m]indful of our position in the hierarchy of the federal 
judiciary, we take a deep breath and proceed with this heady task.”). Many states, through their supreme courts’ decisions, also 
have either adopted or rejected Daubert, in whole or in part. See Moriarty, Criminal Trials, supra note 42, at app. 1A. Thus, very 
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clearly, courts both federal and state are engaged in rule-making in the area of expert testimony. 

46 Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 589 n.7 (1993) (mentioning that Fed. R. Evid. 702 is the source of the judge’s 
gatekeeping duty). 

47 During the ten years I worked on my treatise, Moriarty, Criminal Trials, supra note 42, my impression was that courts were not 
requiring the prosecution to comply with the trilogy requirements. Of course, that was just my impression. Better evidence comes 
from the studies cited infra at note 48. 

48 For empirical data establishing that judges permit much prosecutorial expert testimony and simultaneously disallow much of 
defense expert testimony, see D. Michael Risinger, Navigating Expert Reliability: Are Criminal Standards of Certainty Being Left 
on the Dock?, 64 Alb. L. Rev. 99 (2000). Recently, Professor Risinger analyzed all reported decisions on defense challenges to 
fingerprint evidence and concluded that, overwhelmingly, the courts rejected these challenges--not on the basis of an accurate 
reliability analysis but for a variety of other, less data-driven reasons, noting that “there is some reason to believe that judges as a 
group are resistant to rejecting prosecution proffers of expert testimony.” D. Michael Risinger, Goodbye to All That, or, a Fool’s 
Errand, by One of the Fools: How I Stopped Worrying About Court Responses to Handwriting Identification (And “Forensic 
Science” in General) and Learned to Love Misinterpretations of Kumho Tire v. Carmichael, 43 Tulsa L. Rev. 447, 473 (2007). 

49 NAS Report, supra note 2, at 11 (emphasis in original). Of course, the universe of reported decisions is far smaller than that of all 
decisions courts make, a point the NAS Report concedes. Id. Nonetheless, if the reported cases are at all representative, the 
discrepancy is noteworthy. 

50 This point has been stated elsewhere: “There is almost no [prosecutorial] expert testimony so threadbare that it will not be admitted 
if it comes to a criminal proceeding under the banner of forensic science.” Moriarty & Saks, supra note 25, at 29. 

51 See Deirdre Dwyer, (Why) are Civil and Criminal Expert Evidence Different?, 43 Tulsa L. Rev. 381, 384-87 (2007). 

52 Id. at 384-85. 

53 Id. at 383. Dwyer does acknowledge the limitations of the studies, pointing out that “[t]here are significant methodological 
difficulties with inferring general trial conduct from reported decisions.” Id. 

54 See id. at 385 (noting that “[t]here are generally greater consequences, socially and physically, of criminal conviction compared 
with adverse civil judgment, and so we might expect that the rules of evidence in a criminal action are geared more towards 
reducing the risk of an erroneous outcome than they are in a civil action”). 

55 The following cases provide a small sample of courts’ in-depth opinions on toxic tort expert evidence: Gen. Elec. Co. v. Joiner, 
522 U.S. 136, 143-47 (1997) (analyzing admissibility of plaintiffs’ proposed expert testimony that exposure to PCBs promoted 
decedent’s lung cancer); McLain v. Metabolife Int’l, Inc., 401 F.3d 1233, 1239-52 (11th Cir. 2005) (reversing jury verdict for 
plaintiffs because plaintiffs’ expert evidence that ingestion of defendant product for weight loss was a likely cause of their 
respective strokes and heart attack was not reliable); Norris v. Baxter Healthcare Corp., 397 F.3d 878, 883-87 (10th Cir. 2005) 
(explaining why plaintiffs’ experts’ opinions that silicone breast implants caused autoimmune diseases was not reliably grounded 
on existing data); Moore v. Ashland Chem. Inc., 151 F.3d 269, 274-79 (5th Cir. 1998) (upholding trial court’s decision to exclude 
expert evidence on allegations that plaintiff’s exposure to toluene caused his respiratory disease); Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., 
Inc., 43 F.3d 1311, 1316-22 (9th Cir. 1995) (on remand from the U.S. Supreme Court, analyzing whether plaintiffs’ claim that 
Bendectin exposure to fetuses in utero caused their limb malformation); Henricksen v. Conoco Phillips Co., 605 F. Supp. 2d 1142, 
1152-79 (E.D. Wash. 2009) (analyzing expert testimony that plaintiff’s exposure to benzene caused the development of his 
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myelogenous leukemia); Amorgianos v. Nat’l R.R. Passenger Corp., 137 F. Supp. 2d 147, 160-191, (E.D.N.Y. 2001), aff’d, 303 
F.3d 256 (2d Cir. 2002) (explaining why experts’ opinions that exposure to xylene vapor glue fumes caused central nervous system 
and peripheral nervous system injury was not sufficiently reliable to be admissible). 

56 See cases cited supra note 55. In Uncertainty and Informed Choice: Unmasking Daubert, 104 Mich. L. Rev. 257, 258-67 (2005), 
Professors Margaret A. Berger and Aaron D. Twersky argue that toxic tort plaintiffs have a great deal of difficulty, post-Daubert, 
in meeting the courts’ requirements concerning expert testimony. 

57 NAS Report, supra note 2, at 96. 

58 Id. at 106. 

59 See cases mentioned infra at notes 60-62. 

60 See, e.g., United States v. Mitchell, 365 F.3d 215, 245-46 (3d Cir. 2004) (allowing presentation of fingerprint comparison but 
allowing the defense to call “counter-experts” to raise doubt about the analysis); United States v. Crisp, 324 F.3d 261, 269-70 (4th 
Cir. 2003) (basing its decision that fingerprint evidence is reliable, at least in part, on the previous decades of consistent admission 
of such evidence); United States v. Havvard, 260 F.3d 597, 600 (7th Cir. 2001) (holding that fingerprint comparison met Daubert’s 
reliability standard); United States v. Rogers, 26 F. App’x 171, 173 (4th Cir. 2001) (allowing fingerprint comparison evidence 
while seemingly shifting the burden on the defendant to show that the analysis is unreliable); United States v. Llera Plaza, 188 F. 
Supp. 2d 549, 575 (E.D. Pa. 2002) (holding that because fingerprint evidence is “sufficiently reliable for an English court,” it must 
also be reliable under Rule 702). For an excellent analysis of the shortcomings of fingerprint comparison based upon the twin 
pillers of uniqueness and individualization, see Simon A. Cole, Forensics Without Uniqueness, Conclusions Without 
Individualization: The New Epistimology of Forensic Identification, 8 Law, Probability & Risk 233, 242-46 (2009). 

61 See, e.g., United States v. Glynn, 578 F. Supp. 2d 567, 574-75 (S.D.N.Y. 2008) (acknowledging that firearm toolmark comparison 
“lacks the rigor of science” and “suffers from greater uncertainty than many other kinds of forensic evidence,” yet allows 
testimony that a firearms match was “more likely than not”); United States v. Greene, 405 F. Supp. 2d 104, 124 (D. Mass. 2005) 
(allowing expert to testify about the points of similarity between a shell casing at the scene and one from defendant’s weapon but 
disallowing any testimony that the shell casings matched); United States v. Hines, 55 F. Supp. 2d 62, 70-71 (D. Mass. 1999) 
(limiting testimony of handwriting comparison witness to discussing points of similarity but disallowing conclusion testimony): 
United States v. Santillan, 1999 WL 1201765, 5 (N.D. Cal., Dec. 3, 1999). Post-NAS Report cases are discussed, infra, in Part IV. 

62 See, e.g., United States v. Adeyi, 164 F. App’x 944, 946 (2d Cir. 2006) (upholding admission of handwriting analysis relying 
almost exclusively on precedent); United States v. Crisp, 324 F.3d 261, 271-72 (4th Cir. 2003) (affirming decision by the trial 
court that expert testimony regarding handwriting comparisons and conclusion of authorship were reliable under the Daubert 
standard); United States v. Battle, 1999 WL 596966, 4 (10th Cir. Aug. 6, 1999) (upholding the trial court’s decision that expert 
testimony about a conclusion of handwriting comparison met the standard of reliability and relevancy); United States v. Gonzales, 
90 F.3d 1363, 1371 (8th Cir. 1996) (finding that the district court was within its discretion to admit handwriting comparison 
evidence). For a full explanation of the history of legal challenges concerning the foundation of handwriting comparison, see 
Risinger, Goodbye to All That, supra note 48, at 457-67. 

63 Innocence Project, Wrongful Convictions Involving Unvalidated or Improper Forensic Science that Were Later Overturned 
Through DNA Testing (2009), http://www.innocenceproject.org/docs/DNA_Exonerations_Forensic_ 
Science.pdf?phpMyAdmin=52c4ab7ea46t7da4197; Innocence Project, Factors Leading to Wrongful Convictions, 
http://www.innocenceproject.org/understand/factors_74_ chart.php (last visited June 1, 2010). 

64 See, e.g., United States v. Santiago, 156 F. Supp. 2d 145, 151-52 (D.P.R. 2001) (admitting hair comparison analysis after 
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referencing persuasive authority and independent research); Williamson v. Ward, 110 F.3d 1508, 1522-23 (10th Cir. 1997) 
(affirming on other grounds but rejecting the district court’s ruling that hair analysis was not admissible); U.S. v. 
Matta-Ballesteros, 71 F.3d 754, 766-67 (9th Cir. 1995) (approving of the admission at trial of expert testimony on hair 
comparison). For critical commentary on microscopic hair comparison, see the NAS Report, supra note 2, at 155-61, and Edwards, 
supra note 31, at 6 (stating that “hair comparisons without mitodchondrial DNA are highly questionable”). 

65 NAS Report, supra note 2, at 8 (“The simple reality is that the interpretation of forensic evidence is not always based on scientific 
studies to determine its validity. This is a serious problem. Although research has been done in some disciplines, there is a notable 
dearth of peer-reviewed, published studies establishing the scientific bases and validity of many forensic methods.”). 

66 United States v. Havvard, 117 F. Supp. 2d 848, 854 (S.D. Ind. 2000), aff’d, 260 F.3d 597 (7th Cir. 2001). 

67 United States v. Llera Plaza, 188 F. Supp. 2d 549, 575-76 (E.D. Pa. 2002), vacating, 179 F. Supp. 2d 492 (E.D. Pa. 2002). 

68 Id. at 576. 

69 Id. 

70 Id. at 572. 

71 United States v. Prime, 220 F. Supp. 2d 1203, 1210 (W.D. Wash. 2002), vacated and remanded on other grounds, 543 U.S. 1101 
(2005), subsequently aff’d on this issue, 431 F.3d 1147 (9th Cir. 2005). 

72 Prime, 431 F.3d at 1153. 

73 Id. (noting that in one professor’s studies, experts arrived at the correct conclusions 87 percent of the time). As noted by the Llera 
Plaza court (and echoed by numerous scholars), the proficiency tests are not rigorous: “[T]he proficiency tests are less demanding 
than they should be. To the extent that this is the case, it would appear that the tests can be of little assistance in providing the test 
makers with a discriminating measure of the relative competence of the test takers.” 188 F. Supp. 2d at 565. For further 
information on proficiency tests of fingerprint examiners, see NAS Report, supra note 2, at 143-44. 

74 People v. Davis, 710 N.E.2d 1251, 1256 (Ill. App. Ct. 1999), conviction vacated, No. 94 CF 76, 2006 WL 2641753 (Cir. Ct. Ill. 
Mar. 7, 2006). 

75 See id. at 1258-59. 

76 People v. Davis, No. 94 CF 76, 2006 WL 2641753 (Cir. Ct. Ill. Mar. 7, 2006) (holding that defendant was denied his constitutional 
right to effective counsel and overturning the defendant’s conviction). 

77 See Davis, 710 N.E.2d at 1258-59. 

78 On the other hand, this case may not be that much of an outlier because federal courts have permitted much expert testimony in 
criminal cases that appears to have dicey scientific grounding, including profile testimony about specific types of pedophiles. See, 
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e.g., U.S. v. Hitt, 473 F.3d 146, 151, 158-59 (5th Cir. 2006) (upholding admission of expert testimony “to explain the behavior of 
those accused of sexual offenses”). Federal courts also have admitted allegedly scientific comparisons between photographs of 
items and the items themselves. See, e.g., U.S. v. McKreith, 140 F. App’x 112, 116 (11th Cir. 2005) (allowing expert testimony on 
the comparison of the defendant’s shirt that was seized in his apartment with the shirts depicted in bank surveillance images). 

79 See Erica Beecher-Monas, Reality Bites: The Illusion of Science in Bite-Mark Evidence, 30 Cardozo L. Rev. 1369, 1375-88 
(2009); NAS Report, supra note 2, at 173-76. 

80 See Beecher-Monas, supra note 79, at 1378-84. 

81 See id. at 1385-87. 

82 See, e.g., State v. Garrison, 585 P.2d 563, 566 (Ariz. 1978) (affirming trial court’s decision admitting expert testimony that the 
probability of two sets of teeth being identical was eight in one million, based on “articles written throughout the literature that do 
mention the possibility or the numerical values of finding two (sets of teeth) that match.”). 

83 Beecher-Monas, supra note 79, at 1386. 

84 See A.P.A. Broeders, Of Earprints, Fingerprints, Scent Dogs, Cot Deaths, and Cognitive Contamination--A Brief Look at the 
Present State of Play in the Forensic Arena, 159 Forensic Sci. Int’l 148, 153-54 (2006) (explaining why forensic science 
individualization does not meet the scientific standard). 

85 See NAS Report, supra note 2, at 87 (“[N]o forensic method other than nuclear DNA analysis has been rigorously shown to have 
the capacity to consistently and with a high degree of certainty support conclusions about ‘individualization’ (more commonly 
known as ‘matching’ of an unknown item of evidence to a specific unknown source).”). 

86 See NAS Report, supra note 2, at 21 (noting the need for standardized testimony). 

87 See Dawn McQuiston-Surrett & Michael J. Saks, Communicating Opinion Evidence in the Forensic Identification Sciences: 
Accuracy and Impact, 59 Hastings L.J. 1159, 1188 (2008) (explaining studies conducted to determine how jurors analyze such 
terms as “match” and “consistent with” and finding that jurors overestimated the meaning of such terms); accord NAS Report, 
supra note 2, at 21 (“[U]se of such terms can and does have a profound effect on how the trier of fact ... perceives and evaluates 
scientific evidence.”). 

88 See NAS Report, supra note 2, at 176 (“[T]here is considerable dispute about the value and reliability of the collected data for 
interpretation.”). 

89 See cases collected in Beecher-Monas, supra note 79, at 1372-74, and accompanying notes. 

90 See United States v. Crisp, 324 F.3d 261, 271-72 (4th Cir. 2003). 

91 Id. at 268-69. 
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92 Id. at 269. 

93 Id. at 271. 

94 See Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137, 152 (1999) (“[A] trial court should consider the specific factors identified in 
Daubert where they are reasonable measures of the reliability of expert testimony.”). 

95 Crisp, 324 F.3d at 273 (Michael, J., dissenting). 

96 NAS Report, supra note 2, at 139 (noting that the threshold for making a source identification is “deliberately kept subjective”). 

97 Id. 

98 Id. at 143 n.31 and accompanying text. 

99 Id. at 143-44. 

100 Id. at 166. 

101 NAS Report at 161. 

102 Id. at 96-97. 

103 Id. at 110. 

104 Id. 

105 Mnookin, supra note 35, at 141. 

106 See cases cited supra note 55. Granted, part of the courts’ apparent comfort in the civil cases may arise from the parties’ 
well-structured challenges and responses to the expert testimony. Many criminal practitioners are not developing the challenges as 
well as their civil counterparts. Nonetheless, serious, science-based challenges have been raised against fingerprints, toolmarks, 
and handwriting comparison in many criminal cases, and nearly universally courts have rejected them. See cases cited supra notes 
60-64. 

107 Daubert, 509 U.S. 579, 590 n.9 (describing the standard as “evidentiary reliability--that is, trustworthiness”). 

108 See T.S. Eliot, Little Gidding, in The Complete Poems and Plays 142 (Harcourt Brace & World, Inc., 1971). 

109 I.S. Whitaker et al., Hirudo Medicinalis: Ancient Origins of, and Trends in the Use of Medicinal Leeches Throughout History, 42 
British J. of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery 133, 134-36 (2004); accord N. Papavramidou & H. Christopoulou-Aletra, Medicinal Use 
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of Leeches in the Texts of Ancient Greek, Roman and Early Byzantine Writers, 39 Internal Medicine J. 624, 624-27 (2009) 
(discussing the historical origins of the medicinal use of leeches). Others claim bloodletting as a form of treatment has a 3,000-year 
history. See Gilbert R. Seigworth, Bloodletting over the Centuries, 80 N.Y. St. J. Med. 2022-28 (Dec. 1980) (citing the use of 
bloodletting by the ancient Egyptians). In any event, the use of leech bleeding has a long history indeed. David Faigman also has 
mentioned the leech-bleeding analogy. David L. Faigman, Anecdotal Forensics, Phrenology, and Other Abject Lessons from the 
History of Science, 59 Hastings L.J. 979, 985 (2008). 

110 Seigworth, supra note 109, at 2024. 

111 Recently, scientists have discovered the important anticoagulant properties of leeches and have successfully used leeches in 
microsurgical application. Whitaker, supra note 109, at 136. However, the use of leeches for simply “bleeding cures” for various 
disease processes turns out not to have much foundation. 

112 See Richard Bernard, Guide to Grand Jury Men (1627); William Perkins, Discourse on the Damned Art of Witchcraft (1608); see 
also Frances Hill, The Salem Witch Trials Reader 3 (2000). 

113 Jane Campbell Moriarty, Wonders of the Invisible World: Prosecutorial Syndrome and Profile Testimony in the Salem Witchcraft 
Trials, 26 Vt. L. Rev. 43, 57-63 (2001) (discussing the expert authority on which judges relied to detect witchcraft). 

114 Hugh Bowden, Classical Athens and the Delphic Oracle, Divination and Democracy 19 (2005). 

115 Id. at 29-30. 

116 Id. at 26-28. It cannot be lost on the reader that many superstitious beliefs persist despite the absence of accuracy. Today, some 
remnants of the bloodletting years continue to hold sway--recently the use of “cupping”--a form of “dry bloodletting”--has found 
favor with some alternative medicine fans. For more on its historical use, see Seigworth, supra note at 109. For a fuller explanation 
of modern-day cupping, see Welcome to the British Cupping Society, http://www.britishcuppingsociety.org/Portal/index.php (last 
visited June 1, 2010). 

117 Bowden, supra note 114, at 19. 

118 See Richard A. Posner, How Judges Think (2008); Cass Sunstein, et al., Are Judges Political? An Empirical Analysis of the 
Federal Judiciary (2006); The Psychology of Judicial Decision Making (David Klein and Gregory Mitchell eds., 2010); Chris 
Guthrie, Jeffrey J. Rachlinski & Andrew Wistrich, Blinking on the Bench: How Judges Decide Cases, 93 Cornell L. Rev. 1 (2007) 
[hereinafter Blinking on the Bench]; Chris Guthrie, Jeffrey J. Rachlinski & Andrew Witsrich, Inside the Judicial Mind, 86 Cornell 
L. Rev. 777 (2001); Chad M. Oldfather, Writing, Cognition, and the Nature of the Judicial Function, 96 Geo. L.J. 1283 (2008); 
Frederick Schauer, Do Cases Make Bad Law?, 73 U. Chi. L. Rev. 893 (2006); Dan Simon, A Psychological Model of Judicial 
Decision Making, 30 Rutgers L.J. 1 (1998). 

119 For more on this idea, see Chad M. Oldfather, Judges and Humans: Interdisciplinary Research and the Problems of Institutional 
Design, 36 Hofstra L. Rev. 125, 128 n.11 (2007) (collecting articles referencing the different ways that judges are subject to the 
same frailties as other humans). Jeff Rachlinski also reminded me that many judges have experience as prosecutors: this 
background may lead them to think of prosecutorial experts as “tools to build [the] cases” rather than as partisans. (e-mail on file 
with author). 

120 Blinking on the Bench, supra note 118, at 6-9. For a more detailed discussion of this distinction, see D. Kahneman, P. Slovic & A. 
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Tversky, Judgment Under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases (1982); T. Gilovich, D. Griffin & D. Kahneman, Heuristics and 
Biases: The Psychology of Intuitive Judgment (2002). For a more precise explanation of the distinction, see Steven A. Sloman, 
Two Systems of Reasoning, in Gilovich et al., supra note 120, at 379. Other scholars have written about the dual process model of 
decision making. In the area of scientific evidence law, Joseph Sanders has written a most compelling and instructive article. See 
Joseph Sanders, Kumho and How We Know, 64 L. & Contemp. Probs. 373, 393 (2001) (describing the concepts of “experiential 
processing” and “rational processing”). 

121 Blinking on the Bench, supra note 118, at 7. 

122 Id. (quoting Shane Frederick, Cognitive Reflection and Decision Making, 19 J. Econ. Persp. 25, 26 (2005)). 

123 Id. at 27. 

124 Id. at 36. 

125 Id. at 10-13 (discussing the Cognitive Reflection Test Model from Shane Frederick, Cognitive Reflection and Decisionmaking, 
supra note 122, at 26-28, and the judges’ performance on the test). 

126 Thomas Gilovich and Dale Griffin, Introduction--Heuristics and Biases: Then and Now, in Judgment Under Uncertainty, supra 
note 120, at 7. 

127 See Benjamin R. Newell, et al., The Psychology of Decision Making, 71 (2007) (citing the oft-quoted Kahneman, D. & Tversky, 
A., The Simulation Heuristic, in Kahneman et al., supra note 120; see also Burton, supra note 36, at 149). 

128 This does not mean that error cannot occur in the deliberative process or that judges always get the right answer. All it means, 
according to research psychology, is that the probability of error is reduced using this method. 

129 Gen. Elec. Co. v. Joiner, 522 U.S. 136 (1997). 

130 United States v. Crisp, 324 F.3d 261 (4th Cir. 2003) (majority admitting the evidence uses these intuitive heuristics; the dissent, 
disallowing the evidence, engages in a long, deliberative analysis). 

131 See Richard Nesbitt & Lee Ross, Human Inference: Strategies and Shortcomings of Social Judgment 18-23, 24-42, 45-53, 462 
(1980). 

132 Philip E. Tetlock, Accountability and the Perseverance of First Impressions, 46 Soc. Psychol. Q. 285, 285 (1983). 

133 Id. at 286. 

134 Id. Another bias that might be at work here is the so-called “sunk cost” fallacy, often referred to as “throwing good money after 
bad.” See Hal R. Arkes & Catherine Blumer, The Psychology of Sunk Cost, 35 Org. Behav. & Hum. Decision Processes, 124-40 
(1985). This theory describes an individual’s unwillingness to withdraw from an endeavor after investing money, time, or effort. 
This bias explains why investors who lose a great deal of money may not be willing to cut their losses and is one explanation for 
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judges’ unwillingness to recognize that much of their prior decision making was premised on erroneous beliefs--they are simply 
“too invested” in their prior decisions to back out. Id. 
Other articles have discussed the role of cognitive bias in the creation of and decisions about forensic science, including 
expectation bias, confirmation bias, and so forth. See Keith A. Findley & Michael S. Scott, The Multiple Dimensions of Tunnel 
Vision in Criminal Cases, 2006 Wisc. L. Rev. 291; Jane Campbell Moriarty, “Misconvictions,” Science, and the Ministers of 
Justice, 86 Neb. L. Rev. 1, 8, 25 (2007); Michael Risinger et al., The Daubert/Kumho Tire Implications of Observer Effects in 
Forensic Science: Hidden Problems of Expectation and Suggestions, 90 Cal. L. Rev. 1 (2002). 

135 Karl Ask and Pär Anders Granhag, Motivational Sources of Confirmation Bias in Criminal Investigations: The Need for Cognitive 
Closure, 2 J. Investig. Psychol. Offender Profil. 43, 45 (2005) (discussing aspects of confirmation bias). 

136 Seigworth, supra note 109, at 2027. 

137 In fact, in comparisons of clinical judgments and actuarial judgments (controlled studies), clinical judgments fare more poorly. One 
scholar notes that “[f]ailure to accept a large and consistent body of scientific evidence over unvalidated personal observation may 
be described as a normal human failing or, in the case of professionals who identify themselves as scientific, plainly irrational.” 
Robyn M. Dawes et al., Clinical Versus Actuarial Judgment, in Kahneman et al., supra note 120, at 716, 727. 

138 See Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts, 129 S. Ct. 2527, 2537 n.6 (2009) (noting the report’s conclusion that the forensic science 
system is badly flawed and refuting the suggestion that forensic examiners are “uniquely reliable”). 

139 See United States v. Willock, Criminal No. WDQ-08-0086, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 27473, *25 (D. Md. Mar. 23, 2010); United 
States v. Taylor, 663 F. Supp. 2d 1170, 1177 (D.N.M 2009). 

140 See United States v. Montalvo-Rangel, No. SA-10-CR-64-XR, 2010 WL 1484708 (W.D. Tex. Apr. 5, 2010); United States v. 
Rose, 672 F. Supp. 2d 723 (D. Md. 2009). 

141 Melendez-Diaz, 129 S. Ct. at 2538 (2009) (holding that the Confrontation Clause applies to laboratory reports in criminal cases and 
discussing the findings of the NAS Report). 

142 Montalvo-Rangel, 2010 WL 1484708, at *3. 

143 Rose, 672 F. Supp. 2d at 725. 

144 Id. 

145 Id. 

146 Edwards, supra note 31, at 6-7. 

147 663 F. Supp. 2d 1170, 1177-78 (D.N.M. 2009). 

148 Id. at 1177. 
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149 Id. at 1178 (citing the NAS Report, supra note 2, at 5-20). 

150 These are not the only shortcomings the court notes. While proficiency tests have been conducted, none of them was done as a 
blind test, which raises doubts about the value of the tests. Id. at 1176. 

151 Id. at 1180. 

152 United States v. Willock, Criminal No. WDQ-08-0086, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 27473, *25 (D. Md. Mar. 23, 2010). 

153 Id. at *15 (quoting National Research Council, Ballistic Imaging 3 (2008)). 

154 Id. at *16 (citing United States v. Monteiro, 407 F. Supp. 2d 351, 374 (D. Mass. 2006); United States v. Taylor, No. CR 07-1244, 
2009 WL 3347485, at *9 (D.N.M. Oct. 9, 2009); United States v. Glynn, 578 F. Supp. 2d 567, 570 (S.D.N.Y. 2008)). Curiously, 
the court does not mention here United States v. Green, 405 F. Supp. 2d 104, 124 (D. Mass. 2005), in which the court disallowed 
any conclusions about a match, although it references the opinion elsewhere. See Willock, 2009 WL 3617748, at *14 (discussing 
Green in the context of admissibility concerns of firearm toolmark identification testimony). 

155 See Willock, 2009 WL 3617748, at *16 (citing United States v. Natson, 469 F. Supp. 2d 1253, 1261-62 (M.D. Ga. 2007)). 

156 See id. at *19. 

157 Id. at *20. 

158 Id. at *24. 

159 United States v. Taylor, 663 F. Supp. 2d 1170, 1179 (D. N.M. 2009) (quoting United States v. Glynn, 578 F. Supp. 2d 567, 570 
(S.D.N.Y. 2008)). 

160 See United States v. Mouzone, Criminal No. WDQ-08-086, 2009 WL 3617748, at *19 (D. Md. Oct. 29, 2009). 

161 NAS Report, supra note 2, at 43-44. 

162 Moriarty, supra note 134, at 39-41; Moriarty & Saks, supra note 25, at 29. Additional suggestions include greater appointment of 
defense experts and more testimony about actual error rates. For a fuller discussion, see Moriarty supra note 134, at 40-41. 

163 Tetlock, supra note 132, at 290-91 (suggesting that pre-exposure accountability information may reduce the primacy effect). 

164 United States v. Green, 405 F. Supp. 2d 104, 109 (D. Mass. 2005). 
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Memorandum To: Rule 702 Subcommittee 
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Re: Forensic Evidence, Daubert and Rule 702 
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Here are some thoughts about possible m le amendments to address the two issues that the 
Subcormnittee is considering: 

1. Amendment to address overstatement by exp erts: 

Rule 702. Testimony by Expert Witnesses 
A witness who is qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or 
education may testify in the form ofan opinion or othe1w ise if: 

(a) the expert's scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will help the 
trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue; 

(b) the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data; 

(c) the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods; and 

(d) the expe1t has reliably applied the principles and methods to the facts of the 
case: and 

(e) the witness does not overstate the probative value of any opinion. 
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2. An amendment to address overstatement by feature-comparison experts only: 

Rule 707. Testimony by Expert Witnesses on Feature-Comparison. 

If a witness qualified as an expert is testifying on the basis of an examination 
conducted to determine whether an evidentiary sample is similar or identical to a source 
sample, the expert must: 

a) satisfy all the requirements of Rule 702; and 

b) accurately state, on the basis of adequate empirical evidence, the meaning of any 
similarity or match between the evidentiary sample and the source sample, including the 
rate of error when the witness’s method is applied. 

3. An amendment to emphasize that adequacy of basis and reliability of application are matters 
of admissibility and not weight. 

Rule 702. Testimony by Expert Witnesses. 

A witness who is qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, 
or education may testify in the form or an opinion or otherwise, if the court finds by a 
preponderance of the evidence that the following requirements are met: 

(a) the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will help the 
trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue; 

(b) the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data [that reliably support the 
expert’s opinion;] 

(c) the testimony is the product of reliable [and objectively reasonable] principles 
and methods; and 

(d) the expert has reliably applied the principles and methods to the facts of the case 
[and reached a conclusion without resort to unsupported speculation.] 

Reporter’s Comments 

1. The brackets were suggested by the authors of the article that pointed out that courts are 
treating some 702 factors as questions of weight and not admissibility. I am not sure that any other 
necessary. For example, if the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods, surely 
that would mean that the principles and methods are objectively reasonable. And if the facts or 
data are sufficient, that should mean that they reliably support the expert’s opinion. 
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2. Another way to structure this is to put the preponderance language at the end as a hanging 
paragraph. Like this: 

Rule 702. Testimony by Expert Witnesses. 

A witness who is qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, 
or education may testify in the form or an opinion or otherwise, if: 

(a) the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will help the 
trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue; 

(b) the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data [that reliably support the 
expert’s opinion;] 

(c) the testimony is the product of reliable [and objectively reasonable] principles 
and methods; and 

(d) the expert has reliably applied the principles and methods to the facts of the case 
[and reached a conclusion without resort to unsupported speculation.] 

The proponent must establish that all of the admissibility requirements of this rule are met 
by a preponderance of the evidence. 

Restylists don’t like hanging paragraphs, but the virtue of this fix is that it does no damage to the 
rule that exists, and more importantly that it covers the question of qualifications as well as 
reliability. Under the previous alternative, the argument could be made that qualifications does not 
have to be established by preponderance, because the preponderance language refers to the 
“following” factors, and the qualification requirement precedes this language. 

3. Another way to fix it so that all admissibility requirements would be covered is to 
restructure the rule to add qualifications to the lettered list: 

Rule 702. Testimony by Expert Witnesses. 

The following requirements must be established by a preponderance of the evidence for a 
witness to testify as an expert in the form or an opinion or otherwise: A witness who 

(a) the witness is qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, 
or education may testify in the form or an opinion or otherwise, if: 

(a) (b) the expert’s witness’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge 
will help the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue; 
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(b) (c) the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data [that reliably support the 
witness’s opinion;] 

(c) (d) the testimony is the product of reliable [and objectively reasonable] 
principles and methods; and 

(d) (e) the expert witness has reliably applied the principles and methods to the 
facts of the case [and reached a conclusion without resort to unsupported speculation.] 

If this alternative is adopted, it might be better to put qualifications at the end, as a new subsection 
(e). This will be less disruptive to electronic searches. 

Finally, if any of these drafting changes regarding admissibility and weight are adopted, 
the Advisory Committee Note will have to emphasize that no inference is being created as to other 
rules, i.e., by saying that the preponderance standard applies here, the Committee is not, by 
negative inference, saying that it doesn’t apply in any other rule. The case will have to be made 
that the amendment was required because courts have ignored what is evident in the existing rule, 
and in the FRE as a whole --- that admissibility requirements other than conditional relevance are 
determined by a preponderance of the evidence. 
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I would like to cover a couple of process issues 

1 We will be operating under significant time constraints given the number of participants And while the 
individual presentations are obviously critical, I believe that it is equally important to save time for discussion 
among the participants, and for questions from and discussion with members of the Advisory Committee 
Therefore, I implore each of the speakers to adhere to the time limits that were originally stated --- no more than 
10 minutes for the initial presentation You can save what you don't get to for the general discussion I will be 
giving two minute warnings. Thanks to everyone in advance for bringing their talks within the time limits. 

2. While the PCAST report was the reason that the forensics panel was conceived, the Conference is not about the 
merits of the PCAST report It is about what the current problems are in forensic expert testimony and whether 
the problems that do exist can be usefully regulated by the courts and, specifically, by rulemaking. I am hoping 
that the conversation will be about those matters, rather than a line by line attack or support on the PCAST 
report. 

3. If you wish to do a powerpoint presentation, please bring it on a USB stick. BC prefers to have it provided to 
them in that way It would probably be a good idea to get everything loaded before we start at 8 30 

4 The Conference is scheduled to conclude at 1 and lunch will follow We start at 8 30 sharp 

If you have any questions or anything you need help with in terms of logistics or otherwise, please let me know 

Thank you all so much We are really excited about your participation in this important event See you all soon 

Daniel J Capra 
Reed Professor of Law 
Fordham Law School 
New York. New York 
(b) ( 6) 
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Judicial Conference Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules 

Symposium on Forensic Expert Testimony, Daubert, and Rule 702 

Boston College Law School 

October 27, 2017 

Conference Materials 

I. Agenda 
Introductory Remarks 

Dean Vincent D. Rougeau, Boston College Law School 

Hon. David Campbell, Chair of the Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure 

Hon. William K. Sessions, III, former Chair of the Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules 

Panel One: Forensic Evidence 

Scientists 

Dr. Eric Lander, President and founding director of the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard; co-
chair of the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST). 

Topic: Rulemaking to Help Assure the Validity of Forensic Expert Testimony. 

Dr. Itiel Dror, University College London (UCL) and Cognitive Consultants International. 

Topic: "Reliability and Biasability of Expert Evidence" 

Expert evidence is often based on human perception, judgment, interpretation and 
decision making. These often include subjective elements. Subjectivity is not necessarily a 
bad thing, but it can introduce two major concerns. First, reliability (in the scientific sense 
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of consistency and reproducibility), that is, will different experts reach the same 
conclusions (the inter- between-expert reliability); and more basic, will the same expert, 
examining the same data, reach the same conclusions (the intra- within-expert reliability). 
The second concern is biasability, the biasing influence of irrelevant contextual 
information, as well as target driven bias (whereby the experts work 'backward' from the 
'target' suspect to the evidence, rather than the evidence itself driving the forensic work). 
The Hierarchy of Expert Performance (HEP) demonstrates that expert evidence suffers 
from both issues of reliability and biasability, even in forensic fingerprint and mixture 
DNA evidence. 

The problem is that forensic evidence is often misrepresented in court and is 
incorrectly regarded by most jurors (as well as judges, and the forensic experts themselves) 
as objective and impartial evidence. It is therefore important to make sure that there are 
minimal misconceptions about the true nature and weaknesses of forensic evidence. 
Furthermore, that the courts make sure that steps are taken by experts to deal with those 
weaknesses, such as LSU - Linear Sequential Unmasking (which stipulates that experts 
should only be exposed to relevant information and methods for ensuring experts work 
from the evidence to the suspect, not backwards). When expert evidence fails to meet these 
standards, it is biased and unreliable, and then it should be excluded. The fear of evidence 
being excluded will make a much needed positive impact on the way forensic work is 
carried out, resulting in evidence that is more impartial and reliable. 

Dr. Karen Kafadar, Commonwealth Professor & Chair of Statistics at University of Virginia. 

Topic: Distinguishing Opinion and Relevance from Demonstrably Sufficient Science 

Rule 702 allows a witness to testify "in the form of an opinion or otherwise" if "the 
testimony is based on sufficient facts or data" and "is the product of reliable principles and 
methods" that have been "reliably applied". The determination of "sufficient" (facts or 
data), and whether the "reliable principles and methods" relate to the scientific question at 
hand, involve more discrimination than the current Rule 702 may suggest. Using examples 
from latent fingerprint matching and trace evidence (bullet lead and glass), Dr. Kafadar 
will offer some criteria that scientists often consider in assessing the "trustworthiness" of 
evidence, to enable courts to better distinguish between "trustworthy" and "questionable" 
evidence. The codification of such criteria may ultimately strengthen the current Rule 702 
so courts can better distinguish between demonstrably scientific sufficiency and "opinion" 
based on inadequate (or inappurtenant) methods. 
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Dr. Jeff Salyards, Director of the Defense Forensic Science Center, Department of Defense . 

Topic: “Uncertainty, Error, and Mistake,” and the Difference Between “validation and 
Validation.” 

Dr. Thomas Albright, Professor and Conrad T. Prebys Chair, Salk Institute for Biological 
Studies. 

Topic: Why Eyewitnesses Fail 

Eyewitness identifications play an important role in the investigation and 
prosecution of crimes, but it is well known that eyewitnesses make mistakes, often with 
serious consequences. In light of these concerns, the National Academy of Sciences 
recently convened a panel of experts to undertake a comprehensive study of current 
practice and use of eyewitness testimony, with an eye towards understanding why 
identification errors occur and what can be done to prevent them. The work of this 
committee led to key findings and recommendations for reform, detailed in a consensus 
report entitled Identifying the Culprit: Assessing Eyewitness Identification. In this 
presentation, Dr. Albright will focus on the scientific issues that emerged from this study, 
along with brief discussions of how these issues led to specific recommendations for 
additional research, best practices for law enforcement, and use of eyewitness evidence by 
the courts. 

Dr. Alice R. Isenberg, Deputy Assistant Director of the FBI Laboratory 

Topic: The Modern Practice of Forensic Science 

As a forensic practitioner, Dr. Isenberg will speak about forensic methods and 
actions to strengthen use of forensic science in the laboratory and in the courtroom. She 
will also discuss validation research in a federal laboratory and address the role and 
importance of quality assurance systems including, accreditation, testimonial training, and 
competency and proficiency testing. 

Susan Ballou, Program Manager for the Forensic Sciences Research Program, National Institute 
of Standards and Technology (NIST). 

Topic:   Getting The Science Right – Not The Focus of Rule of Evidence 702 

 Measurement science provides basis for testimony – data driven results required to 
justify position. 
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 Science is presented with increased specificity and certainty – supporting the selected 
principles and methods 

Judiciary 

Hon. Alex Kozinski, Circuit Judge,  Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals 

Topic: A Comment on the Science Presentations and the Role of Rule 702. 

Hon. Jed S. Rakoff, District Judge, Southern District of New York 

Topic: The Problem of Experts Overstating a “Match” 

Hon. K. Michael Moore, Chief Judge, Southern District of Florida 

Topic: The Need for a Flexible Rule 

Chief Judge Moore will be discussing the need for a flexible rule to enable trial 
court judges to assess the admissibility of expert opinions, especially as the legal landscape 
evolves. Specifically, Chief Judge Moore will address recent developments in drug 
prosecutions pertaining to synthetic drugs and assessing the reliability of experts in this 
area. 
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Academics 

Professor Ronald J. Allen, John Henry Wigmore Professor of Law, Northwestern Pritzker School 
of Law 

Topic: Fiddling While Rome Burns: the Story of the Federal Rules and Experts.  

Worrying about the “reliability” of some discipline with little assurance that it is 
has been applied correctly, and less assurance that the fact finder understands it, is to fiddle 
while Rome burns. This point derives from Professor Allen’s papers that explored the 
distinction between educational and deferential models of decision making. 

Professor David H. Kaye, Distinguished Professor and Weiss Family Scholar, Penn State Law 
School 

Topic: Why Has Rule 702 Failed Forensic Science? 

Eight years ago, a committee of the National Academy of Sciences concluded that 
“[i]n a number of forensic science disciplines, forensic science professionals have yet to 
establish either the validity of their approach or the accuracy of their conclusions, and the 
courts have been utterly ineffective in addressing this problem.” The committee also 
observed that “[f]ederal appellate courts have not with any consistency or clarity imposed 
standards ensuring the application of scientifically valid reasoning and reliable 
methodology in criminal cases involving Daubert questions.” This situation, it added, was 
“not surprising” given that Daubert is so “flexible.” 

This presentation will elaborate on these conclusory remarks in four ways (time 
permitting). First, it will describe how ambiguities and flaws in the terminology adopted in 
Daubert combined with the opaqueness of forensic-science publications and standards 
have been exploited to shield some test methods from critical judicial analysis. Second, to 
promote an improved understanding of the necessary foundations for scientific and other 
expert testimony, it will sketch various meanings of the terms “validity” and “reliability” 
in science and statistics on the one hand, and in the rules and opinions on the admissibility 
of expert evidence, on the other. In this regard, it will skeptically consider the two-part 
definition of “validity” in a 2016 report of the President’s Council of Advisors on Science 
and Technology and will question the report’s effort to draw a bright line for the “validity” 
of pattern-matching testimony. Third, it will ask if the Federal Rules of Evidence should 
be revised to conform more closely to the usual scientific terminology. Finally, it will 
identify four ways to indicate uncertainty in forensic findings and will propose requiring 
statements about uncertainty when reporting outcomes of scientific tests. 
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Professor Jonathan J. Koehler, Beatrice Kuhn Professor of Law at Northwestern Pritzker 
School of Law 

Topic: Data and Forensic Science Opinions 

FRE 702 permits expert opinion testimony if the opinion is based on sufficient facts 
or data, if those facts or data are derived from reliable principles and methods, were reliably 
applied in the instant case, and if the opinion is helpful to the trier of fact. I will suggest 
that, in many instances, opinion testimony that is routinely provided by forensic scientists 
fails this test. The failure arises largely because trial judges have not required testifying 
forensic scientists in any area (including DNA) to provide meaningful data to help judges 
and jurors assess the probative value of forensic opinion testimony. Empirical evidence 
from studies with mock jurors hints at substantial confusion around this issue. I will 
suggest amending FRE 702 to ensure that forensic science opinion testimony – and other 
expert testimony that relies heavily on subjective human judgment – receives a more 
rigorous vetting at trial. 

Professor Jane Campbell Moriarty, Carol Los Mansmann Chair in Faculty Scholarship, 
Duquesne University School of Law 

Topic: Judicial Gatekeeping of Forensic Science Feature-comparison Evidence. 

Courts generally admit feature-comparison evidence, despite little proof of 
scientific reliability. Why are courts generally unreceptive to challenges about the 
reliability of such evidence? It may be that judges (like most people) perceive feature-
comparison evidence as fairly straightforward and intuitively accurate. This perception 
may cause courts to employ heuristic approaches to the evidence—that is, cognitive 
shortcuts that manage complexity—which can be influenced by common cognitive biases, 
such as belief perseverance and confirmation bias. By understanding that feature-
comparison “matching” is a complex, multifaceted process, courts might engage in a 
deeper, science-based review to better analyze the shortcomings and limitations of such 
evidence. 

Professor Erin Murphy, N.Y.U. Law School 

Topic: Machine-Generated Forensic Evidence 

Technology has dramatically changed the shape of evidence in criminal courts.  
Forensic comparisons increasingly rely on machine-generated information, such as the 
DNA match statistics produced by a probabilistic genotyping software program or the 
location data reported by a cell phone tracker. This talk probes whether rules designed for 
viva voce confrontation of isolated pieces of evidence require tweaking when applied to 
machine-generated evidence. 
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Professor Stephen A. Saltzburg, Wallace and Beverley Woodbury University Professor, 
George Washington University Law School 

Title: Requiring Appointment of a Defense Expert to Challenge the Government’s 
Forensic Expert 

Professor Saltzburg will explore the question whether a defense lawyer confronting 
expert testimony and/or scientific tests by the government can provide effective assistance 
of counsel without having access to a defense expert to examine the government's 
forensics. The solution to the problem may be an amendment to Rule 706, or an 
appointment provision added to a new rule on forensic evidence. 

Practitioners 

Ted R. Hunt, Senior Advisor on Forensics, United States Department of Justice 

Topic: The PCAST Report 

Mr. Hunt will speak directly to the PCAST report and offer the Department’s 
official position on the report. 

Andrew Goldsmith, Associate Deputy Attorney General and National Criminal Discovery 
Coordinator, United States Department of Justice 

Topic: The Reliability of the Adversarial System to Inform Factfinders About Any 
Genuine Issues as to the Reliability or Accuracy of Forensic Testimony. 

Chris Fabricant, Joseph Flom Special Counsel and Director of Strategic Ligation, The Innocence 
Project 

Topic: The 702 Requirement of Reliable Application 

Mr. Fabricant will discuss 702/Daubert as it relates to forensic sciences, with a 
particular focus on FRE 702(c)'s requirement that the testimony at issue be the product of 
reliable principles and methods, and how this requirement has been interpreted by courts 
in criminal cases. 
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Anne Goldbach, Forensic Services Director, Committee for Public Counsel Services, Public 
Defender Agency of Massachusetts. 

Topic: Rule 702(d) and Forensic Experts 

Ms. Goldbach will discuss Rule 702(d)’s requirement that expert testimony must 
demonstrate that the expert has reliably applied the principles and methods to the facts of 
the case, and how this requirement has been interpreted in criminal cases involving forensic 
experts in the First Circuit and Massachusetts courts.  

Concluding Remarks: Special Commentary by Professor Charles Fried, Beneficial Professor of 
Law, Harvard Law School. 

Panel Two: Rule 702 and Daubert 

Judiciary 

Hon. Patti B. Saris, Chief Judge, District of Massachusetts 

Topic: Daubert Gatekeeping and Complex Scientific Concepts 

Chief Judge Saris will address the challenges to courts in addressing Daubert 
motions where the scientific concepts are complex, like patent litigation or product 
liability. Her perspective is that Daubert does not have the liberalizing effect the Supreme 
Court anticipated but actually makes it harder to have expert evidence introduced. She will 
outline different approaches courts use to understand the science (like tutors).  

Hon. Jed S. Rakoff, District Judge, Southern District of New York 

Topic: How Daubert is Working in Non-Forensic Cases, and How Trial Judges Seek to 
Avoid Daubert Rulings. 
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Hon. Paul W. Grimm, District Judge, District of Maryland 

Topic: Structural Impediments for Judges Applying Rule 702 in Criminal Cases 

Courts encounter special difficulties in making reasoned Daubert rulings in 
criminal cases. Structural impediments include: 1) the speed at which criminal cases 
proceed; 2) the significantly less helpful criminal expert disclosure rules as compared with 
the civil rules disclosures; 3) the overlay of the plea bargaining process and pressure on 
defendants not to file motions; and 4) resource limits on the ability of public defenders and 
CJA panel counsel on hiring forensic experts. These limitations make it very difficult for 
trial judges to get the information they need to perform a Daubert/Rule 702 analysis 
sufficiently far in advance of trial. 

Practitioners 

Zachary Hafer, Assistant U.S. Attorney, District of Massachusetts 

Title: Daubert from the Perspective of a Prosecutor 

Mr. Hafer will address Judge Grimm’s remarks and speak further about the challenges of 
applying Daubert from the prosecutor’s perspective. 

Lori Lightfoot, Mayer Brown, Chicago 

Title: Making the Gatekeeping Function Meaningful 

Experience shows Daubert motions have become perfunctory, i.e. it is assumed that 
such motions will be filed, and not attacking an expert through a Daubert motion is the 
exception, not the rule --- which obviously is not the intent.  Experience also indicates 
judges are very reluctant to grant a Daubert motion if there is even a colorable argument 
in support of the expert’s proffered testimony.  So, the challenge is how to have the rule 
serve as an appropriate gatekeeper without barring legitimate testimony, given the 
significant role that experts can play in a trial.  Another issue is whether, and to what extent, 
the rulings on the Daubert motions influence the settlement decision.  

Laura M. Shamp, Shamp Jordan Woodward, Atlanta 

Topic: Daubert from the Plaintiffs’ Perspective 
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___________________________ 

Ms. Shamp will speak about the challenges that are faced by plaintiffs under 
Daubert and on whether an amendment to Rule 702 would be helpful to address those 
challenges.  

Thomas M. Sobol, Hagens Berman, Boston 

Title: Problems in the Use of Expert Screening Tools 

Mr. Sobol will address two opposing forces in the use of Daubert and related expert 
screening tools. On the one hand, the perceived or actual overuse of these tools 
occasionally leads to a lack of focus to cull out those portions of expert testimony that truly 
ARE contrary to law or the relevant professional standards. On the other hand, these tools 
too often provide a vehicle for judicial intervention into the jury’s fact finding role. The 
solution is more selective attacks by counsel, as opposed to shotgun motions. 

Concluding Remarks on the Conference 

Hon. Debra Livingston, Chair of the Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules. 
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II. Speaker Bios 

Dr. Thomas D. Albright 

Dr. Thomas D. Albright is Professor and Conrad T. Prebys Chair at the Salk Institute for 
Biological Studies in La Jolla, California. His laboratory seeks to understand the brain bases of 
visual perception, memory and visually-guided behavior. Albright received a Ph.D. in psychology 
and neuroscience from Princeton University. He is a member of the US National Academy of 
Sciences, a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and a fellow of the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science. 

Albright served as co-chair of the US National Academy of Sciences Committee on 
Scientific Approaches to Eyewitness Identification, which produced the 2014 report Identifying 
the Culprit: Assessing Eyewitness Identification. He is a member of the US National Academy of 
Sciences Committee on Science, Technology, and Law, and serves on the US National 
Commission on Forensic Science. 

Professor Ronald J. Allen 

Professor Allen is the John Henry Wigmore Professor of Law at Northwestern University, 
in Chicago, IL.  He did his undergraduate work in mathematics at Marshall University and studied 
law at the University of Michigan.  He is an internationally recognized expert in the fields of 
evidence, criminal procedure, and constitutional law.  He has published seven books and over 100 
articles in major law reviews. He has been quoted in national news outlets hundreds of times, and 
appears regularly on national broadcast media on matters ranging from constitutional law to 
criminal justice.  He has worked with various groups in China to help formulate proposals for legal 
reform, and he was recently retained by the Tanzanian Government to assist in the reform of their 
evidence law. He is a member of the American Law Institute, has chaired the Evidence Section of 
the Association of American Law Schools, and was Vice-chair of the Rules of Procedure and 
Evidence Committee of the American Bar Association’s Criminal Justice Section.  

Susan Ballou 

Susan Ballou has been involved in NIST research for the past 17 years. She is the Program 
Manager for the Forensic Sciences Research Program within the Special Programs Office at the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Gaithersburg, MD. She is also the Federal 
Officer for the NIST Forensic Science Center of Excellence based at Iowa State University and 
appropriately titled: the Center for Statistics and Applications in Forensic Evidence (CSAFE). 
Prior to NIST, she served as the lead serologist for the Montgomery County Police Department 
(MCPD) Crime Laboratory in Rockville, Maryland. Several of her cases have been on the highly 
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acclaimed TV series, Forensic Files. Before the MCPD she worked for the Commonwealth of 
Virginia Division of Consolidated Laboratory Services at their Merrifield location where she 
conducted analysis on evidence suspected of containing illicit drugs, body fluids and hairs and 
fibers. Her expertise with the Virginia system grew from her prior position as chemist in the 
Connecticut Office of the Chief Medical Examiner under the supervision of Chief Toxicologist, 
Dr. Randall Baselt. She holds a Master of Science degree in Biotechnology from The Johns 
Hopkins University and a Criminal Justice Undergraduate degree from the University of New 
Haven, West Haven, Connecticut. Qualified as an Expert in 180 court cases she has ventured 
beyond the crime laboratory to assist with crime scene investigations and has taught this 
information at The Judge Advocate General's Legal School and Center in Charlottesville, Virginia. 
She has served on the ASTM E30 Forensic Science committee and held the position of chair 
receiving the prestigious ASTM International Award of Merit with the honorary title of Fellow 
from Committee E30. She currently is the President-Elect of the American Academy of Forensic 
Sciences (AAFS) a 7000 member strong association. She holds fellow status in the AAFS and 
received the AAFS Criminalistics Section Mary E. Cowan Outstanding Service Award. She has 
authored book chapters, scientific papers and participated in documentary standards development 
during her membership in several forensic science related scientific working groups. 

Dr. Itiel Dror 

After finishing his Ph.D. in psychology at Harvard University, Itiel Dror pursued his 
interest in expert performance. Along with his theoretical laboratory based research he has 
conducted fieldwork with a variety of experts (such as with U.S. Air Force pilots, frontline police 
officers, forensic examiners, and medical professionals). Dr. Dror's research has demonstrated that 
specific components in the cognitive underpinning of expertise entail vulnerabilities. Building on 
these insights he developed unique ways to combat these weaknesses and improve expert 
performance. Dr. Dror has published over 100 articles and is on the editorial board of a variety of 
scientific journals (such as Science & Justice, Pragmatics & Cognition, and the Journal of Applied 
Research in Memory & Cognition). He has trained judges in a variety of countries (e.g., the United 
States, United Kingdom, and Taiwan), as well as many forensic experts in law enforcement 
agencies (e.g., the FBI, NYPD, San Francisco PD, Boston PD, & LAPD in the United States, and 
in other countries, such as the Netherlands, Finland, Canada, Brazil, Singapore, Taiwan, and 
Australia). Dr. Dror now divides his time between academic work at University College London 
(UCL) and applied work at Cognitive Consultants International (CCI-HQ). More information is 
available at: www.cci-hq.com 

M. Chris Fabricant, Esq. 

As the Joseph Flom Special Counsel and Director of Strategic Ligation, M. Chris Fabricant 
leads the Innocence Project's Strategic Litigation Department, whose attorneys develop and 
execute national litigation strategies to address the leading causes of wrongful conviction, 
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including eyewitness misidentification, the misapplication of forensic sciences and false 
confessions. Previously, he was a clinical law professor and the director of the Criminal Justice 
Clinic at the Pace Law School, where he was named a "Bellows Scholar" by the Association of 
American Law Schools, Clinical Legal Education Section.  Mr. Fabricant has over a decade of 
criminal defense experience at the state and federal, trial and appellate levels with The Bronx 
Defenders and Appellate Advocates. 

Anne Goldbach, Esq. 

Anne Goldbach is the Forensic Services Director for the Committee for Public Counsel 
Services. After graduating from Boston College Law School, Ms. Goldbach joined the 
Massachusetts Defenders Committee as a public defender in 1978. After the creation of CPCS, 
she joined the staff of Roxbury Defenders in January, 1985, where she became a supervising 
attorney; she was selected as Attorney in Charge of the Boston office in November, 1987. After 
running the Boston Trials Unit for 10 years, she became CPCS’ Director of Forensic Service in 
November of 1997. In that capacity, she acts as a resource on forensics issues and experts for 
public defenders and bar advocates across the state. 

Throughout her career, Ms. Goldbach has been actively involved in continuing legal 
education and criminal defense training programs, and has lectured on numerous forensics topics.  
She has been a frequent lecturer, writer and moderator for Mass. Continuing Legal Education, 
CPCS conferences and training programs, as well as other CLE training programs. She has served 
on the Board of Directors of the Mass. Council for Public Justice. She serves on the board of the 
Thomas J. Drinan Memorial Fellowship Fund at Suffolk University Law School. She is a non-
voting member of the state’s Forensic Sciences Advisory Board. She is a past president and 
current board member of MACDL, Massachusetts Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers. 

In May 2000, Ms. Goldbach received the Hon. David S. Nelson Public Interest Law Award 
from the Boston College Law School Alumni Association. In May 2013, Ms. Goldbach received 
the Edward J. Duggan Public Defender Award from CPCS for zealous advocacy and outstanding 
legal services. In April 2014, Boston College Law School’s Women’s Law Center gave her the 
annual “Woman of the Year” award and in June, 2016 she received the Clarence Gideon Award 
from the Massachusetts Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers. 

Andrew D. Goldsmith, Esq. 

Mr. Goldsmith was appointed in January 2010 as the Justice Department’s first National 
Criminal Discovery Coordinator. In this role, he oversees a wide range of national initiatives 
designed to provide federal prosecutors and other law enforcement officials with training and 
resources relating to criminal discovery, including electronic discovery. As Associate Deputy 
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Attorney General, he is also responsible for topics concerning professional responsibility, 
recording of custodial statements, legal education, and environmental matters. Mr. Goldsmith 
previously served as the First Assistant Chief of DOJ’s Environmental Crimes Section, and 
successfully prosecuted the Atlantic States case in New Jersey during 2005-06, an eight-month 
trial that is the longest environmental crimes-related prosecution in U.S. history. His articles on 
criminal e-discovery have appeared in the United States Attorneys’ Bulletin. In 2016, Mr. 
Goldsmith earned his fourth Attorney General’s Award when he received the Claudia J. Flynn 
Award for Professional Responsibility in recognition of his efforts to ensure that department 
attorneys carry out their duties in accordance with the rules of professional conduct. 

He previously served as an Assistant U.S. Attorney for the District of New Jersey. Mr. 
Goldsmith started out his legal career as an Assistant District Attorney in the Manhattan D.A.'s 
Office during the high crime era of the 1980’s. Mr. Goldsmith graduated cum laude in 1983 from 
Albany Law School, which presented to him in 2008 its Distinguished Alumni in Government 
Award. He received his B.S. degree in biology in 1979 from Cornell University, which selected 
him in 2014 for inclusion on its list of Distinguished Classmates. 

Hon. Paul W. Grimm 

Paul W. Grimm serves as a District Judge for the United States District Court for the 
District of Maryland. He sits at the Greenbelt, Maryland courthouse located near Washington D.C. 
He was appointed to the Court on December 10, 2012. Previously, he was appointed to the Court 
as a Magistrate Judge in February 1997 and served as Chief Magistrate Judge from 2006 through 
2012.  In September, 2009 the Chief Justice of the United States appointed Judge Grimm to serve 
as a member of the Advisory Committee for the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure where he served 
until September, 2015 as the chair of the Discovery Subcommittee. Judge Grimm is a member of 
the American Law Institute, and has been an adjunct professor of law at the University of 
Baltimore School of Law and the University of Maryland School of Law, where he taught courses 
on evidence and discovery, and he has written extensively on both topics. Judge Grimm received 
his BA from the University of California, Davis, his JD from the University of New Mexico, and 
his LLM from Duke University. 

Zachary R. Hafer, Esq. 

Zachary R. Hafer has extensive experience leading the investigation and prosecution of 
high-profile federal criminal cases, including capital murder, public corruption, RICO, mail and 
wire fraud, money laundering, and drug trafficking.  Most recently, he was the lead prosecutor in 
the four-month capital retrial United States v. Gary Lee Sampson. During the five-week defense 
case in Sampson, the prosecution cross-examined nearly 50 witnesses, including 12 experts in the 
fields of neuroimaging, neuropsychology, neuropsychiatry, forensic pathology, and statistical 
analysis of life expectancy.  Mr. Hafer has briefed and argued several appeals in the First Circuit 
and has twice received the Attorney General’s Award: (1) in 2010 for leading a years-long 
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international drug trafficking and money laundering investigation in which U.S. and Colombian 
law enforcement arrested 78 drug traffickers and seized approximately $10 million in cash and 
thousands of kilograms of cocaine; and (2) in 2014 for his work as a trial AUSA in United States 
v. James “Whitey” Bulger. Mr. Hafer began his career as a law clerk for U.S. District Judge 
Shirley W. Kram in the Southern District of New York and was also in private practice at 
Debevoise & Plimpton in the firm’s New York office prior to joining the Department of Justice in 
2007. Mr. Hafer received a full-tuition, merit scholarship to the University of Virginia School of 
Law, from which he graduated in 2003.  He graduated cum laude from Dartmouth College in 1999, 
with High Honors in English. 

Ted R. Hunt, Esq. 

Ted R. Hunt is Senior Advisor to the Department of Justice on Forensic Science. Prior to 
his appointment by the Attorney General, he was Chief Trial Attorney at the Jackson County 
Prosecutor’s Office in Kansas City, Missouri, where he served for 25 years as a state level 
prosecutor and managed a large staff of trial attorneys. During that time, Mr. Hunt prosecuted 
more than 100 felony jury trials, the vast majority of which involved the presentation of forensic 
evidence. 

Mr. Hunt is a former member of the National Commission on Forensic Science, the 
ASCLD/LAB Board of Directors, the Missouri Crime Lab Review Commission, the OSAC Legal 
Resource Committee, and the NDAA DNA Advisory Group. He also served as a member of the 
International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) Forensic Science Committee, and was an 
Invited Guest on the Scientific Working Group on DNA Analysis Methods (SWGDAM) Next 
Generation Sequencing Working Group. 

Dr. Alice R. Isenberg 

Dr. Isenberg is the Deputy Assistant Director of the FBI Laboratory. She entered duty at 
FBI in 1998 and has previously served as the Section Chief of the Biometrics Analysis Section, 
Unit Chief of the Mitochondrial DNA Unit, and as a forensic examiner in the DNA unit. While 
Chief of the Biometrics section, she managed the elimination of an offender DNA backlog of over 
300,000 samples and the casework DNA backlog involving over 2700 criminal cases. She also 
facilitated the deployment of a new version of Combined DNA Index System (CODIS) software 
and implementation of numerous automated DNA techniques as well as the development of Rapid 
DNA capability. Dr. Isenberg earned her Master of Science and Ph.D. in Analytical Chemistry 
from the University of Virginia. 
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Dr. Karen Kafadar 

Karen Kafadar is the Commonwealth Professor & Chair of Statistics at University of 
Virginia. She received her Ph.D. in Statistics from Princeton University, and previously held 
positions at NBS (now NIST), Hewlett Packard's RF/Microwave R&D Division, National Cancer 
Institute, University of Colorado-Denver, and Indiana University. Her research focuses on robust 
methods, exploratory data analysis, characterization of uncertainty in the physical, chemical, 
biological, and engineering sciences, and methodology for the analysis of screening trials.  She 
served on the National Academy of Sciences' Committees that led to "Weighing Bullet Lead 
Evidence" (2004), "Strengthening the Forensic Science System in the United States: A Path 
Forward" (2009), "Review of the Scientific Approaches Used During the FBI's Investigation of 
the Anthrax Letters" (2011), "Evaluating Testing, Costs, and Benefits of Advanced Spectroscopic 
Portals" (2011), and "Identifying the Culprit: Assessing Eyewitness Reliability" (2014).  She also 
served on the governing boards for ASA, IMS, ISI, and NISS, is a member of OSAC's FSSB, and 
chairs OSAC's Statistical Task Group and ASA's Advisory Committee on Statistics in Forensic 
Science.  She is past Editor of JASA Reviews (1996-98) and Technometrics (1999-2001), is 
currently Health & Life Sciences Editor for The Annals of Applied Statistics, and is an Elected 
Fellow of the ASA, AAAS, and ISI. 

Professor David H. Kaye 

David H. Kaye is Distinguished Professor and Weiss Family Scholar at Penn State Law, a 
member of the graduate faculty of Penn State University’s Program in Forensic Science, and 
Regents' Professor Emeritus of Law and of Life Sciences at Arizona State University. He has held 
research or teaching positions at Cornell University, Duke University, the University of Chicago, 
the University of Virginia, and universities in England and China. 

Professor Kaye was an Assistant Watergate Special Prosecutor, an associate in a private 
law firm in Portland, Oregon, and a law clerk to Judge Alfred T. Goodwin, U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the Ninth Circuit. He holds degrees in law (Yale University), astronomy (Harvard University), 
and physics (MIT). 

Professor Kaye's research and teaching focuses on the law of evidence, statistics, criminal 
procedure, forensic science, and forensic genetics. His publications include textbooks on statistics 
and on scientific evidence; treatises on evidence and scientific evidence; and over 170 articles and 
letters in journals of law, philosophy, psychology, medicine, genetics, forensic science, and 
statistics. He is the author or a coauthor of The Double Helix and the Law of Evidence (Harvard 
University Press), the Handbook of Forensic Statistics (forthcoming), McCormick on Evidence, 
The New Wigmore, Modern Scientific Evidence (first four editions), and the Federal Judicial 
Center's Reference Manual on Scientific Evidence. 

Professor Kaye has served on committees of the American Statistical Association, the 
National Academy of Sciences, the National Commission on Forensic Science, the National 
Commission on the Future of DNA Evidence, the National Institutes of Health, the National 
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Institute of Standards and Technology, the Organization of Scientific Area Committees for 
Forensic Science (OSAC), and the International Conferences on Forensic Inference and Statistics. 
He is a recipient of the OSAC Distinguished Service Award. 

Professor Jonathan J. Koehler 

Jonathan “Jay” Koehler is the Beatrice Kuhn Professor of Law at Northwestern Pritzker 
School of Law. He has a B.A. from Pomona College (Philosophy), and an M.A. and PhD in 
Behavioral Sciences from the University of Chicago. His research focuses on issues in forensic 
science, decision theory, and juror decision making. He is an editor of Law, Probability & Risk, 
and a consulting editor of Judgment and Decision Making. Prior to joining Northwestern in 2010, 
he was a University Distinguished Teaching Professor at The University of Texas at Austin 
(business school), and a professor at Arizona State University (business and law schools). 

Hon. Alex Kozinski 

Judge Kozinski was appointed United States Circuit Judge for the Ninth Circuit on 
November 7, 1985, and served as Chief Judge from 2007 to 2014. He graduated from UCLA, 
receiving an A.B. degree in 1972, and from UCLA Law School, receiving a J.D. degree in 1975. 

Prior to his appointment to the appellate bench, Judge Kozinski served as Chief Judge of 
the United States Claims Court, 1982-85; Special Counsel, Merit Systems Protection Board, 1981-
82; Assistant Counsel, Office of Counsel to the President, 1981; Deputy Legal Counsel, Officer of 
President-Elect Reagan, 1980-81; Attorney, Covington & Burling, 1979-81; Attorney, Forry 
Golbert Singer & Gelles, 1977-79; Law Clerk to Chief Justice Warren E. Burger, 1976-77; and 
Law Clerk to Circuit Judge Anthony M. Kennedy, 1975-76. 

Dr. Eric Lander 

Eric Lander is president and founding director of the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard. 
A geneticist, molecular biologist, and mathematician, he has played a pioneering role in the 
reading, understanding, and biomedical application of the human genome. He was a principal 
leader of the Human Genome Project. 

With his colleagues, Lander has developed and applied powerful methods for discovering 
the molecular basis of rare genetic diseases, common diseases, and cancer. He has done pioneering 
work on human genetic variation; human population history; genome evolution; regulatory 
elements; long non-coding RNAs; three-dimensional folding of the human genome; and genome-
wide screens to discover the genes essential for biological processes using CRISPR-based genome 
editing. 
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Lander is professor of biology at MIT and professor of systems biology at Harvard Medical 
School. From 2009 to 2017, he served as co-chair of the President’s Council of Advisors on 
Science and Technology for President Barack Obama. 

Lander’s honors and awards include the MacArthur Fellowship, the Breakthrough Prize in 
Life Sciences, the Albany Prize in Medicine and Biological Research, the Gairdner Foundation 
International Award of Canada, the Dan David Prize of Israel, the Mendel Medal of the Genetics 
Society in the UK, the City of Medicine Award, the Abelson Prize from the AAAS, the Award for 
Public Understanding of Science and Technology from the AAAS, the Woodrow Wilson Prize for 
Public Service from Princeton University, and the James R. Killian Jr. Faculty Achievement 
Award from MIT. 

Lori Lightfoot, Esq. 

Lori Lightfoot is a partner at Mayer Brown in Chicago. She is a trial attorney, investigator 
and risk manager. Both as a civil litigator and as Assistant US Attorney in the Criminal Division 
of the US Attorney’s Office, Northern District of Illinois (1996–2002), Lori has tried over 20 
federal and state jury and bench trials. She has also argued cases in state and federal appellate 
courts, and she has successfully conducted numerous internal investigations. From 2002 to 2005, 
Lori worked with the City of Chicago as Interim First Deputy Procurement Officer, Department 
of Procurement Services (DPS); General Counsel and Chief of Staff, Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications (OEMC); and Chief Administrator, Office of Professional 
Standards (OPS) of the Chicago Police Department. At OPS, Lori managed a 100-person office of 
civilian investigators charged with investigating police-involved shootings, allegations of 
excessive force and other misconduct alleged against Chicago police officers. She also coordinated 
joint investigations with state and federal criminal authorities and facilitated the implementation 
of new compliance and risk-management systems that included redesign of the disciplinary 
processes for sworn and civilian members, creation of a management intervention program for 
problem employees, and targeted tracking of litigation costs associated with complaints against 
department members. Lori has been associated with Mayer Brown since 2005 and, previously, 
between 1990 and 1996. Earlier, she served as Law Clerk to The Honorable Charles Levin, 
Michigan Supreme Court (1989–1990). She is a graduate of the University of Michigan and the 
University of Chicago Law School. 

Hon. K. Michael Moore 

Chief Judge K. Michael Moore received his B.A. in Economics from Florida State 
University in 1972 and his J.D. from Fordham Law School in 1976. Judge Moore served as an 
Assistant United States Attorney for the Southern District of Florida from 1976 to 1981. From 
1982 to 1986 he served as Assistant United States Attorney for the Northern District of Florida 
and held supervisory, Chief Assistant and Court-appointed United States Attorney positions. 
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In 1987, he received the first of three presidential appointments requiring United States 
Senate confirmation when President Ronald Reagan appointed Judge Moore to be United States 
Attorney for the Northern District of Florida. While United States Attorney, Judge Moore was also 
selected to serve on the Attorney General’s Advisory Committee. As United States Attorney, Judge 
Moore was responsible for overseeing civil and criminal litigation on behalf of the United States 
for the northern third of the State of Florida. 

In 1989, President George Bush appointed Judge Moore to be Director of the United States 
Marshals Service. In receiving this appointment, Judge Moore became the first presidentially 
appointed Director of our nation’s oldest law enforcement agency. As Director, Judge Moore 
oversaw the Marshals Service’s judicial security, witness security, fugitive apprehension, asset 
forfeiture, and prisoner transportation programs. 

In 1992, President Bush appointed Judge Moore to the United States District Court for the 
Southern District of Florida. In July 2014, Judge Moore became the Chief Judge of the Southern 
District of Florida. 

Professor Jane Campbell Moriarty 

Jane Campbell Moriarty is the Carol Los Mansmann Chair in Faculty Scholarship and 
Professor at Duquesne University School of Law in Pittsburgh, PA. She teaches Evidence, 
Scientific and Expert Evidence, Neuroscience and Law, and Professional Responsibility—all areas 
of her scholarship. Among her publications are a treatise, Giannelli, Imwinkelried, Roth & 
Moriarty, Scientific Evidence (Fifth Edition 2013, supps. 2014-2017) and a casebook, Scientific 
and Expert Evidence (Aspen, 2nd ed. 2011)(with John M. Conley) and several articles in the areas 
of science and law, judicial decision making, and legal ethics. Relevant articles include Seeing 
Voices: Potential Neuroscience Contributions to a Reconstruction of Legal Insanity, 85 Fordham 
L. Rev. 101 (2016); The Legal and Policy Implications of Using Brain Imaging for Lie Detection, 
19 Psych., Pub. Pol’y & Law 222 (2013)(co-authored); “Will History Be Servitude?” The NAS 
Report on Forensic Science and the Role of the Judiciary, 2010 Utah L. Review 299 (2010);  
“Misconvictions” Science and The Ministers of Justice, 86 Nebraska L. Rev. 1 (2007); and 
Forensic Science: Grand Goals, Tragic Flaws & Judicial Gatekeeping, 44 ABA Judges’ Journal 
16 (2005)(with Michael Saks). She is currently working on a book for NYU Press entitled, Are 
you Lying Now? Neurotechnology and Law (2018). 

Professor Erin E. Murphy 

Erin Murphy’s research focuses on technology and forensic evidence in the criminal justice 
system. She is a nationally recognized expert in forensic DNA typing, and her work has been cited 
by multiple times by the Supreme Court. Her book, Inside the Cell: The Dark Side of Forensic 
DNA (Nation Books 2015), addresses the scientific, legal, and ethical challenges of forensic DNA 
typing. Murphy is also co-editor of the Modern Scientific Evidence treatise, presently serves as 
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the Associate Reporter for the American Law Institute's project to revise Article 213 of the Model 
Penal Code, and was elected to the ALI in 2013. She has shared her scholarly work with popular 
audiences through publications in Scientific American, The New York Times, USA Today, Slate, 
the San Francisco Chronicle, and the Huffington Post, and has offered commentary for numerous 
media outlets, including NPR, CNN, MSNBC, and NBC Nightly News. 

A proud recipient of the Podell Distinguished Teaching Award in 2012, Murphy’s course 
offerings include criminal law and procedure, evidence, forensic evidence, and professional 
responsibility in the criminal context. She joined the NYU faculty after five years at UC Berkeley 
School of Law. Prior to that, Murphy spent five years as an attorney with the Public Defender 
Service for the District of Columbia. She received her B.A. in comparative literature from 
Dartmouth College in 1995 and her J.D. from Harvard Law School in 1999, both magna cum 
laude. She clerked for Judge Merrick B. Garland on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit. 

Hon. Jed S. Rakoff 

Jed S. Rakoff has served since March 1996 as a U.S. District Judge for the Southern District 
of New York.  He also frequently sits by designation on the 2nd and 9th Circuit Courts of Appeals. 
Judge Rakoff holds the position of Adjunct Professor at Columbia Law School -- where he teaches 
courses in white collar crime, science and the law, class actions, and the interplay of civil and 
criminal law –and Adjunct Lecturer at Berkeley Law School. He has written over 145 published 
articles, 635 speeches, 1500 judicial opinions, and co-authored 5 books. He is also a regular 
contributor to the New York Review of Books. 

Judge Rakoff holds a B.A. degree from Swarthmore College (1964), an M.Phil. degree 
from Oxford University (Balliol, 1966), and a J.D. degree from Harvard Law School (1969).  
Following law school, he clerked for the late Hon. Abraham L. Freedman, US Court of Appeals, 
Third Circuit, and was then an associate at the Debevoise law firm. From 1973-80, he served as 
an Assistant United States Attorney Office in the Southern District of New York, the last two years 
as Chief of Business & Securities Fraud Prosecutions. Thereafter, before going on the bench, he 
was a partner at two large law firms in New York, specializing in white collar criminal defense 
and civil RICO. 

Judge Rakoff served on the National Commission on Forensic Science and as co-chair of 
the National Academy of Science’s Committee on Eyewitness Identification. He served on the 
New York City Bar Association’s Executive Committee and was chair of the Association’s Honors 
and Criminal Law Committees. He was Chair of the Second Circuit’s Bankruptcy Committee, and 
Chair of the Southern District of New York’s Grievance Committee and Criminal Justice Advisory 
Board. He served on Swarthmore College’s Board of Managers, on the Governance Board of the 
MacArthur Foundation’s Project on Law and Neuroscience, and on the Committee on the 
Development of the Third Edition of the Manual on Scientific Evidence. He has assisted the U.S. 
Government in the training of foreign judges in Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Bosnia, Dubai, Iraq, Kuwait, 
Morocco, Saudi Arabia, and Turkey. He is a Member of the American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences and of the American Law Institute. He is a Judicial Fellow of the American College of 
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Trial Lawyers and the American Board of Criminal Lawyers. He was a Director of the New York 
Council of Defense Lawyers. 

Dr. Jeff Salyards 

Dr. Jeff Salyards, PhD, MFS, is the Executive Director of the Defense Forensic Science 
Center, Forest Park, Georgia. Prior to his current position, he served as the Chief Scientist for the 
U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Laboratory. Before coming to USACIL, he was a Principal 
Analyst with Analytical Services and authored a study about the best methods to train military 
operators in material collection during the conduct of operations. 

He holds a PhD in Chemistry from Montana State University, a Masters of Forensic 
Sciences from The George Washington University and has completed a Fellowship in Forensic 
Medicine from the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology. 

A former Director of the Defense Computer Forensic Laboratory and AFOSI Special 
Agent, he has 26 years of combined experience in investigations, forensic consulting and teaching. 
He served as the Deputy for Operations and Assistant Professor at the Air Force Academy 
Chemistry Department and was honored with the Outstanding Academy Educator Award. Dr. 
Salyards has served on the Board of Directors for the American Society of Crime Laboratory 
Directors/Laboratory Accreditation Board, the Department of Justice National Steering Committee 
for Regional Computer Forensic Laboratories, the Council of Federal Forensic Laboratory 
Directors, the ASCLD Board of Directors, and as a Commissioner for the Forensic Education 
Programs Accreditation Commission; he is a current member of the National Commission on 
Forensic Science. Dr. Salyards is a Fellow of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences. He is 
also a retired commissioned officer in the United States Air Force. 

Professor Stephen A. Saltzburg 

Stephen A. Saltzburg has taught at The George Washington University Law School since 
1990. In January 2004, he was named the Wallace and Beverley Woodbury University Professor.  
From 1990-2004, he was the Howrey Professor of Trial Advocacy, Litigation and Professional 
Responsibility. Professor Saltzburg founded and became the Director of the Masters Program in 
Litigation and Dispute Resolution in 1996. Before moving to George Washington, Professor 
Saltzburg taught at the University of Virginia School of Law from 1972 to 1990. He was named 
the first Chairholder of the Class of 1962 Endowed Chair. He co-founded the University of 
Virginia Law School Trial Advocacy Institute in 1981, which is now the National Trial Advocacy 
College at the University of Virginia Law School. He continues to be the Director of the College. 

Professor Saltzburg served as Reporter for and then as a member of the Advisory 
Committee on the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure and as a member of the Advisory 
Committee on the Federal Rules of Evidence. He was the Reporter for the Civil Justice Reform 
Act Committee for the District of Columbia District Court and then became Chair of that 
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Committee. From 1987 to 1988, Professor Saltzburg served as Associate Independent Counsel in 
the Iran-Contra investigation. In 1988 and 1989, Professor Saltzburg served as Deputy Assistant 
Attorney General in the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice, and in 1989 and 1990 was 
the Attorney General's ex officio representative on the United States Sentencing Commission. In 
June, 1994, the Secretary of the Treasury appointed Professor Saltzburg as the Director of the Tax 
Refund Fraud Task Force, a position he held until January, 1995. Professor Saltzburg is the author 
of numerous books and articles on criminal law and procedure, evidence, litigation and trial 
advocacy. He is a member of the ABA House of Delegates from the Criminal Justice Section 
(which he served as Chair) and the ABA Task Force on Cyber Security. 

Hon. Patti B. Saris 

United States District Judge Patti B. Saris became Chief Judge of the United States District 
Court for the District of Massachusetts on January 1, 2013. She was Chair of the United States 
Sentencing Commission in Washington, DC from January, 2011 to January, 2017. She is a 
graduate of Radcliffe College ‘73 (Magna Cum Laude, Phi Beta Kappa) and Harvard Law School 
‘76 (Cum Laude). After graduating from law school, she clerked for the Supreme Judicial Court, 
and then went into private practice. When Senator Edward M. Kennedy became chairman of the 
Senate Judiciary Committee, she moved to Washington D.C. and worked as staff counsel. She 
later became an Assistant United States Attorney, and eventually chief of the Civil Division. In 
1986, Judge Saris became a United States Magistrate Judge, and in 1989, she was appointed as an 
Associate Justice of the Massachusetts Superior Court. In 1994, she was appointed to the United 
States District Court. 

Laura M. Shamp, Esq. 

Laura is a plaintiff's trial lawyer practicing principally in the areas of medical negligence, 
product liability and catastrophic injury in both state and federal court. Laura graduated with 
honors from the Harvard Law School and thereafter clerked for the Honorable Robert H. Hall at 
the United States District Court for the Northern District of Georgia. In 1996 Laura formed her 
own firm where she focused on complex commercial litigation, medical negligence and product 
liability, almost exclusively on behalf of plaintiffs.  In 2004, she returned to Harvard to study 
patient safety and medical errors under Don Berwick and Lucian Leape, leaders in the field of 
patient safety, and in 2005 obtained a Masters Degree in Public Health from the Harvard School 
of Public Health.  Laura is dedicated to working to try and improve the quality of medical care in 
Georgia and serves on committees that review legislation to try and address issues of medical error 
and patient safety.  

Laura is also a frequent appellate advocate.  Her reported cases have helped shaped the law 
in Georgia regarding medical malpractice and the use of expert witness testimony in professional 
negligence cases. In February of 2015 Laura, along with her partners formed, a plaintiff’s boutique 
firm --- Shamp Jordan Woodward --- focusing on complex civil trial work. Laura has received 
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seven and eight figure verdicts on behalf of her clients in difficult venues and with difficult cases 
in the past several years. Most recently she led a trial team in an Engle Progeny tobacco case in 
Florida, securing an $11million verdict for her client.  

Thomas Sobol, Esq. 

Thomas M. Sobol has been the Managing Partner of Hagens Berman Sobol Shapiro’s 
Boston office for fifteen years. He has almost thirty-five years of experience in complex civil 
litigation. Mr. Sobol currently leads drug pricing litigation seeking to recover overcharges for 
individuals, health plans, state governments, and others that pay for brand name and generic drugs.  
Mr. Sobol has been a lead negotiator in court-approved settlements with pharmaceutical companies 
totaling well over one billion dollars. He currently is court-appointed lead or co-lead counsel in 
In re Solodyn Antitrust Litigation, In re Celebrex Antitrust Litigation, In re Lipitor Antitrust 
Litigation, In re Effexor Antitrust Litigation, and other matters. Mr. Sobol was appointed lead 
counsel in In re New England Compounding Pharmacy Litigation Multidistrict Litigation MDL, 
representing more than 700 victims who contracted fungal meningitis or suffered other serious 
health problems caused by contaminated products produced by NECC. To date, related 
settlements exceed $200 million. Mr. Sobol was also co-lead trial counsel in the Neurontin MDL, 
where the jury returned a $142 million racketeering (RICO) verdict against Pfizer. 

In the 1990s, Mr. Sobol served as Special Assistant Attorney General for the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the states of New Hampshire and Rhode Island, and served 
as one of the private counsel for Massachusetts and New Hampshire in ground-breaking litigation 
against the tobacco industry. These cases led to significant injunctive relief and to monetary 
recovery in excess of $10 billion to those states. Mr. Sobol practiced at the Boston firm of Brown 
Rudnick for about seventeen years, where he was a litigation partner for a decade.  

Mr. Sobol served as judicial clerk for then-Chief Justice Allan M. Hale of the 
Massachusetts Appeals Court from 1983 to 1984. Mr. Sobol is a member of the bar of 
Massachusetts and has been appointed pro hac vice in numerous federal courts across the country.  
He graduated summa cum laude from Clark University in Worcester, Massachusetts in 1980 and 
was elected to Phi Beta Kappa in 1979. Mr. Sobol graduated cum laude from Boston University 
School of Law in 1983. 
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III. Evidence Rules for the Discussion: 

A. Rule 702: 

Rule 702. Testimony by Expert Witnesses 

A witness who is qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education 
may testify in the form of an opinion or otherwise if: 

(a) the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will help the trier of 
fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue; 

(b) the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data; 

(c) the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods; and 

(d) the expert has reliably applied the principles and methods to the facts of the case. 

B. A Rule 702 “tweak” that might allow for a Committee Note on forensic 
expert testimony. 

Rule 702. Testimony by Expert Witnesses 

A witness who is qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education may 
testify in the form of an opinion or otherwise if: 

(a) the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will help the trier of fact to 
understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue; 

(b) the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data; 

(c) the testimony is the product of reliable principles, and methods, and empirical data; and 

(d) the expert has reliably applied the principles and methods to the facts of the case. 
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C. A freestanding rule on forensic expert testimony: 

Rule 707. Testimony by Forensic Expert Witnesses. If a witness is testifying on the basis of a 
forensic examination [conducted to determine whether an evidentiary sample is similar or identical 
to a source sample], [or: “testifying to a forensic identification”] the proponent must prove the 
following in addition to satisfying the requirements of Rule 702: 

(a) the witness’s method is repeatable, reproducible, and accurate for its intended use --- as shown 
by empirical studies conducted under conditions appropriate to that use; 

(b) the witness is capable of applying the method reliably --- as shown by adequate empirical 
demonstration of proficiency --- and actually did so; and 

(c) the witness accurately states, on the basis of adequate empirical evidence, the probative value 
of [the meaning of] any similarity or match between the evidentiary sample and the source sample.  

[future subdivisions might be added to codify specific forms of comparison such as ballistics. Or 
they might be added in separately numbered rules.] 
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